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of institutional or legal reform or of the spiritual transformation of the 
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could only be upheld once the dynamics of emotions that motivated politi-
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Introduction

In 1538, towards the end of his life, Juan Luis Vives (1492/3–1540) wrote 
in his preface to De anima et vita (hereafter De anima) that knowledge of 
emotions was ‘the foundation of all moral philosophy, whether private, or 
public’.1 The explicit link indicated between the understanding of emotions, 
ethics (private moral philosophy), and politics (public moral philosophy) in 
this well-known passage has often been praised as one of the many signs of 
the modernity of Vives’s psychology.2 In many of these accounts, De anima 
has been seen as the moment of the emergence of an anti-metaphysical 
and ethically orientated interpretation of the operation of the soul, which 
anticipated a distinctively modern and experimental attitude to psychology. 
With a focus on De anima as a moment of striking originality that hints 
at things to come, these readings have primarily been future orientated, 
and, consequently, less interested in the historical (conceptual, political, 
cultural) framework within which questions of the soul arose.3 Because of 
this, they have largely ignored the extent to which late medieval philosophy 
had inspected the operation of mental faculties in a metaphysical vacuum, 
and they have rarely elucidated the complexity of the moral and political 
questions that De anima was seeking to answer.4

The purpose of this book is to offer a historical account of Vives’s politi-
cal and ethical thought by placing it in the context of his views on rhetoric. 
The study sustains that rhetoric, with its powers to shape and direct the 
mind, provides a link between humanist practices of ethical self-cultivation, 
civic participation, political concord, and Vives’s theory of emotions as it 
was outlined in De anima. It suggests that Vives, who never developed a 
systematic political or ethical philosophy, engaged deeply with the cognitive 
and emotional basis of ethics and politics in his encounter with rhetoric. 
This, I believe, is more than of anecdotal interest and has broader signifi-
cance for our understanding of humanist political thought, which, as James 
Hankins has recently argued, has often been brushed aside as ‘mere rheto-
ric’.5 Through Vives, I aim to show that much of his work was intended as a 
reflective take on the most pressing political and religious issues of the time.

My main argument is that Vives, in a particularly tumultuous moment 
in European religious and political history, gradually developed a view of 
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2 Introduction

rhetoric that came to underscore the pivotal significance of what in classical 
rhetorical theory was referred to as decorum (appropriateness, propriety).6 
As I will show, Vives’s interpretation of decorum linked the standard mod-
ern meaning (propriety of conduct and speech) with a promise that only 
through decorum persuasive speech was possible. This decorum was more 
than a rhetorical principle; it served as a nexus between his theory of ethical 
self-government, political concord, and rhetorical practice.

In scholarship on Vives, it has been common to emphasise that ethical 
self-control and virtue resulted from the control of harmful passions, and 
that political concord followed from the virtuous behaviour of those in 
power. As I aim to show, these issues were intrinsically linked with rhet-
oric since language played a pivotal role in the construction of emotional 
dispositions and in the activation of specific emotions. In stressing the suit-
ability of one’s speech to socially accepted rules and the avoidance of open 
verbal confrontation, Vives wanted to secure that strong and harmful pas-
sions were suppressed, which contributed to the ethical self-government of 
the speaker and his/her audience and, consequently, to political and reli-
gious concord. Yet this rhetoric of decorum simultaneously implied that, 
when one combined knowledge of socially accepted rules with a meticulous 
understanding of the emotional dispositions of one’s audience, one could 
speak convincingly, realise the humanist ideal of an active life in the ser-
vice of the community, and enhance political concord. Lastly, I argue that 
this interpretation of the ars rhetorica, formulated most clearly in the 1530s, 
must be seen as a solution to the political and religious discord of the time 
which, for Vives, was partly due to the potential of adversarial rhetoric to 
divide humans and destabilise concord. These concerns, I suggest, provide 
a significant context to much of what is stated in De anima about the con-
nection between knowledge of the soul and moral philosophy.

Vives and Northern Humanism

One of the underlying hypotheses of the study is that rhetoric offers an inter-
disciplinary perspective on Vives, which enables us to go beyond internal 
histories of political thought, the mind, or the emotions, whether contextual 
or longue durée. The book does not, however, merely reconstruct a system-
atic or thematic account of Vives’s theory of rhetoric and politics. It rather 
aims to show that Vives’s attempts to delineate a rhetoric of decorum and to 
connect rhetorical and moral philosophy with knowledge of emotions can 
be seen as a historically specific reflection of the educational, rhetorical, eth-
ical, and political projects of a generation of Northern humanists. Reading 
Vives in the context of Northern humanism illuminates what he was doing 
in his rhetorical works and in De anima, but it also allows us to better grasp 
a particularly interesting take on the rhetorical and emotional presupposi-
tions of the broader Northern humanist reform movement. As Margo Todd 
has argued, this reform movement, epitomised by Erasmus’s work, aimed at 
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‘the moral reconstruction of the social order’ both in spiritual and earthly 
matters.7 I, therefore, trace Vives’s attitude towards ethics, politics, and 
rhetoric in a close connection with the faith of Northern humanism from 
its early optimism of the 1510s about the malleability and perfectibility of 
humankind to the gloomier late 1530s. I contend that Vives’s work brings 
to light a largely unknown strain of Northern humanist thought that, in 
the 1530s, outlined a distinct approach to rhetoric as an art of decorum and 
grounded this interpretation of the ars rhetorica in a theory of the soul.

To read Vives in the context of Northern humanism, while not a highly 
controversial move, is not without its problems. In the first place, Vives is 
undeniably a peculiar figure in the historiography of Northern humanism. 
It is often pointed out that he was considered a member of the leading tri-
umvirate of transalpine humanism alongside Desiderius Erasmus (1466–
1536) and Guillaume Budé (1467–1540), and many of his works, especially 
De disciplinis (1531) and De anima, have been praised for their scope, qual-
ity, and pivotal importance for humanist culture.8 Still, while his stature as 
a humanist is recognised, he has been omitted even from companions to 
Renaissance humanism. Indeed, in comparison to Erasmus, Thomas More 
(1478–1535), or even Guillaume Budé, he remains a largely unknown thinker 
in the Anglophone world despite being the second most frequently printed 
Catholic humanist in the sixteenth century after Erasmus.9

Perhaps the primary reason for this neglect is that in the aftermath of 
the formation of national traditions of historiography, there has been some 
confusion as to the intellectual context in which Vives should be placed. 
Whereas a strong Belgian tradition, originating in the work of Henry De 
Vocht, has considered Vives a Northern humanist, many Anglophone schol-
ars have willingly adopted him into the circles of Tudor reformers, and, more 
importantly, Spanish scholarship has often sought a place for Vives within 
a distinctively national narrative.10 This was particularly important for a 
well-established nineteenth- and twentieth-century Spanish conservative 
tradition – epitomised by Marcelino Menéndez Pelayo and Adolfo Bonilla 
y San Martín – which saw Vives both as an orthodox Catholic thinker and 
as a strikingly original Spanish philosopher who anticipated some of the 
major developments of later European philosophy (Baconian empiricism, 
Cartesian method, Scottish philosophy). When the conservative paradigm 
was challenged in the 1960s due to new findings that proved the converso 
background of Vives’s family, Spanish history did not lose its centrality.11 In 
the most influential work on Vives in the twentieth century, Carlos Noreña’s 
Juan Luis Vives (1970), the Iberian element was not forgotten, although it 
was given a distinct reading within the Jewish strand of Spanish history. 
Noreña, who was acutely aware of Vives’s European dimension and focused 
extensively on his Central European connections, still placed his basic men-
tality inside the Spanish converso-tradition.12 In a similar spirit, and despite 
the rapid opening of Spanish academia to international currents in the post-
Franco era, it has been quite common to acknowledge Vives’s prominent 
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place in Erasmian circles, yet to discuss the wider significance of his work 
within a national story of intellectual evolution.13

One of the underlying convictions of this book is that there are compel-
ling biographical and intellectual grounds to discuss the evolution and sig-
nificance of Vives’s thought primarily in the Northern humanist context. He 
was the son of a converso family in Valencia who left his hometown to study 
at the University of Paris in 1509. In the academic environment of Paris, 
he became acquainted with new currents of humanism and, after moving 
to the Low Countries in 1514, he was adopted into the humanist circles of 
Louvain University, Bruges (he married into a local family), the court, and 
to the printing activities of the Republic of Letters around Erasmus. Indeed, 
Vives became a major humanist with the help of Erasmus, Guillaume Budé, 
and Thomas More, and he frequently associated his work with these fig-
ures, especially early in his career when his personal relationship with all 
three was friendly. In the late 1510s and 1520s, he worked for a dynastic 
peace close to seats of power in the Habsburg and Tudor courts. In around 
1528, following his failure to make an impact on the divorce negotiations of 
Henry VIII (1491–1547) and Catherine of Aragon (1485–1536), he became 
increasingly detached from everyday politics and dedicated his later years 
mostly to the completion of larger treatises on politics (De concordia et dis-
cordia in humano genere, 1529, hereafter De concordia), education (De dis-
ciplinis), rhetoric (De ratione dicendi, 1533; De conscribendis epistolis, 1534), 
and the soul (De anima).

If Vives’s biography intersected with major Erasmian moments – the 
enthusiasm of the 1510s, the disillusionment with dynastic warfare and reli-
gious discord in the 1520s, and the gradual loss of momentum and influ-
ence in the 1530s – his intellectual trajectory also engaged with typical 
Northern humanist themes. He wrote extensively on the need for reform 
in the Church; he was fierce in his criticism of scholasticism and in his call 
for a renewal in all arts and disciplines; and his moral and political writ-
ings discussed at length the utter futility of warfare, the fruits of peace, the 
importance of ethical self-government, and the significance of a virtuous 
life for the performance of political and ecclesiastical officia. Yet, in one 
crucial aspect he was different from Erasmus and many of his followers. 
While he was profoundly influenced by Erasmus’s philosophy of Christ and 
deeply concerned by the religious antagonism of the time, he decided not to 
focus on theology (or Biblical scholarship) partly because he considered it a 
dangerous discipline due to the increasingly conflictual atmosphere of the 
1520s and, more importantly, due to the problems his converso family was 
having with the Spanish Inquisition in the Iberian Peninsula. After decades 
of persecution, his father was trialled in Valencia (1522) and burnt at the 
stake in 1524 and his mother’s ashes (she had died in 1508) were exhumed 
and suffered the same faith in 1530.14 Because of all this, he mainly moved 
in academic and courtly environments and wrote extensively on ethical and 
political philosophy and their links to education, rhetoric (he, together with 
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Erasmus, was arguably the most important Northern humanist writer on 
rhetorical theory), and theory of the soul. All this makes him a particularly 
interesting case to study the political dimension of Northern humanism.

The second problem with the placement of Vives in a Northern humanist 
milieu is perhaps even greater since it does not concern Vives but the very 
meaning of Northern humanism and its close neighbouring concepts (e.g. 
Erasmian and Christian humanism). These terms were traditionally associ-
ated with relatively stable intellectual positions, such as inner spirituality, 
reforming zeal, evangelism, conciliarism, or the study of Biblical languages. 
In the past decades, a much more complex interpretation of their meaning 
has emerged due in part to theoretical developments that have problema-
tised the employment of general categories – both those used by contempo-
raries and those elaborated by historiographical traditions – as ready-made 
contexts that explain specific intellectual trajectories. Accordingly, concepts 
such as Northern humanism are now used not as fixed entities but as places 
that allow a complex set of meanings, receptions, and appropriations.15

Taking its cue from this criticism, the book uses Northern, Erasmian, 
and Christian humanism only in a loose sense that leaves room for different 
appropriations of similar themes. If employed in this spirit, they continue to 
be useful in offering a context in which Vives’s thought was formed, devel-
oped, and read by contemporaries. For Vives, to be a follower of Erasmus 
was an identity (he described himself as a follower), but also a cultural and 
social position that enabled him to develop his work and to make it public 
in print. Furthermore, some very general ideas, both thematically (reform 
of the Catholic Church, inner spirituality, criticism of warfare) and con-
ceptually (evangelism, critique of merely legal interpretations of politics, 
interest in ethical self-government, concern with education), despite diver-
gent opinions of their exact content, were largely shared by a generation of 
humanists. Consequently, Vives’s work is seen here as an appropriation and 
continuation of Northern humanist, especially Erasmian, concerns with 
rhetoric and political philosophy.

Humanism, Rhetoric, and Politics

The emphasis put on rhetoric throughout the book draws on a widespread 
scholarly interest in Renaissance ars rhetorica. In the past few decades, the 
idea that humanists were first and foremost rhetoricians has been heartily 
endorsed and its implications for religion, politics, subjectivity, self-rep-
resentation, literature, art, and several other fields have been extensively 
explored. With respect to early modern political thought, the growing inter-
est in language and rhetoric has prompted some ground-breaking research, 
which has gone far beyond Paul Oskar Kristeller’s powerful description 
of humanist rhetorical concerns as primarily professional and literary in 
nature.16 This scholarship has linked rhetoric with politics in a myriad of 
ways. One strand, originating in Quentin Skinner’s and John Pocock’s work, 
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has analysed the reception of Ciceronian rhetoric as an essential element of 
early modern civic culture. Rhetoric, with its ability to come up with argu-
ments on both sides (in utramque partem) of any question debated, implies 
difference of opinion which, for its part, implies politics.17 Others, such as 
Wayne A. Rebhorn, have emphasised the commanding dimension of early 
modern rhetoric as brute verbal power through which the minds of the audi-
ence could be reached and ultimately dominated.18 Yet another strand, evi-
dent in Marc Fumaroli, has read the appropriation of classical rhetoric to 
diverse political environments (e.g. republics, courts) as a political project in 
itself since it reveals a great deal about the ways in which the power of rheto-
ric could be realised in different institutional and cultural settings.19 Despite 
their at times significant differences, all have underlined that rhetoric lies at 
the centre of the political self-interpretation of the early modern period as a 
dialogical practice of politics, as a theory of argumentation, or as a persua-
sive power that dominated the emotions of the audience.20

There is no doubt that the current enthusiasm for rhetoric has shaped our 
present understanding of Northern humanism. Often with a specific focus 
on Erasmus or Thomas More, it has inspired innovative work on humanist 
philology and literature.21 It has also made us much more sensitive to the 
rhetorical canons through which Northern humanists both interpreted their 
own actions and communicated themselves to others.22 Yet it is undeniable 
that the reassessment has most forcefully concerned religious thought and 
theology, as witnessed by the ever-growing scholarship on the most famous 
Northern humanist, Erasmus. Ever since Jacques Chomarat’s monumental 
Grammaire et rhétorique chez Érasme (1981), it has become common to argue 
that the interpretive key to Erasmus’s thought lay in his interest in classical 
grammar and rhetoric rather than in any specific theological position. For 
Chomarat, Erasmus was a pious orator who tried to replace the abstract, 
ahistorical formalities of scholastic philosophy with a living logos, a rhe-
torical, decorous truth that was embedded in a historical language, that 
respected individual differences, and that accommodated itself to different 
situations in the spirit of tolerance.23 In Chomarat’s footsteps, several stud-
ies have underscored Erasmus’s interest in classical rhetoric as decisive for 
his views on theology (Manfred Hoffmann) and religious toleration (Gary 
Remer and Marjorie O’Rourke Boyle).24

When we turn our attention to Northern humanist political thought, it is 
evident that nothing close to this has taken place. Unlike theology, politics 
was, of course, never a dominant theme in studies on Northern or Erasmian 
humanism. Following Marcel Bataillon’s highly influential Érasme et l’Es-
pagne (1937), most historians have portrayed Erasmianism and Northern 
humanism as a spiritual movement that, through Biblical scholarship, 
channelled a great yearning for ecclesiastical reform within the Catholic 
world.25 Within this paradigm, politics has undoubtedly been present, but 
mainly as a secondary field the dynamics of which mirror the more impor-
tant developments in theology and religious thought. As the argument 
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goes, the Erasmian call for spiritual or ethical self-transformation could be 
turned into a demand to put one’s virtue into the service of others in a range 
of duties, both scholarly (reform of texts, philology, writing of treatises), 
and activist (counsellor, educator).26

Admittedly, there are studies that shed light on the critical potential of 
Erasmus’s work in religious and civic issues. Reception studies have shown 
that many of Erasmus’s readers took up the potentially radical implications 
of his work in order to articulate socially, politically, and religiously subver-
sive ideas.27 Erasmus’s political treatises have occasionally been interpreted 
as rhetorical interventions that defended the Dutch political system of con-
sensus between the princes and towns against the monarchic aspirations of 
the Habsburgs.28 It has also been highlighted that Erasmus’s Adages (1500) 
were political and religiously subversive essays; that the aspiration of 
Institutio principis Christiani (On the Education of a Christian Prince, 1516) 
was to direct the rulers to virtue through epideictic rhetoric; and that nor-
mative ideals could serve as a rhetorical model to criticise those in power.29 
Still, while it is becoming obvious that Erasmus and other Northern human-
ists employed the discourses of ethical and spiritual self-control to comment 
on the political concerns of their time, this element remains understudied 
and poorly understood.

One consequence of disregarding the interconnections between rhetoric 
and politics is that it becomes difficult to appreciate the rhetorical frame-
work within which humanists themselves interpreted their texts.30 The 
omission of rhetoric and the reading of Northern humanist texts through 
the prism of systematic political theory has, more often than not, resulted 
in a distorted picture of the scope and nature of their political views. It 
has been common to describe Northern humanists, in a dismissive tone, 
as exponents of a distinctively ethical interpretation of politics according 
to which virtuous disposition is everything, whereas systematic investiga-
tion into legal, institutional, and constitutional matters amounts to very lit-
tle. Indeed, the undeniable ethical flavour of their political thought, often 
embedded in rhetorical interventions, has meant that they are largely absent 
from the broader history of political thought. Since it is debatable whether 
they produced a coherent or original theory of, say, sovereignty, law, justice, 
institutions, constitutions, rights, obedience, resistance, political freedom, 
or citizenship, Northern humanism, apart from More’s Utopia, has been 
largely neglected even in general presentations of Renaissance/early modern 
political thought.31

The prevalent interpretation of Vives fits the picture very well. In classic 
studies of Vives’s political views, ranging from Bonilla y San Martín and 
Noreña to José A. Fernández-Santamaría’s, Francisco Calero’s, and Philip 
Dust’s more recent work, three typically Northern humanist themes have 
been repeatedly underscored. The first of these is that Vives, fully in line 
with an ethical account of politics, thought that political problems and dis-
cord could be traced back to a lack of individual virtue, especially of those 
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in powerful positions. As Noreña put it, ‘all social evils, especially poverty 
and war, are passional disorders of individual citizens which have burst forth 
into the social dimension’.32 In this narrative, there was a direct route from 
the violation of Christian or Stoic ethics (subscribed to by Vives accord-
ing to Noreña) to political discord. The second point is that all political 
and other institutions (family, religious organisations) appear as redeeming 
devices that primarily enable the moral perfection of humans through laws 
and education. Thus, unlike in neo-Augustinian traditions in which poli-
tics was conceived above all as a remedy against sin, in Vives, institutions 
are both a sign of the social and benevolent nature of human beings and a 
natural context for the further cultivation of that nature. The third aspect 
is more historically specific and points to immediate political goals which, 
in Vives’s case, were peace among Christian states, the restoration of the 
unity of the Church through a council, and the reform of manners across 
the spectrum of social associations (Church, state, family). These were the 
external signs of inner virtue.33

Rhetoric and Politics in Vives

As I suggest, this picture can be modified if we consider rhetoric. In order to 
clarify the relationship between rhetoric and political thought, I will engage 
with three themes which, as I seek to illustrate, are closely interlinked. 
First, I approach Vives’s political texts as rhetorical acts. Second, I examine 
Vives’s reception of rhetorical theory and his stress on rhetorical decorum 
as a continuation of his political concerns. Third, I aim to show that Vives’s 
theory of the soul and emotions in De anima can be seen as an extension of 
his rhetorical and political work. In other words, I examine both how rhet-
oric functions in politics and how reflections on politics, in turn, motivate 
further reflection on rhetorical theory and theories of the soul. Since I do 
not approach his views on politics and rhetoric as a theoretical system but as 
the outcome of separate interventions in diverse discussions, I have adopted 
a chronological approach where specific themes are emphasised in differ-
ent chapters. This allows us to see the interconnections between separate 
problems within different genres of writing (rhetorical handbooks, treatises 
on the soul, education, and politics), but without harmonising them into 
a systematic theory. In this way, Vives’s oeuvre appears both as a situated 
answer to specific questions and as an attempt to connect replies to these 
questions to a larger interpretive framework.34

The first theme – the reading of political texts as rhetorical acts – is 
dependent on showing that Vives himself conceived of rhetoric as a political 
practice. Here I partly build on earlier research on Vives’s rhetorical views. 
This scholarship has shown Vives’s pragmatic approach to rhetorical theory 
and analysed the ways in which specific literary compositions drew on rhe-
torical precepts.35 It has also been stressed, in a slightly different key, that 
Vives’s theory of monarchy presupposed wise counsel, liberty of speech, 
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and the active participation of humanists in the courtly environment.36 
Despite its merits, this literature has only sporadically linked rhetoric to 
contemporary political discourses or to the deeper socio-political con-
cerns of the time. Consequently, while the study takes its cue from existing 
research on Vives’s rhetoric, it goes beyond it in arguing that he conceptu-
alises rhetoric as a form of active participation. This has some implications 
for our view of Vives and Northern humanism more generally. It shows how 
the abstract political discourse of ethical self-government is performed in 
critical endeavours with specific goals, which challenges a classic view that 
portrays Vives and other humanists as backward-looking naïve moralists, 
alien to practical issues, and mostly irrelevant to early sixteenth-century 
concerns.37

This rhetorical element of Vives’s political texts is prominently present in 
Chapters 1 and 3. Chapter 3 discusses Vives’s understanding of rhetoric in 
his early encounter with humanism. I situate Vives in the emerging human-
ist academic milieu of Paris and Louvain in the 1510s and aim to show that 
Vives’s polemical writings on the arts of the trivium (grammar, rhetoric, 
dialectic) make more sense when we see that he thought of language, espe-
cially rhetoric, as a medium through which an active life in the service of the 
community (negotium in classical thought) should be realised.38 I show that 
the lack of practical utility is Vives’s central criticism against the scholastic 
curriculum, and that some of his educational materials – most importantly 
Declamationes Syllanae (1520) – teach about the possibilities of rhetoric in 
politics. In Chapter 3, I analyse Vives’s numerous political texts of the 1520s 
as critical interventions against the ambition and power for domination of 
the secular rulers of the time, most importantly Charles V and Henry VIII. 
These works certainly stemmed from a humanist and Christian philosophy 
that emphasised the ethical self-government of those in power as the key to 
political concord. Yet, when they are analysed as rhetorical interventions, 
they appear as much more critical in their assessment of those in power than 
what has been usually thought. We are also able to connect Vives’s criticism 
to the aspirations of Dutch provinces to control the warfare of Habsburg 
princes by referring to the duties and virtues of rulers, a point that has thus 
far been largely ignored.

Now, to argue that politics is conceptualised rhetorically requires some 
clarification because of the potentially radical nature of the claim. I do not 
contend that Vives thought of politics in a Roman sense as an autonomous 
field of civic action in which differences of opinion were mediated rhetori-
cally among citizens who mutually recognised each other’s right to partici-
pate in a debate.39 The civic dimension of rhetoric was quite systematically 
merged with a moralising worldview, in which rhetoric enabled, in the hands 
of a self-transformed Christian humanist, the enhancement of virtue and 
reform in politics, religion, academic disciplines, and education. Because 
of this, politics was not merely an autonomous field of civic action but com-
prised some preconceived notions about the very nature of politics (e.g. the 
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ethical nature of politics, God’s providential plan for humankind). Still, as 
I aim to show, political texts can go to considerable lengths in rhetorically 
and critically accommodating these ideas to different questions and audi-
ences since eloquence was supposed to enable civic action in practices of 
political counsel in rigidly hierarchical regimes.

The second theme of the book – the reception of rhetorical theory – does 
not engage with politics through rhetoric but with rhetorical theory through 
politics. In other words, rhetorical views and theory are considered as a 
reflection on political concerns. While Vives’s rhetorical works are admit-
tedly not merely political since they engage with a wide range of issues (e.g. 
correctness of language), much of their content becomes more intelligible in 
the context of political thought and practice. Here I partly draw on the work 
of Edward George and Peter Mack, who have shown that Vives’s originality 
within the rhetorical theory is visible in his focus on contextual appropriate-
ness (decorum), but, unlike them, I argue that this move can be interpreted 
in the context of politics.40

I will engage with rhetorical theory in Chapters 2, 4, and 5. In Chapter 2, 
I explore the discursive culture of Northern humanism on two levels. First, 
I outline the significance of friendly, symmetrical conversation (sermo) for 
the definition of the reciprocal relations between Erasmian humanists. 
Second, I describe how Erasmian humanists conceived of their relations 
with those outside learned circles through more vertical, asymmetrical 
rhetoric between the wise and the ignorant and, through a close analysis of 
Vives’s De consultatione, examine how the tradition of deliberative rhetoric, 
republican in its origins, was appropriated into a princely context. Chapter 4 
focuses on Vives’s treatise on education, De disciplinis. I claim that De dis-
ciplinis can be seen both as a critique of an overly optimistic understand-
ing of rhetoric in the aftermath of the traumatic 1520s and as an attempt 
to delineate a new role for rhetoric as a responsible practice. In De disci-
plinis, Vives ultimately criticised all forms of open confrontation because 
they evoked strong destructive passions but incorporated a predominantly 
civic curriculum into a new kind of rhetorical culture that mediated differ-
ence of opinion without making discord conspicuous. Chapter 5 examines 
Vives’s rhetorical works in the context of Erasmian rhetoric and claims that 
they exemplify what he was calling for in his De disciplinis. More specif-
ically, I maintain that the emphasis put on decorum in De ratione dicendi 
is an ingenious answer to the problem of rhetoric since it simultaneously 
suppresses open confrontation and proposes that it is only when openly 
adversarial rhetoric is avoided that rhetoric can be truly persuasive. In this 
way, it provides a solution to some of the problems with the divisiveness 
of speech and the possibilities of persuasion that had been central in rhe-
torical performance in the 1510s and 1520s, in critical reflections on the 
history and nature of the ars rhetorica in De disciplinis, in instructions on 
political counsel (De consultatione, printed in 1533), and in letter writing 
(De conscribendis epistolis, 1534).
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The stress put on the civic and practical dimension of rhetoric sets the 
study apart from some of the most influential interpretations of Erasmian 
rhetoric, which, often with a focus on Erasmus, have largely emphasised the 
spiritual dimension of eloquence. This approach is epitomised by Chomarat’s 
depiction of Erasmus’s transformative sermo that imitated the healing word 
of Christ, although Chomarat was by no means unaware of the political 
dimension of some of Erasmus’s work.41 Unlike Erasmus, who composed an 
influential treatise on homiletics (Ecclesiastes, 1535), Vives wrote his rhetor-
ical works for educational, practical, and civic contexts. In his reflections 
on language (e.g. De concordia), Vives could admittedly discuss speech and 
rhetoric in the context of God’s providential plan for humankind, but his 
practical advice reveals a remarkably subtle adaptation of classical rhetoric 
into an early sixteenth-century context. This appropriation could certainly 
underscore the importance of transforming the audience or recipient spirit-
ually or morally through religious speech or what is traditionally called 
epideictic rhetoric centred on praising and blaming the moral qualities of 
a given person or action. The kind of speech that aspires to character for-
mation will be referred to as transformative rhetoric throughout the study. 
Yet not all rhetoric was concerned with the moral and spiritual guidance 
of one’s audience; as classical rhetoricians well knew ever since Aristotle, 
deliberative (political) and judicial rhetoric aimed at immediate persuasive 
effect not by changing the dispositions of one’s audience but by using them 
as starting points in an argument.

As I will argue, this idea was not lost on Vives. While he, like many 
humanists, stressed character formation through education and responsible 
rhetoric, his actual advice on rhetorical practice discussed extensively how 
to produce more immediate effects in one’s audience in works such as De 
consultatione. Indeed, some of the ethical dispositions that were presented 
in dubious light in Vives’s moral philosophy, such as ambition, were treated 
as starting points for persuasion in his rhetorical works. This implied that 
those in power did not always have to be good in order to do good. This 
emphasis on the practicality of the ars rhetorica is no minor claim since 
Vives was arguably the second most influential Northern humanist writer 
on rhetoric after Erasmus, and especially because of his De conscribendis 
epistolis, one of the most studied authors on the art of eloquence in the six-
teenth century. Interestingly, Erasmus’s and Vives’s rhetorical works could 
be incorporated flexibly into different contexts that did not subscribe to 
Erasmian views on Christian reform in any direct way. Both the emerging 
civic culture of Tudor England and the Jesuit curriculum understood their 
civic possibilities but discussed them within radically different worldviews.42

The third theme that links Vives’ rhetorical oeuvre with politics concerns 
the connection between the art of eloquence and the theory of emotions. 
To my knowledge, Nancy Struever’s work is the only attempt to link Vives’s 
interests in rhetoric and the soul, but she has not focused on the histori-
cal and contextual dimension of this link.43 Since Vives’s rhetorical works  
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are, in place of ready-made precepts, marked by an interest in decorum and 
in the details of a specific situation (speaker, theme, audience, context), a 
closer examination of the emotional dispositions of the speaker and the 
audience appears as a major issue. As I will argue in Chapter 5, Vives’s late 
De anima, while participating in many discussions on the soul, can be seen 
as a reflection on and culmination of his ethical, political, and rhetorical 
concerns. On the one hand, it develops his views on moral philosophy by 
offering a particularly psychological account of ethical politics dependent 
on the control of harmful passions. In other words, De anima shows that 
virtuous action can be enhanced if we comprehend the natural limits to the 
possibilities of self-control.44 On the other hand, the treatise was viewed by 
Vives as the foundation of rhetoric since it offered an account of those emo-
tions and passions that a speaker had to understand as a precondition for 
persuasive speech. Furthermore, it also provided an explanation as to why 
a speech that hid open confrontation in the spirit of decorum was, in most 
cases, the best way to convince, especially when writing to those dominated 
by pride.

All these ideas – that Vives’s political interventions are mediated through 
rhetoric, that rhetorical theory is appropriated to princely environments, 
and that interest in rhetorical persuasion was linked to an interest in cogni-
tion and emotions – reveal, I believe, a distinctively emotional and rhetori-
cal attitude towards politics and, consequently, should be studied together. 
Indeed, when these themes are included in the same study, we get a much 
clearer picture of how and why Vives develops his understanding of rhetoric 
but also of how the rhetoric of decorum mediates rhetorical practice in polit-
ical interventions (theme 1), conditions the accommodation of rhetorical 
theory and education (theme 2), motivates knowledge of emotions (theme 
3), and, in the end, provides an antidote to the political and ecclesiastical 
discord of the time. It brings forth a civic and classical perception of rheto-
ric that is driven by political concerns and that motivates research in other 
disciplines.

In underscoring the emotional and cognitive dimension of politics, I 
engage with broader debates on the role of emotions in early modern politi-
cal thought.45 Some of the scholarship on early modern emotions, which has 
challenged a more restrictive focus on institutional and normative questions 
in the history of political thought, has delineated a metanarrative in which 
the period appears as nothing short of decisive in the redefinition of the 
place of emotions in political life. According to the most famous of these 
interpretations, those emotional impulses that were traditionally associ-
ated with vice were increasingly seen as natural and positive incentives to 
action and reflection, and they were said to play a crucial part in the for-
mation of commercial society or the rise of a new political theory based on 
self-preservation.46

This book does not argue that Vives anticipates these developments by 
adopting a merely descriptive view of emotions that could be exploited for 
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the interest of the state or commerce. Rather, his understanding of emo-
tions is supposed to function within a largely moral outlook on politics that 
stressed an already classical connection between ethical self-government 
and politics, a connection that James Hankins, in accordance with a sub-
stantial scholarship on humanism, has recently described as ‘virtue poli-
tics’.47 Yet Vives’s rhetorical works clearly problematise this philosophy and 
explore its limits. It is obvious that in his rhetorical works, he often takes 
as the starting point the less-than-perfect nature of the audience/recipient. 
If this rhetoric was to enhance political concord – and surely that was what 
it was supposed to do – then concord was not a transparent outcome of 
the virtue of the audience but rather the result of the management of the 
emotional dispositions of the audience on the part of the orator. This shows 
that Vives, in actual rhetorical practice, was inclined to play with the prob-
lematic emotional dispositions of those in power in order to enhance con-
cord. In other words, it shows a tension between rhetorical practice and the 
philosophy of ethical self-government and self-transformation so central to 
Erasmian humanists.

Yet the flexibility of rhetoric should not be overemphasised since the aim 
to enhance religious and political concord clearly set limits to rhetorical 
performance. In other words, the flexibility of rhetoric could only be justi-
fied as a temporary concession to the realities of a life of negotium. It had 
to enhance political and religious harmony, but it could not be employed to 
defend the more immediate interests of the princes of the time. This view 
remains sceptical and critical of passional impulses such as ambition and 
merely tries to harness them to rhetorical performance in what is a mark-
edly critical discourse of the interest of the state (or the dynasty in power). 
In retrospect, it is perhaps possible to sustain that in the attempt to use 
harmful passions as motives to compete for virtuous, ethical glory rather 
than actual political power, Vives and others failed to account for those 
emotions and passions that really motivated the powerful of the time and 
largely neglected the growing logic of the reason of state. Despite this fail-
ure, Vives’s view of the role of emotions in decorous rhetoric was clearly 
developed as an extension of a distinct, rhetorical approach to politics that 
this book seeks to uncover.

Theoretically, the book participates in a tradition of contextual intel-
lectual history originating in Quentin Skinner’s methodology that tries to 
reconstruct authorial intentions by situating them in historically specific 
linguistic circumstances. In the past few decades, there has been a lot of the-
oretical discussion on the theoretical underpinnings and relevance of inten-
tional history. It has been pointed out that the kind of intentions we recover 
are potentially manifold and analytically tied together with the reconstruc-
tion of an adequate context, which, for its part, cannot be separated from 
the kind of questions we are interested in. But when the close relationship 
of authorial intentions to our research questions is acknowledged, they 
continue, I believe, to serve as a fruitful analytical framework for thinking 
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about the meaning of texts for their writers in a specific historical setting.48 
Consequently, I intend to analyse Vives’s position on rhetoric as answers to 
historically situated questions that must be reconstructed.

In most cases, I have used modern editions of Vives’s works whenever 
available. In addition to Brill’s Series of Vives’s (mostly early) writings, I 
have employed Tristan Vigliano’s edition of the first two parts of Vives’s De 
disciplinis (2013), José Manuel Rodríguez Peregrina’s edition of De ratione 
dicendi (2000), Charles Fantazzi’s edition of In pseudodialecticos (1979), and 
Mario Sancipriano’s reprint of the first edition of De anima et vita (1959). 
When there is no reliable modern edition, I have used sixteenth-century 
editions that are available in a digitalised form and can be accessed, for 
instance, through the database entitled Universal Short Title Catalogue 
(USTC). I have employed Gregorio Mayans y Siscar’s eighteenth-century 
Opera omnia (1782–1790) only when I have not found a reliable or readily 
accessible modern or sixteenth-century edition of a specific work, as in the 
case of the 1529 political compendium built around De concordia.
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1 Becoming a Humanist
From Paris to Louvain (1514–1520)

Vives’s Quest for Wisdom

In 1514, a young Spaniard named Juan Luis Vives entered the European lit-
erary scene by publishing his first writings, some of which were gathered in 
a larger volume entitled simply Opera.1 The central text that offered an inter-
pretative framework for the eight pieces of Opera was a playful dialogue, 
Sapiens, the short preface of which (In suum sapientem praelectio) served as 
an introduction to the whole Opera as well as to the dialogue itself.2 In the 
preface, Vives contrasts the current ignorant state of learning to the wisdom 
of the ancients and early Christianity that had produced large numbers of 
wise men. He writes that ‘formerly the tongue of philosophers was free’ and 
that in the free cities of Athens and Rome as well as in early Christianity, 
it was allowed to speak against deformation and vice while also profess-
ing particular admiration for satire capable of truthful speech.3 The dia-
logue proper was in fact a satire, which was performed by Nicolas Bérault 
(c.1470–c.1545), Gaspar Lax (1487–1560), and Vives himself, who offer the 
reader a fictional tour around the halls and corridors of the colleges of the 
University of Paris in a quest for true wisdom.

The quest is, however, full of deceptions. One after another, the masters 
of different disciplines fail to produce a satisfactory answer irrespective of 
whether they come from a humanist or scholastic background. While the 
dialectician, the philosopher, the physician, and the mathematician are crit-
icised for their technical, scholastic language, the exponents of the linguis-
tic arts are hardly portrayed in a more satisfactory light. The grammarian 
interrogates the three main interlocutors on scattered biographical and 
orthographical details in a confused manner which leads Lax to exclaim 
to Vives that he should ‘not expect wisdom’ from this dull man of letters.4 
The poet, for his part, mumbles a confusing sequence of poetical sentences, 
where, to use the words of Lax, ‘the profane, the humane and the divine are 
entangled’, which counts as true mockery of the ‘sacred theology’ the poet 
had claimed to possess.5 The rhetorician is not much better. Vives’s call for 
a Ciceronian or Quintilian orator embellished with wisdom and capable of 
moving all emotions is not responded by a rhetorician hopelessly unable to 
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move even the emotions of his students.6 The search for a wise man versed in 
the ‘circle of disciplines’ is finally fulfilled by a theologian who pronounces 
that ‘true wisdom is the Son of God’, which is contrasted with temporal and 
bodily goods.7 This true wisdom would provide one with a tranquil soul 
free of harmful passions. The path propagated by the theologian highlights 
the contemplative – even monastic – dimension of wisdom as an exercise in 
inner spirituality.

Despite its ambiguities, the contents of the dialogue and its attitude 
towards learning as a quest for wisdom that would manifest itself across all 
disciplines resonated well in the academic ambiance of Paris of the time, as 
this chapter will reveal. By expounding on the academic milieus of Paris 
and, later, Louvain, the aim is to show what was at stake, both concep-
tually and in practice, in the nascent rivalry between the scholastic and 
humanist strands of learning. These have traditionally been seen as two 
competing educational paradigms with scholasticism emphasising dia-
lectic and focusing on formal questions of reasoning and humanism pay-
ing more attention to grammar, rhetoric, and the historical dimension of 
semantics. The reconstruction of the academic debates on education and 
developments in the trivium will enable us to understand better what Vives 
himself thought he was doing not only in the introductory dialogue to his 
Opera but also his other 1510s texts centred on language teaching. This 
also puts us in a better position to comprehend how Vives came to think 
that a reformed trivium could serve as a basis for an active life in the service 
of the community and how that connection was thought to function. The 
link between the renewal of language teaching and active life was occa-
sionally made in his 1514 Parisian writings, but, as we will see, it was much 
more fully expressed in his 1519 oeuvre (printed in Louvain) and in his 1520 
Declamationes Syllanae, which offered a more comprehensive account of 
the significance of humanist studies for a life of negotium.

Grammar Teaching and Poetry at the University of Paris

Vives had moved from Valencia to Paris most likely in 1509, and the printing 
of his 1514 oeuvre represented the culmination of his Parisian experience.8 For 
a long time, it was believed that he stayed in Paris for three years, until 1512, 
studying at the conservative and scholastic minded Collège de Montaigu. 
This interpretation was challenged by Enrique González González who, in 
his Joan Lluís Vives: De la Escolástica al Humanismo (1987), convincingly 
demonstrated that Vives’s activities in Paris continued until 1514 and were 
most likely not solely focused on the Collège de Montaigu.9 As González 
González has shown, in Paris Vives attended courses at different colleges, 
collaborated with printers, gave courses on classical and humanist materi-
als, published inaugural lections to his courses (praefatio), and cultivated 
friendships with the humanist circles of the French capital centred on 
Nicolas Bérault.10 Vives’s enthusiasm for some of the currents of humanist  
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learning and his experimentations with different literary styles have effec-
tively opened up the intellectual context within which he can be placed.

The widening of Vives’s intellectual milieu in Paris does not, of course, 
mean that his writings can be understood by employing a conventional 
notion of humanism. The significance of humanism as a historiographi-
cal category has, as is well known, been hotly debated in scholarship and 
the very existence of a deep gulf between humanist and scholastic cultures 
has become increasingly problematic.11 More importantly, the meaning of 
humanism or humanist education was very much a question for contempo-
raries themselves. Although the discourse of the time frequently invoked a 
dichotomy between bonae litterae and scholastic barbarism, by 1514 there 
was no open confrontation between two clearly defined forms of knowledge 
in Paris. In fact, prior to the emergence of the famous Reuchlin case, which 
dealt with the application of Jewish studies and humanist philology to scrip-
tural exegesis, the disputes between scholastics and humanists were not very 
heated in the French capital.12

The relatively peaceful coexistence was facilitated by the fact that human-
ism developed at certain colleges within the propaedeutic Faculty of Arts, 
whereas the higher faculties, especially the theological faculty, continued 
to work in a scholastic fashion. Indeed, individual scholars such as Josse 
Clichtove (1472–1543), a doctor in theology and an associate of Jacques 
Lefèvre d’Étaples (1450–1536), could draw on both traditions.13 Vives’s 1514 
works were also rather ambivalent in their portrayal of the scholasticism – 
humanism debate. Although his Sapiens is often read as a humanist cri-
tique of scholasticism, a sort of an early version of his polemical and more 
famous In pseudodialecticos (1519), the text did not amplify on the differing 
academic backgrounds of its protagonists Gaspar Lax and Nicolas Bérault. 
The prominent French humanist Bérault seemed to be in total agreement 
with Lax on the deficiencies of Parisian academic life. Lax was a scholastic 
specialist in dialectic and a relatively well-known student of the most famous 
member of the theological faculty, the dialectician John Mair (1467–1550). 
As a matter of fact, in his 1514 Life of Jan Dullaert (Vita Ioannis Dullardi), 
dedicated to one of his own scholastic-minded teachers who had studied 
under Mair, Vives wrote, in a tone that was by no means critical, that Mair 
had been ‘certainly the best philosopher of his time’.14

The absence of an open confrontation did not mean, however, that 
the Parisian academic community was unaware of the popularity of new 
humanist materials and how these could imply change for the teaching of 
the trivium (grammar, rhetoric, dialectic) at the Faculty of Arts.15 Since the 
Faculty of Arts was heavily based on the linguistic arts of the trivium and 
since it served as a propaedeutic faculty that prepared students for the higher 
faculties, the way in which reading, speaking, and arguing was taught was 
considered relevant to the whole circle of arts and disciplines. Already in 
1509, the theologian John Mair was irritated by some of the developments 
of humanism that were potentially threatening to the scholastic process of 
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clarifying truth through its dialectical methods. By referring to a famous 
epistolary dispute between Pico della Mirandola (1463–1494) and Ermolao 
Barbaro (1454–1493), he reminded his readers that even Pico had defended 
the technical language of scholastics as the appropriate tool for this task. In 
1516, Mair was more worried about recent developments and implied that 
the Faculty of Arts was not preparing students for the study of theology in 
a suitable manner. He affirmed the necessity of other arts for theology yet 
complained that ‘although such things are treated in certain faculties, per-
haps, however, they are not treated sufficiently’.16

Mair was right that some of the strongholds of nominalist scholasticism 
were affected by new materials. In 1516, François du Bois (c.1483–1536), a 
teacher at the Collège de Montaigu, published his Progymnasmatum, a con-
tribution to the humanist trend of looking for an abundant, eloquent, and 
versatile style. The influence of humanist handbooks on grammar teaching 
is further confirmed by the curricula of the Collège de Montaigu. As Noël 
Beda’s (c.1470–1537) statutes for the Collège from 1509 show, traditional 
scholastic works such as Alexandre de Villedieu’s (c.1170–c.1240) Doctrinale 
(c.1209) or Donatus’s Ars minor and Ars maior were coupled with human-
ist authors on grammar such as Niccolò Perotti (1430–1480), Agostino 
Dati (1420–1478), and Guy de Jouenneaux (d. 1507), who had composed 
an increasingly popular version of Lorenzo Valla’s (1407–1457) Elegantiae 
linguae latinae (1444).17 Moreover, the extracurricular courses offered by 
independent teachers such as Bérault or Vives revealed a strong presence 
of humanist texts in the classroom.18 The change in grammar teaching was 
noticed by printers who were making humanist materials available at a swift 
pace. Josse Bade (1461/1462–1535), who contributed greatly to the propaga-
tion of humanist works in the French capital, hinted in his introduction to 
Iohannes Balbi’s (d. c.1298) Catholicon (1286) of 1506 – the scholastic gram-
mar par excellence – that it was old-fashioned and becoming outdated.19

As John Mair’s comments about the propaedeutic function of the Faculty 
of Arts indicated, the changes taking place in grammar teaching had philo-
sophical, semantic, practical, and cultural implications for the whole spec-
trum of knowledge. Indeed, grammar teaching had been intrinsically tied 
to a whole culture of approaching language and argumentation. In the late 
Middle Ages, the purpose of grammar had not been limited to the teaching 
of linguistic skills for the use of language, but it had predominantly evolved 
into an investigation into the meaning of words linked closely to a highly 
developed tradition of formal semantics and dialectical reasoning. While 
Alexandre de Villedieu’s Doctrinale had provided a pedagogical grammar 
in verse for students, other treatises such as Balbi’s Catholicon, Donatus’s 
Ars Grammatica or Priscian’s grammatical works accentuated the study 
of language as deep semantic analysis.20 The raison d’être of what was in 
its thirteenth-century heyday called speculative grammar was often stated 
in the introductions to and commentaries on treatises and referred to the 
Aristotelian idea of unveiling the semantic relations of a mental language.21 
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In this way, some aspects of medieval grammar could be understood as 
propaedeutic elements leading to formal and terminist dialectic (logic), and 
many semantic problems expounded in terminist logic were born out of 
grammatical commentaries.22

The pedagogical tools of quaestio (question) and disputatio (disputation) 
equally fostered a practice of reading that was connected to the formal aspi-
rations of grammar teaching. The quaestio, or set of quaestiones, enabled one 
to amplify and contextualise problems arising from a text through a dialec-
tical treatment. It also provided a method of presenting separate questions 
for a disputation and a model for exercising argumentative and analytical 
capacities.23 The disputatio was the active treatment of a quaestio through 
arguments for and against, followed by a refutation and a final solution to 
the problem posed. Like the quaestio, the disputatio could serve as an active 
oral exercise or as a way of exploring a problem arising from a commen-
tary on a text. In its different forms, it was primarily an exercise in formal 
reasoning and semantic precision that accentuated the importance of the 
formal validity of arguments according to the semantic and propositional 
rules of dialectic. Despite their highly formal nature, both exercises also 
had a practical task: they showed how problems arising from authorities 
and other texts could systematically be clarified and bound together with 
the unity of other knowledge through a dialectical treatment of questions.24 
The connection between dialectic and grammar meant that the grammar 
course had to prepare students for formal reasoning, which explains Mair’s 
anxiety at the introduction of humanist materials. As another theologian, 
Josse Clichtove, claimed, grammar was the ‘nurse of other arts’.25

New humanist materials not only replaced scholastic ones but also redi-
rected the focus of language teaching from formal semantics to a seman-
tics of use (usus) and literary abundance (copia). Although scholastic and 
humanist works could coexist in curricula and in accounts of grammar as in 
Josse Bade’s Introductio in grammaticen (1510), there was a marked shift in 
emphasis for humanist textbooks overwhelmingly discussed the semantics 
of words as a web of relations of meaning within authoritative classical and 
Christian literature.26 In Niccolò Perotti’s Cornucopiae (printed in 1489), a 
humanist dictionary based on an enarratio of Martial’s poetry, every defi-
nition of a word brought to the fore other possible uses of the term as it 
was applied by a number of classical auctores, enabling verbal abundance 
and rhetorical invention. The semantics of Cornucopiae and other works on 
grammar were intrinsically linked to what is usually known as the enarratio, 
a formally loose practice of reading and commenting on texts that, rather 
than explaining abstract semantical relations, made them understandable 
in the context of other knowledge a student might have possessed about the 
auctores. Its implication was that words could only be properly understood 
when their uses in authoritative texts were discovered.

There can be little doubt that Vives was aware of these discussions around 
grammar. In 1514, he edited Battista Guarino’s (1435–1503) De ordine  
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docendi ac studendi (1459), one of the central treatises of humanist pedagogy, 
and was genuinely enthusiastic about it.27 In a humanist vain, Guarino dis-
tinguished between the ‘methodical’ part of grammar which dealt with the 
‘paradigms’ of different parts of speech and the historical dimension of 
grammar which focused on ‘historical knowledge and ‘past achievements’.28 
While Guarino offered prescriptive rules for grammar teaching, the more 
advanced part was dedicated to historical grammar. Here grammar teach-
ing not only taught about language use but simultaneously introduced one 
to materials from which one could ‘excerpt the customs, manners, and laws 
of various peoples, the various fortunes that befell individuals of genius and 
their vices and virtues’.29

Guarino’s words implied that grammar teaching was not just an exercise 
in the reading and learning of classical Latin and individual words, but also 
that knowledge of words was a gateway to the wisdom of the auctores. This 
idea was widely shared in humanist circles. Naturally, the stress put on the 
context-bound meaning of words and syntactical rules in the texts of poets, 
historians, and other authors made it necessary to have a close familiar-
ity with these authors since meaning could only be interpreted contextu-
ally.30 The humanist enarratio also connected the familiarity with authors 
to the acquisition of wisdom. This wisdom did not primarily refer to ambi-
tious argumentative schemes or to the elucidation of problems through the 
method of question and disputation, but to sentences, maxims, proverbs, 
and other short pieces of writing in which, through a certain sanctification 
of or reverence for the authority of the tradition, glimpses of truth were 
captured. Vives clearly believed that grammar was not just a question of 
words but also of wisdom. His printed introductory lecture on Francesco 
Filelfo’s (1398–1481) Convivia Mediolaniensia engaged in a polemic with a 
possibly fictional scholastic-minded friend who claimed that the lecture was 
not about ‘natural philosophy or astrology’ but merely about grammar.31 
Vives, bitterly hurt, replied that what he was teaching could be useful not 
only for natural philosophy and astrology – subjects that had been treated 
with great eloquence in classical antiquity – but also to all other philosophy, 
whether civil or religious. Vives quotes a well-known metaphor, found in 
Seneca, Macrobius, and St Basil, about a bee that gathered nectar from dif-
ferent flowers and turned it into honey. Similarly, ‘those scholars who know 
many disciplines and have tasted many flowers of various trees do indeed fly 
through many gardens’ and, because of the spiritual nature of their prod-
ucts, ‘their works’ are ‘sweeter than the honey of bees’.32 Vives thus not only 
placed Filelfo’s Convivia in the encyclopaedic tradition of Macrobius and 
Aulus Gellius, which emphasised eclecticism in collecting quotations, but 
also portrayed it as a path to wisdom.33

The idea that grammar was an exercise in wisdom somehow presup-
posed the ultimate harmony and concord of all knowledge and arts. The 
harmony of knowledge was encapsulated by the concept of a circle of disci-
plines, which underscored that all disciplines, rather than threatening one  
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another, supported each other. As seen, the protagonists of Vives’s Sapiens 
yearned precisely for a wise man versed in the circle of disciplines. The unity 
of all disciplines was made popular by the most famous French human-
ist, Guillaume Budé, who, in his Annotationes in Pandectarum libros (1508), 
claimed, drawing on Quintilian and Vitruvius, that all disciplines were 
intrinsically tied together.34 The encyclopaedic ideal had practical implica-
tions for humanist educational materials. Since the enarratio wove single 
texts into the totality of knowledge, encyclopaedic works – such as Gellius’s 
Attic Nights (Noctes Atticae), Macrobius’s Saturnalia, or Filelfo’s Convivia – 
were gaining in popularity because they provided a hands-on way to divulge 
the wisdom of tradition in a simple and condensed manner.

The unity of all arts was equally the presupposition of numerous attempts 
to put the humanist enarratio and other grammatical tools into play in phi-
lology. Jacques Lefèvre’s work was perhaps the most famous example of 
this since it aspired to bridge all potential fractions between classical and 
Christian knowledge. He was one of the leading figures of Parisian intellec-
tual life, and in a contemporary account of eminent men of letters, he was 
described as the French Cicero who had saved philosophy from barbarism, 
restored liberal arts to their former splendour, and joined unpolished phi-
losophy with eloquence.35 Between 1492 and 1506, Lefèvre had focused on 
shedding new light on Aristotle’s work with humanist commentaries. Rather 
than merely purifying Aristotle from the interpretations of the scholastic 
commentary tradition through a neutral philological reading, he strove to 
harmonise Aristotle with a Christian worldview, referring to the Stagirite 
as primus theologus.36 Lefèvre’s work drew its inspiration not only from 
mystical philosophy but also from Neo-Platonism which had conceptually 
contributed to the sanctification of the philosophical tradition by portray-
ing much of it as ancient theology (prisca theologia).37 In the spiritualised 
excavation of truth, the wisdom of the ancients, if understood correctly and 
in a Christian spirit, could serve as an initial step on a path to true, mystical 
wisdom (sapientia).38 The ideal of bringing classical wisdom into a Christian 
framework was linked to a widely held idea of education as a realisation of 
man’s true human nature, a claim that was based on the integral union of 
litterae and mores.

Still, the incorporation of humanist and classical materials and methods 
into a Christian context was not without its problems because within specific 
disciplines the fractures were quite apparent. Since the late fifteenth cen-
tury, many of the questions surrounding the moral nature of classical and 
humanist learning had been hotly debated with a specific focus on the ethi-
cal implications of classical poetry central for the linguistic training (gram-
mar and rhetoric) of the Faculty of Arts. Already in a late fifteenth-century 
Parisian debate between two Italians, Fausto Andrelini (1462–1519) accused 
Girolamo Balbi (1460–1535) of an uncritical focus on classical eloquence 
and poetry and of indifference towards religious matters.39 Robert Gaguin 
(1433–1501), the leading figure of French humanism in the 1490s, had 
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likewise serious reservations concerning the moral nature of the philosophy 
of classical antiquity.40 In his Parisian days in the 1490s, Erasmus was also 
irritated that many tried to imitate classical instead of Christian poets, and 
yearned for a poetry that would combine ‘distinguished learning and an 
exceptionally high moral tone’.41 This moral and spiritual interpretation of 
poetry is clearly the context for Vives’s call for ‘the sacred theology’ of poets 
in Sapiens.42

As Erasmus’s comments about imitation revealed, the threatening nature 
of poetry referred not only to its capacity to inculcate dubious moral wis-
dom into the mind of the student but also to its possible influence on the 
imitation of immoral verses. This was in line with many humanist curricula 
and works on grammar that claimed that the knowledge of words was ulti-
mately directed towards one’s own writing and speaking. Grammar teach-
ing itself included written composition, and some of the pedagogical tools, 
such as commonplace books, already associated the reading and extracting 
of commonplaces with the possibilities of writing.43 As Bade pointed out 
in his Introductio in Grammaticen, grammar was an art that taught one to 
speak and write correctly.44 Indeed, the often-voiced humanist ideal of com-
bining wisdom (sapientia) and eloquence (eloquentia) did not refer merely 
to rhetoric or oratory but to all writing, including poetry, a view that was 
reinforced by handbooks on the ars poetica, which, from the Middle Ages 
to more recent works such as Robert Gaguin’s Ars versificatoria (1473) or 
Johannes Despauterius’s (c.1460–1520) Ars versificatoria (1511), drew on rhe-
torical theory. Perhaps more importantly, the very duties of poetry were 
frequently described in terms similar to the genre of epideictic rhetoric that 
was centred on the praise and blame of a given subject or person. In this 
way, poetry was given a distinctively moral outlook that accentuated its 
capacities to laud virtue and condemn vice.45

For many, the ideal of moral poetry was incarnated in Battista Spagnoli 
(the Mantuan, 1448–1516), one of the most frequently printed contemporary 
writers of the first 15 years of the sixteenth century, who was quite system-
atically described as the Christian Vergil (Vergil was also from Mantua).46 
In a letter to Spagnoli printed by Bade, Giovanni Pico della Mirandola 
claimed that in Spagnoli’s ‘most saintly poems’ the ‘majesty of things’ and 
‘splendour of eloquence’ was such that they could be seen to demand the 
palm for their ‘words and sentences’.47 Josse Bade himself contributed to 
the fame of Spagnoli in Paris when he turned the Mantuan into a leading 
figure of a poetic tradition that, through its persuasive and emotional qual-
ities, disseminated moral instruction.48 Bade also propagated the image of 
a poet-theologian, epitomised by Spagnoli, in whose poetry one could see 
glimpses of divine wisdom and prisca theologia.49 In a further evocation of 
the commonplace of the theology of the poets, Nicolas Bérault claimed in 
his commentaries on Angelo Poliziano’s (1454–1494) Sylva (1480s) that poets 
were ‘full of God, inspired by a celestial power, and moved by God’s will’.50 
In this intellectual climate, Vives’s quest for spiritual poetry in Sapiens, or 
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his somewhat clumsy attempt to adapt classical rhetoric to the praise of 
Christ in a short 1514 text entitled Veritas fucata resonated very well indeed. 
The moral understanding of language use was equally perceivable in other 
genres; Vives’s description of the capacities of satire to reveal the truth in 
his introduction to Sapiens also reflected a Christianised reading of classi-
cal genres within which ancient orators could rub shoulders with Christian 
writers in a mutual fight against vice. In fact, the link between satire and 
Christian truth had been made by Bade in his Praenotamenta, where he had 
likened classical satirists to the preachers of the Church.51

A Christian Interpretation of Classical Rhetoric

Although poetry was frequently discussed in the framework of eloquence, 
the primary art that taught students to put their knowledge of words into 
writing was rhetoric, the second art of the trivium. As we will see, despite an 
apparent tension between a Christian understanding of rhetoric as a trans-
formative practice and a classical interpretation of eloquence as civic power, 
Parisian writers, in line with the general trend outlined above, strove pri-
marily to harmonise different interpretations of rhetoric with one another. 
Consequently, it is not surprising that Vives, in these years, adopted a broad 
understanding of rhetoric as an expression of wisdom in all possible disci-
plines. This was to have a lasting impact on Vives. While his actual advice 
on rhetoric and emotions in his later treatises revealed an understanding of 
the differences between the transformative and civic dimensions of rheto-
ric, the ultimate compatibility of the classical and Christian traditions was 
throughout his intellectual trajectory taken for granted in his reflections on 
the art of eloquence.

Rhetoric was generally conceived of as a continuation of grammar. As 
Guarino’s De ordine docendi ac studendi claimed, ‘anyone trained in the 
aforesaid studies [grammar] is ready to pass on to the discipline of rhet-
oric’.52 Just as in other disciplines, a union of Christian and classical elo-
quence was frequently called for within the art of rhetoric. Revealingly, 
Bade’s Inquiry (Disquisito Ascensiana) described Cicero’s diction as divine.53 
Thoroughly in this spirit, Vives’s own introductory lecture to the fourth 
book of the Pseudo-Ciceronian Ad Herennium incorporated the Hebrew 
books of Isaiah into a classical corpus of eloquence.54 But unlike in poetry, 
where Spagnoli could compete with classical authors, the primacy of clas-
sical orators was never really in doubt in rhetoric. Thus, in spite of men-
tioning Isaiah in the context of classical eloquence, Vives’s lecture to the Ad 
Herennium clearly portrayed classical orators, most importantly Cicero, as 
the best examples of rhetorical skills.

The choice not only concerned the authoritative status of certain clas-
sical names but also affected Vives’s portrayal of the nature of rhetoric. In 
the printed lecture on the part of Ad Herennium dedicated to figures and 
tropes, he did not describe rhetoric chiefly as a question of style and beauty, 
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as a practice of teaching wisdom, or as a philological method of reading, 
but instead as dominion and power over the emotions and passions of the 
audience. Furthermore, he did not primarily emphasise the transforma-
tive capacities of rhetoric to bring about moral, Christian virtue but rather 
the ability to rule supreme in civic deliberations by the manipulation of 
the existing emotional dispositions of the audience. Vives explained that 
he tried to form an orator who could ‘induce them [the audience] into any 
mood; he will have command of anybody’s soul and will, and make them 
obey his words and speech without any resistance’.55 The selection of exem-
pla of good orators hailed Cicero as a king who was able to turn the collec-
tive mind of the Senate to whatever he wanted, and ‘the choice of war and 
peace between the Athenians and Philip was in the power of Demosthenes 
thanks to his eloquence’.56 Vives further instructed the reader that ‘many if 
not all scholars of our time who want to be considered orators affect embel-
lishments of style and the ring of fine speech-making’, whereas a true orator 
selected his style according to the case at hand and mastered the emotions 
of his audience. He knew ‘what words and technique he must use to rouse 
one’s mind to hope, cast it down through fear or stir up wrath or envy, and 
other things of that nature’.57

The prominence given to Roman orators in Vives’s introductory lecture 
was not exceptional since the corpus of authoritative texts on the use of words 
was largely inherited from antiquity. Ever since Guillaume Fichet’s (1433–
c.1480) Rhetorica (1471), the first printed French handbook on eloquence, 
the Parisian academic tradition had portrayed Cicero and Quintilian as the 
foremost auctores of oratory.58 Their pre-eminence in the ars rhetorica was 
confirmed by their popularity in grammar and elementary schools and in 
the propaedeutic Faculties of Arts. As is well known, the Ciceronian corpus 
and Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria were the most frequently printed rhetor-
ical materials, outnumbering everything the Renaissance had produced, 
with several editions of Cicero’s rhetorical works printed in Paris.59

It is hardly an exaggeration to claim that every early sixteenth-cen-
tury student of classical rhetoric at the elementary level would have been 
acquainted with Cicero’s De inventione and the pseudo-Ciceronian Ad 
Herennium – the book Vives was lecturing on in Paris. Both handbooks 
were schematic accounts of the basic content of rhetorical theory and served 
as standard introductions to the art of eloquence.60 These works were com-
plemented by Cicero’s other introductory manuals, such as Partitiones 
Oratoriae (A Dialogue Concerning Oratorical Partitions), Topica (Topics of 
Argumentation), Brutus, and Orator, all of which were printed together with 
the Ad Herennium and De inventione in Josse Bade’s 1511 Parisian edition of 
Cicero’s rhetorical oeuvre.61 Besides the pedagogic corpus, there were more 
sophisticated, complex, and philosophically challenging treatments of rhet-
oric that discussed its political role and its relationship to other disciplines. 
While it is unlikely that Vives possessed more than superficial knowledge 
of their content at this stage of his life, they became increasingly important 
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for his reflections on the art of eloquence in his later work. Cicero’s most 
complete work on rhetoric, De oratore, not only presented rhetorical the-
ory as a schematic system but simultaneously reflected in a dialogue format 
on different aspects of oratory and its relation to other arts. Quintilian’s 
Institutio oratoria wove rhetoric together with a comprehensive programme 
of oratorical education, discussing its relation to all aspects of public life. 
Aristotle’s The Art of Rhetoric – the first systematic treatment of rhetori-
cal theory – offered the reader the most complete treatment of emotions, 
while Tacitus’s Dialogus de oratoribus (Dialogue on the Orators) provided 
insight into rhetoric’s relationship to political developments and constitu-
tions. Ultimately, the more advanced literature associated rhetorical theory 
with broader discussions on ethical, cognitive, social, and political issues.62

Despite the often-substantial differences between separate treatises, pupils 
across Europe would have received a largely similar overall picture of the 
basic structure of rhetorical theory. In these schoolbooks, students would 
learn that the duties (officia) of an orator were to teach (docere), to delight 
(delectare) and to move (movere) the audience. Moreover, they would have 
discovered that the three genres of rhetoric were judicial, deliberative (polit-
ical), and epideictic, of which the first dealt with the normative judgment 
of past actions, the second attended to future-oriented decision making, 
and the third related to the moral assessment of persons or actions through 
the rhetoric of praise and blame. They would also have been told that the 
traditional skills of a successful orator were the invention of arguments 
(inventio) through topics (loci) and commonplaces (loci communes); dispo-
sition, or arrangement of arguments (dispositio) according to the six parts 
of an oration; style (elocutio) that referred both to the tripartite division of 
style into grand, middle, and low, as well as to the generation of ornaments 
through figures and tropes. Finally, they would have been informed that the 
two further skills of spoken oratory were memory (memoria) and delivery 
(pronuntiatio). This theoretical structure was not a clear-cut scheme of sep-
arate issues: the interrelations of different aspects of the theory were high-
lighted so that the invention of arguments (inventio) in the Ad Herennium, 
for instance, went hand in hand with the demands of disposition (dispositio) 
since different parts of orations aspired to specific goals.63 What is more, 
rhetorical theory reminded students that the choice of specific rhetorical 
devices was always subject to the ultimate goal of oratory that could be 
defined as outright persuasion or, more reservedly, as speaking well on any 
matter proposed.64

Although there were some original Renaissance introductory works to the 
art of eloquence, such as George of Trebizond’s (1395–1486) Rhetoricorum 
libri V (1433/1434), which in addition to Roman sources drew also heavily 
on Hermogenes, most Renaissance treatises served rather as complemen-
tary texts to a distinctively classical corpus.65 Erasmus was a great exam-
ple of this. His most famous rhetorical works – most notably a treatment 
of abundant style, De copia (Foundations of the Abundant Style, 1512); a  
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letter-writing manual, De conscribendis epistolis (On the Writing of Letters, 
1522); a set of proverbs, Adagia (originally printed in 1530); and his collec-
tion of exemplary dialogues, Colloquia (Colloquies, first edition in 1518) – 
all introduced stylistic, dispositional, and generic flexibility to a classical 
corpus. Within the genres of applied rhetoric, letter writing held a special 
place as witnessed by several popular handbooks produced by Erasmus, 
Despauterius, and many others. While letter writing as an art had long 
medieval roots in the ars dictaminis, the numerous Renaissance manuals 
drew abundantly from classical rhetoric, often incorporating the precepts 
of demonstrative, judicial, and epideictic rhetoric into their subject matter. 
For instance, Sulpitius Verulanus’s (c.1470–1490) De epistolarum composi-
tione opusculum, printed in Bade ś Epistolarum compositionem compendium 
isagogicum (1501), offered considerable information about the stylistic, 
dispositional, and generic precepts of classical rhetoric.66

It should be remembered that rhetoric was not merely a technical art that 
provided advice for the generation of arguments and style but that it was 
always linked to a specific role eloquence was supposed to play in human 
life. There were various interpretations of its larger significance. In the clas-
sical tradition, as exemplified by De inventione and Ad Herennium, rhetoric 
was quite systematically linked to civic life. Not only was the focus on civic 
genres (judicial and deliberative rhetoric), but in De inventione Cicero clas-
sified ‘oratorical ability as a part of political science (scientia civilis)’ and 
offered a famous and often-quoted account of a first orator who ‘assem-
bled and gathered’ men who ‘were scattered in the fields’ transforming them 
‘from wild savages into a kind and gentle folk’.67 In this initial part of De 
inventione, a moral union of wisdom and eloquence demanded by different 
writers was achieved and given a distinctively social touch by insisting on its 
civilising element. Vives himself referred to the union of reason and words 
in his introductory lecture to the Ad Herennium when he asserted that what 
truly distinguished human beings from beasts was not that they conceived 
of rational ideas in their mind, but that they were able to communicate them 
to others through signs.68

Moreover, Cicero, in his other works, and most notably in De officiis, 
linked the imperative of the union of reason (ratio) and eloquence with the 
importance of active and prudential life. In De officiis, the most widely read 
book on moral philosophy in Europe already in the Middle Ages, Cicero 
reaffirmed that the natural bonds of society were reason and speech, ‘which 
by the processes of teaching and learning, of communicating, discussing, 
and reasoning associate men together and unite them in a sort of natural 
fraternity’.69 Furthermore, this rhetorical activity was united with the vir-
tues of an active life for the common good (equated in Cicero with the good 
of the state), which was contrasted with a philosophical life that strove for 
the contemplation of eternal truths in relative isolation.70

Renaissance works that circulated in Paris frequently took up the idea that 
rhetoric was a part of a distinct civil science and affirmed the civic dimension 
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of rhetoric. As one could read in the first lines of George of Trebizond’s fif-
teenth-century Rhetoric, printed in France for the first time in 1512, rhetoric 
was ‘the civil science by which we speak in civil questions with the assent, as 
much as possible, of the listeners’.71 Josse Bade, following Cicero, similarly 
informed the reader that rhetoric dealt with forensic and civic matters.72 
Filippo Beroaldo’s (1453–1505) often-printed playful Declamatio Philosophi, 
Medici, & Oratoris (1497) made a case for the supremacy of oratory over 
philosophy, arguing, in the spirit of Cicero’s De inventione, for the pivotal 
importance of rhetoric for the ‘founders of cities’.73

Yet there is another tradition, implicit in some classical and Christian 
materials, according to which rhetoric, rather than merely treating civic 
issues, taught about morals and spirituality, holding some transformative 
potential over its audience. In its different forms, this interpretation could 
place classical and other forms of rhetoric within the epideictic ideal accord-
ing to which eloquence mediated virtue in a world of vice, which, as we have 
seen, was precisely the way in which poetry and satire were understood. 
Indeed, medieval writers, spearheaded by Giles of Rome (c.1243–1316), had 
already been conscious of an Aristotelian notion that did not ascribe to rhet-
oric its own subject matter (civic issues) but instead described it as a coun-
terpart of dialectic that communicated persuasively about moral affairs.74 
In the Parisian context, the virtue that rhetoric was thought to transmit 
could be imbued with a Christian spirit. This was not altogether surpris-
ing since humanist commentaries on the most widely disseminated texts of 
political and ethical philosophy hardly ever accentuated the autonomy of 
these subjects. In his edition of Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, Lefèvre, for 
instance, wrote that the arts of moral philosophy and prudence were subject 
to divine sapientia and bonitas.75 In contrast to Lefèvre, a scholastic tradi-
tion running from Jean Gerson (1363–1429) to John Mair affirmed much 
more clearly the autonomy of moral philosophical problems and developed 
responses to contemporary ethical and political questions.76

There were some conceptual discrepancies between the civic rhetoric of 
the ancients that often aimed at an instantaneous effect within the confines 
of a particular question and the Christianised eloquence of poets and pious 
authors that strove to inculcate virtue and bring about transformation in 
the souls of the listeners. As Vives’s lecture to the Ad Herennium demon-
strated, classical materials could foster a somewhat instrumental view of 
rhetoric as cognitive power. What was worse, they could also depict political 
and ethical vocabularies as suspiciously flexible. The very presupposition of 
classical rhetoric was that it was always possible to come up with arguments 
for both sides, in utramque partem, and in Cicero and Quintilian, we can 
find successful orators being praised for this ability.77 For instance, within 
deliberative rhetoric, political issues were described as questions of honesty 
(honestas) and expediency (utilitas), but these terms served as general topics 
or headings under which every successful argumentation of one’s case had 
to be placed. This was achieved by using the flexibility of key concepts to 
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cater for a range of possibly opposite actions in an inventive way. In fact, 
the flexible capacity of rhetoric to provide believable arguments for every 
case was precisely the dimension for which it had traditionally been criti-
cised. Echoing Plato’s attack on rhetoric in Gorgias, the potentially deceiv-
ing nature of rhetoric, capable of masking and hiding truth, was sometimes 
voiced in Paris. The dedication letter to the 1512 Paris edition of Domenico 
Nani Mirabelli’s Polyanthea (1503), a successful florilegia or reference work 
printed by Josse Bade, contained a highly ambivalent description of elo-
quence as an art capable of the best and the worst.78

Despite these Platonic concerns, most literature assessed rhetoric posi-
tively and saw no unbridgeable gap between classical rhetoric and Christian 
eloquence. Vives’s writings echoed this view. Despite his description of rhet-
oric as a form of cognitive and political power in his introductory lecture 
to the fourth book of Ad Herennium, Vives himself was perfectly capable of 
equating the classical rhetoric of citizens with the Christian eloquence of 
virtue. In his introduction to Sapiens, Vives likened the orators of Athens 
and Rome to Christian speakers as preachers of virtue since all used their 
freedom of speech ‘as it were to mutilate and tear deformities apart’.79 
Further reflecting this attitude, Vives reminded the reader in his introduc-
tory lecture to Ad Herennium that his work as a teacher of eloquence would 
be perfected by ‘the Perfector of every good undertaking (God)’. He contin-
ued by hoping that the eloquence taught by him would not ‘be turned to any 
person’s ruin’, and that it would make ‘truth more beautiful, to propagate 
good and discourage evil’.80 Equally as importantly, his introductory lecture 
to Filelfo’s Convivia called for the union of eloquence and wisdom in all 
possible arts, ranging from moral philosophy to natural philosophy with 
no specific focus on the three traditional rhetorical genres. Vives not only 
praised Cicero but claimed that Plato ‘wrote his philosophical works with 
supreme eloquence’, that Aristotle ‘composed all his works in a golden flow 
of speech’, and went on to count Xenophon and Theophrastus among the 
eloquent.81

By 1514, Vives had associated humanist grammar teaching with rhetori-
cal production. He had likewise witnessed considerable interest in the cog-
nitive and emotional possibilities of rhetoric and professed great admiration 
for the powers of classical oratory epitomised by Cicero. Yet, in a reading 
that aspired to harmony, all possible fractures between civic and Christian 
rhetoric disappeared. His Parisian writings called for the union of eloquen-
tia and sapientia through the range of disciplines in a universal fight against 
vice in all spheres of life.

Louvain, Erasmus, and Dialectic

While Vives encountered humanist currents in Paris, it was his familiarity 
with the humanist tradition of the Low Countries, and especially its most 
famous member Erasmus, that was to mark his understanding of language, 
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the trivium, and the possibilities of humanist studies. In 1519, after years 
of relative silence, a work entitled simply Opuscula appeared from the 
Louvain printing house of Thierry Martens (1446/1447–1534), Erasmus’s 
preferred printer in the Low Countries. The compendium of 15 texts, 5 of 
which were edited reprints of the 1514 works, displayed an awareness of 
typically Erasmian themes across the spectrum of intellectual preoccupa-
tions ranging from a fierce critique of the barbarism of scholasticism to the 
claim that true nobility stemmed from the excellence of character and vir-
tue, not from one’s ancestors.82 Although the 1519 Opuscula exhibited intel-
lectual and stylistic developments in various fields, in what follows, I want 
to foreground two issues that were significant for Vives’s views on the links 
between humanism and a life of negotium and that both, I would argue, 
were connected to the civic dimension of his thought. The first one concerns 
the predominantly non-theological interpretation of dialectic in his satirical 
In pseudodialecticos, the most important text included in the 1519 compen-
dium. While much of the debates on language teaching at the University 
of Louvain were centred on the relationship between Erasmus’s humanism 
and biblical studies, In pseudodialecticos largely omitted theological exege-
sis and was rather structured as a plea for a humanist dialectic that could 
serve as the foundation of a humanist trivium. Secondly, I aim to show that 
this interpretation of dialectic was explicitly connected with the possibilities 
of a life of negotium not only in In pseudodialecticos but also in Vives’s other 
writings of the time. I contend that his experimentations with the genre of 
declamation in Declamationes Syllanae can best be seen as an exercise in a 
distinctively political realisation of a life at the service of the community.

Vives’s familiarity with Erasmian themes in Opuscula was not a coinci-
dence since he was well acquainted with the Dutch humanist at this point 
of his life, and it has been rightly argued that around 1520, his career expe-
rienced a definite upswing.83 He had probably had some connections to the 
Low Countries at least since 1512, and he might have been aware of some of 
Erasmus’s work at the time.84 What is certain, nevertheless, is that by late 
1514 Vives had moved permanently to the Low Countries, and by 1516 he 
was already well connected both to the humanist circles of the Burgundian 
Netherlands and to the royal court in Brussels.85 By the late 1510s, he was 
recognised as a humanist of great promise not only in the Netherlands but 
also by some of the leading European humanists such as Guillaume Budé. 
It is very likely that it was the support of Erasmus that had at least partly 
guaranteed Vives a favourable position at court, as well as academic visibil-
ity in Louvain and the services of the respected printer Thierry Martens.

Vives’s incorporation into Dutch humanism occurred exactly at the 
moment in which Erasmus had just embarked on the most prolific phase of 
the development of his philosophy of Christ (philosophia Christi) in its var-
ious forms. Philosophia Christi, which united moral philosophy and theol-
ogy, sought to cultivate a spiritual religion that would not only speak to the 
intellect through philosophical propositions but that could also transform, 
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mould, and reconstitute one’s spirit and way of living to the standards 
set by Christ himself in the totality of his life (veritas vitae). However, as 
Erasmus pointed out, this philosophy did not deal only with Church reform 
or the purification of sacred texts; in its perfect form, it would permeate all 
human activities, moving from theology to the moral, legal, political, and 
educational realms. In his Paraclesis, one of the fundamental texts uniting 
humanist scholarship to biblical studies and the introduction to his 1516 
edition of Novum Instrumentum, he argued that if this philosophy reigned 
in princes, preachers, and schoolmasters, then the Christian republic would 
be free from discord on all levels of human intercourse.86 Indeed, Erasmus 
pursued literary activities in the spirit of philosophia Christi on a variety 
of fronts, ranging from educational materials to political texts (Institutio 
principis Christiani).

The Erasmian worldview underlined learned piety (docta pietas) and 
further reinforced the union of humanist developments in the teaching of 
trivium and the incorporation of classical thought within a philosophy of 
Christ. The Erasmian syllabus, as it was outlined in De ratione studii (On the 
Right Method of Study, 1512), offered a decidedly classical curriculum for 
educational contexts. Erasmus’s Enchiridion militis Christiani (Handbook of 
a Christian Knight, 1503), a presentation of a way of life and learning for 
any Christian, put forth a full-fledged humanist programme that not only 
provided the student with a necessary literary introduction to the secrets 
of allegorical, and ultimately true, levels of the Scriptures, but also served 
as a morally edifying educational pattern in itself. Although Enchiridion 
expressed some reservations with regard to poetry in a Parisian vein, the 
Erasmian programme was remarkably permissive as to the pagan tradition 
since it could adopt almost everything, provided that it was understood and 
interpreted in the right Christian spirit.87 As has been seen, several of his 
works made a far-reaching attempt to incorporate classical genres and rhe-
torical precepts into the production of language. What is more, Erasmus 
described the importance of classical genres in a language not so differ-
ent from that of the Parisian humanists. In the famous Encomium Moriae 
(Praise of Folly, 1511), he defended his liberty of speech and use of satire by 
claiming that he was offering advice and censuring vice without mentioning 
individual names; and in a letter to Martinus Dorp (1485–1525), he further 
endorsed his Moria by elaborating on how he aspired to bring forth moral 
improvement through amusement. He wrote that his ‘purpose was guidance 
and not satire; to help, not to hurt; to show men how to become better and 
not to stand in their way’.88 Ultimately, Erasmus put forward a conceptual 
framework within which a permissive attitude to humanist literary studies 
could be united with a theological and ethical programme.

Despite its Christian component, much of Erasmus’s programme was 
outrightly polemical, and the years between 1514 and 1519 had witnessed a 
growing antagonism in the relationship between humanists and scholastics. 
The main reason for this was that Erasmus had followed the path set by 
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Lorenzo Valla and Jacques Lefèvre d’Étaples and turned humanist gram-
matical and philological tools to the use of biblical hermeneutics.89 This 
approach to theology not only put into jeopardy the prestige of Europe’s 
foremost theologians and theological departments, but it also questioned a 
whole tradition of discussing theological matters and problems arising from 
the interpretation of the Scripture through scholastic dialectical methods. 
The debate had an institutional setting in Louvain. While certain colleges 
at the Faculty of Arts in Louvain had a tradition of humanist teaching in 
grammar and rhetoric much like in Paris, the foundation of an autonomous 
institution, Collegium Trilingue, in 1517 led to serious tensions within the 
academic community of Louvain. The Collegium was a realisation of an 
older dream of providing students with the knowledge of all biblical lan-
guages, and its connection to Erasmus’s own project of biblical studies was 
quite explicit.90 Thus, in 1519, when Vives published his Opuscula varia in 
Louvain, he was in the centre of a polemic in which the dichotomy between 
scholasticism and humanism was transformed into a highly significant ques-
tion of theology and, ultimately, of the limits and possibilities of humanist 
learning vis-à-vis the art that clarified truth: dialectic. Consequently, it is 
not a surprise that the central piece of the 1519–1520 oeuvre, In pseudodi-
alecticos, deliberately engaged in a polemical debate with the dialectical 
method, the jewel in the crown of the scholastic trivium.

In In pseudodialecticos, Vives drew on the topics of the scholastic – 
humanism debate, a genre with an already long history in fifteenth-century 
Italy.91 Some of the controversies, such as the famous epistolary exchange 
between Giovanni Pico della Mirandola and Ermolao Barbaro, were most 
likely known to Vives, but he was also aware of more current disputes in 
which Erasmus, supported by Thomas More, took on Louvain theologians. 
The first of these was Erasmus’s exchange of letters with Martinus Dorp, 
a theologian not altogether unfavourable to humanities and the humanist 
circles.92

In a letter written in September 1514, Dorp denounced Erasmus’s intention 
of applying humanist literary tools to the reading of the New Testament – a 
project that would lead to his Novum Instrumentum in 1516 – by insisting that 
‘truth and integrity’ were ‘qualities of the Vulgate edition’.93 A philological 
reading based on Greek manuscripts would not only fail to fix the original 
version of the Vulgate but would also put its authority and the tradition of 
interpretation built on it into severe danger. As Dorp argued, Erasmus’s pro-
ject would be extremely harmful since a ‘great many people will discuss the 
integrity of the Scriptures, and many will have doubts about it, if the presence 
of the least scrap of falsehood in them becomes known’.94 After Erasmus’s 
long response to Dorp, in which he affirmed the utility of humanist learning 
for the study of Scriptures, Dorp took the question to a more theoretical 
level that openly touched upon the relationship between humanist trivium 
and scholastic dialectic. He evoked the standard distinction of humanist 
studies as dealing with the elegance of the words while traditional theology  
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was based on the science of things (rerum scientia) provided by dialectic.95 
Deliberately attacking the humanist union of eloquence and wisdom, Dorp 
argued that linguistic barbarism and wisdom were, in reality, compatible 
by posing the rhetorical question: ‘But who except a perfect fool would not 
rather be wise even if he were to be a shining example of barbarism, than 
write beautifully without wisdom?’96 Furthermore, he insisted that no phil-
ological reading could ever clarify all problems arising from the Scriptures 
(e.g. the correct administration of the sacraments) unless one employed dia-
lectical methods.97

Erasmus provided a staunch reply to Dorp’s first letter, underlining the 
uselessness of scholastic dialectic. His criticism was, however, largely based 
on the repetition of humanist commonplaces and it omitted methodological 
questions, which was hardly surprising given his strong distaste for dialec-
tic.98 The Erasmian union between literary studies, biblical languages, and 
theology became somewhat of a commonplace in humanist texts printed 
in Louvain, such as Petrus Mosellanus’s (1493–1524) Oratio de variarum 
linguarum cognitione (1518), but like Erasmus, these works seldom took on 
scholasticism over the role of dialectic.99 It was mostly in Thomas More’s 
response to the second letter from Dorp to Erasmus that the debate was 
taken to the controversial question of the dialectical method. Against 
Dorp’s accusations that Erasmus did not really understand dialectic, More 
claimed that Erasmus was actually superior to most dialecticians in the art 
of disputing. In More’s redefinition of dialectic, several things converged. 
First, he argued that dialectic should be based on an analysis of the rules 
of propositions and argumentation as they happened in common language, 
challenging the very notion of a formal language central to the scholastic 
tradition.100 Second, this reassessment was linked to a philological reading 
of Aristotle, the foremost authority on dialectic, who had been unaware of 
much of scholastic logic such as the highly developed formal semantics epit-
omised by the theory of supposition. In this spirit, More argued that dialec-
tic should be a ‘tool to the other branches of learning’ rather than an end in 
itself.101 Third, More, just like Erasmus, argued that traditional scholastic 
dialectic employed in theology was utterly incapable of enhancing concord 
since it could not transform its audience, and, what was perhaps even worse, 
because it provided heretics with material to ‘strike back’ by deploying the 
‘very problems with which they are assaulted’.102

Vives’s In pseudodialecticos was heavily indebted to More’s letter to Dorp, 
as More himself well knew.103 Although Vives, like most humanists, agreed 
that dialectic was an art that dealt with truth, he presented a distinctively 
humanist philosophy of language focused on historical semantics to the det-
riment of formal ones. Like More, Vives emphasised that dialectic was effec-
tively an analysis of semantic, argumentative, and propositional patterns 
of used language, and much of the argument was dedicated to the devel-
opment of the different ramifications of this theme. As Vives claimed, ‘the 
logician does not create new rules or expound the true essence of language, 
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but rather teaches rules that have been observed in inveterate and familiar 
usage’.104 Just as in a broad tradition of humanist interpretation epitomised 
by Lorenzo Valla, the standard of usage was not associated with spoken lan-
guage but with the work of classical auctores and most importantly Cicero. 
Vives lamented that those who searched for linguistic rigor, ‘that true and 
direct meaning of Latin sentences’, did not look for it ‘from Cicero, nor 
Quintilian’ but ‘from Peter of Spain or whoever preceded him’.105

Like More, Vives pointed out that a philological understanding of 
Aristotle, which More had connected to Lefèvre’s project, would reveal 
a different philosopher altogether.106 Vives asked sarcastically, ‘is anyone 
of the opinion that Aristotle fitted his logic to a language which he had 
invented for himself, instead of to the current form of Greek which everyone 
spoke?’107 Aristotle regarded ‘senseless suppositions, extensions, restrictions 
and other petty terms’ as ‘extrinsic to the art of logic in that they contra-
dicted man’s common sense and habits of speech’.108 Vives claimed that the 
Organon, a set of six books that contained all of Aristotelian logic and con-
stituted the basis for the medieval commentary tradition, consisted entirely 
‘of a few brief precepts’.109 According to him, the Organon should be taken 
literally as an instrument or tool with which ‘the young boy proceeds to 
the other arts and sciences, since disciplines that are learned for the sake 
of other disciplines […] should not occupy his studies for too long a time’.110 
Focusing solely on its perfection would be as stupid as if a shoemaker were 
to dedicate all his/her time to improving his/her tools.111

The dialectic of scholastics did not play its role as a tool. It failed to serve 
pedagogical purposes since it did not sharpen the mind and, more impor-
tantly, it severely detracted from the potential of language to carry out its 
social and communicative function. In a satirical critique of the conceptu-
alist position, Vives instructed the reader that if words were to mean what 
each individual considered them to mean, ‘no one will understand anyone 
else, since everyone will be using words in his own way rather than in the 
commonly accepted way’.112 Whereas all other arts had a practical or con-
templative end, dialectic could not claim either. The only people one could 
speak to using dialectical language would be ones’ own disciples, and Vives 
brushed aside the argument that dialectic could produce certain knowl-
edge (scientia).113 The clarity and simplicity of Vives’s own language were 
contrasted to scholastic dialectic, which aspired to a cunning victory in a 
debate, rather than to truth.114 Like in More, this underlined that dialectic, 
rather than producing concord, unity of opinion, and truth, led to endless 
debates and division, violating the communicative duties of speech. Finally, 
knowledge of dialectic could not be put to use by other disciplines as it failed 
to perform its supportive functions for other domains of intellectual life.

These domains doubtless included theology. According to Vives, there 
were some theologians who thought that there could be ‘no exactitude of 
speech’ which was not ‘adorned with horrid and rank barbarity, and stuffed 
with the vain devices of sophistry’. They were surprised to find out that in 
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Augustine there was nothing ‘resembling the teaching of their logic text-
books’.115 Still, it is extremely significant that, unlike More’s letter to Dorp, 
the critique of dialectic found in In pseudodialecticos never brought theology 
into its main argumentative thread. Vives, for instance, omitted completely 
some of the most widely debated theological issues such as the study of bib-
lical languages or the transformative philosophy of Christ so central to the 
Erasmian project in the late 1510s. Instead, In pseudodialecticos asserted 
that a technical restructuring of dialectic could serve as a new basis for all 
arts functioning in all domains of life. Within this wide-ranging critique, 
Vives linked dialectic to those humanist arts that he considered useful in 
an active life in the service of the community, a point strengthened by the 
selection of Cicero and Quintilian, to the detriment of Christian authors, 
as the foremost models of language usage throughout In pseudodialecticos.

Vives went to considerable lengths in his account of how professional 
dialecticians were completely ignorant of all practical matters related to a 
life of negotium. This criticism did not, perhaps, quite do justice to con-
temporary scholasticism, since it omitted the casuistic method that was 
employed for the resolution of current problems by many scholastics (e.g. 
John Mair). Yet, it accentuates the extent to which Vives connected a tech-
nical question of semantics to its relevance for active life. When confronted 
with social matters, ‘you would think that they have been transferred to a 
new world, it is to that extent that they are ignorant about life and common 
sense’.116 He claimed that, despite their external appearance, there was little 
humanity in these dialecticians117 and went on to argue that ‘they are most 
inept for undertaking negotiations, for taking part in embassies, for the 
administration of affairs, be they public or private, and for the handling of 
people’s souls’.118 The reason for this was their lack of knowledge on studia 
humanitatis:

They do not cultivate the kind of arts that teach all these things, and 
that form the soul and human life: for example, moral philosophy, 
which adorns customs and minds; history, the mother of knowledge, 
and experience of things, namely prudence. Oratory, that teaches and 
governs life and opinion, and politics and economics on which the guid-
ing of familial and city affairs is based.119

Although In pseudodialecticos mostly focused on criticism rather than on 
the presentation of a constructive alternative, Vives gave some hints as to 
what a reconfigured dialectic would look like. His main point was that dia-
lectic should be an integral part of a humanist trivium, based on a descrip-
tive rather than prescriptive analysis of language usage (sermo) in classical 
authors. Whereas rhetoric discovered ‘ornament, brilliance, or gracefulness 
of expression’, dialectic ‘finds out truth, falsehood, or probability’ in com-
mon speech.120 Despite their separate tasks in the process of reading and 
writing, Vives repeatedly underscored the fundamental union of the artes 
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sermocinales by criticising scholastic language for its rhetorical frigidity 
and Peter of Spain121 for not knowing ‘more about the force of individual 
[Latin] words than the Scythian, whom I just mentioned, would know about 
the essence of the Spanish language, which he had never seen written or 
heard spoken by anyone’.122 This critique produced an extremely close union 
between dialectic and the rhetorical force of language, which had been dealt 
with as separate issues by scholastic writers, as exemplified by Dorp’s claim 
about the compatibility of wisdom and linguistic barbarism.

The Evolution of Humanist Dialectic

Despite its polemical and critical tone, In pseudodialecticos was not just a 
vague call for a new dialectic but echoed larger developments in the field. 
Indeed, the critical dimension of In pseudodialecticos must be viewed in the 
context for a shared humanist quest for a renewed dialectic that would offer 
practical support for rhetorical composition.

Although Erasmus’s 1512 De ratione studii did not mention any humanist 
treatises on dialectic, recommending solely Aristotle as a good introduction 
to the discipline,123 and although the most prolific phase in the production 
of humanist dialectical manuals took place from the 1520s onwards, some 
works had developed a distinctively non-scholastic dialectic more suitable 
for humanist literary tasks. Valla’s Dialectice (Repastinatio dialecticae et phi-
losophiae), printed in 1509 by Bade in Paris, was outrightly polemical against 
the existing tradition, calling for a dialectic based on common language 
and subjected to rhetoric, the most noble art of the trivium.124 Trebizond’s 
Dialectica (Isagoge dialectica), printed in 1508 in Paris, offered a brief expla-
nation of Aristotle’s dialectic leaving aside much of the scholastic additions, 
at times underlining the usefulness of dialectic to oratory.125 It was, however, 
Rudolph Agricola’s (1443?–1485) De inventione dialectica (printed for the 
first time in 1515) that must have been Vives’s main constructive reference 
point at the time. Vives did not mention Agricola in In pseudodialecticos, but 
he appears as the main authority in dialectic in Vives’s (1522) commentaries 
on Augustine’s De civitate Dei (The City of God) and in his later works. In 
the commentaries, he maintained that he had earlier written a short poem 
(distichon) in which he had praised Agricola’s De inventione dialectica as the 
best extant Latin work on the subject.126 This was not surprising. Agricola 
was perhaps the most famous Dutch humanist of the fifteenth century who, 
with extensive knowledge of Italian humanism, had played a crucial role in 
the development of humanism in the North and was greatly admired by the 
Erasmian circles.127 In the 1510s and 1520s, many humanists in Erasmian 
circles promoted De inventione dialectica as an authoritative text on dialec-
tic, and some – such as the jurist Claudius Cantiuncula (c.1496–1560) – even 
structured their works on the basis of Agricola’s topical dialectic.128 When 
it was printed for the first time in 1515 by Thierry Martens, it was prepared 
by a group of humanists from the Louvain circle, most notably Alardus 
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Amstelredamus (1491–1544), and officially supported by a theologian of the 
stature of Martinus Dorp, who, despite his disagreements with Erasmus, 
was favourable to many aspects of the Erasmian programme.129

New dialectical materials were eagerly praised for their contributions to 
other humanist linguistic arts. Josse Bade’s short introduction to Valla’s 
Repastinatio claimed that it could be of profit for both dialectic and rhe-
torical disputations.130 Beatus Rhenanus’s (1485–1547) prefatory letter to a 
Strasbourg edition of Trebizond’s Dialectica (1509) also linked the refor-
mation of dialectic to a broader narrative of the expulsion of barbarism 
from Germany and the rebirth of the liberal arts.131 In another prefatory 
letter to Trebizond’s treatise, Jacques Lefèvre described a meeting in Rome 
with two eloquent young men who, to his surprise, were not only educated 
in the ars humanitatis but also in philosophy and dialectic.132 The union of 
dialectical learning and eloquence was also apparent in Guillaume Budé’s 
Annotationes, in which his praise of dialectic (laus dialecticae) in the context 
of civil law (ius civile) was taken verbatim from Cicero’s Brutus. This dialec-
tic was extremely practical since it functioned in close connection with the 
rhetorical handling of particular questions. In the Brutus, Servius Sulpicius 
epitomised this dialectic, ‘which teaches the analysis of a whole into its com-
ponent parts, sets forth and defines the latent and implicit, interprets and 
makes clear the obscure; which first recognizes the ambiguous and then dis-
tinguishes; which applies in short a rule or measure for adjudging truth and 
falsehood, for determining what conclusions follow from what premises’, 
and to all this Servius Sulpicius added ‘a knowledge of letters and a finished 
style of speaking’.133 Interestingly, Vives, in his Praelectio in Leges Ciceronis, 
quoted the exact same passage from Cicero, thus framing what was to be 
expected from useful dialectical learning.134

There were both practical and conceptual reasons for the propagation of 
a humanist dialectic. If one wanted to argue against scholastic dialecticians 
for the unbreakable union of wisdom and eloquence in all disciplines, then 
the central art of the curriculum that dealt with truth could hardly be passed 
over in silence. When humanism emerged as an overarching alternative to 
scholasticism across the spectrum of disciplines, it was no longer possible 
to let fundamental questions of method go untouched. But humanist dia-
lectic was not just a necessary reaction against scholasticism; it provided a 
very hands-on method for textual analysis and the production of arguments 
that enabled a structured handling of argumentative topics (loci). Agricola’s 
work exemplified this approach and showed how loci could be used in virtu-
ally all linguistic production.

Agricola’s De inventione dialectica was not merely a technical treatment 
of argument but a work that taught the reader possible ways of reading, 
taking notes, and talking and writing in a convincing manner.135 In all this, 
it was supposed to fulfil the rhetorical task of teaching (docere). As its name 
implied, it focused almost exclusively on one of the two tasks of dialectic: 
the invention of arguments (inventio), mostly disregarding the part that 
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dealt with the judgment of the formal aspects of terms, propositions, and 
arguments (iudicium). Its system of topics offered headings for investigating 
terms in any question proposed, thus pointing towards all possible connec-
tions between the terms that could be used in the construction of propo-
sitions and arguments. It could be employed in the investigation of both 
general questions where no contextual elements were present (traditionally 
part of dialectic) and of particular questions where contextual elements 
were introduced (what a specific person should do/should we go to a war at 
this moment), and it underscored the interconnections between both types 
of questions since particular questions always imply general issues. For 
instance, ‘should Cato marry?’ is conceptually dependent on the more gen-
erally problem of whether a Stoic philosopher should marry, something that 
a successful orator should understand. As an example of a general question, 
Agricola analysed ‘whether a philosopher should take a wife’ by running 
through all possible topics from definitions to a range of other relations 
that could potentially offer information about philosophers and wives. This 
method provided a topical description of a given term (here philosopher 
and wife), and the aim was to find a middle term that linked or separated 
philosopher and wife and built a connection or a disconnection between the 
two terms depending on the formulated question and argumentative task 
at hand. In the case of philosophers and wives, the definition of philoso-
pher described him as a ‘follower of virtue’, whereas the definition of a wife 
included the task of bringing up children. Since upbringing converged with 
care for virtue, one could, for instance, argue that the procreation of chil-
dren was part of the duties of virtue (officium), which implied that a philos-
opher could take a wife.136

Agricola’s system for analysing terms did not connect terms to any fixed 
set of categories but rather provided a flexible tool for the creation and ref-
utation of arguments on any question proposed. The questions analysed 
were not stable, but they could instead be described as constructions of the 
orator and writer that referred to those points he/she had to make to pro-
duce convincing arguments for his/her case. The investigation of questions 
was connected to rhetorical viewpoints in several ways. The credibility of 
argumentation in a given question was related to the estimation the ora-
tor or writer made of his/her audience and of the opposition he/she would 
face, since it was only in relation to their beliefs and attitudes that the issues 
calling for argumentation or explanation could be determined in the first 
place.137 Furthermore, Book Three of De inventione dialectica showed how 
dialectical topics could be put to use in the arousal of emotions, which had 
traditionally been part of the subject matter of classical rhetoric and espe-
cially of Aristotle’s work.138 Throughout the treatise, Agricola discussed 
dialectical invention and the treatment of questions as part of the duties 
(officia) and persuasive aspirations of classical rhetoric.

Agricola’s insistence that all questions – both general and particular – 
could be analysed through dialectical topics both introduced dialectic into 
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rhetoric and rhetorised dialectic. Rhetorical handbooks had traditionally 
been structured around task-bound tools and commonplaces that were clas-
sified according to the specific issues (questions, parts of speech) within the 
three genera of classical rhetoric. In Ad Herennium, for instance, delibera-
tive questions have their specific topics catalogued under the honourable 
(honestum) and the expedient (utilitas), and very specific strategies for argu-
mentation were offered. If one wanted to argue that considerations of safety 
(a heading under expediency) are more important than virtues and honour, 
one could state that ‘no one can make use of his virtues if he has not based 
his plans upon safety’ or that ‘nothing ought to be deemed honourable 
which does not produce safety’.139 Analogously, different genres of oratory 
possessed their own places for invention. In contrast, Agricola proposed 
that all questions could be analysed through a limited system of dialectical 
topics through which one could capture all the information provided by rhe-
torical handbooks if the case so demanded. The creative potential of these 
topics owed much to the fact that they provided a general index, an intertex-
tual tool through which everything learned in grammar and rhetoric could 
be organised to produce speech and writing.

Agricola himself underlined that the topics were a continuum of all 
humanist literary endeavours. He not only emphasised the separate contri-
butions of the arts of trivium to the same task – the successful production of 
speech and writing – but he also repeatedly linked his presentation of topics 
to an analysis of rhetorical pieces such as Cicero’s speeches.140 Moreover, 
Agricola was always unequivocal that topics could be of help in turning the 
authoritative statements extracted from valued texts and classified under 
topics into material for one’s own writing and speaking. His highly popular 
De formando studio, printed by Thierry Martens in 1511, argued that one of 
the main goals of collecting and arranging topics and commonplaces was 
that it allowed the student to treat any theme in a personal and inventive 
way. Agricola claimed that if one did all this merely for the sake of acquiring 
information, we would be like books ourselves and that it was in one’s own 
writing and speaking where ‘seems to lie the main fruit of the long effort and 
care that we put into studying’.141 In this process, dialectic could and should 
be the best organisational tool for the generation of writing and arguments.

The Trivium and a Life of Negotium

While humanist dialectical works offered painstakingly technical discus-
sions and practical tools for argumentation in specialised treatises, these 
developments should also be seen in the context of the broader discourse 
on language. As we have seen, Vives mocked scholastic dialectic for the 
impracticality of its views on language for communication, and he strongly 
underlined the importance of an active life in the service of the community 
(negotium), largely dependent on the use of speech, in several texts from 
the same period. This offers another angle to the idea, already evident In 
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pseudodialecticos, that dialectic should primarily be a tool that provided 
argumentative support for language use in practical situations. We can see 
this in Vives’s assessment of the contributions of different disciplines, in the 
heroes he promotes (mostly Cicero and Socrates), and in his own interpreta-
tion of the meaning of his Declamationes Syllanae.

His short sketch of the history of philosophy, De initiis, sectis et laudibus 
philosophiae (1519), while underlining the ultimate unity of all philosophy as 
participation in truth and as a path to the ‘immortal Prince of the Universe’ 
(mundi Princeps immortalis), emphasised the usefulness of ethical philoso-
phy for its ability to enhance virtue.142 Following Cicero, Vives granted the 
palm for the invention of moral philosophy to Socrates, who was ‘the first to 
take philosophy […] and apply it to daily life and customs both of states and 
of individuals’, and who promoted the idea that ‘people should turn them-
selves wholeheartedly to the adjustment of their lives’. For this reason, he 
was considered the wisest man in Greece.143 After lavishly praising the util-
ity of natural sciences for social living, he came back to moral philosophy: 
‘the study of how each person is to order his life, of governing both public 
and private matters’ that enabled our life to be ‘restored to its humanity’.144 
Vives also strongly underscored the role of political philosophy, lawgivers, 
and rulers in the development of the medicine of the soul (medicina ani-
morum) that could cure vice and lead to virtue.145

In addition to the figure of Socrates, to whom Erasmus referred as St 
Socrates in his Convivium religiosum (The Godly feast, 1522), Cicero often 
appeared as a hero who put his intellectual and literary competence at the 
service of the community.146 Vives had already lectured on Cicero’s De legi-
bus and De officiis at Paris and professed admiration for Cicero’s eloquence 
in his printed lecture on Ad Herennium. In 1519, Vives added an eloquent 
biography and appreciation of Cicero to a new edition of his Praelectio in 
Leges Ciceronis, originally printed in 1514.147 He opened the description 
with a lengthy appraisal of Cicero’s natural capacities for all the liberal arts 
and praised his adherence to and talent for ‘poetry, philosophy, and oratory, 
which at the time in Rome was highly esteemed and considered’, and under-
lined that Cicero put all his knowledge at the service of the Republic.148 
Vives defended Cicero’s accommodation of his message to contextual 
requirements: he reminded those who accuse him of leggerezza (levitas) of 
‘the wisdom and cautiousness with which he acted in the forum, and his flex-
ibility to adapt to circumstances’.149 Ultimately, Cicero, with his eloquence 
and wisdom, was a fierce defender of the liberty of the Republic.150 Thus, 
whereas Socrates epitomised the skills of a moral teacher and a physician of 
the soul, Cicero embodied the qualities of a prudent man who had to oper-
ate in the world of politics where contextual sensitivity was needed.

The life of negotium that one finds in Vives was in some crucial ways dif-
ferent from a classical interpretation of a civic life in the service of the com-
munity. In Cicero’s De officiis, it was stated that ‘the whole glory of virtue is 
in activity’ and this idea was quite explicitly connected with the activity of a  
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citizen.151 Vives, on the other hand, clearly thought of civic life merely as 
one possibility to put one’s knowledge at the service of the community. In 
the much later De disciplinis, in giving his fullest account of the life of an 
erudite, Vives certainly stressed the importance of serving others, claim-
ing that the ultimate goal of studies is that we ‘employ them for the public 
good’.152 Unlike in Cicero, the public good was not, however, the good of a 
single political community but of the world: ‘a wise man should think of the 
whole world as if it was a city whose citizen he himself is’.153 He had made the 
same point already in his 1519 Praefatio in Leges Ciceronis and it referred 
to the Stoic-Christian idea of the world as a community of reason or spirit-
uality in which a life of active participation, as depicted in De disciplinis, 
included different possibilities ranging from a political life as a counsellor 
to the teaching of the people.154 But while a political life of negotium was just 
one realisation of one’s service to others, several issues indicate that Vives 
saw it as quite a significant one. The stress put on studia humantitatis in In 
pseudodialecticos, the importance of Cicero as a model of a citizen, and, as 
we will see, the description of the contexts in which language should be used 
all imply that a political life was an important way to realise one’s duties 
towards others.

Active life in its different forms was dependent on language. For those 
who wanted to put their linguistic competence to use in ethical philosophy 
as moral educators or transformative healers (like Socrates) or as citizens 
(like Cicero), humanist dialectical and rhetorical manuals offered organisa-
tional tools, but they had to be complemented with materials at which the 
topics used in inventio were meant to point. Since topics always referred to 
authoritative statements, they gathered texts and sentences confirmed by 
the tradition and divulged in the classroom. Consequently, an important 
way of introducing humanist commonplaces and wisdom into the educa-
tional context was through textbooks. Erasmus was perhaps the humanist 
who most clearly understood the value of schoolbooks. Much of his theo-
logical, ethical, and political precepts were included in educational mate-
rials the topics organised, which meant that they could be called on in the 
production of writing. Erasmus’s Adagia and Colloquia were good examples 
of this. These works did not offer deep insights into the organisational prin-
ciples of rhetoric or dialectic but provided ample content and examples for 
rhetorical production in the form of proverbs (Adagia) – that were some-
times amplified into proper essays – and exemplary dialogues (Colloquia).

In Erasmus’s Adagia and Colloquia, a reader would find the basic message 
of Erasmian theological, moral, and political philosophy in a simple, com-
pact, and easy to memorise form. Adagia was one of Erasmus’s most popu-
lar works, an anthology where proverbs appeared as headings followed by 
an explanation or commentary on its meaning, origins, and possible uses.155 
Some of the main Erasmian ideas such as his philosophy of Christ, his 
Christian pacifism, and his ideas of Christian rule and rulers could be found 
in a range of adages such as Dulce bellum inexpertis (War is treat to those 
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who have not tried it), Sileni Alcibiadis (Alcibiades’ Silenus), Aut regem aut 
fatuum nasci oportere (One ought to be born a king or a fool), Scarabeus aqui-
lam quaerit (A dung-beetle hunting an eagle), as well as in his most famous 
dialogue of the Colloquia, Convivium religiosum. Dulce bellum inexpertis, for 
instance, presented a condemnation of warfare in an approachable form to 
students. For anyone writing about war and searching for arguments for or 
against bellum, it would offer Erasmian commonplaces in abundance for 
the construction of one’s own argument. Similarly, in Scarabeus aquilam 
quaerit, one found what was arguably Erasmus’s most forceful denunciation 
of tyranny. The overtly critical political and social elements of the texts did 
not go unnoticed by Erasmus’s contemporaries.156

The material extracted from texts and organised under topics could be 
reassembled into writing in various kinds of school exercises ranging from 
poetry to letter writing. In this way, Agricola’s dialectical topics or the more 
rhetorical precepts on verbal and argumentative abundance (Erasmus’s De 
copia) could be exercised in practice.157 The pinnacle of oratorical train-
ing was the declamation, an exercise in argumentation for advanced stu-
dents on a fictional judicial (controversia) or political (suasoria) case, the 
classical examples of which included Seneca the Elder’s Declamations and 
pseudo-Quintilian’s Minor and Major Declamations. Underlining the cen-
trality of declamations, Quintilian, one of the foremost authorities on rhe-
torical and literary training, had claimed that declamation was the most 
refined rhetorical exercise which included all other exercises described in his 
Institutio oratoria and which, despite its fictional character, should ‘provide 
the closest image of reality’.158 In agreement with the declamatory exercise, 
Erasmus’s De copia had described at length how one could come up with 
propositions and arguments in deliberative speeches (suasoria). De copia 
discussed the treatment of political themes in the context of current issues 
by showing, for instance, how one could persuade a king not to start a war 
with the king of France and how to persuade the pope not to make war on 
Venice.159 This offered explicit advice on how to turn critical commonplaces 
on warfare into a speech.

By considering a range of contextual phenomena such as the relation-
ship between the speaker and the audience or the relevant emotional dis-
positions of one’s listeners, Vives’s Declamationes Syllanae likewise showed 
how one could put everything learned in grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic 
courses into practice. The supposed political nature of the Declamationes 
has aroused some curiosity in modern scholarship.160 It has been pointed 
out that there was a potential conflict in Vives’s stated reasons for writing 
the work since, on the one hand, he stressed the fictional side of declama-
tions and put great emphasis on the adaptation of arguments to characters 
and historically specific questions. On the other hand, he stated that one 
could draw political lessons from the Declamationes.161 Considering Vives’s 
own interpretation of his Declamationes, it is hard to see them merely as 
a fictional reconstruction of the classical past without any contemporary 
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relevance.162 This relevance could, in the traditional spirit of declamations, 
comprise a generic and a substantial dimension. The work can therefore be 
seen as an exercise in rhetorical politics: it taught political maxims, but it 
simultaneously showed how they should be moulded to specific situations in 
accordance with a contextual analysis.

Vives strongly underlined the political significance of the Declamationes 
in a dedication letter to the Emperor’s brother Prince Ferdinand (1503–1564). 
The Declamationes, explained Vives, showed that a stable rule could only be 
based on ‘the good will of one’s subordinates’ since in a regime grounded on 
fear even the slight possibility of free speech would make ‘unfeigned opin-
ions break out into the open’. The Declamationes would remind Ferdinand 
that ‘the prince should do nothing which does not put the public interest 
above his personal welfare’.163 A call for political rule based on virtue and 
love according to the common good was, of course, firmly in line with exist-
ing political literature and endlessly repeated in Erasmus’s Institutio prin-
cipis Christiani, a treatise that Vives mentioned in his letter to Ferdinand.164

Even more importantly, Vives highlighted the political possibilities of the 
Declamationes as a civic genre in his Praefatio. In keeping with the corpus of 
Vives’s writings around 1520, all this was woven together with a critique of 
scholasticism and a call for a political life exemplified by Cicero. The scho-
lastics to whom the philosophical and oratorical works of Pliny, Seneca, 
and Cicero were mere grammar ‘are too narrow and low to embrace the 
admirable counsels, the lofty and wide-ranging prudence which one finds 
in Cicero’s orations’.165 Cicero’s orations, Vives claimed, ‘have disclosed and 
made visible the power of his talents and his advice, his experience in affairs 
and in governing the state’, suggesting that perhaps scholastics wanted to 
leave to grammarians the task of developing ‘the arguments and strategies 
for handling public affairs’.166 Part of this was knowledge on how to ‘gather 
what you have developed into an order whereby the parts of it will not get in 
each other’s way, and everything you use will do more for your case in the 
location you assign than it would anywhere else’.167 Whereas earlier Roman 
philosophers ‘could have spent their days […] in the magnificence of pub-
lic life’, and possessed ‘knowledge of times past (praeteritorum temporum 
cognitio), a grasp of the principles of speaking (praecepta dicendi), and the 
celebrated art of living with their fellow citizens (ars civilis)’, modern philos-
ophers ‘break down most pathetically’ when ‘they condescend to politics, 
or the study of the soul and human behavior, or home and family life’.168 
Declamations could be of help for Roman philosophers in their career; in 
the government of public affairs, Seneca ‘occupied himself with others’ 
declamations and drew ideas from them’.169 Furthermore, Vives pointed out 
that in declamatory exercises, one did not necessarily speak one’s mind but 
‘what is likely to persuade’ since this was ‘the ground-rule of declamation’.170 
Ultimately, as Edward George has argued, the Declamationes could be read 
as the dynamic and more eloquent counterpart of Erasmus’s Institutio, com-
posed very much as a collection of commonplaces, a point Vives made in his 
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dedicatory epistle to the 1538 edition of the declamations when he argued 
that ‘what is communicated in other works by precepts is tendered here by 
examples’.171

The focus on what could persuade trained one to use material drawn from 
topics according to all possible contextual phenomena, a point emphasised 
by both the rhetorical tradition and the dialectical work of Agricola. The 
Declamationes fulfilled this promise. Situated in the time of Sulla’s tyranni-
cal dictatorship (81–79 BC), the orations referred to historical circumstances 
but, despite some classical reference points, were fictional in nature.172 One 
finds in Declamationes five different speeches, the first (Quintus Fundanus) 
and second (Marcus Fonteius) of which argued for the abdication of Sulla 
on both sides of the matter. The third was Sulla’s own resignation speech, 
and the fourth and the fifth orations flowed from the mouth of Marcus 
Aemilius Lepidus and dealt with Sulla’s condemnation and his possible 
public funerals respectively. The corpus of five speeches offered delibera-
tions about future actions, assessments of the lawfulness of past actions, 
and moral evaluations of characters incorporating elements flexibly from 
different genres of classical rhetoric.

One can think of the second speech delivered by Marcus Fonteius as 
exhibiting the virtues of decorum demanded of a deliberative question 
debated under a tyrant. Fonteius built his case in order to dismantle the 
arguments made by Quintus Fundanus against the abdication of Sulla. 
Through a treatment of a sequence of questions formulated on the basis of 
Fundanus’s claims, Fonteius argued that to abdicate was the right course of 
action because it was the honest and expedient thing to do for the Republic 
and clearly in line with Sulla’s personal interest as well. Sulla should abdi-
cate because his work to cure the maladies of the Republic was completed, 
and his adherence to dictatorship would constitute a fundamental threat 
to Roman political culture. If one was afraid of a civil war, one should not 
stick with dictatorship but abdicate since a defiance of Republican customs 
would lead to a boiling up of hatred that would burst into a civil war after 
Sulla’s death. Moreover, instead of considering dictatorship as an antici-
patory remedy for all possible threats, it was necessary to trust the mecha-
nisms of the Republic, one of which was a temporally limited dictatorship, 
to solve its problems.173

In arguing for the case from Sulla’s private point of view, Fonteius exem-
plified an argumentation that tried to consider Sulla’s possible emotional 
dispositions by presenting his solution as the only path to a fulfilling life and 
immortal glory. Against Fundanus’s argument that power was the supreme, 
godly good, Fonteius claimed that in a perfect, uncorrupted natural state 
this could indeed be the case since it would mean a happy life under the 
guidance of the best and the most prudent, but that in the current state 
of affairs leadership was a burden.174 Since everyone strove for tranquillity 
and peace, a private life of otium was the only possibility because in a pub-
lic life one was always burdened by the duties of the office and the fear of 
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the people’s anger.175 Abdication would not only serve the interest of the 
Republic and the private interest of Sulla’s family, protecting it from the 
hatred of the people, but it would also be a source of true glory in accord-
ance with the Roman tradition. Although Sulla’s actions as a dictator had 
been successful in the realisation of his ends – such as peace or the reestab-
lishment and dignity of the Roman Republic – true glory did not stem from 
the possession of offices but from being commonly regarded as worthy of 
office, something only achievable through abdication.176 In short, Fundanus 
played on Sulla’s fears and thirst for glory by arguing that while he had so 
far acted correctly, a denial of abdicating would be interpreted as the action 
of a tyrant. A positive assessment of Sulla’s deeds contrasted with Lepidus’s 
post-abdication speeches where Sulla’s actions during his dictatorship were 
described systematically as tyrannical at a time when the fear caused by his 
judgment had ceased to play any role and, consequently, Lepidus was able to 
speak more freely. In devising the speeches and the tone under Sulla, Vives 
could have drawn from Quintilian, the foremost authority on declamations, 
who, in Institutio oratoria, described situations where it was ‘unsafe to speak 
openly’. These included school exercises where we were addressing an abdi-
cating tyrant, in which cases we should employ the figure of emphasis to 
hide our meaning.177 All this illustrates the extent to which the selection of 
arguments and the way they were presented was determined by contextual 
factors throughout Declamationes.

In some sense, technical issues related to grammar and dialectic, rever-
ence to Cicero and Socrates, and Vives’s own rhetorical compositions in 
Declamationes were, of course, separate discussions, and it would perhaps 
be too much to argue that the Declamationes have a direct textual relation-
ship to Vives’s understanding of dialectic. Still, as Vives himself pointed 
out in the introduction to the work, Declamationes revealed a participatory 
ideal that could not be realised through scholastic education and that was 
enabled by humanist methods. In Declamationes, the debates on the nature 
of language and meaning with the scholastics, humanist argumentative 
methods for producing text, and the stress put on the use of language in a 
life of negotium came together nicely. It displayed a rhetoric that employed 
dialectical topics (the general outline of arguments) and rhetorical accom-
modation in order to employ the persuasive possibilities of language flexibly 
in the treatment of concrete, politically loaded questions.

In the Erasmian discourse of the time, the declamatory exercise was not 
necessarily associated with passionate civic oratory in the mould of Vives’s 
Declamationes. Indeed, already in classical thought, it had a philosophi-
cal interpretation as an investigation of general, philosophical questions.178 
Erasmus himself had introduced short political declamations (suasoria) into 
the classroom in De copia, but he had equally expanded on the declamatory 
exercise in his defence of the union of humanist studies and theology in his 
apology against Jacobus Latomus (1475–1544, Apologia Latomi, 1519). In 
the apology, Erasmus discussed the significance of rhetorical declamations 
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in the context of the propagation of a cautious religious dialogue on non-es-
sentials of faith as the right way to decide religious disputes. In this view, 
any discussion on a theme from two points of view (in utramque partem) 
could be portrayed as a form of declamation and could be contrasted with 
the dialectical methods of the scholastics.179 But other than the acceptance 
of a multiplicity of viewpoints, Erasmus’s ideal of dispassionate conversa-
tion on religious issues had little to do with the passionate and rhetorical 
nature of classical declamations.

Despite this, the political nature of Vives’s Declamationes and his inter-
est in rhetoric in place of theology was by no means a rebellion against 
the religious goals of the Erasmian movement. Rather, it was in line with 
the Erasmian ideal of applying the reforming project of humanist studies 
to all spheres of life and across the range of arts. In this spirit, Cicero and 
Quintilian could easily rub shoulders with Christian writers, and civic and 
religious issues could both be described as instances of speaking truth in 
Erasmian circles. In fact, in Vives’s rewritten version of Veritas fucata from 
1523, civic philosophers were incorporated into the troops of truth in a uni-
versal fight against error and vice.180

Ultimately, by 1520, Vives had acquired a more acute understanding of 
the political importance of the trivium, recognising that, rather than clarify-
ing doubtful questions in a systematic way, it could communicate messages 
efficiently in different contexts through knowledge of man’s cognitive possi-
bilities. Simultaneously, Vives, who had professed admiration for a monas-
tic ideal in some of his works from 1514, had clearly adopted the Erasmian 
conviction that one’s inner transformation in Christ should be turned into 
an active life in the service of the community. The discussions on rhetorical 
decorum and politics would frame his own 1520s career and later reflections 
on politics.
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2 Conversation and the Rhetoric 
of Counsel (Around 1520)

Erasmus and the Republic of Letters

In around 1520, Vives’s place among the leading transalpine humanists 
was ensured. His prominent position within the Erasmian movement had 
far-reaching implications for the conceptual, social, and practical evolu-
tion of his works and career: it influenced the commonplaces and themes he 
drew on, accounted for his social status as a member of the Erasmian circle 
of friends, made him a man of auctoritas who could pursue a life of nego-
tium, and integrated him into a reformative project that aspired to address 
different audiences. Finally, it offered him conceptual tools to understand 
how to speak and write within the humanist circles and when addressing 
those outside its boundaries.

In this chapter, I move from academic debates to discuss how discur-
sive practices were supposed to work in real life. I will concentrate on two 
issues of this prolific phase in Vives’s career. First, I situate Vives within the 
Erasmian circles, the famous early sixteenth-century Republic of Letters, 
by looking at the mechanisms with which it functioned and the civic dimen-
sion of its self-interpretation. Second, I connect this political element of 
the Republic to the ways in which the figure of the prince was conceptual-
ised. Here I have a specific aim which is to shift, through a close analysis of 
Vives’s De consultatione (printed in 1533) on political counsel, the perspec-
tive from the idealised view of an ethically self-governed Erasmian prince 
to a more practical view of the ruler as an object of persuasion in actual 
political matters. As I demonstrate, there is evidence that Vives, and some 
other humanists, had quite a practical view of the limitations of the rulers 
of his time, which not only played a fundamental role in De consultatione, 
but greatly influenced Vives’s political inventions and reflections on rhetoric 
throughout the 1520s and 1530s. His position in the Republic of Letters and 
his views on princely counsel are undoubtedly two separate issues. Yet they 
shed light on each other not only because the construction of the Republic of 
Letters and princely counsel reflect two distinct interpretations of rhetoric – 
one emphasising symmetrical discussion and the other asymmetrical rheto-
ric – but also because it is precisely the presupposition of a humanist circle 
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of friends serving as counsellors that is the context for Vives’s ideas on how 
rhetoric functions in princely regimes.

The collective aspect of Erasmian humanism is central for any attempt to 
interpret Vives’s publications of the time. Indeed, works such as Opuscula 
varia (especially In pseudodialecticos) and Declamationes Syllanae not only 
established a conceptual connection between Vives’s writings and the 
broader humanist programme around Erasmus, but they also revealed a 
social and cultural link to the discursive practices of the Erasmian Republic 
of Letters on various levels. One crucial issue here was the incorporation 
of new audiences into the literary debates of the time. In pseudodialecticos, 
in particular, mirrored a broader Erasmian attempt to address non-aca-
demic audiences in matters that were traditionally discussed only among 
the wise. Erasmus’s scholastic adversaries were quick to point this out; they 
not only complained about the theological and philological points Erasmus 
put forward but also about the persuasive modality of his writing destined 
for non-specialists. In his first letter to Erasmus, Dorp recounted how the 
satirical Encomium Moriae had enraged many people and especially theolo-
gians who wanted to ‘retain the respect of common folk’.1 In his second let-
ter to Erasmus, Dorp claimed that Erasmus should stick to the facts instead 
of using ‘eloquent means of persuasion, by which I know you can make one 
believe anything’.2 He also wondered, sarcastically, if Erasmus was ‘short 
of subjects on which you could have won even greater reputation from the 
applause of the whole world’.3 It was not just the scholastics who reproached 
Erasmus for his efforts to address larger audiences. Budé criticised him for 
writing trivialities when he should focus on distinguishing himself ‘among 
special and exalted themes’.4 Erasmus naturally recognised the popular ele-
ment of his work but described it as part of his duty to serve as the supreme 
teacher of Christian humanism for a large lay audience. In his reply to Budé, 
Erasmus fiercely defended the usefulness of his popular works such as De 
copia since he was writing about liberal studies and other issues for ‘children 
and dullards’ and not for an educated readership.5

Although both Budé and the scholastics were critical of Erasmus’s desire 
to reach a wider audience, the complaints were of different sorts. Whereas 
Budé disparaged Erasmus’s choice of writing popular works instead of 
scholarly treatises, the scholastics bemoaned his habit of turning his read-
ers and supporters into judges in scholarly discussions. Erasmus’s scholas-
tic critics, most notably the theologians Jacobus Latomus and Edward Lee 
(1482–1544), were keen to make the point that Erasmus altered the dynam-
ics of discussion by turning attention from the issue under debate to ques-
tions of personal authority and ethos.6 In a letter written in February 1520, 
Edward Lee, an English theologian with whom Erasmus engaged in a dis-
pute on his New Testament at the turn of the 1520s, complained at length 
about his transformation of their dispute into an attack that blackened Lee’s 
reputation, and made him ‘unpopular with all learned men’.7 Erasmus him-
self stated openly in his apology against Latomus, who was critical of his 
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biblical hermeneutics, that sometimes ‘falsely inflated reputations’ needed 
to be punctured for ‘the general advancement of scholarship’.8

Erasmus was not the only one who could turn scholarly discussions into 
attacks on the individual and collective ethos of scholastics using tech-
niques of ridicule and satire that appealed to his audience. The common-
places employed in Italian humanism to scorn scholastics had been widely 
taken up in transalpine humanism in the fifteenth century and were fre-
quently employed by Northern humanists to portray scholastic learning as 
irrelevant sophistry devoid of intellectual authority.9 In the context of the 
so-called Reuchlin (Johannes Reuchlin, 1455–1522) affair, which was cen-
tral to Northern, especially German humanism in the 1510s, a debate on 
the heretical nature of Jewish literature was portrayed, in works such as 
Clarorum virorum epistolae (1514, a more extensive version including letters 
from Erasmus printed in 1519 under the title Illustrium virorum epistolae), 
as a debate between two academic cultures, to both of which a set of argu-
ments, practices, and followers were attributed.10 Much of the discussion 
during the Reuchlin affair did not aim to bridge the gap between scholastic 
and humanist cultures but rather, through heated attacks, turned the 
authority of the opposing faction into an object of ridicule.

In a similar fashion, in In pseudodialecticos Vives did not primarily open 
a dialogue with his opponents but picked up elements that made scholastic 
learning look ridiculous in the eyes of an audience that would often already 
have been favourable to the humanist position.11 In pseudodialecticos was a 
rhetorical piece that, despite the force of some of its arguments, would not 
necessarily have been compelling on the internal impossibilities and con-
tradictions of the dialectical system to a Louvain or Paris theologian. It was 
rather framed as an eloquent social critique that belonged to the satirical 
tradition of More and Erasmus in its portrayal of the outcomes of scholas-
tic dialectic as an educational and epistemological paradigm. Revealingly, 
Vives presented the work as advice to a friend on the merits of scholastic 
and humanistic dialectic respectively, stating, ‘if I have any good effect on 
you, I can also hope to exercise an influence on a great number of the young 
men who are your disciples’.12 Furthermore, the structure of the work, based 
on a dichotomy of obscure scholasticism and humanism, accentuated the 
importance of In pseudodialecticos in a broader narrative about the rebirth 
of humanist studies and culture. Vives’s personal story, which stressed the 
scholastic background of his own studies at Paris, gave a highly personal 
touch to the account. As he wrote, his conversion from the ‘Cimmerian 
darkness’ of scholasticism ‘into the light’ allowed him to ‘see the true disci-
plines that are worthy of man’ and which were called humanities.13

Both the collective ridicule of the scholastic tradition and Erasmus’s (and 
other humanists’) attempts to make some scholarly discussions public were 
decisively facilitated by the authority and reputation that Erasmus held 
as the supreme humanist of the time. Because of this, individual polemics 
against scholasticism did not take place in isolation but could presuppose 
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a shared humanist authority that partly emanated from the popularity that 
the figure of Erasmus gave to liberal studies. The aspiration to address and 
educate wide strata of Christian people surely secured Erasmus’s many 
easily approachable works visibility in Latin grammar schools, faculties 
of arts, and among a somewhat broader reading public across Central and 
Northern Europe. The printing of his work revealed a marked increase in 
his popularity somewhere around 1515 (less than 100  editions in 1505–1514, 
close to 1000 editions in 1515–1524)14, and by 1520 he had become an author-
ity whose value as a unique brand in Catholic Europe was well understood 
by printers such as Froben in Basel and Martens in the Low Countries.15

Erasmus’s fame and reputation were not, however, merely the result of 
the selection of themes and the spontaneous popularity of his works; he 
himself participated in the crafting of his own reputation and authority. He 
recognised the importance of academic qualifications as a source of author-
ity, and he even acquired a doctorate in theology at the University of Turin 
and explained in his correspondence that he did this largely to gain author-
ity.16 Still, by far the greatest source of Erasmus’s authority as the prince 
of the humanist movement was the public praise of other humanists that 
was conveyed to a relatively large readership through the printing press. As 
Lisa Jardine showed in her Erasmus, Man of Letters: The Construction of 
Charisma in Print (1993), this humanist culture of reciprocal praise, draw-
ing on classic humanist genres of encomia (e.g. demonstrative rhetoric, the 
depiction of one’s life), was developed in introductions, prefaces, dedication 
letters, and commentaries that wove different humanists and their contri-
butions together with a shared humanist programme. Erasmus’s printed 
letters, which began to appear in 1515 (the first collection that comprised 
only letters was printed in 1516), were perhaps the clearest manifestation 
of the culture of mutual praise.17 They invited readers to participate in the 
intimate friendship of humanist circles and to witness the construction of a 
European-wide community of scholars or, in other words, the Republic of 
Letters.18

It is perhaps no minor detail that Erasmus and the scholarly circles around 
him were the first intellectual movement that frequently employed the con-
cept of the Republic of Letters as a form of self-interpretation. The term 
referred to a community of scholars who cultivated friendship, culture, and 
spirituality collectively and, consequently, it gave an idealised touch to the 
collective practices of the humanist circles around Erasmus.19 The Republic 
was not, indeed, merely a creation of managerial reason meant to serve 
practical ends; its self-image always drew on classical ideas that stressed the 
equation between one’s worth and public recognition. The self-interpreta-
tion of the Republic was essentially defined by two concepts: friendship (the 
Republic of Letters was interpreted as a consortium of friends) and con-
versation (sermo). Although one finds in Erasmus and Vives the ideal of a 
friendship among all Christians, which could serve as the basis for political 
and religious community, the friendship among the learned drew instead 
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on a Christianised version of a classical and more exclusive discourse on 
friendship, the most widely read expositions of which were book VIII of 
Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics and Cicero’s De amicitia.20 This discourse 
portrayed perfect friendship as an exclusive bond among the virtuous 
that made possible the cultivation of one’s intellectual and ethical quali-
ties in friendly conversation (sermo). Sermo, extensively described theoret-
ically and in practice in Cicero’s works, referred to a friendly conversation 
between equal friends in which the technical rules of rhetoric destined for 
the multitude did not apply.21 The humanist love of sermo became often vis-
ible in Vives’s correspondence. In discussing the life of an erudite man in De 
disciplinis, Vives described the spiritual friendship between the learned and 
differentiated between ‘friendly conversation’ (amica sermocinatio) suitable 
for the learned and ‘hostile battles’ (pugna inimica) associated with scho-
lastic disputations.22 Guillaume Budé, in a 1521 letter to Vives in which his 
relationship with Erasmus and the general obligations of friendship were 
discussed, declared that it was ‘fair to love a man endowed with natural dis-
position, doctrine, refinement, and agreeable and pleasant use of conversa-
tion’.23 Ultimately, friendship and sermo were closely interrelated since their 
respective definitions implied each other: sermo referred to a conversation 
between friends and friendship was inconceivable without conversation.24

Naturally, there were instances of friendship that did not live up to the 
lofty standards of virtuous friendship – Erasmus’s and Budé’s relationship 
was not very close and often descended into petty feuds – but that were 
still considered to be relevant to the public presentation of the Republic of 
Letters.25 Erasmus’s opponents understood that the Erasmian circle func-
tioned as a collective space for reputation and authority. Edward Lee, for 
instance, claimed that the easiest way to glory would have been to associ-
ate with Erasmus, whom he described as a dispenser of immortality.26 But 
despite the partly utilitarian connection between public friendship and rep-
utation, the idealised model always emphasised that the reputation of the 
individual members of the Republic of Letters could be seen as a social 
recognition of true virtue and intellectual qualities.

Vives, the Erasmian Republic of Letters, and Political Life

It was precisely this Erasmian Republic of Letters, led by Erasmus, Thomas 
More, and Guillaume Budé, that took Vives, active in the humanist academic 
circles at Louvain, under its protection at around 1520. Although Vives had 
undoubtedly gained some reputation before, as witnessed by the letter from 
the town magistrates of Valencia in 1517, where he was described as someone 
capable of speaking at court for a matter concerning the Valencian Studium 
generale, it was especially in 1519–1520 that Vives’s stature in the humanist 
movement was established in print.27 The way in which he was welcomed 
into the Erasmian Republic took several forms, but a special place can be 
attributed to the praise (laudatio) given to Vives in the printed letters of 
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the most prominent humanists of the time. It is highly probable that much 
of this praise was essentially written to be published in the first place. In 
February 1519, in a letter written to the physician of Prince Ferdinand, Juan 
de la Parra (d. 1521), Erasmus recommended Vives as a potential tutor for 
the Prince, who was Charles V’s (1500–1558) brother. In the letter, which was 
printed for the first time in Erasmus’s Opus epistolarum (1529), he claimed 
that Vives possessed ‘more than common learning in every branch of phi-
losophy’ and that he was able to imitate the Ancients in such a way that one 
could mistakenly assume that his writings were from ‘those fertile periods 
of Cicero and Seneca’.28 In a letter to Budé (17 February 1520), published 
in Epistolae ad diversos (1521), Erasmus stated that Vives was successfully 
engaged in rhetoric, which seemed to be from another time and era. He 
furthermore indicated that when Vives took on a rhetorical case, ‘it is not 
imaginary or academic, but true and serious’.29

It was hardly a coincidence that much of the praise centred on Vives’s 
rhetorical and dialectical skills since it coincided with the publication of 
his two main works of the period: Declamationes Syllanae and In pseudodi-
alecticos. Both Thomas More and Erasmus lauded Declamationes Syllanae, 
highlighting certain specific themes. They claimed that in the Declamationes 
an ancient ideal of the union of wisdom and eloquence had been achieved. 
In an introductory letter published with Declamationes, Erasmus wrote that 
he saw ‘no one in whom you might find so much eloquence combined with 
such great knowledge of philosophy’, and claimed that Vives had revived 
an ancient genre.30 Although both Erasmus and More praised Vives’s ency-
clopaedic knowledge of the different arts, they especially underscored his 
rhetorical capacities such as his ability to argue for both sides of the matter 
(in utramque partem). More also placed special emphasis on Vives’s abil-
ity to create a tangible and visible presence. In an encomium of the work 
printed in the 1520 Epistolae aliquot selectae ex Erasmicis. More declared 
that Vives invested ‘the stories […] with such lively feeling’ that he seemed 
to have ‘seen it and felt it and been engaged in events as they happened 
for better or worse’.31 Referring to In pseudodialecticos, Erasmus’s introduc-
tory letter to the Declamationes instructed the reader that when Vives was 
engaged in ‘those subtle but inarticulate subjects which are now so popu-
lar, no man showed more acumen in disputation or proved himself a better 
sophist’.32 More too pointed out that he took a ‘special kind of pleasure in 
his [Vives’s] In pseudodialecticos’ not only because it proved the absurdi-
ties of logic but because it also reminded him strongly of his own letter to 
Dorp.33 Consequently, in the public praise of the time, Vives appeared as a 
supremely gifted orator well versed in philosophy and dialectic.

In a demonstration of the reciprocal nature of the culture of encomia, 
Vives himself returned the praise lavished on him by the older generation of 
the Republic of Letters. In 1519, he took the role of a public arbitrator in the 
epistolary disagreements between Erasmus and Budé. This was welcomed 
and promoted by Budé, who in June 1519 wrote to Erasmus that Vives was 
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‘a keen supporter both of your reputation and of mine’ and that he could 
‘prove a most effective link for the future, to support our friendship and hold 
it together’ if any disagreements were to arise.34 Although Erasmus was not 
overly enthusiastic about Vives’s role and considered it somewhat unneces-
sary, in June 1520 Vives composed a long letter intended for Erasmus which 
was meant to bridge the gap between him and Budé.35 Vives recounted the 
experience of a journey to Paris and depicted the success of the Erasmian 
theological programme there. Although he maintained that Erasmus did not 
want to be praised in a letter that was addressed to himself, Vives still could 
not help lauding his New Testament ‘which has done more for Christian 
piety than a thousand years of declamation in the lecture-room’.36 He also 
included an encomium of Erasmus’s old friend Budé, whose intellectual 
work could rival that of the ancients, whose De asse (1514) had ‘put to shame 
[…] the whole of Italy’, and in whose character ‘everything provokes admi-
ration and respect’.37 Moreover, he believed that their disagreements did not 
put into jeopardy their friendship and hoped that Erasmus and Budé had 
‘laid the foundations of your [Erasmus and Budé’s] friendship so well and 
truly that it will stand forever in its own strength’.38 This letter first appeared 
in print in Erasmus’s 1521 Epistolae ad diversos.

Vives’s praise of the most prominent names of Northern humanism also 
occurred in his scholarly writings. In his commentaries on Augustine’s 
De civitate Dei (1522), a project commissioned by Erasmus, Vives lauded 
Erasmus, Budé, and Thomas More among many others. In the preface 
to the work, Vives connected his commentaries to Erasmus’s attempts to 
purify St Jerome and Cyprian, aligning himself thus with Erasmian philo-
logical theology.39 He further included in the commentaries a laudation of 
Thomas More and a long encomium of Budé (Gulielmi Budei laus), describ-
ing him not only as the leading jurist of the time but also as a man of univer-
sal knowledge and talent. As he wrote, ‘France has never produced a man 
of sharper ingenium, acute judgment, precise carefulness, greater erudition. 
In these times, not even Italy’.40 Vives himself was equally clear that the 
help of the humanist circles had decisively contributed to his own reputa-
tion and fame. In 1522, he, writing to Franciscus Cranevelt (1485–1564), one 
of his closest friends, maintained that his fame owed much to the support 
of Cranevelt, Erasmus, Budé, and More whom he called his ‘recommenders’ 
(commendatores).41 In this circle of friends, he defined his rapport with the 
older generation simultaneously through bonds of friendship and through 
the more vertical relations between a master and a disciple. The position of 
friend-disciple that Vives adopted or sought to adopt with Erasmus was by 
no means exceptional since most of Erasmus’s friends acknowledged both 
his special intellectual gifts and his authority as the prince of the Republic 
of Letters.42

While the framing of Vives as a skilled orator versed in all disciplines ena-
bled many career alternatives, his preferred choice at the turn of the 1520s 
was to serve as a tutor or a counsellor to the powerful. Indeed, although 
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Vives enjoyed the favour of Europe’s most prominent humanist theologian, 
Erasmus, and its leading legal scholar, Guillaume Budé, he did not immerse 
himself in these disciplines. Understandably, as a converso whose family 
had had problems with the Inquisition, he wanted to avoid theology. In his 
letters to Cranevelt in 1520, Vives expressed his opinion on the current state 
of theology in a very direct manner stating that for a free mind it was a dan-
gerous path. In another letter, Vives declared that questions related to the 
burning of Jewish books – a direct reference to the Reuchlin affair – and to 
Martin Luther (1483–1546) ‘do not concern me’.43 It was mainly in his intro-
duction to the commented edition of Augustine’s De civitate Dei that Vives 
publicly united himself with Erasmus’s theological programme of polishing 
the founts of Christianity.44 Moreover, despite having a number of lawyer 
friends such as Budé, Nicolas Bérault, Cranevelt, and Thomas More, and 
despite showing interest in jurisprudence and composing some short pieces 
on law, Vives never studied the subject in depth.45

Although Vives was actively seeking disciplines and areas in which to 
demonstrate his intellectual qualities and even consulted Budé on the mat-
ter, he continuously manifested his desire to operate in a courtly environ-
ment rather than in the academic circles of Louvain.46 Indeed, the authority 
of Vives as an orator well versed in philosophy not only enabled the use of 
ethos in scholarly debates (In pseudodialecticos), but it also provided him 
credibility in his interaction with the seats of civic and ecclesiastical power. 
Despite his scholarly pursuits at Louvain, Vives had gained some visibility 
at the court, served as the tutor of Guillaume de Croy (1497–1521), arch-
bishop of Toledo and the nephew of the even more famous Guillaume de 
Croy (1458–1521, Lord of Chièvres), and he had even been presented as a 
suitable tutor for Prince Ferdinand who was destined for a political career. 
After Croy’s unfortunate death in 1521, Vives, who was increasingly dissat-
isfied with teaching at Louvain, was eager to pursue activities close to actual 
seats of power.47 When he was energetically looking for career prospects in 
the aftermath of Croy’s death, he eventually chose to go to England in 1523 
despite an offer from the University of Alcalá to be the successor of the 
famous Spanish humanist Antonio de Nebrija (1444–1522).48 His English 
sojourn did have an academic dimension since he taught at Corpus Christi 
College in Oxford, but right from the start, Vives actively sought a place 
at court and frequently reported on his relationship with the royal family 
in his letters.49 As a demonstration of his willingness to be considered a 
potential counsellor, in December 1523 Vives dedicated two translations of 
Isocrates’s speeches on the respective merits of monarchy and republic to 
Cardinal Wolsey (1473–1530), the most powerful man at court.50

Problems with Erasmus and Concerns with Publicity in the 1520s

While it was partly with the help of the public support of humanist cir-
cles that Vives, short of any academic degrees, could emerge as a man of 
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authority, it is worth noting that the praise given to him by other human-
ists was mostly concentrated in the years around 1520.51 Although Vives 
continued to be connected to humanist circles at the French, English, and 
Habsburg courts throughout the 1520s and 1530s, his presentation as the 
rising star of the Republic of Letters declined around 1522. This was partly 
because of the general weakening of the Republic led by Erasmus, Budé, 
and More in the Europe of the 1520s, pestered by growing religious strife 
and war among European super-powers, but also partly because of the per-
ceivable cooling down of the affinity between Erasmus and Vives following 
Erasmus’s discontent with Vives’s commentaries on Augustine.52 Vives did 
continue to defend the Erasmian cause throughout the 1520s, for instance, 
during the debate over Erasmus and Erasmianism in Spain in 1527, and he 
never ceased to describe himself as a follower of Erasmus, whom he called 
his ‘teacher’ (praeceptor). Yet he was no longer printed by Erasmus’s favour-
ite Basel printers before Erasmus’s death in 1536 and his works appeared 
without prefaces, dedication letters, or other paratext from members of the 
Republic of Letters.53 Erasmus’s reluctance to support Vives was glaringly 
exposed in the first edition of his Ciceronianus (1528), in which he critically 
assessed all major contemporary humanists yet left Vives unmentioned.54

As Vives’s relationship with Erasmus cooled down and as the significance 
of the Republic of Letters diminished more generally, Vives never tried to 
turn himself into a public figure of Erasmus’s mould and dimensions. Apart 
from a few notable letters destined for the most powerful men of Europe on 
selected civic and ecclesiastical issues, most of his letters were not written to 
be published and Vives never edited a collection of his correspondence for 
the purpose of printing. Furthermore, he never engaged in any aggressive 
promotion of his literary production through laudatory introductory letters 
from other humanists and he did not write such letters himself to others.55 
From what is known, his relations with the printing world were less intense 
than those of Erasmus, and he spent considerably less time in the actual 
production of books with printers than the Dutch humanist.56

There are many possible reasons why Vives did not try to become a new 
Erasmus in the 1520s. Personality traits might have played a part, and the 
tendency to think of Erasmus’s position within humanism as nothing short 
of exceptional certainly accounted for the fact that no one within Catholic 
humanist circles came even close to his reputation. Still, Vives’s handling 
of his own image was also conditioned by a deliberate decision to avoid 
overtly polemical topics and the publicity that came with it. Already in 
1520, when Vives had consulted Budé about which field of study he should 
focus on, Budé, in his reply, stressed that the selection of expedient theo-
logical and philosophical themes would doubtless generate a critical reac-
tion from the envious, referring to the example of Erasmus.57 Vives’s Jewish 
background and the problems his converso family was facing in Valencia 
did not encourage an open positioning in the religious debates of the time 
that were dominating the book market. More importantly, the Erasmian 
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attempt to control public discussion through literary means, which often 
drew on Lucianic satire and ridicule addressed to a broader readership, 
was questioned when the popular and subversive tendencies of humanism 
were increasingly coupled with the Reformation.58 Erasmus’s engagement in 
bitter printed disputes with Lee, Latomus, Parisian theologians, and even-
tually Luther (with Luther, Erasmus’s tone was markedly less aggressive) 
certainly did not appeal to Vives.

It is plausible to think that for Vives, Erasmus’s inability to avoid pub-
lic debates and attacks was connected to his prominent standing as the 
most famous representative of humanist studies and theological philology. 
Erasmus himself was increasingly aware of these problems and frequently 
engaged in self-censorship in the polemical 1520s and 1530s, when the use 
of satire à la Moria was becoming dangerous, but he never abandoned the 
genre and its ambiguous playfulness completely.59 The failure of humanist 
attempts to control the discursive space through satire was more pronounced 
in Vives’s choices. After 1519 and In pseudodialecticos, he seldom wrote in a 
satirical vein, moulding himself rather into an educated sage whose claim 
to authority was based on gravity and severity.60 In the 1520s, Vives adopted 
sine querela (without complaint) as his motto, which emphasised the impor-
tance of self-restraint in the face of quarrels.61 When Erasmus frequently 
complained about the misinterpretations his opponents made of his texts, 
Vives suggested that he should publish an edition of all his works in which 
he could make ‘clear your definitive judgment on each point, so that we can 
be sure of the position you have taken’, which would prevent confusion and 
disarray.62 The supposed need for this was the textual divergences between 
different editions, but Vives’s comments were undoubtedly also motivated 
by the debates Erasmus took, or was forced to take, part in. During the 
discussions, many of Erasmus’s opponents pointed out his wavering on the 
burning issues that were being debated. They also bemoaned his propensity 
to avoid clear-cut statements and claimed that his persuasive style of writing 
allowed him to refrain from unambiguous pronouncements. Luther called 
him an eel that only Christ could grasp, and Ulrich von Hutten (1488–1523), 
whose friendship with Erasmus turned into a public feud in the early 1520s, 
complained about his habit to avoid positioning himself unequivocally in 
any of the significant questions of the time.63

Vives went even further in portraying the dynamics of debate among the 
learned as a form of discord, a criticism taken to its extreme in his 1529 
De concordia. In De concordia, Vives described a battle between factions 
of learned men in which the people (plebs) served as judges, and which was 
fought with all the resources of the ars oratoria such as ‘invectives, accusa-
tions, recriminations, epigrams, apologies, counter-apologies, epistles, dia-
logues’.64 In a similar fashion, his reflections on the life of the truly erudite 
man in his 1531 De disciplinis, although drawing on a traditional discourse 
of an idealised Republic of Letters, clashed with Erasmus’s choices on a 
number of things related to publicity. Vives still depicted the learned man 
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very much as a member of the Republic who discussed his projects with oth-
ers to get their opinions. But in doing this, he should avoid all disputes in his 
focus on truth, publishing little, and only after consulting friends in order 
to avoid overt attacks. He should also be careful not to re-edit his work too 
often because it obscured the intention of the writer. All this was important 
since the ultimate goal of the erudite man was to associate cordially and 
humanely with other scholars, and to guarantee that his life and manners, 
both individually and collectively, would testify to his self-government, 
innocence, and true authority.65 The traditional depiction of the community 
of the learned as a model of concord that had ceased to perform its true 
function mirrored closely the development of printed debates and the rise of 
the pamphlet culture in the 1510s and especially the 1520s. Simultaneously, 
it also reflected what had happened to the great Dutch humanist during his 
public feuds, a fact that would not have gone unnoticed by the reader. By the 
late 1520s and early 1530s, Vives, the writer of the satirical In pseudodialec-
ticos, who in his Parisian years had praised the ethical possibilities of satire, 
emphasised the threat posed by ridicule and all forms of open confrontation 
to concord.

Truth, Rhetoric, and Dissimulation

Vives’s description of the culture of discord within learned circles in De 
concordia was naturally in stark contrast to the promise of harmony and 
friendship that framed the self-interpretation of the Erasmian Republic of 
Letters at the turn of the 1520s. As we have seen, this harmony was ideally 
nurtured by a non-confrontational conversation where others were accepted 
as equal partners in a dialogue according to the rules of sermo. Nonetheless, 
sermo was not restricted to the maintenance of the reciprocal relations of 
the circle of friends around Erasmus, but it increasingly emerged as a solu-
tion to some of the pressing problems of the time. Most importantly, in the 
religious debates of the 1520s, the ideal of conversation was proposed by 
Erasmus as a relatively tolerant model for discussing non-essentials of faith 
(adiaphora; this ideal was exhibited already in his Convivium religiosum), 
and he famously tried to frame his discussion on free will with Luther as 
a conversation or diatribe66 between friends.67 Vives too acknowledged the 
possibilities of sermo to mediate differences of opinion. In his 1522 letter 
to Pope Adrian of Utrecht (1459–1523), Vives had aligned himself with 
the Erasmian idea of defining a few essentials of faith through a Church 
Council and leaving non-essential issues open to debate. As he wrote, ‘only 
those things should be examined and determined that concern the essentials 
of piety and moral behaviour’ whereas debate should be allowed on other 
issues in which arguments existed on both sides (in utramque partem).68

Civilised conversation between friends did not, however, cater for all 
situations in which speech was needed; it was clear that in engaging with 
the world outside learned circles, one needed different kinds of discursive 
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genres, many of which drew on oratory or incorporated oratorical elements 
into them. Since Jacques Chomarat’s work, much light has been shed on 
the non-dogmatic, rhetorical nature of Erasmus’s theology.69 In studies 
that draw on Chomarat, it has been demonstrated that in Erasmus theo-
logical discourse took the form of a rhetorical language the transforma-
tive effects of which were supposed to resuscitate the spirit of Christ and 
transform Christianity on all levels of human intercourse.70 It was in this 
spirit that Erasmus in his Paraclesis claimed that he yearned for an elo-
quence less ornate yet more powerful than Cicero’s that, rather than inciting 
action, produced a spiritual transformation in the audience.71 Furthermore, 
in equating Quintilian’s definition of the orator as a good man skilled in 
speaking to a definition of theology as ‘piety linked to skill in speaking of 
the divine’ in his Apologia contra Latomi dialogum, Erasmus maintained 
that true rhetoric, based on the transformation of the speaker, could serve 
as the basis for a theology of piety.72 In an extreme exposition of rhetori-
cal theology, he claimed that the understanding and communicating of the 
message of the Scriptures were not two separate tasks but part of the very 
same mental process, an issue that Latomus failed to capture. Consequently, 
transformative rhetoric was ultimately inseparable from the transformation 
of the speaker.73

Yet the stress put on transformative rhetoric did not mean that that rhet-
oric should be transparent in any simple sense. As Peter Bietenholz has 
shown, Erasmus’s ideas on the ways in which truth should be communi-
cated in language were complex and he greatly stressed its accommodation 
to the particularities of a given situation.74 This was in line with the classical 
rhetorical principle of decorum according to which one’s sayings had to be 
adapted to the relationship and nature of the persons involved, the time and 
place of communication, and other contextual factors. While decorum as 
such was not a central concept in Erasmus’s early manuals on rhetoric, such 
as De copia and De conscribendis epistolis, its main idea – the contextual 
accommodation of one’s message – was quite important.75 But perhaps more 
significantly, Erasmus stressed the contextual accommodation of truth in 
all his broader reflections on language, ranging from Biblical exegesis to 
his private letters. He thought that this is the way the New Testament, the 
Christ, and St. Paul had spoken and should be interpreted, and it is in this 
tradition that he clearly understood his own writings.76

Yet, as Bietenholz has argued, Erasmus’s general emphasis on the con-
textual aspect of speech was intertwined with a more particular stress on 
what might be called ethical dissimulation. More precisely, out of respect 
for civility, one should often hide one’s true opinions and show respect to 
the possibly erroneous opinions of the audience. St Paul epitomised this 
approach. In the classic debate on a passage in Galatians (2:11–4), in which 
Paul had rebuked Peter in public for following Mosaic dietary laws in order 
to please Christian Jews, Erasmus aligned himself with the interpretative 
tradition of Jerome and Origen who had seen the passage as an example of 
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dissimulation. Unlike Augustine, according to whom both Paul and Peter 
had acted sincerely, Jerome had emphasised not only that Peter simulated 
the observance of Jewish diet for Christian Jews, but that Paul’s critique 
was essentially a way to assure gentile Christians that they did not need to 
follow the Mosaic law in order to be saved. Indeed, Jerome had gone so far 
as to call the incident a feigned quarrel in which Peter and Paul had both 
dissimulated to their respective audiences.77

The idea of ethical dissimulation is fundamental to Erasmus’s ideas of 
religious rhetoric and visible in his fierce and often-repeated criticism of 
Luther’s lack of decorum and civility.78 In a well-known letter to Justus 
Jonas (1493–1555) in May 1521, he bemoaned at length Luther’s aggressive 
style and claimed that ‘truth of itself has a bitter taste for most people’, 
so that ‘it would have been wiser to soften a naturally painful subject by 
the courtesy of one’s handling’.79 He maintained that ‘the Spirit of Christ 
in the Gospels has a wisdom of its own’, and, drawing on the rhetorical 
dichotomy between audiences composed of the wise and those made up by 
the people, he wrote that Christ himself said ‘one thing to the multitudes, 
who are somewhat thick-witted, and another to his disciples’.80 In a simi-
lar fashion, Erasmus elaborated extensively on the decorum of Peter and 
Paul, reminding the reader that the latter became ‘all things to all men, 
that he may gain them all for Christ’.81 While this rhetoric often concerned 
religious discourse, it was systematically extended to all rhetoric including 
speech destined to secular rulers. As he put it in a letter to cardinal Lorenzo 
Campeggi in December 1520, ‘princes one should handle gently, for their 
majesty, if provoked too often, brings great disasters upon mortal men’.82 
Similar issues were applicable to satire. In his adage Sileni Alcibiadis, he 
described the Greek statuettes, Sileni, that, despite their comic exterior, 
held a hidden deity inside. The Sileni were explicitly likened to Socrates 
and Christ, but they clearly implied a form of self-interpretation, since the 
Lucianic or Socratic jester which Erasmus decided to play in works such as 
Encomium Moriae drew on the union of internal spirituality and a comic 
appearance.83

All this implied that truthful and ethical speech could draw on rhetor-
ical accommodation and even dissimulation if it was necessary for per-
suasion.84 There was, of course, a tension between truth and ethics, on 
the one hand, and dissimulation that could resemble flattery and deceit, 
on the other. Perhaps the central strategy to explain this was a recourse to 
one’s conscience and intentions as an interpretive key to what was explicitly 
stated. Erasmus, for instance, maintained that, should the wise of his time 
and posteriority decipher his message in the spirit of decorum, the purity of 
his intentions and conscience would shine through.85 In other words, while 
there might be some dissimulation and insincerity in the words used, the 
educated elite and future generations would understand that they stemmed 
from pure ethical dispositions and aim at enhancing the good. This refer-
ence to one’s own conscience and intentions was not without its problems. It 
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was often mocked by his adversaries ever since the time of his 1510s debate 
with Dorp, and Erasmus, although never abandoning his polemical way of 
writing completely, became increasingly aware of the impossibilities of con-
trolling the interpretation of one’s own meaning.86

Vives had certainly been thinking about the relationship between truth 
and words ever since his Parisian years. His 1519 edition of the Clipei Christi 
descriptio, originally published in 1514, included a reference to Paul’s ‘gentle 
yet effective’ rhetoric which was contrasted with Peter’s louder and more 
ardent speech.87 However, unlike Erasmus, Vives did not expand greatly on 
the dissimulative tendencies of the New Testament but rather participated in 
older academic debates on the relationship between poetry, humanist learn-
ing, and truth. In 1514, he had framed his Veritas fucata as an attempt to 
enhance Christian virtue through humanist poetry. In a 1519 dedication let-
ter to a new edition of Veritas fucata and the Praelectio ad Catonem maiorem 
Ciceronis quae dicitur Anima senis to Juan de Crommas, Vives explained 
that Veritas fucata, written in Paris, had essentially been an attempt to draw 
certain young people from ‘vain and dirty poetry’ to ‘more saintly muses’, 
and to ‘more substantial disciplines’. He continued by explaining that he 
was a supporter of the muses yet opposed to ‘empty words’.88 Vives was also 
certain that the exposition of revealed truth could take different forms and 
was thus both rhetorical and interpretative. In a defence of his own medita-
tions on the Meditationes in septem Psalmos penitentiae (1517–1518), he wrote 
in the dedication letter to the work (to Guillaume de Croy) that ‘the words 
of the Holy Spirit are not tied to one sense’, and that the Bible contained 
‘multiple and admirable senses’ which were all correct because of the Spirit 
that had produced them.89

Still, Vives’s greatest contribution to the dilemma of the union of words 
(verba) and things (res) was undoubtedly his 1523 Veritas fucata, which set 
out to delineate the conditions within which poetry and truth could coexist 
fruitfully. From the very start of the text, laid out as a dialogue between 
Vives and a well-known Spanish humanist Juan de Vergara (1492–1557), the 
difference from the 1514 treatment was clear.90 Early on, the discussion was 
taken down from the initial heights of philosophia Christi by Vergara, who 
wished to talk to Vives ‘in a simple manner and starting from the com-
mon use of words’, moving on to a presentation of an allegorical story built 
around two camps, those of Truth, and those of Error.91 In the story, the 
naked simplicity of Truth was juxtaposed to the extravagant, made-up, and 
twisted nature of Error, accompanied by many vices and a not insignificant 
number of people, all of whom decorated themselves with wrong names, 
‘denying proper ones’, putting on a show of an ultimately flawed rhetori-
cal redescription. Thus, among other lies, ‘falsehood was called negligence, 
perjury the statement of truth, guile prudence’.92 In striking opposition to 
this, in the followers of Truth no rupture occurred between the real nature 
of things and the names with which they were evoked. Here everything was 
‘naked, open, simple, certain, solid […] truthful’.93
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Unlike in the 1514 Veritas fucata, where the structure was static, here 
some notable developments took place and they were largely centred on 
negotiations between the troops of Truth and the soldiers of Error ( falsiani). 
Whereas the spokesperson of Truth, Plato, failed to convince the party of 
Error, the delegation of Error led by Homer was more successful. Quite 
amazingly, Homer, in the negotiations, convinced Truth of the necessity of 
concealing its naked beauty, the unveiling of which, according to one of 
Homer’s many arguments, would cause humans some additional satisfac-
tion because of the effort put into it.94 When Truth expressed its will to ‘show 
itself naked’, arguing that if it was perceived directly by humans it would 
excite love in everyone, Homer did not deny this. However, he argued that 
he ‘knows the habits and character of his people’, implying the necessity of 
concealment on these grounds.95

Truth accepted Homer’s offer, albeit with ten different stipulations that 
were spelled out. The rules made perfectly clear that poetry was not inter-
preted as a narrowly defined metrical art but rather referred to a broader 
range of humanistic literary studies. Not only did the selection of authors 
such as Apuleius, whose satirical Asinus aureus was one of the most famous 
Latin works in prose, imply this, but Vives also referred to prose in spelling 
out the seventh condition. Moreover, condition five stressed that everything 
concerning moral life was free ground for writers, and the text singled 
out comedy, apology, and dialogue as suitable genres to enhance moral 
improvement.96 Thus, although Veritas fucata set out to discuss the limits of 
poetry, it ended up building a scheme within which the union of truth and 
humanist literary studies was both morally acceptable and useful for the 
enhancement of virtue. The reason for this was that, in the current state of 
affairs, truth could not reveal itself without disguise because humans would 
simply not accept it.

Rather than offering a theory of dissimulation in the Erasmian mould, 
Veritas fucata participated in the defence of humanist literary studies in 
an academic debate on poetry and humanist learning. While the issue 
had gained new relevance in the humanist-scholastic dispute, it was part 
of an age-old academic debate over the possibilities and threats of poet-
ical and rhetorical licence (licentia) which had been fought within aca-
demic circles throughout the Middle Ages. It had long surfaced in many 
of the rebuttals of Plato’s condemnation of poetry such as in Macrobius’s 
commentary on the Somnium Scipionis.97 Still, it is noteworthy that 
Vives’s intervention coincided with Erasmus’s growing interest in the 
decorum of truth, and its argument that humans were not able to look 
truth directly in the eyes was strikingly close to Erasmus’s own views 
of the time. Quite significantly, the members of the delegation of Error 
comprised of Homer, Lucian, Apuleius, and Hesiod are – except for 
Hesiod – mentioned as representatives of the satirical tradition within 
which Erasmus placed his Praise of Folly (Moriae) in his dedication letter 
to Thomas More.98
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There are more similarities. Erasmus himself was quite capable of refer-
ring to the traditional commonplace about the nakedness of truth in his 
discussions on the necessity of rhetorical dissimulation and decorum. In 
a defence of the union of rhetoric and truth in his famous letter to Dorp, 
Erasmus, drawing on the authority of Augustine, claimed that ‘the Gospel 
truth slips into our minds more agreeably, and takes root there more deci-
sively, when it has charms of this kind to commend it than if it were pro-
duced naked’.99 Another way of discussing the moulding of truth to the 
contextual requirements of the situation was the relationship between 
Greek and Roman philosophies. In the famous dialogue between a sailor 
named Raphael Hythloday and Thomas More on the possibilities of coun-
selling in the first book of More’s Utopia, the respective views of the two 
interlocutors were discussed as a debate between Greek philosophy, which 
dealt with truth, and the Roman rhetorical model, which adjusted itself to 
different contexts. In a similar spirit, Erasmus, in a preface to an edition 
of the Tusculanae Quaestiones, offered Cicero a place in the development 
of philosophy from its Greek origins as someone who brought philosophy 
‘onto the stage’, and taught it to speak ‘in such a fashion that even a mis-
cellaneous audience can applaud’.100 Vives agreed. In his Somnium et vigilia 
(printed in 1520), which served as an introduction to and commentary on 
Cicero’s Somnium Scipionis, a part of De republica that had survived thanks 
to Macrobius’s widely disseminated commentaries, Vives made a fictional 
Cicero explain that his De republica had extensively drawn on Plato’s work 
but with the difference that he, unlike Plato, had taken into account the 
great variety of natural talent (ingenia) among humans in enhancing vir-
tue.101 In short, while different discussions had different reference points, 
they all stressed the importance of communicating truth through literary 
means that would adjust it to the audience.

Transformative Rhetoric and the Ideal Prince

While the immediate context of Veritas fucata was that of an academic 
debate at Louvain, Vives’s interest in the decorous adjustment of truth took 
place at a moment when he was engaged in a life of negotium and counsel-
ling. Now the discussions on the contextual adaptation of truth were cer-
tainly relevant for civic rhetoric since the possibilities of counselling were 
intrinsically linked to speech in the minds of the group of friends around 
Erasmus. As they well knew, dealing with the powerful in the civic realm 
required a decorous understanding of the different registers of the ars orato-
ria. Some of these ways could fit in with the paradigm of philosophia Christi 
that aspired to transformative speech capable of restoring Christianity to a 
life befitting Christians on all levels of human association. Erasmus surely 
included the reformation of princes as a vital part of this project. In a letter 
to Budé, he defended the usefulness of his work, claiming that in his book 
on the ‘Christian Prince I lay down principles on which no theologian dares 
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lay a finger’.102 In his Institutio Principis Christiani, Erasmus drew on the 
ancient genre of mirror-for-princes, epitomised by Seneca’s De clementia 
that, through an epideictic praise of an ideal ruler and vituperation of a 
tyrant, sought to produce self-reflection in the ruler that could lead to his 
self-transformation.103 As he claimed in his preface to the work, he hoped 
that Charles V, to whom the work was dedicated, would try to improve him-
self by imitating ‘the picture of a true and upright Christian prince’.104

Erasmus also thought of his less famous and more oratorical Panegyricus 
(printed in 1504), a laudation of Archduke Philip (1478–1506), as a com-
panion piece to the Institutio Principis Christiani with which it was often 
printed.105 While according to some of his critics, the Panegyricus bordered 
on flattery, Erasmus never ceased to explain that its laudatory element (or 
false praise) enabled character transformation. As he maintained, his text 
was ‘not so much praise as precept’, and that there was ‘surely no more 
effective method of reforming princes than to present them with a pattern of 
a good prince under the guise of praising them’.106 He further claimed that, 
under the semblance of flattery, the work could ‘reform bad rulers’, and 
‘improve the good’, and that this manner of exhorting ‘rulers to honourable 
action under the cover of compliment’ was definitely better than approach-
ing the king with ‘the repellent teachings of Stoicism and the barking of the 
Cynics’.107 The promise of transformative rhetoric, epitomised by the power 
of the gospels, was part of a broader theory of cure which metaphorically 
likened an orator to a physician of the soul.108

Vives could also refer to the transformative potential of the image of 
a perfect ruler. His Somnium et vigilia, built around Cicero’s Somnium 
Scipionis, which recounted the dream encounter of Scipio Aemilianus with 
his dead grandfather Scipio Africanus, greatly underlined the transforma-
tive dimension of Cicero’s text. Although Macrobius’s famous commentar-
ies on Somnium Scipionis, with their Neoplatonic undertones, emphasised 
various elements of the text such as its relevance to cosmography and the 
theory of dreams, Macrobius had already pointed out that the fundamen-
tal principles of good government should be communicated to readers 
through different literary devices that would instil in humans the will to do 
good works.109 In his dedication letter to Érard de la Marck (1472–1538), the 
prince-bishop of Liège, Vives primarily stressed the political dimension of 
the text as an exercise in the self-reflection of the prince. He claimed that the 
work was about ‘the instruction and formation of the perfect and complete 
prince’ and added that ‘nothing in all philosophy is more excellent’ than the 
formation of the ruler.110 The Somnium, and Vives’s fictional commentary 
on, or amplification of, it entitled Vigilia, depicted the cosmic journey of the 
young Scipio, whose ascent to the heavens and across the cosmos enhanced 
his awareness of the eternal rules governing the universe. This adoption of a 
cosmic view on the nature of things and on one’s position within the bigger 
scheme of things was a preparation for ethical self-transformation and thus 
for a truthful judgment of earthly matters. What is more, in his Vigilia, Vives 
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amplified at length the Erasmian moral code that followed from this cosmic 
awareness, focusing especially on the judgment of the pettiness of merely 
human things. In this moral code, justice, just like in classical thought, was 
described as the ‘the bond of human partnership’, but it had to be supported 
by piety and charity towards one’s parents, friends, and fatherland. Other 
virtues demanded of a ruler were self-control (continentia), equity (aequitas), 
moderation (moderatio), and fortitude ( fortitudo).111

Rhetoric and Political Counsel

Despite the emphasis put on transformative rhetoric, humanist correspond-
ence often revealed a much more realistic view of the character of the rul-
ers of their time. As James Tracy has argued, Erasmus’s praise of Charles 
was always coupled with a suspicion about his actual political measures, 
and the less than perfect nature of rulers was frequently discussed in his 
correspondence.112 Many of his actual political texts also hinted that rulers 
fell short of the standards required of a self-governed prince. In Querela 
Pacis (On the Complaint of Peace, 1517), Erasmus suggested that ‘princes 
are powerful rather than learned, and moved more by their desires than by 
rational judgment’.113 This view of the reality of the rulers of the time was 
incorporated into practical rhetorical advice. Just as in other domains of 
life, Erasmus arguably knew that not all political rhetoric aspired to com-
plete transformation, and his detailed advice on the use of rhetoric in works 
such as his letter-writing manual, De conscribendis epistolis, revealed a more 
varied and subtle understanding of the possibilities of different rhetorical 
genres. In De conscribendis epistolis, he recommended yet again false praise 
as a way of criticising or advising ‘a ruler or a king […] whose ears will not 
tolerate any criticism at all’.114 Although Erasmus was primarily describing 
advice that aimed at correcting a particular fault in the ruler rather than 
suggesting a certain course of action, his recommendation presupposed the 
less-than-perfect nature of the prince as a starting point of advice.

It was, however, in the first book of Thomas More’s Utopia, printed in 
Louvain and recommended by Vives as one of the political texts worth 
reading in his 1531 De disciplinis, that counselling was discussed in a strik-
ingly non-utopian way as a practice that, instead of transforming the ruler, 
sought to guide him within existing possibilities.115 While Utopia has been 
the object of myriad interpretations on an infinite number of issues (e.g., 
the relationship between books One and Two or the extent to which More 
the character in the dialogue represented More’s thought), there is agree-
ment that one of the two major themes of Book One (the other is poverty) 
concerned the relative merits of a life of otium and negotium with a specific 
focus on counsel.116 In the discussion, the very presupposition was that in 
addressing the ruler one could not take for granted that the formation of his 
character had been successful. In this context, Utopia discussed the problem 
of counselling, not that of tutoring or character formation.
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The first part depicted a conversation between a sailor, Raphael 
Hythloday, who had first-hand knowledge of the island of Utopia, Pieter 
Gillis, and Thomas More himself. After a detour to questions of theft, pov-
erty, and private ownership, Thomas More and Hythloday came back to the 
original theme of the dialogue which was started by Gillis’s initial remark 
that Raphael should put his knowledge at the service of a prince as a coun-
sellor. This suggestion was ironically rejected by Hythloday since ‘the dif-
ference [between service and servitude] is only a matter of one syllable’.117

In the ensuing debate, Hythloday, who argued for the impossibility of 
expedient counselling and for the merits of a contemplative life, made the 
first move by presenting two hypothetical situations of counselling. In the 
first, a discussion on French foreign policy was portrayed, in which coun-
sellors sought methods for broadening the power and the territory of the 
French king through cunning and perfect domination of methods of real-
politik. Here Hythloday, instead of answering the original question, tried 
to reframe it by arguing that it was not expedient to enlarge territory and 
power in the first place and that all effort should be focused on govern-
ing the territory given to the prince in question. In the second example, 
reminiscent of the first one, Raphael was forced to argue against a herd of 
counsellors on the possibilities of filling the treasury of the king through 
manipulation of existing laws, the value of money, make-believe wars, leg-
islation, and the interpretation of laws to the prince’s advantage. Against 
counsellors who agreed on the principle that the king should maximise his 
treasury, Hythloday would have to argue that these policies are both dis-
honourable and ruinous to the king, whose duty lay in perfecting his people 
and guarding their pursuit of a good life.118 He concluded by suggesting, in a 
form of a question, that he likely would not be successful since his listeners 
‘would turn deaf ears to me’.119

Thomas More, the character in the dialogue, answered by arguing for 
the rhetorical philosophy of Cicero: ‘There is another philosophy, better 
suited for the role of a citizen, that takes its cue, adapts itself to the drama 
in hand and acts its part neatly and appropriately’.120 In doing so, More 
restricted rhetorical philosophy to the incomplete world: he was ready to 
grant that it was impossible to make everything good in a corrupt world, but 
the rejection of the ideal of complete transformation should not make the 
humanist abandon the commonwealth since he could try to make things as 
little bad as possible. Hythloday, however, was not convinced. According to 
him, either one spoke the truth or adjusted one’s methods to the way people 
already understood the world, which was to confirm the error. There was 
simply no way to reform people who persisted in their corrupted nature 
through any kind of indirect rhetorical approach.121 The debate mirrored 
one of the fundamental problems of all rhetorical theory stemming from the 
tension between the obligation to teach and argue for an honourable cause, 
on the one hand, and the fact that teaching was possible only if one could 
ground it in the opinions the audience would accept as valid premises, on 
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the other. If these premises were wrong, one could argue that there was no 
way to perform the duties of a counsellor (the position of Hytholday) or that 
these premises, as wrong as they might be, could be used for one’s cause if 
one mastered the rhetorical philosophy of Cicero (the position of More).

Adjusting Deliberative Rhetoric to Princely Counsel: 
Vives’s De Consultatione

The tensions inherent in Utopia are, I would argue, apparent in Vives’s views 
on counsel as it was outlined in De consultatione. In the last part of the chap-
ter, dedicated to a close reading of De consultatione, the aim is to uncover 
the ways in which counselling was supposed to work in practice and to com-
pare this to the idealised interpretation of the prince normally associated 
with Vives and more generally, Erasmian political theory.

Vives’s relationship to the princes of his time is somewhat complex. On 
the one hand, in his early 1520s correspondence one can find praise of 
Henry VIII whose favour he was seeking. In a 1523 letter to Cranevelt he 
described his experience in England in favourable terms declaring that in 
his current state ‘you cannot imagine anything that would please me more 
than the princes’.122 On the other hand, in his commentaries on Augustine 
he could claim that ‘in this world all kings are afraid of having a person 
with whom to share their power’.123 This idea was much closer to how Vives 
conceived of princes both in his rhetorical and political literature, and his 
suspicion grew even stronger during the 1520s as he came to fully under-
stand the endemic nature of dynastic warfare. The fact that the rulers of 
his time were driven by a hunger for power and were prone to warfare and 
destructive passions was visible in De consultatione and in his political inter-
ventions of the 1520s (Chapter 3).

De consultatione, Vives’s only work on deliberative rhetoric, revealed seri-
ous problems with princely counsel. The work – written in 1523 and dedicated 
to Louis of Flanders (1488–1555), the Habsburg ambassador at Tudor court – 
was a painstakingly technical presentation on rhetorical invention (inventio) 
that adjusted the precepts of deliberative rhetoric to political counsel.124 In 
other words, it was meant to offer headings through which an orator could 
come up with material and strategies when addressing a ruler. The manual 
can, of course, be viewed as a deliberate appropriation of classical theory 
into a new, princely context within the internal history of rhetoric, but its 
interpretation of the ruler as an object of persuasion also provides a highly 
significant take on Vives’s view of the princes of the time and the possibil-
ities of actual political counsel. Indeed, De consultatione closely mirrored 
broader discussions on princes and princely rhetoric, by and large affirming 
what Utopia had suggested and what a long tradition of classical and medi-
eval writers operating under monarchs had known: that addressing those in 
power was a delicate matter in which the price of a wrong course of action 
was not merely rhetorical inefficiency but one’s own position and possibly  
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even life.125 Although the work was printed only in 1532 together with Vives’s 
main opus on rhetorical theory, De ratione dicendi, it has been argued that 
many aspects of the work suggest that its overall structure coincides with 
the 1523 manuscript.126

Scholarship, scant in quantity, has given an ambivalent view of the work 
because of the conflict between Erasmian (or Christian) humanism and the 
highly technical tone of De consultatione that presented the use of words as 
an instrumental question of persuasion.127 However, if the work is situated 
within the broader humanist theory of decorous rhetoric, we can see that it 
did not necessarily serve as a denial of pious Erasmian humanism but as a 
continuation of humanist aspirations to make a difference through varied 
linguistic means. Although it was a technical exposition of tools of per-
suasion, this was nothing new within Northern humanist rhetoric; many 
rhetorical manuals presented rhetorical theory as an internal question of 
artistic persuasion and had relatively little to say about how the link between 
one’s ethical character and ability to persuade fed into rhetorical practice. 
Furthermore, despite its instrumental tone, some aspects of the work admit-
tedly united it with Erasmian and Christian themes. In a traditional vein, 
the handbook stressed that a counsellor should be a man of prudence and 
introduced Christian concepts into the topics of prudence (e.g. piety) which, 
given the intertextual purpose of topics to lead one to existing materials and 
commonplaces, should guide the counsellor to Christian sententiae.128

Vives himself thought of the work as more than a compilation of clas-
sical precepts. He boldly claimed that the topics of argumentation should 
be ‘exposed according to a reliable and new method’, implying that clas-
sical precepts would not fulfil the requirements of present-day delibera-
tions.129 While some of the treatment was standard, such as his assertion 
that deliberations concerned possible actions in the future, the claim about 
originality was not just an empty topos in itself.130 With respect to classical 
handbooks which often underlined the strictly political nature of the themes 
debated, Vives gave a more open description of possible themes arguing 
that ‘we deliberate on everything that is in our control’, implying that they 
could concern potentially anything.131 In a Renaissance vein, Vives’s focus 
on rhetorical invention and his complete omission of memory (memoria) 
and delivery (pronunciatio) – two of the traditional five parts of classical 
oratory – indicate that he was thinking about contexts that were not merely 
oral but literary, and the publication of De consultatione with the later 
De ratione dicendi – which treated purely literary genres at length – fur-
ther foregrounded the possible uses of its precepts in writing. Ultimately, 
however, by far the most significant element of Vives’s De consultatione was 
its choice of focus. In classical accounts of deliberative rhetoric on which 
Renaissance manuals drew, the focus was standardly on the presentation 
of topics that enabled the orator to argue for the honourable (honestum) 
and expedient (utile) nature of any course of action proposed in a debate 
on political issues.132 In a stark contrast to this tradition, the description 
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of inventio in De consultatione was pronouncedly attuned to the analysis of 
the qualities and relations of persons involved and had relatively little to 
say about the analysis of the question deliberated. As Vives put it, ‘before 
everything else we should consider who is the person we are counselling, 
next, who we are, then, who are the other counsellors’.133 In other words, 
De consultatione told more about how to find the right tone and strategy to 
persuade a specific person than about how to invent convincing arguments. 
This was undoubtedly motivated by the fact that De consultatione dealt with 
situations which addressed those above the speaker.

Topics from Persons and the Authority of the Speaker

The core of De consultatione was structured on topics from persons that 
were eclectically appropriated from classical rhetoric. More specifically, 
Vives drew on the topics found in Cicero’s De inventione, much of which had 
already been incorporated into Erasmus’s De conscribendis epistolis.134 In 
De inventione, Cicero introduced these topics in the treatment of disposition 
(dispositio) and claimed that the arguments drawn from the attributes of 
persons could be used in the confirmation (confirmatio) of one’s argument 
which sought to lend credibility and authority to one’s case.135 In Vives’s 
treatment, the link to disposition was lost and the topics from persons were 
presented as a storehouse of material for deliberations. They were situated 
under three general topics that Vives could have adopted from the expo-
sition of demonstrative rhetoric in the Ad Herennium but also from other 
sources.136 These described a person on the basis of what was in his/her 
soul (in animo), in his/her body (in corpore), and what was external to him/
her (externa), which provided a way of collecting all the material one pos-
sessed on oneself, the deliberator, and other possible counsellors. Under the 
topic of the soul, one could find a list of sub-headings with which one could 
extract material in order to analyse one’s natural capacities, what one had 
acquired through learning (habitus), and one’s emotional dispositions; bod-
ily topics helped to gather information on one’s physical constitution such 
as age; externals referred, for example, to one’s goods, lineage, and family 
relations.137

It hardly comes as a surprise that Vives drew on Cicero, Quintilian, and 
the Ad Herennium since much of classical rhetoric exhibited an acute aware-
ness of the importance of mastering the character of the persons involved in 
a rhetorical situation for the successful exposition of one’s case. The control 
of character delineation and biographies could serve different purposes. In 
demonstrative rhetoric dedicated to praise (laudatio) and blame (vituperatio), 
character description was the subject matter through which the object of 
praise could be described as someone epitomising virtue in his/her actions. 
In judicial rhetoric, the crafting of characters could affect not only the way 
in which the accused and potential witnesses were perceived and assessed 
but also contributed to the credibility of the narration by attributing motives  
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and causes of action to the accused that were in line with his/her character. 
Furthermore, in different rhetorical genres, an examination of the audience 
could shed light on how to build one’s case so that it was in accordance 
with one’s assessment of the expectations and qualities of those addressed. 
Finally, one’s ethos was closely linked to the mastering of one’s own charac-
ter and biography as they were outlined in a speech.138

Although the information extracted from personal topics served a range 
of purposes in De consultatione, the topics that were employed in judicial 
rhetoric to scrutinise the character of the accused and the witnesses were, in 
the work, mainly used to get information on the qualities of the deliberator; 
they are essentially a way to build a close analysis of the person the orator is 
addressing and to assess one’s personal relation with him/her. This had not 
been as central to the rhetorical tradition. Roman theory could occasionally 
suggest a closer analysis of the person of the deliberator in speeches before 
rulers; Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria not only underscored the value of the 
ethos of the speaker in deliberations in a general sense but also claimed that 
when we were trying to convince just one person, ‘it is his character that 
will make the biggest difference’.139 Still, classical and Renaissance treatises 
on deliberative rhetoric, with their focus on the question debated, did not 
incorporate the person of the deliberator into their subject matter in any sys-
tematic way. The standard distinction was between learned and unlearned 
audiences, who preferred honesty and expediency respectively, and it was 
voiced in works such as the widely diffused encyclopaedia Margarita philo-
sophica (1503) and several others, but the emphasis was overwhelmingly on 
presenting the argumentative possibilities of topics for the investigation of 
the question.140

These personal topics drawn from the deliberator could serve a variety 
of functions. They could provide support for a suggested course of action 
since they supplied information about what was becoming according to 
one’s specific duties as a prince or what was possible considering one’s 
external instruments. One could, for instance, appeal to the noble lineage 
of the deliberator and argue that his/her actions should not disgrace his/her 
ancestors: ‘since you are from a most noble background, it is just not to 
be disgraceful to your ancestors’. Conversely, if one could not draw on the 
examples of a noble family, one should tell the deliberator that ‘you have to 
pursue nobility by yourself’.141 Material drawn from the personal attributes 
of the deliberator could thus be used when one wanted to show that a pro-
posed course of action was in line with his/her person, family, specific duties 
of the office, and a range of other things.

Equally importantly, one could draw on personal topics in the construc-
tion of one’s own ethos. Part of ethos certainly referred to one’s ethical quali-
ties and moral reputation. In De consultatione, Vives claimed that one’s ethos 
stemmed from the opinion the audience had of one’s prudence (prudentia), 
honesty (probitas), and friendship (amicitia), which loosely corresponded to 
Aristotle’s tripartite division of the sources of ethos.142 However, unlike in 
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Aristotle’s Rhetoric, where these qualities were exhibited in a speech, Vives 
underlined one’s life that preceded the rhetorical situation as a source of 
authority in itself. While not stressed by Aristotle, this was nothing new. 
Roman rhetorical tradition had pointed out the relevance of one’s general 
reputation to one’s authority, and Christian adaptations of classical the-
ory, most notably Augustine’s De doctrina Christiana, had portrayed one’s 
ethical nature as it was revealed in the totality of one’s life as the principal 
source of authority.143 Moreover, Erasmus’s own rhetoric, epitomised by his 
Paraclesis, often asserted the virtuous nature of the speaker as a precondi-
tion of a truly transformative rhetoric. This union was incarnated in Christ. 
Vives had clearly absorbed the idea that one’s life was an important source 
of ethical authority by the early 1520s. He had added to his 1519 reprint of 
the 1514 Clipeus a passage which portrayed the life of St Paul as a source of 
his persuasive authority.144 In De consultatione, Vives stated that honesty 
stemmed from the great persuasive potential of one’s way of living which 
consisted in an ‘honest and saintly’ life, and from the agreement between 
one’s life and words.145 The adoption of the Augustinian and Christian 
description of one’s ethical authority under the heading ‘honesty’ (probitas) 
in De consultatione thus surely referred to the broader Erasmian union of 
ethics and rhetoric.

But even though Vives could point to one’s ethical life as a source of 
authority, De consultatione made perfectly clear that one’s authority and 
ethos needed adjustment according to the specific requirements of the sit-
uation. Most revealingly, Vives claimed that Quintilian’s emblematic defi-
nition of the orator as a ‘good man skilled in speaking’ (vir bonus dicendi 
peritus) referred, among other things, to the fact that he ‘would not persuade 
if he was not believed to be good’.146 This implied that we should not only 
be virtuous but that our reputation for virtuous character should be recog-
nised by the audience, which linked ethos to social recognition.147 Equally 
importantly, this was why the exposition of ethos in a speech or piece of 
writing had to be geared to meet the expectations of the audience. In this 
task, all information about the deliberator and one’s relationship to him/her 
were of some relevance. ‘Love’ (amor), Vives sustained, could be exhibited 
‘more openly’ (apertius) since everyone tended to think themselves worthy 
of love, but if the ‘trust’ (fides) resulting from love was questioned through 
‘envy’ (invidia), we might have to strengthen it by reminding the deliberator 
of our ties with him/her. In the exhibition of the intellectual quality of pru-
dence we should, instead, be extremely careful not to seem arrogant.148

Throughout the discourse, Vives wrote, we should speak in a manner 
that did not ‘diminish the general opinion of honesty, friendship, and pru-
dence, and that rather aspires to augment it’.149 One of the factors we should 
take into account was our relationship to the person we were addressing, 
as well as his/her personal attributes. Vives claimed that we could speak 
‘more openly’ (apertius) with a friend and ‘humanely’ (humane) with an infe-
rior, and he presented different ways of choosing a tone of speech based 
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on a categorisation of the person we were addressing according to his/her 
‘habits’ (mores), ‘natural talent’ (ingenium) and other contextual factors. In 
deciding the correct tone, we should assess our authority in the eyes of the 
deliberator, which depended on issues such as age, education, and familiar-
ity with him/her.150

Although many of the precepts could be employed in all contexts in which 
one was advising anyone superior to oneself, the discussion focused on 
princes and Vives recommended De consultatione especially to the counsel-
lors of rulers.151 Here the reader was explicitly encouraged to diverge from a 
direct and open approach. One was told to address the prince with ‘modesty 
and reverence’, not as someone who was ‘ignorant’ (imperitus), and when 
discussing ‘issues of his kingdom’, one should speak to him as if he was a 
man of ‘great prudence and sane judgment’.152 One should also be well aware 
that the rhetorical situation was distinctively different from the republican 
debates of antiquity that were central to classical rhetorical theory: ‘in the 
senate of a city, where everyone is nearly equal to one another […] there is 
more liberty than in front of a prince’.153 In a similar spirit, in a later sec-
tion, Vives argued more generally that one had to accommodate the tone to 
one’s audience, arguing that one should understand what was appropriate 
and convenient to say in specific situations; for instance, speaking ‘under 
tyranny’ (sub tyrannide) was different than when one spoke ‘in liberty’ (in 
libertate).154 The majesty of the prince drove one towards modesty, and if 
one dissimulated or kept silent on some matters, he would interpret it as 
respect for his presence.155 If the prince ‘did not understand’ what we were 
trying to say, it was possible to ‘remind him lightly’, but we should avoid 
the perception that we were reproaching him.156 The impossibility of open 
speech, parrhesia, was related to the importance of keeping the ties of ethos 
with the prince, love in particular, intact. As Vives explained, one should 
always respond to the love offered to oneself, and especially so with the 
powerful and with the prince, ‘whose friendship can be of great profit, and 
whose hatred can cause harm’.157 It was even better to call him ‘very stupid’ 
(stultissimus) than not to show love, which was judged to be dangerous.158 
One should opt for an open attack only against other counsellors, provided 
that they were ‘parasites, flatterers, the ruin of princes’ and posed a threat 
to ‘public opinion’ (existimatio), ‘public expediency’ (publica utilitas), and 
the ‘defence of honesty’ (tutela honesti).159

Many of the themes of De consultatione were, of course, familiar from the 
Erasmian discourse of counselling. The stress put on friendship (amicitia) 
is a case in point. Several Erasmian texts, most notably Erasmus’s Institutio 
principis, described the relationship between the prince and his counsellors 
primarily as one of friendship which, in contrast to the corrupt practice of 
flattery, implied mutual love and truthful speech.160 Erasmus’s (1516) polit-
ical compendium, built around his Institutio principis Christiani, went as 
far as to include Plutarch’s De discrimine adulatoris & amici (How to Tell a 
Flatterer from a Friend) in its corpus. Plutarch’s work showed how a ruler 
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could recognise a flatterer by his outward appearance which, for Erasmus, 
served as a potential remedy against untrustworthy flatterers. But, although 
Vives discussed counselling in De consultatione as a form of friendship, the 
account of friendship occurred largely in a rhetorical framework in which 
it was described as an instrument or form of ethos that enabled one to per-
suade or cure the prince. In fact, in the absence of the possibility of orator-
ical parrhesia, the description of counsel as a form of friendship came close 
to suggesting that the rules of deliberative rhetoric should be incorporated 
into a form of familiar discussion or conversation (sermo). Referring to the 
distinction between public speaking and private counsel, Vives explicitly 
maintained that with ‘a multitude’ (multitudo) one could rely on ornaments 
and ‘a more full oration’ (oratio plenior), but with just ‘one person’ (apud 
unum) this would be ‘ridiculous’ (ridiculus).161 This might be read as a par-
ticularly political manifestation of an Erasmian tendency to blur the bound-
aries between oration and conversation by incorporating oratorical advice 
into forms of sermo in letter writing and other linguistic practices. In a letter 
to Budé, Erasmus compared his own conversational style to Budé’s grand 
eloquence. He reminded Budé that an effective style did not have to ‘com-
pel admiration’ as Quintilian had thought, but it had to treat any subject 
persuasively and effectively. It was often important to avoid a grand rhe-
torical style. As he maintained, ‘since much of the art lies in concealing art, 
because any suggestion of artifice makes the speaker less credible, I do not 
see how a style can be effective which parades itself and shows off’.162

Within this scheme, the central presupposition was that the prince was not 
the self-governed ruler envisioned in Erasmian educational plans but rather 
an instrument of power whose actions should be directed to the good by the 
counsellor in specific debates. The prince’s world of ideas and expectations 
were not taken as expressions of a sovereign will that should be listened to, 
but they were analysed as a point of departure for rhetorical composition 
with the question of how he could be persuaded, brought to reason, and pre-
vented from sinking into tyranny looming in the background. This reversed 
intellectual power relation that was inherent in the writing of De consulta-
tione was described in Vives’s later De pacificatione (1529) and De anima by 
an analogy already found in the Middle Ages that likened the prince to will 
(voluntas) and the counsellor to reason (ratio).163 In De consultatione, Vives 
explicitly discussed deliberations as a way of directing the will of the one we 
were counselling towards what was truly good.164

Emotions and Passions

This inversed power hierarchy was built into Vives’s discussion of emotions. 
One might argue that some parts of De consultatione could be interpreted 
through the typical metaphor of moral philosophy as medicine of the mind 
that, rather than using existing emotional dispositions for persuasion in con-
crete matters, strove to produce more long-standing reflection in the prince. 
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Vives put forward several arguments throughout De consultatione that were 
meant to counter the instantaneous and passionate nature of rhetoric. He 
claimed that counsel should ideally be valid not only when addressing a spe-
cific person but true ‘in all similar deliberations’ (in omni […] deliberatione 
consimili), recommended that speeches should be written down since impro-
vised speeches made ‘prudent’ (cordatus) and ‘skilful’ (callidus) men utter 
stupid words, and maintained that the empire of the Spartans was more long 
lasting than that of the Athenians, which was based on swift deliberations.165

Closely linked to his suspicion of a merely passionate response, Vives 
underlined that these well-pondered orations should not focus on evoking 
strong passions. Hesitantly, he stated that ‘passions of the soul should not 
[…] be excited and thrown into disorder’, admitting only that they could 
be ‘pinched’ by ‘things themselves’.166 He further declared that a counsellor 
should not ‘light up those passions but calm and appease them. Persuasion 
is not worth so much that in order to achieve it, you would want to be a 
bad person’.167 Here he referred to the dichotomy between good, ethical 
emotions and disturbing passions that Roman rhetorical writers, espe-
cially Quintilian, had developed on the basis of Aristotle’s ethos and pathos. 
Vives’s distrust of strong passions was, naturally, in stark contrast to much 
of the Roman theory that described elaborate ways of using them, with 
Quintilian lavishly praising the force of passions to dominate the judges in 
legal cases by making them abandon all enquiries ‘into truth’.168 In contrast 
to Quintilian, Vives did not want to throw the deliberator into a state where 
he was dominated by his/her instantaneous passions and affirmed that ‘a 
dispassionate soul should not be used’.169

Despite this suspicious attitude, emotions and passions were central for 
provoking reflection and, consequently, for persuasion in De consultatione. 
The most fundamental technique of emotional persuasion concerned the 
redescription of the ends the person deliberating had set himself. As an 
example of a twisted understanding of the ends of political action, Vives 
portrayed a man who had set himself the goal of gaining power and who 
would do everything in order to reach that objective even if it implied the 
destruction of humankind.170 If one wanted to redescribe the ends, one had 
to show that the goal set had to be understood through negative evaluative 
terms. According to Vives, one should argue in these and other cases that 
what the prince had set as his final aim was ‘not magnanimity but cruelty, 
not glory but vanity, not honour but an empty shadow, not magnificence 
but madness, not justice but injustice, not liberality but profusion, not forti-
tude but foolhardiness, not a dispute but a brawl, not erudition but fraud’.171 
Here Vives activated the resources of the rhetorical theory of neighbouring 
concepts according to which one could always find an opposite concept that 
could be employed to describe the same action but with a different norma-
tive value. Since neighbouring positive and negative evaluative terms com-
peted for the description of exactly the same set of actions, normative terms 
could be used flexibly to argue one’s case.172
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The redescription of the ends of a specific action was not, however, the 
only technique proposed. Drawing on a theory of passions that empha-
sised their interrelations and the possibility of countering one passion 
with another, Vives stated that ‘strong passions should be countered with 
another passion considered of no less importance by the one deliberating’, 
and offered some examples.173 This effectively showed the proposed action 
in a novel light; one could, for instance, evoke the emotional disposition 
of the person advised in order to show that what he/she was seeking was 
threatening to some other passion of his/hers; a man ‘inspired by ambition’ 
could be persuaded to refrain from a given action by referring to a ‘loss of 
personal property’.174

The first way of dealing with emotions could perhaps be linked to the cur-
ing of the mind. Just as the vice of falsehood in Veritas fucata was primarily 
an erroneous labelling of things, a rhetorical redescription could be under-
stood as a truthful description; the prince should understand that what he 
was searching for was madness and not in line with virtue and reason. The 
second method, however, was clearly different. Appealing to the possible 
loss of one’s private possessions when advising someone who was ambitious 
was not overcoming his/her ambition but rather countering it in the con-
text of a specific course of action by appealing to a threat. This method 
implied that erroneous passionate impulses, rather than being cured, could 
be countered.

But what ultimately made it difficult to think of De consultatione as a sim-
ple exercise in the curing of the prince was that the precepts were set out to 
facilitate persuasion in the context of a specific debate on a course of action to 
be taken. Unlike epideictic rhetoric, which did not have a temporally set goal, 
deliberative rhetoric was by definition limited to a specific question and a 
moment in which that question had to be treated. Both ways of using emotions 
and passions in deliberations had been exemplified in Vives’s Declamationes 
Syllanae. In arguing for Sulla’s abdication and countering an argument about 
power as a source of glory, Fonteius claimed that remaining in power was 
not an act of glory but a burden and that true glory came from being consid-
ered worthy of office (redescription of ends: power is not glory but a burden, 
true glory comes from being worthy of office).175 In countering Sulla’s fear of 
post-abdication revenge with a fear of losing glory, Fonteius argued that the 
true fear should be that Sulla’s reign might become an example of perpetual 
kingship which would not only be disastrous for a Republican culture but 
ultimately strip Sulla of glory (countering fear of revenge with a fear of being 
a bad example unworthy of glory).176 This more instrumental view was also 
apparent in De consultatione when Vives wrote that ‘another ingenium’ could 
either be ‘drawn or forced’, and whereas drawing could use the categories of 
honesty, religion, and law, force had to be partly based on charm, so that ‘an 
ambitious man can be seduced through honour’.177

The last idea presupposed a deliberator who was still seduced by honour 
and who thus failed to embody the qualities of a truly Erasmian prince. 
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These motivating principles had been rejected in many texts and with spe-
cial vigour in Vives’s Vigilia, primarily a speculum principis, which had 
turned the yearning for honour and mundane glory into one of its major 
themes. The Vigilia amplified at length a paragraph of Cicero’s Somnium 
that discussed the insignificance of a merely human glory which, due to 
its temporal and spatial limits, was never universal or immortal. In Vives’s 
Vigilia, Africanus reminded young Scipio that, in his ascent to higher mat-
ters, his yearning for glory, the most seductive of vices even for men of 
talent (ingenium), would be difficult to shake off.178 Africanus elaborated at 
length on the imaginary nature of glory based on the erroneous judgment 
of the multitude, contrasting it with true glory that followed virtue like a 
shadow follows a body.179 Despite the link between virtue and glory, one 
should cultivate an indifferent and disdainful attitude towards glory.180 
In the end, an eternal judgment which assessed everything according to 
its true measure would attribute true glory to the virtuous. In the actual 
world it was the judgment of the wise, few in number, that came closest 
to correct standards and should thus be preferred to the opinion of the 
multitude.181

In place of the idealised picture of the Vigilia, the point of departure of De 
consultatione was closer to Erasmus’s advice to Vives’s pupil, Cardinal Croy. 
In a discussion on virtue, Croy had defended a Stoic line according to which 
happiness resided only in virtue. In condemning the staunch Stoic position, 
Erasmus had reminded Croy that the Peripatetic tradition was more in tune 
with common life and experience since it did not completely overlook gifts of 
nature or worldly advantages such as fame, power, or riches. Although one 
should not actively search for worldly goods, they should not be dismissed 
since they possessed great potential for the enhancement of the virtue of 
others.182 In deliberations, the counsellor harnessed his worldly attributes 
(influence, reputation, authority) to ensure that the worldly goods and gifts 
of nature possessed by a less-than-perfect prince (power, resources, wealth) 
were employed for good purposes.

As we will see in the next chapter, Vives, when he himself took the role 
of a counsellor in the 1520s, had interiorised much of what was stated in 
De consultatione. He not only employed some of the technical precepts of 
De consultatione, but he clearly also activated his worldly attributes, such 
as reputation, in order to direct the power of rulers to the enhancement of 
peace and concord.
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3 Managing Discord
Vives on Politics (1523–1529)

Vives’s Political Texts

In the years 1519–1529, Vives’s published literature witnessed a remarkable 
interest in a wide range of political and social questions. The varying sty-
listic and thematic choices of the works reflected the different contexts in 
which they were composed. The first set of texts from 1519–1522 were pre-
dominantly fictional writings destined for the academic milieu of Louvain 
of which Praefatio in Leges Ciceronis (an altered version of a text that had 
appeared in 1514 under the name Praelectio in Leges Ciceronis), Aedes legum, 
and Pompeius fugiens were printed in the edition of his Opuscula varia that 
came out in 1519. In 1520, Argumentum Somnium Scipionis Ciceroniani 
appeared both on its own (Thierry Martens, Louvain), and together with 
Vives’s Somnium et Vigilia (J. Thibault Gorneens, Antwerp), and in 1521 
Froben published an edition of Argumentum Somnium Scipionis, which com-
prised Vives’s Somnium et Vigilia together with Cicero’s original treatment 
of Scipio’s dream in Book Six of Cicero’s De re publica (The Republic). The 
set of school texts incorporating Roman political thought into a pedagog-
ical context was completed with Declamationes Syllanae quinque. In 1522, 
Vives’s commented edition of Augustine’s De civitate Dei, commissioned 
by Erasmus, appeared from Froben’s printing house in Basel. Despite its 
theological, philological, and encyclopaedic aims, the comments presented 
a number of extensive reflections on themes such freedom of the will that, 
while not overtly political, were to condition the discussion on ecclesiastical 
and political life throughout the 1520s.

Vives’s academic endeavours were followed by a set of political, often 
deliberative texts on current issues such as a Church council and dynastic 
warfare. The composition of these coincided with his political activity at 
the Tudor and Habsburg courts at a moment of great political and religious 
tumult. His political compendium of 1526 entitled De Europae dissidiis & 
Republica (De Croock, Bruges 1526) comprised deliberative letters to pow-
erful men (Pope Adrian of Utrecht, Henry VIII, Bishop John Longland, 
d.1547), translations of Isocrates’s speeches, and a fictional dialogue on 
warfare and recent political history (De Europae dissidiis et bello turcico). 
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All these texts combined a demand to end the political and religious strife 
within Europe with a call for a unified war or defence against the Ottoman 
Empire. Vives’s output of political and social literature reached its apex with 
the publication of the famous De subventione pauperum in 1526 (De Croock, 
Bruges) on relief for the poor, and, finally, with a grandiose compendium 
entitled De concordia & discordia in humano genere (1529). Although the 
overall message of the 1529 compendium was in consonance with Vives’s 
earlier writings, it was arguably the only treatise in which he offered an 
in-depth look into the political problems bedevilling the Europe of his time.

In this chapter, the purpose is to clarify Vives’s political thought and 
activity in these years by looking at three issues. First, through an analy-
sis of the concept of epikeia (reasonableness), I offer an account of Vives’s 
distinctively ethical understanding of politics, which is crucial for under-
standing his political thought. Secondly, I show how Vives, as a member of a 
broader humanist network, activated his interpretation of epikeia and other 
political commonplaces in order to criticise the rulers of his time for futile 
and destructive warfare especially in his 1526 compendium. Third, I dis-
cuss De concordia as a specific interpretation of ethical politics in which the 
moral self-government of individuals was largely analysed as being depend-
ent on several external circumstances such as the cultural and material 
environment in which one’s character was formed.

All three are of decisive importance for understanding how Vives conceptu-
alised the relationship between rhetoric and politics. The interaction between 
his ethical conception of politics and rhetoric shows that, while Vives arguably 
had a deep-rooted conviction about the ethical nature of politics, he could 
employ the resources of the ars rhetorica in flexible ways in communicating his 
overall message about peace and concord to diverse audiences. The interaction 
between ethical self-government and external factors, for its part, provides a 
basis for Vives’s views on rhetoric as they are outlined in Chapters 4 and 5, 
where I argue that he grounded much of classical rhetoric into non-confronta-
tional genres. When Vives’s redefinition of rhetoric is read in the context of De 
concordia, it becomes clear that non-confrontational rhetoric, which did not 
divide people, contributed to the ethical self-government of individual people 
since it suppressed open discord which, in Vives’s view, tended to bread further 
discord not only in language but in all human interaction.

Law, Epikeia, and Self-control

While Vives was not a legal scholar by training, he had discussed jurispru-
dence and especially the relationship between law and politics in his 1519 
Opuscula. In Opuscula, and throughout his career, he often underscored the 
centrality of the Aristotelian concept of epikeia. In his 1519 Aedes legum, 
a fictional dialogue, Vives presented a lengthy description and eulogy of 
epikeia, much of which drew on Budé’s 1508 Annotationes in Pandectarum 
libros in which the French humanist praised the concept and emphasised 
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its equivalence with the Latin term aequitas (equity).1 Both Budé and Vives 
built a dichotomy between rigorous or written law (ius) and epikeia, and 
Vives defined epikeia as ‘the interpretation (interpretatio) and correction 
(emendatio) of law’ in particular cases.2 Aristotle, in the Nicomachean 
Ethics, had described epikeia precisely as ‘a rectification of legal justice’ 
which was necessary since there were cases that could not be covered ‘in a 
general statement’. Epikeia was thus needed in order to correct law ‘where 
law is defective because of its generality’.3 Both Vives and Budé drew on 
Aristotle’s claims that general laws could never cover the infinite number of 
individual cases satisfyingly and that the inability of universal statements 
to cater to all particular cases was not accidental but part of the basic prob-
lem of law. They both referred to Aristotle’s description of the Lesbian rule 
according to which indefinite things could not be fit into definite standards, 
and Vives notably evoked the Aristotelian idea that one could envision the 
possible solution to any case by imagining the answer the lawgiver would 
give to the question if he/she was present.4

Budé’s claim, echoed by Vives, that epikeia was a synonym of the Latin 
aequitas, was becoming a commonplace in the early sixteenth century, not 
least because of Budé’s Annotationes. The likening of epikeia to aequitas, and 
especially to the Ulpian definition of jurisprudence as the science of the equi-
table and the good (aequum et bonum), had the consequence that it further 
increased the already great semantic polyvalence of the original Aristotelian 
concept.5 While Aristotle’s treatment of epikeia had accentuated the myriad 
and undefinable nature of legal cases embracing the difference of individual 
circumstances that could not be covered with universal statements, in Cicero’s 
writings and Roman law, aequitas had been used primarily as a technical 
term denoting justice, which underlined the similar treatment of similar cases. 
Rather than focusing on the differences between cases, the Ciceronian inter-
pretation served as a way of suppressing particularity.6 Still, in a rather differ-
ent key, Cicero had also defined aequitas in opposition to the strictness of law, 
giving birth to the famous commonplace, often quoted by medieval and early 
modern writers including Vives, according to which a merely technical appli-
cation of law represented the greatest injustice (summum ius, summa iniuria).7 
During the Middle Ages, the Ciceronian definition was frequently associated 
with Christian virtues such as charity (caritas) or mercy that moderated the 
strictness of law. At the same time, in the Christian tradition, epikeia or aequi-
tas was increasingly discussed in the context of natural law. This meant that 
the correction or completion of positive law happened through a connection 
with the eternal law instituted by God.8 Thus, what had been primarily a prob-
lem within legal interpretation and civic prudence in antiquity was linked to 
participation in divine providence through Christian natural law.

In Vives’s Aedes legum, and in his other texts on jurisprudence, epikeia 
or aequitas was not a technical term of jurisprudence but rather implied 
the broadest possible understanding of the nature of law and legal justice. 
In Aedes legum, epikeia did not overrule law but rather brought it to its 
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perfection since, according to Vives, only an interpretation of law in individ-
ual cases undertaken in the spirit of epikeia could guarantee the just nature 
of legal judgment. What was presupposed throughout Aedes legum was 
that the laws which epikeia interpreted or brought to completion were good 
in themselves, an element that was built into the claim that epikeia could 
refer to those intentions or judgments of the lawgiver that were thought to 
be reasonable. As Vives claimed, epikeia was a way to follow the ‘norm of 
nature’, according to which all laws were formed in the first place.9 That 
epikeia was intrinsically linked to natural law was further reinforced, albeit 
in a slightly different sense, in Vives’s later texts, where the Latin equivalent 
aequitas was frequently discussed as a synonym of justice or natural law. In 
his commentaries on Augustine’s De civitate Dei, Vives likened equity to 
natural and divine law, and in his monumental De disciplinis, he devised a 
history of law where aequitas, rather than being a virtue that complemented 
existing law, was synonymous with justice and served as the natural fount of 
all positive law, the source from which it was derived.10 In De disciplinis he 
wrote that aequitas ‘is a certain universal quality; law a derivation and sub-
division’.11 Thus, aequitas, as a form of universal justice, could serve both as 
a correction or completion of existing laws and as their source.

For Vives, the treatment of epikeia/aequitas was closely connected to fun-
damental questions of political philosophy. While some humanists, most 
notably Thomas More in his Utopia, were suspicious of the possibilities of 
using epikeia to twist laws to the ruler’s advantage, Vives’s positive inter-
pretation of its political and legal potential was by no means exceptional 
in the humanist circles around him.12 Indeed, in a literature that took as 
its starting point the princely nature of rule across transalpine Europe, the 
mirror-of-princes genre frequently described rulers, in a somewhat Stoic or 
Senecan vein, both as lawgivers and judges, whose central virtue was jus-
tice.13 Both Erasmus’s Institutio Principis Christiani and Budé’s L’institution 
du Prince (1519) partook in a genre and a discourse that did not primarily 
come up with a legal definition of the office of the prince but instead offered 
a description of the internal and external dimension of ethical self-govern-
ment that enabled good rule according to right reason. In this tradition, the 
performance of justice or aequitas/epikeia was considered inseparable from 
the cultivation of the ethical persona of the ruler.14

Budé’s L’institution, which frequently likened princes to judges and 
described them as guardians of justice and equity, offered Francis I (1494–
1547) and other potential readers the story of the Persian king Artaxerxes 
as an example of just and equitable behaviour. In evoking a Christian inter-
pretation of equity as clemency, Budé described how Artaxerxes had opted 
for clemency in tempering an old and severe law that had ordered capital 
punishment for those who had failed in public offices such as governors or 
generals.15 Erasmus, who did not discuss the Aristotelian concept of epikeia 
in any of his works, referred sporadically to its Latin counterpart aequitas in 
Institutio principis Christiani. For Erasmus too aequitas served as an ethical 
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concept, a counterpart of justice that, through the ethical self-government 
of the ruler, guaranteed the spirit of the laws. He claimed that the method of 
‘making a city or kingdom prosperous is to have the best of laws under the 
best of princes’, that the king should obey laws ‘provided that these conform 
to the ideals of justice (aequitas) and honour’, and that the prince is ‘a sort 
of embodiment of the law’.16

Vives agreed that the practice of justice, epikeia, and aequitas was not 
a question of merely juridical prudence but of civic virtue that was insep-
arable from one’s ethical self-government. In Aedes legum, Vives called 
aequum et bonum the ‘way, norm, reason, law, mind, sense, spirit, soul, 
and life’ of laws, and claimed that only men of great ingenium were able to 
interpret law through equity.17 He further insisted that a happy political 
community (civitas) was secured by a ‘good man’ rather than by a ‘good 
law’, implying the ethical nature of the guarantor of laws as a key to their 
correct interpretation.18 The ethical and spirited description of the law and 
its guardians could function in a close analogy to Erasmian theology. If 
in Erasmus’s ethical theology one’s inner transformation in Christ served 
as a precondition for a truly Christian life, in Vives’s description of law 
one’s internalisation of natural law was tied together with one’s self-con-
trol, which could then be externalised in a virtuous practice of epikeia and 
aequitas. Revealingly, Vives’s guardians and practitioners of aequitas could 
be likened to priests, whose inner spirituality was a topos in Erasmian par-
lance; in De concordia Vives asked, ‘what else are jurists than […] priests of 
the good and the just …?’.19

The analogy between Erasmian theology and Vives’s perception of law 
was further reinforced by the fact that they both thought that law should 
primarily contribute to the moral improvement of humans. In this way 
the prince, in giving and interpreting laws, should function as a doctor of 
the social body who strove for the perfection of its individual parts. This 
view of law was in accordance with a whole tradition of Dominican polit-
ical thought spearheaded by Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274) and Albertus 
Magnus (1193–1280) that, unlike Neo-Augustinians who concentrated on 
the punitive element of jurisprudence, had emphasised the didactic dimen-
sion of positive law as a possibility to instruct citizens in natural life under 
the guidance of reason.20 Many Erasmian humanists agreed with this ideal. 
Erasmus, in his Institutio principis Christiani, pictured the Christian ruler 
as a doctor of a political body and argued that laws should, above all, be 
persuasive and contribute to the perfecting of citizens. He maintained that 
a prince should ‘promote the kind of laws which not only prescribe punish-
ment for the guilty but also dissuade men from breaking the law’.21

Vives stressed this point throughout his career and made it with special 
vigour in his In Leges Ciceronis praefatio. In this short text, Vives argued 
that a lawgiver or a judge should be primarily a philosopher since the fun-
damental questions of law, such as man’s ultimate telos and the means to 
arrive there, belonged to the subject matter of philosophy. In line with the 
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Thomistic tradition, he claimed that natural law manifested itself in natu-
ral inclinations such as sociability (congressus ac humanae communicationis 
appetitus), the cult of Gods (veneratio Deorum), the sense of vice (male actae 
vitae conscientia) or the respect of one’s superiors. Although humans could 
agree on the telos of life that consisted in a ‘living according to one’s nature’, 
and although there was an agreement that humans were created with an 
aptitude for ‘felicity’ (beatitudo), differences of opinion emerged on what 
that state consisted of, which resulted in the emergence of the different phil-
osophical schools of Antiquity.22 Since laws were invented to contribute to 
a virtuous life, the legislator should be a specialist in understanding natural 
law, in living according to its precepts, and in its contextual implementa-
tion according to the community and places one lived in.23 Once again, this 
linked the ethical nature of the lawgiver and interpreter to his capacity to 
serve as an authority in natural and positive law in perfecting others.

As has been noted in the scholarly literature, Vives’s strongly ethical 
interpretation of law and jurisprudence largely omitted the nuanced seman-
tic distinctions between natural, divine, and positive law or fundamental 
terms such as justice (ius, also law and right) and law (lex).24 Like Erasmus 
in his criticism of scholastic theology, Vives stressed that detailed specialist 
discussions conducted in the discourse of law, instead of solving problems, 
distanced law from its original simplicity. Moreover, in his critique of the 
interpretative tradition that had twisted the meaning of Roman Law, Vives 
grouped all scholastic jurists, irrespective of their positions on fundamental 
questions of law and politics, together as representatives of a flawed under-
standing of law. Consequently, Bartolus de Saxoferrato (1313–1357), one 
of the most famous legal writers on tyranny, was coupled with Accursius 
(c.1182–1263), a known enemy of popular sovereignty. This somewhat 
diverged from the more refined assessments of professional jurists such as 
Budé.25 Despite this, Vives developed his philosophical understanding of 
jurisprudence in close connection with certain specific themes.

First, Vives’s views were meant to be a critique of both the commentary 
tradition and the practice of Roman Law. As Constant Matheeussen has 
shown, the theme and composition of Aedes legum and In Leges Ciceronis 
praefatio was closely related to the academic disputes between humanists 
and scholastics in Louvain. In this debate, the evocation of the philosophical 
nature of law was one of the strategies employed by humanists for bringing 
law into the remit of humanist textual criticism and philology and freeing 
it from the confines of the traditional specialists of Roman Law working in 
the mos italicus.26 This, for Vives, was tied together with the second point he 
frequently underscored with regard to Roman law. In referring to the ethi-
cal simplicity of law, protected by the lawgiver, Vives engaged in a critique 
not only of specific interpretations of certain legal points but also of the 
very practice of legal litigation, based, according to him, on argumentative 
manipulation that twisted the original spirit of the laws and distanced them 
from justice.27 This critique, for its part, was linked to Vives’s third point 
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which was that the technical nature of Roman Law, rather than serving as a 
guarantee against arbitrary power, functioned primarily as a legitimatizing 
practice of the arbitrary actions of the powerful. Quite bombastically, he 
quoted in his commentaries on Augustine Thrasymachus’s twisted under-
standing of law, as presented in Plato’s Republic, according to which law 
was nothing other than what was ‘expedient for the one who has power’ and 
claimed that this was the understanding of justice that ‘we use in our cities 
nowadays’.28 To argue that legal practice went hand in hand with the private 
interest of the powerful was to maintain that it served precisely the cause 
from which it was supposed to protect the weak.

The claim that a merely technical interpretation of the law made it the 
handmaiden of the powerful was further linked to Vives’s fourth theme, 
which was his inclination to associate the simplicity of law with custom-
ary law to the detriment of the interpretive tradition of Roman law. In his 
commentaries on Augustine, he described the customs and the supposed 
concord of the old Hispanic peoples and stated that each of the peoples 
was governed by magistrates who were men of great ‘learning’ (eruditio) and 
‘uprightness’ (probitas), and ‘things were settled by equity and benevolence, 
not by the quantity of laws’.29 In De disciplinis, Vives called for a ‘science of 
justice’ (ars iustitiae) which would not be based on the elaboration of written 
law but on simple principles that would be easily understandable to all.30

It is particularly telling that Vives’s call for a return to the simplicity of 
laws happened precisely at the moment when the role of specialist jurists 
was growing both in the central administration of the Habsburgs as well 
as in regional councils.31 Furthermore, his plea for legal simplicity, based 
on the internalisation of the principles of justice and equity, reflected the 
ideally consensus-based political culture of the Low Countries between the 
prince and the provinces. This reciprocal culture of consuetudo was mani-
fested by the joyeuses entrées of the Burgundian princes, which served as 
a symbolic demonstration of the respect for the ancient rights and privi-
leges of towns on the part of their rulers.32 In discussions between towns 
and the central power, the prevalent discourse had long been framed by 
the normative ideal that the duty of the princes was to act in accordance 
with the common good, which meant the active performance of virtues such 
as justice and equity.33 Vives’s ideas on jurisprudence, based on the cor-
rect interpretation of a few laws, could have resonated especially well in his 
home province Flanders, since its relationship to the count, Charles, was 
essentially moderated through a simple culture of consensus, not based on 
written documents.34

When Vives himself engaged in an equitable interpretation of Roman 
Law, he systematically argued that power was not a legal prerogative but 
that it was instituted in an exemplary individual for the enhancement of 
the common good. In several writings he took up the famous idea found in 
Decretum that rulers were free from law (legibus solutus). In De disciplinis, 
Vives wrote that this freedom was initially granted to wise and prudent rulers 
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by the people precisely because of their virtuous nature, yet the fact that this 
‘custom’ (mos) had been turned almost into a ‘right’ (ius) or a ‘law’ (lex) was 
profoundly questionable since it essentially sanctioned the use of power by 
those blinded by their passions.35 In De pacificatione, Vives made an even 
more explicit constitutionalist argument. He claimed that kings were orig-
inally instituted for the maintenance of peace, concord, and tranquillity; 
that a king, a prince, and a magistrate ‘was elected by the people to uphold 
justice, to be the protector and defender of laws, the bond of civil concord’; 
and that princes, in taking power, ‘swear’ ( jurat) allegiance to the law.36 The 
development of this constitutional idea was in sharp contradiction to the 
discourse of universal monarchy that was gaining popularity in Charles V’s 
court and that tried to broaden the legitimacy of imperial power.37 Already 
in his letters to Cranevelt in the early 1520s, Vives frequently complained 
about lawyers and at times coupled his ridicule of jurists with a criticism of 
their ability to discuss the universal aspect of the emperor’s power.38 In his 
commentaries on Augustine’s De civitate Dei, Vives wrote in a particularly 
telling passage that it was ‘stupid to declare that the Emperor of the Romans 
has authority over the whole world’ and that the princes were ‘inflamed by 
these fictitious titles, which are nothing else than torches for the earth and 
a plague for all human kind’.39 The concept of universal monarchy violated 
the idea that absolute power was not a legal prerogative but the severest of 
burdens, a duty to work for the common good in accordance with natural 
law.

In defending the system of consuetudo and criticizing lawyers for their 
support of the power of rulers, Vives relied on the basic message of the 
most widely printed Northern humanist work on princely rule: Erasmus’s 
Institutio principis Christiani.40 Drawing on the New Testament and classi-
cal (often Stoic) sources, Erasmus’s Institutio painted a fresco of a virtuous 
ruler (epitomised by Christ himself), to whom power was a burden, a duty to 
work for the common good, not a prerogative or licence to do as he wanted, 
as an erroneous classical legal vocabulary (imperium, auctoritas, potentia) 
might suggest.41 The Erasmian conceptual scheme of ethical self-cultiva-
tion comprised a specific interpretation of what exterior signs testified to an 
ethical rule, the most important of which was the upholding of the old Low 
Countries culture of consuetudo between princes, provinces, and towns. As 
James Tracy has argued, the external signs of self-restraint in the Institutio 
actually reproduced an outcome favourable to the point of view of towns 
that had traditionally been wary of the power of the princes.42 Erasmus took 
up several issues that would have resonated well in the context of the Low 
Countries. He not only reminded Charles that he ruled over free citizens, 
not slaves, and that there was a mutual responsibility between the ruler and 
his subjects, but he also favoured a constitutionalist form of mixed gov-
ernment.43 Like Vives in De pacificatione, Erasmus in the Institutio claimed 
that originally ‘kings were appointed, by popular agreement, because of 
their exceptional qualities’. However, although a perfect monarchy was the 
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best form of government because it mirrored the rule of God, in the current 
state of affairs, ‘monarchy should preferably be checked and diluted with 
a mixture of aristocracy and democracy to prevent it ever breaking into 
tyranny’.44 Ultimately, Erasmus was much keener to tell the ruler what not 
to do than what to do; a good ruler should live in the country and uphold 
justice, but he should avoid warfare, know the customs and habits of his 
people, tax lightly, legislate sparsely, and avoid all innovation in his dealings 
with the towns and provinces.45 The avoidance of warfare, in particular, was 
central to Erasmus’s message to rulers. As he stressed in Institutio (but also 
in other contemporary works such as Querela pacis), a ruler should always 
focus on the just administration of his lands, not on expanding them.46

This ethical conception of law had implications across the spectrum of 
Vives’s thought. It not only conceptually framed his political interventions, 
but it also implied that the answer to political questions did not lie in an 
autonomous legal discourse but in moral and civic philosophy. Interestingly, 
Vives’s own reluctance to delineate legal answers to the political problems of 
his time was in contradiction to a tradition of legal and moral casuistry that 
sought to expand the language of law to the treatment of ever more social or 
political questions and disputes.47 Vives’s ethical politics was centred on the 
virtue and dispositions of the agent, not on providing a normative and legal 
description of specific actions. Consequently, Vives’s views on law opened 
up a door to a range of ethical, critical, rhetorical, and formative discourses 
that tried to guarantee that the supreme lawgiver and interpreter of the law, 
the prince, would be a man of virtue capable of judging and ruling accord-
ing to natural law.48 Still, while his interventions were often framed as a 
critical reproof of those in power, they never resulted in a delineation of any 
kind of right to resist existing secular authorities. They were an attempt to 
defend political peace and religious concord within the existing system of 
consuetudo and recognised hierarchies, not an attempt to change them.

The Project of Peace

Erasmus’s and Vives’s arguments about the avoidance of dynastic warfare 
and about respect for the culture of consuetudo were closely interlinked since 
the warfare of Habsburg princes was financed by towns and provinces.49 
In 1477, Mary of Burgundy (1457–1482) married Archduke Maximilian 
of Austria (1459–1519), who would be elected emperor in 1493, and after 
Mary’s death in 1482, the Burgundian Netherlands came under the rule 
of Habsburg princes. Partly due to the Great Privilege of 1477 that recon-
firmed old privileges and rights of provinces and partly because Maximilian 
could not inherit Mary’s lands, the Habsburgian rule in the Low Countries 
remained weak by European standards. By the early sixteenth century, 
many towns and provinces had developed a distinctive civic consciousness 
and identity, and their relationship with the princes was based on a culture 
of mutual consensus confirmed in the famous joyeuses entrées. One of the 
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manifestations of this culture was that not only taxes but also questions 
related to warfare that legally pertained to the prince were constantly nego-
tiated with the towns represented by the General Estates.50 The towns were 
extremely well aware that the warfare of Habsburgian princes with France 
and with the Duchy of Guelders, as well as Charles’s Spanish and European 
plans after he became the ruler of Spain (1516) and emperor (1519), were ulti-
mately dependent on their will and ability to finance wars. In addition to the 
fiscal burden, the development of commerce based on international connec-
tions and products, especially English cloth, did not encourage aggressive 
international policies.51

The project of peace was not, however, merely a Low Countries phenom-
enon; the idea of peace as an external manifestation of princely self-gov-
ernment was firmly grounded in the self-interpretation of the transnational 
circle of friends around Erasmus. Guillaume Budé, for instance, not only 
drew on the discourse of peace but even associated the Republic of Letters 
with its maintenance when, in a 1517 letter to Thomas More, he argued that 
humanist correspondence could be likened to embassies that conserved 
peace between allied monarchs.52 This dream was transformed into actual 
projects. The last years of the 1510s represented the culmination of paci-
fist humanist plans that had been developed and propagated in London, 
Mechelen, Brussels, and Paris after a series of wars that had taken place 
mainly on the Italian peninsula between France and the League of Cambrai 
led by the Holy Roman Empire and England.53 In 1518, the Treaty of London 
designed by Cardinal Wolsey, the Lord Chancellor of England, was signed 
by the ambassadors of all European powers. According to the solemn 
treaty, all major European nations agreed, among other issues, to a non-ag-
gression pact that also required them all to fight any party that broke the 
agreement.54 In 1520, a series of talks between European princes took place 
on the continent, culminating in a flamboyant meeting between Henry VIII 
and Francis I on the Field of the Cloth of Gold, where the intention was 
to end warfare for all time, no less.55 While some humanists expected the 
dawning of a new age, the dream was, however, quickly shattered in the 
early 1520s when European monarchs embarked on a new series of wars that 
dominated the decade.56

Vives was one of those striving for peace, and the idea was shared by his 
main humanist contacts in the Netherlands, such as Erasmus and Franciscus 
Cranevelt. He could also discuss peace and the horrors of warfare with Budé, 
a member of Francis’s court, to whom he sent a copy of his 1529 treatise 
on peace (De concordia).57 With his departure to England, Vives activated 
Erasmus’s and his own contacts with a powerful humanist faction at the 
Tudor court comprised of Richard Pace (c.1482–1536), Cuthbert Tunstall 
(1474–1559), Bishop Fisher (1469–1535), and Thomas More.58 This group had 
been influential in the politics of the late 1510s that had led to the Universal 
Peace of 1518 and still strove for a European peace under the protection 
of the Emperor Charles V at a moment in which the powerful Cardinal  
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Wolsey, the architect of the Peace of London, had adopted a more belliger-
ent attitude to European politics.59 In England, Vives also became closely 
connected with the Spanish queen Catherine of Aragon, a member of the 
Habsburg family and patron of English humanists.60 During the divorce 
(or annulment) negotiations, which lasted from the mid-1520s to the early 
1530s and pitted the English peace faction and the Habsburg family against 
Cardinal Wolsey, Vives acted as a counsellor for the queen. He encouraged 
Catherine to refrain from her own defence in a trial that he regarded as mere 
theatre; but this strategy did not appeal to the queen, and in 1528 Vives left 
England for good.61

Throughout the 1520s, Vives also maintained close ties with powerful 
members of the Spanish court. He was well connected to a faction of Spanish 
Erasmian humanists composed of Archbishop Alonso de Fonseca (1475–
1534, archbishop from 1523), the inquisitor general Alonso Manrique (1471–
1538), the Benedictine friar Alonso de Virués (1493–1545), and especially 
Juan de Vergara, whom he had met in the early 1520s in the Netherlands and 
who served as the secretary to Fonseca from 1524 onwards. In addition to 
Vergara’s and Manrique’s personal familiarity with humanist circles in the 
Low Countries, the unifying bond between his Spanish links was undoubt-
edly their support for and propagation of Erasmian humanism in Spain, 
which was manifest in the 1527 Valladolid debate on Erasmus’s works. As 
a matter of fact, some of them took a markedly different stance on political 
questions compared to Vives in the aftermath of Francis I’s release from 
his captivity in Spain in 1526. In the late 1520s, Archbishop Fonseca sup-
ported Chancellor Mercurino di Gattinara’s (1465–1530) aggressive line in 
the council of state and Manrique defended Alfonso de Valdés’s (c.1490–
1532) defence of the Sack of Rome against the papal nuncio Baldassare 
Castiglione (1478–1529).62

Although peace was popular in the learned circle around Erasmus, the 
Republic of Letters should not be thought of as merely a consortium of 
autonomous intellectuals who called for peace at different courts for purely 
theoretical reasons. The project of peace articulated broader concerns 
within the society of the time, and many humanists worked to achieve issues 
of significance for their more local allegiances as well as for their networks 
of patronage. Erasmus is a case in point. His Institutio principis Christiani, 
Querela pacis, and other texts from around 1515 that outline the project of 
peace were written at a moment when a group of pro-French aristocrats led 
by Jean le Sauvage (1455–1518) and Guillaume de Croy, Lord of Chièvres, 
were fighting for control of Charles’s future policies against the pro-Eng-
lish faction led by Charles’s aunt, Margaret of Austria. Both Sauvage and 
Chièvres served as Erasmus’s protectors and supported his yearning for 
peaceful policies, especially with France.63 When Charles’s court and entou-
rage adopted a more international and above all Spanish outlook in the 
late 1510s and 1520s, the faction representing the high aristocracy of the  
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Burgundian Low Countries, some of whom were vassals of the French king, 
continued to push for peace with France.64

The young Guillaume de Croy, whom Vives tutored until early 1521, was 
the nephew of the powerful Lord of Chièvres, which meant that Vives was 
part of the clientelist networks of the Chièvres family. After the death of 
young Croy and his uncle in 1521, Vives’s contacts with the political aristoc-
racy of the Low Countries did not come to a halt. In the 1520s, Vives was in 
contact with both Louis of Flanders, Lord of Praet, who had served Charles 
as a counsellor, ambassador, and bailiff of Ghent and Bruges, and Joris 
van Halewijn (c.1470–1536), a member of the court and an ambassador who 
was well known for his favourable attitude towards humanist studies and 
humanists.65 The project of peace could not only benefit the cause of much 
of the aristocracy of the Burgundian Low Countries, but it was also firmly 
in agreement with the will of the towns and provinces that were represented 
in the General Estates. Vives, who married into the Bruges merchant family 
of Valdaura in 1524, called himself a citizen of Bruges in his De subventione 
pauperum and was well connected to the intellectual and commercial elites 
of the great town of Flanders, was no doubt very aware of this dimension.66 
Considering this, it is evident that his work for a project of peace in different 
courtly environments was in accordance with the interests of his adopted 
hometown Bruges.67

In this complex picture where different agendas for peace intersected in 
the 1520s, I agree with Cathy Curtis that Vives strove to adopt the role of 
a relatively independent counsellor.68 In assessing his activities, the possi-
bilities and limitations of advising rulers should be borne in mind. Within 
the traditional scholarship on state-building, the early sixteenth century has 
been seen as a moment of institutionalisation of practices of counselling 
manifest in the establishment of more or less stable councils with specific 
functions in different European polities. Lately, various scholars have seen 
this not merely as the emergence of more effective forms of government but 
have increasingly emphasised councils and institutionalised forms of coun-
selling as places where broader concerns and demands were articulated by 
the representatives of different factions within the society.69 At the same 
time, a growing focus on practices of counselling instead of institutional 
history has revealed the fluctuating nature of councils, the functioning and 
composition of which was not separable from the will of the ruler. In prac-
tice, power continued to be inseparable from personal relations with the 
prince, and in the case of Charles V, for instance, one can perceive a certain 
change not only with regard to the persons close to him who disposed of 
power but also with respect to the specific functions officially embodied by 
these people in the court and in the administration.70

Although Vives was connected to networks of counsel, he never achieved 
a position in the emerging councils at the Tudor and Habsburg courts, 
which were reserved for the high nobility or jurists, nor did he obtain a 
formal position within the state bureaucracy as a secretary. While he played  
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a role in the peace project of the late 1510s as a speechwriter (in the con-
text of the peace negotiations of Cambrai in 1517) and was in the divorce 
negotiations between Henry and Catherine, his direct influence within 
European courts and institutionalised forms of counselling remained 
modest compared to someone like Thomas More.71 Still, Vives certainly 
pushed for peace by using his scholarly authority in dealing with his con-
tacts. Indeed, he most likely worked for the project of peace in different 
courtly environments as an intellectual friend (of Halewijn), as a tutor 
(of Croy), or as a man of scholarly authority who composed deliberative 
letters to the most powerful men of the time (Henry VIII, Pope Adrian of 
Utrecht, Charles V).

It seems to be clear, however, that Vives did not think that counselling 
was restricted to direct forms of political counsel or princely education. In 
addition to tutoring and counselling in the context of the court, both orally 
and through letters, Vives, like Erasmus, was quite eager to turn the sup-
posedly private discourse of princely self-government into a public political 
language of counsel. This further element implied that although princely 
literature addressed the ruler himself and emphasised his character forma-
tion, many humanists sought a wide readership for their works on princely 
conduct and rule. Erasmus’s Institutio principis Christiani (and other works), 
Vives’s 1526 political compendium De Europae dissidiis & Republica (1526), 
and his De concordia (1529) were all printed, which meant that the self-gov-
ernment of the prince was not thought to be merely a private matter between 
the ruler and his conscience, but that a somewhat broader audience was 
invited to witness the results of the ethical transformation of the prince.

According to both Erasmus and Vives, the powerful should always 
remember that all their actions were watched. Although conceptually this 
was linked to the claim that the example of the powerful had transformative 
potential with regard to citizens and subjects, it also reminded them of the 
expectations the people might have for the correct performance of princely 
duties.72 As Vives claimed in a printed letter to Henry VIII, ‘darkness of 
solitude’ do not ‘prevent what the monarch does from being communicated 
to the people’, and that he should think of himself as being ‘in a theatre full 
of people, where neither his acts nor his words remain hidden’.73 In a letter to 
Vives’s pupil, Cardinal Guillaume de Croy, Erasmus claimed that he should 
think of himself as being ‘in a vast theatre, with the eyes of the whole world 
bent on him alone’, and that he should remember that the powerful have the 
‘responsibility to answer the world’s expectations’.74 By disseminating the 
discourse of self-government, humanists clearly tried to set the discourse 
within which the actions of the ruler could and would be judged. Echoing a 
recurrent humanist yearning for freedom of expression, Erasmus expressed 
the hope in his Lingua (The Double-Edged Tongue, 1525) that kings would 
‘bear tolerantly advice and open criticism given in published writings pro-
vided that there is no disloyal abuse’.75 The language of self-government, 
the external sign of which were peace and respect for a culture of consensus, 
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would have resonated quite well with the Netherlandish reading public that 
had long expected these from their prince. Furthermore, these ideals had 
been amply inscribed in Erasmian educational works through which new 
generations were being acclimatised to them (Chapter 1).

The Rhetoric of Criticism: De Europae dissidiis & Republica

The discourse of ethical self-government was actualised in Vives’s inter-
ventions in the political and religious debates of the time. In fall 1526, 
his first political compendium, entitled De Europae dissidiis & Republica, 
appeared in print in Bruges. The work included a 1522 letter Ad Adrianum 
VI Pontificem de tumultibus Europae to Pope Adrian of Utrecht – favour-
ably disposed towards Erasmian humanism – on princely warfare and on 
a possible Church council. This letter was accompanied by Vives’s Latin 
translations of Isocrates’s orations Areopagitica and Ad Nicocles, dedicated 
to Cardinal Wolsey in 1523, two letters to Henry VIII from 1525, entitled 
De Rege Galliae capto and De regni administratione, bello, & pace, as well 
as a letter to Bishop John Longland, Henry’s confessor. The edition was 
rounded out with a fictional dialogue, De Europae dissidiis et bello turcico. 
In the scholarly literature, it has sometimes been argued that while the 1529 
compendium was fully dedicated to peace, the 1526 one had a more political 
flavour. This shift in emphasis between 1526 and 1529 seems, however, to 
concern the selection of genres rather than the overall message, since the 
overwhelmingly chief concern of the 1526 compendium was peace in its dif-
ferent forms (ecclesiastical concord and political peace).76

The printing of the compendium in fall 1526 coincided with a critical 
moment for the project of peace. In 1525, the Battle of Pavia and the ensuing 
imprisonment of Francis I had provisionally ended the Italian wars between 
the Habsburgs (allied with England) and the French. However, in May 1526, 
Francis, after having been released from his imprisonment in Spain, formed 
the League of Cognac together with the Pope, Milan, Venice, and Florence 
– openly challenging the emperor and nullifying the content of the Treaty of 
Madrid.77 Besides the threat of a renewed war between European dynasties, 
in August 1526, a Christian army was defeated by the Ottomans, leading to 
a partition of Hungary and to a growing fear that the Turks might enter the 
heart of Europe.78 What is more, during 1526, Vives personally experienced 
the cooling down in Anglo-Habsburg relations at the English court.79 All 
this meant that European peace was threatened both within and without 
(the Turks).

Vives’s decision to publish private letters in order to sustain the overall 
argument about the importance of civic and religious concord is worth 
noting. Although this was partly motivated by the urgency of voicing an 
opinion at a critical moment, it conditioned the generic choices of the com-
pendium. It strengthened the notion of actively presenting deliberations to 
the most powerful figures of Europe, which lent them an air of immediacy 
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and personal commitment. It also enabled Vives to approach peace from 
different angles even though the question treated in the original letter had 
ceased to be relevant, as was the case of Vives’s address to Pope Adrian, who 
was already dead.80 Ultimately, the compendium included political and reli-
gious deliberations (De rege Galliae capto to Henry VIII and De tumultibus 
Europae to Adrian), mirrors-for-princes (De regni adminstratione, bello, & 
pace to Henry VIII), discussions on good government (Isocrates’s speeches 
and Vives’s dedication letter to Wolsey), arguments for inner peace as a pre-
condition of social harmony (Vives to Longland81 and De regni adminstra-
tione, bello, & pace to Henry VIII), and a fictional dialogue which combined 
assessments of past actions with a future-oriented deliberation (De Europae 
dissidiis et bello turcico). Thus, the compendium did not engage in a concep-
tual clarification of peace but in a rhetorical exercise where humanist com-
monplaces were moulded to the specific requirements of individual texts 
(audience, specific question treated).

The compendium also struck a balance between strident criticism and 
respect for authority and status quo. On the one hand, it reinforced the idea 
that the discord besetting Europe had to be dealt with within the existing 
system of officia and hierarchies. On the other hand, it not only presup-
posed the failure of the powerful to act according to the duties and virtues 
of their positions, but it also engaged in a sweeping criticism of their past 
deeds, which was supposed to frame expectations for correct future action. 
Since powerful positions (officia) were instituted solely for the enhance-
ment of common good, the compendium hinted throughout that, should 
the powerful fail in the performance of their office, they would amount to 
a corrupted version of their position, which, in the case of princes, implied 
tyranny. Moreover, despite Vives’s ties with the Habsburg and Tudor courts, 
the compendium was quite symmetrical in its attribution of blame for dis-
cord, with Francis and Charles getting their fair share in the dialogue De 
Europae dissidiis et bello Turcico.

Vives’s basic strategy of connecting the discourse on virtues and duties 
with a critique of discord was most clearly discernible in his longer letters 
to Adrian and Henry. In addressing the new Pope Adrian, who was favour-
able to some of Erasmus’s ideas, Vives knew that he voiced a more general 
concern within Erasmian circles. In fact, his letter closely developed certain 
points Erasmus had made in his prefatory letter to Commentarii in Psalmos 
destined for Adrian.82 The first part of Vives’s letter presented a eulogy of 
Adrian’s papacy, celebrating that, after a sequence of bad popes, virtue 
had finally been rewarded with his election. He had been chosen ‘solely for 
the innocence of his life’ and because of the ‘life of previous popes your 
[Adrian’s] person seemed to embellish the most prestigious earthly dis-
tinction’.83 This praise, however, served only as a device that strengthened 
Vives’s demand for Adrian to take the right course of action. He stressed 
that the pope has been given ‘the occasion to show, or to put it more aptly, to 
exercise your uprightness and prudence’ at a moment in which things were 
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falling apart.84 In an argument that drew on the link of Adrian’s virtuous 
persona with the successful performance of his office, Vives went as far as to 
claim that his ‘earlier life’ had created ‘such expectations for the future’ that 
he cannot act differently from ‘what everyone expects’ and what ‘universal 
consensus had sacredly promised to everyone in your name’.85

In his defence of a European concord, united in the body of Christ against 
division, Vives naturally presented the Erasmian call for a Church council 
that would focus on the stabilisation of a few essential points of faith and 
leave questions of non-essentials open for debate.86 By drawing on the his-
torical role of popes as arbitrators of wars between Christian rulers and on 
Adrian’s personal history as one of Charles’s main advisers, Vives, how-
ever, discussed papacy also as a politically significant office.87 As a part of a 
thorough critique of princes who ‘laugh at the misfortunes of their subjects 
that they do not understand’ and who, misled by ‘ambition and avarice’, 
cause great havoc and destruction because of a small dispute, Vives called 
for Adrian to serve as a supreme advisor with the authority of the pope.88 
Activating the commonplace about law and the concept of just war as masks 
of violence and private advantage, he reminded the pope that men close to 
princes encouraged them to think that any war that was pleasing to them 
was a just one. Against these precepts Adrian should teach princes and their 
advisers that war between Christians, brothers, and members of the same 
body was ‘unjust, wicked, against divine law, against what is pious’.89

Vives’s longer letter to Henry VIII (De regni adminstratione, bello, & pace) 
linked the project of peace to the transformative rhetoric of the mirror-for-
princes tradition. He connected public salvation to the judgment of princes 
(who are what a soul is to a body), built a dichotomy between a good, durable 
government based on love and a bad government based on fear, and claimed 
that the princes should primarily try to ‘make themselves and their people 
good’, linking this claim to education.90 In the shorter piece addressed to 
Henry (De rege Galliae capto), clemency against France was recommended: 
in the present situation, in which France was without its king, Henry could 
conquer the minds of the French people best by showing princely virtue 
towards them.91 Seeking to enliven his argument in De regni administra-
tione, Vives painted a verbal picture, full of rhetorical enargeia, of the harm 
of warfare, which depicted the sufferings of the people and the disastrous 
effects of war on commerce and the cultivation of letters. He described how 
it was ‘a diversion in warfare to plunder houses, pillage sanctuaries, snatch 
virgins, to burn entire cities and towns’.92

These humanist commonplaces on princely virtue supported the central 
demand of the letter which was the cessation of warfare.93 In doing so, the 
text made a somewhat circular argument that the only true peace resided in 
inner self-government, yet inner concord was made possible only in a world 
where the exterior peace was secured. The cessation of warfare was backed 
up by two arguments drawn from the office of the prince. The first was that 
the people had a right to expect peaceful actions from princes since it was 
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simply their duty to guarantee it. Vives wrote that ‘all the people expect 
and demand from you as their right […] that you complete it [peace]’, and, 
in another part, he reminded the ruler that a prince who failed to perform 
his duty satisfactorily would be laughed at and despised just like a failed 
‘painter, shepherd, shoemaker, or workman’.94 This demand for princes to 
perform according to the requirements of their duty was, however, tem-
pered with a promise of wealth and especially glory that resided in peaceful 
actions rather than in warfare. This promise, following the precepts of De 
consultatione, appealed to the ambitious and selfish side of princes. As Vives 
stated, ‘a righteous and peaceful prince rightly attains all these things: the 
praise of men of letters who owe the prince their otium. Augustus was most 
illustrious and praised by writers of every genre to whom he had provided 
the possibility of leisure with his prosperous peace extended to the whole 
globe, thus obtaining a glory that is very rare among men’.95

Whereas the letters hinted at the failures of the powerful, the central 
piece of the compendium, the dialogue entitled De Europae dissidiis et bello 
Turcico, made this blatantly apparent. In the dialogue, the shades of the 
already dead Minos, Tiresias, Basilius Colax, Polypragmon, and Scipio dis-
cussed worldly affairs in a conversation which was partly sparked off by 
Minos’s observation that so many souls had lately arrived in the afterlife.96 
The ensuing discussion evolved into an account of discord and warfare 
which, largely through an extended analysis of European history from the 
fifteenth century up to Vives’s day, expanded on the irresponsible and erro-
neous actions of princes and popes, especially in the context of the Italian 
wars. This history served a multiplicity of functions within the text. First, 
it linked a critique of the responses of the princes of the time, especially 
Charles and Francis, to the problems that they had inherited from the 
past as representatives of their dynasties.97 In this way, their shortcomings 
were not just direct outcomes of their personae; instead, the mutual hatred 
between Charles and Francis was shown in the light of a broader dynastic 
conflict, partly stemming from juridical claims to the same geographical 
areas, within which they had been raised and in the context of which they 
attributed meanings to individual political objectives and to accomplish-
ments that would bring about glory.98 Vives elaborated on their competition 
in Italy and in the imperial elections of 1519 ‘through bribes’ (largitionbus),99 
and quite openly likened their political behaviour to that of children bereft 
of self-control and ruled by their passions. In discussing whether or not the 
Treaty of Madrid was just, it was pointed out that the conditions were con-
sidered just by the imperials and unjust by the French, who did not respect 
them, which, according to Tiresias, was a typically childish reaction from 
both parties. As he put it, ‘this used to happen to my kids when they played 
with each other; nobody ever did injustice but always suffered it’.100

Second, the meticulous reconstruction of history demonstrated that war-
fare was a realm ruled by fortune ( fortuna), devoid of any rationality, and 
that it that never brought forth any sustained advantages. Already in his 
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shorter letter to Henry VIII (De rege Galliae capto) Vives had made this 
point as part of his argument against the invasion of France in the after-
math of the capture of Francis I. By drawing on the unpredictable nature of 
war as a realm of fortune where the winner could well have been the loser, 
by reversing the potential outcomes of past battles, and by reminding Henry 
that the roles could change in the future, Vives had underlined the extent to 
which warfare always escaped the control of its actors.101 In the dialogue, 
the idea that a sequence of wars only led to new warfare was summed up 
by Polypragmon. To Minos’s enquiry about ‘which part has been made 
wealthier or is in a betted condition’ on account of warfare, Polypragmon 
answered that it had brought absolutely nothing positive: ‘both [Charles and 
Francis], together with all their allies, are exhausted, kingdoms are pillaged, 
the nobility is weak and impaired, cities that once flourished are levelled 
to ground, fields are plundered and abandoned’.102 Ultimately, the power 
game camouflaged as a defence of one’s rights was not honest (honestum) 
nor expedient (utile) to any of the parties.

Although the dialogue undoubtedly carried some deliberative weight 
against warfare, it introduced a further twist which was of more than coin-
cidental significance. This concerned the inclusion of the Turkish threat in 
the dialogue, more aggravated after the Christian loss at Mohács (1526), 
which was said to have been facilitated by the discord and warfare between 
Christians. Tiresias, an Erasmian voice within the dialogue, had already 
hinted at what was to come when he claimed that peace between Francis 
and Charles would make their forces and troops ‘very threatening to the 
Turk’.103 What was implied here and in other places in the dialogue was given 
maximum centrality in the longest speech of the dialogue in which Scipio 
Africanus, one of the rare military heroes of Erasmian circles, defended a 
joint war against the Turks.

In his deliberative speech, Scipio started by aligning himself with the 
critique of the princes blinded by their anger and discord before moving 
on to argue that it would be both more advantageous and more honoura-
ble to wage war on the Turk. He argued that if one wanted money, riches, 
or land, then Asia was the best option because of its immeasurable wealth 
and its large territory. Much of the argument centred on a detailed analysis 
of the weaknesses of the Turkish army and military structure and on the 
use of historical examples to prove that a victory could be achieved since 
Europeans were by their very nature stronger than Asians, as their military 
history had shown since the Greek-Persian wars. In the end, if ‘the wind 
changed direction a little and you directed your hatred and anger against 
the Turk, you would learn to know the spirit of the Asians’.104 After this long 
speech by Scipio, Tiresias did not condemn his ideas but somehow incor-
porated them into his own position. In an Erasmian vein, Tiresias stated 
that Europe’s strongest defence lied in Christ, who guaranteed mutual love 
and concord. Yet he continued by claiming that if the princes still ‘wish to 
augment their land, it would be better if they fought against a stranger and 
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an enemy of piety and not someone they are united with through blood and 
initiation to shared mysteries [Christ]’. In a later paragraph, he went on to 
plead for a common defence of Germany.105

The meaning of this passage is of central importance in a broader discus-
sion as to whether the dialogue can be read as a Christian pacifist demand 
for peace or as a political deliberation calling for a common European war 
against the Turks.106 In some ways, the dialogue form enabled Vives to make 
these two, mutually exclusive, points simultaneously.107 There clearly was 
a conceptual hierarchy between the two options; Scipio argued that a war 
against the Turks was not necessarily pleasing to the Christ, that it was a 
lesser evil than warfare between Christians, and framed his argument as 
advice to princes ‘blinded by their mutual hatred’ and motivated by wealth 
and military glory, which the philosophy of Christ, as propounded by 
Tiresias, strictly condemned.108

Yet, despite being presented as the second-best option, Scipio’s speech 
emerged as quite a tempting piece of advice, the main content of which 
was never really denounced. Indeed, in De consultatione Vives had already 
offered advice on how to argue for a defence of Cyprus against the Turks, 
which included the question ‘what would be better for Europe than to direct 
the weapons of its princes from internal wars against the Asians’?109 To 
leave it as a serious alternative for the reader must have been Vives’s inten-
tion in a compendium that, in many of its texts, linked European discord 
with the Turkish threat. But even if war was seen merely as a lesser evil, the 
speech was quite disturbing. Not only was it at odds with the philosophy 
of ethical self-government but it also implied that warfare was not a world 
of unpredictability ruled by the caprice of fortune. By referencing history, 
Scipio established a set of historical constants such as the natural strength 
of Asians and Europeans that were supposed to frame possible outcomes 
in future wars.110 Suddenly warfare could emerge as a practice on which 
rational deliberation was possible and in which one could anticipate future 
outcomes and achieve goals, at least when fighting against non-Christians. 
The conflict between two alternative deliberations was, however, just one 
instance of the rhetorical plurivocity of the compendium that often tran-
scended classical rhetorical precepts that were primarily centred on an anal-
ysis of an individual speech with a clearly defined purpose. Another example 
was that the individual ethea of different texts, which were composed for 
different audiences, were never harmonised. The result was that some texts 
showed great decorum in the criticism of princes (letters to Henry) while 
others, such as the dialogue, revealed a strikingly licentious treatment of 
the rulers of the time.

Nonetheless, all the texts communicated similar ideas. With regard to the 
Turks, Vives conveyed that warfare, although not the ideal solution, was an 
acceptable possibility given the urgency of the situation. In doing this, he 
was walking a tightrope between two conflicting opinions. On the one hand, 
through Tiresias, he could align himself with Erasmus, who, in Dulce bellum 
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inexpertis, had claimed that ‘the best way to subdue the Turk’ was through 
heavenly teaching coupled together with a Christian life that accords with 
it.111 Similarly to Erasmus, Vives, in works such as De concordia, extended 
his trust in rhetoric as a non-violent solution to discord to cover the Turks 
to whom the word of Christ should be revealed in the right spirit.112 In this 
Erasmian tradition, ‘holy war’ and crusading spirit were systematically con-
demned and only a defensive war against Turkish aggression was allowed, 
as Erasmus himself had stated in Dulce bellum inexpertis.113 On the other 
hand, the official policy of the Catholic Church, since the Fifth Lateran 
Council (1515–1517), had called for a crusade against the Turks. This call, 
often delineated in aggressive rhetoric, was the context of Scipio’s speech, 
in which war was presented as a viable option given the nature of rulers 
and the recent success of the Turks. Indeed, towards the late 1530s other 
critiques of the crusading spirit were moving in the same direction. Luther, 
who had considered the Turks an instrument of God’s wrath in the 1510s, 
came to consider a defensive war against them a necessity in his On War 
Against the Turk (1529). Erasmus himself, while primarily pleading for a 
peaceful conversion of the Turks, accepted war in the case of necessity in 
his Utilissima consultatio de bello Turcis inferendo (A Most Useful Discussion 
Concerning Proposals for War against the Turks, 1530).114

Although the call for aggression was an answer to a specific political 
problem Europeans were facing with the Ottoman Empire, it still reveals a 
deeper dimension of Vives’s notions of peace and concord in his 1526 and 
1529 political compendia. In contrast to some scholars, most notably Alain 
Guy, who have underlined the universal dimension of Vives’s pacificism, I 
believe that concord and peace cannot be disentangled from a Christian 
worldview.115 Since political peace was perfected by an inner transformation 
in Christ, on the one hand, and since its significance was to enable a truly 
Christian life for Europeans, on the other, it was not primarily a political or 
legal concept but inseparable from the success of a Christian life based on 
charity, benevolence, and other socially constructive emotions. Vives often 
pointed out that a true peace in and between souls would never be a possi-
bility under Turkish rule, which, according to him, was essentially tyranny 
built on fear.116

In arguing his case for a European peace and a collective defence or mil-
itary expedition against the Turks, Vives, employing the full arsenal of rhe-
torical strategies, called for the powerful to fulfil the duties demanded by 
their officia. This is what they were instituted for and this is what would 
bring them true glory, both human and divine.

The Immediate Context of De concordia (1529)

Whereas the 1526 compendium had called for peace in the aftermath of 
Francis’s capture at Pavia and the Christian defeat at Mohács, the 1529 
compendium, comprising De concordia, De pacificatione, and De conditione 
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vitae sub turca, appeared in a different political and personal climate. 
Personally, Vives’s active career at the Tudor court in the service of the 
Queen was over, and, at the turn of the 1530s, he increasingly sought the 
attention of Charles V, to whom De concordia was dedicated.117 Politically, 
the war between Charles V and the League of Cognac had greatly disap-
pointed Vives’s expectations for the Treaty of Madrid, and in his private 
correspondence he expressed annoyance at Francis’s decision to break the 
treaty.118 The problem was further aggravated by the military success of the 
Turks, who, under the leadership of Suleiman the Magnificent (1494–1566), 
were approaching Vienna, which further contributed to the urgency of put-
ting an end to religious and political discord within Europe. In a delicate 
moment, Vives raised his voice to defend peace against a powerful faction at 
the Habsburg court, led by Chancellor Mercurino di Gattinara, which had 
objected to the Treaty of Madrid, pushed for aggressive military policies, 
and legitimised Charles’s imperial plans by portraying him as a universal 
monarch and supreme ruler of the world.

The idea of universal monarchy has been extensively debated by histori-
ans, and the extent to which it influenced Charles’s specific decisions and 
interpretation of imperial policies remains unsettled.119 Although it seems 
clear that many of Charles’s actions can be understood through the logic 
of dynastic warfare and that some of his advisors who used this discourse – 
such as Gattinara – conceived of current political problems primarily in 
legal terms, a somewhat eclectic notion of universal monarchy served as 
a political language through which the actions of the emperor were justi-
fied in the official imperial propaganda of the late 1520s.120 Works such as 
Pro divo Carolo (1527) and Alfonso de Valdés’s Diálogo de las cosas acae-
cidas en Roma (1528), the latter of which tried to justify the Sack of Rome, 
drew extensively on an imperial discourse which was an eclectic mixture 
of eschatological promises of divine rule, legal arguments, and aggressive 
ideas of divine authority. In addition, the promoters of imperial propaganda 
often claimed that the description of a universal monarch as a guardian 
of Christendom was compatible with the Christian monarch as depicted in 
Erasmian works. Gattinara even asked Erasmus to prepare a printed edi-
tion of Dante’s (c.1261–1321) Monarchy (1313), which, he reckoned, ‘would 
be helpful to the emperor’s cause’.121 This manoeuvre showed not only an 
acute awareness of the most widely available discourses needed for the jus-
tification of imperial policies but also a recognition of the authority that 
Erasmus, the leading theoretician of the self-governed prince, could give 
to the project. In the hands of Charles’s counsellors, the Erasmian pacifist 
prince was turned into a ruler who, as an instrument of God, had to fight for 
Christian values against those representing vice, a category that included 
the opponents of the emperor and especially the Medici Pope Clement VII 
(1478–1534).122

In his classical study, Carlos Noreña wrote that Vives ‘became briefly 
but intensely involved in the Erasmian messianism of Charles V’s Court’. 
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Yet I believe, as Edward George has hinted, that this is an illusion created 
by what might be called false praise and that Vives, with his ethical and 
constitutional understanding of law, detested the idea of universal monar-
chy.123 Indeed, his complaints about warfare were throughout the 1520s in 
agreement with a faction of predominantly Flemish counsellors at the court 
that had opposed Gattinara, pushed for the Treaty of Madrid and, after its 
failure, had increasingly lost their role in the management of Charles’s pol-
itics.124 But in a further twist, Gattinara’s powerful faction had, in the new 
climate unfavourable to Charles, envisioned a solution to the war with the 
League of Cognac which was well in line with Vives’s goals. This consisted 
of a peace among princes (the peace negotiations began in Summer 1529 
and led to the Treaty of Cambrai) and a concord based on a Church council. 
Vives was clearly aware of this. In a demonstration of rhetorical flexibility 
and in order to advance his own agenda, Vives’s dedicatory letter to Charles 
in De concordia embedded a defence of political peace and a Church council 
in the language of universal monarchy dominant at the time in the official 
propaganda.

In the early parts of the letter, Vives resorted to a language that was not very 
far from Gattinara’s own assessment of the emperor’s success as described 
in the Autobiografia. Vives expanded on Charles’s rise to the imperial throne 
and his military success against the Pope and Francis I, who, even after 
forming the League of Cognac with ‘great words and horrible conditions’ 
for those unwilling to participate, were once again defeated.125 Ultimately, it 
was evident to everyone that Charles’s ‘success was not the result of human, 
but divine forces’.126 Throughout, Vives’s knowledge of imperial discussions 
and decision making seemed to be good. In direct opposition to Alfonso de 
Valdés’s depiction of imperial policies in the Sack of Rome as an instrument 
of divine vengeance, Vives wrote that Charles should demonstrate that he 
was not the agent of God’s ‘wrath’ (ira) for our ‘vices’ (scelera), but an instru-
ment of divine ‘clemency’ (clementia).127 In a reference to Gattinara’s scep-
tical position vis-à-vis the Madrid Treaty of 1526, the peace negotiations of 
1527 and the Sack of Rome, Vives claimed that Charles had demonstrated 
the will of a pacifier even when he was criticised for forgiving the French 
king and the Pope when they had been at Charles’s mercy.128

Moreover, in accordance with the precepts of De consultatione, the praise 
of Charles’s demonstrations of power, military success, and virtue served 
merely as a prelude to a demand for the emperor to promote the cause of 
political peace and ecclesiastical concord. As Vives maintained, ‘we demand 
nothing from unknown virtue as an obligation; from manifest virtue we 
demand everything’.129 Precisely because of his power and virtuous actions, 
Vives argued, people expected from Charles as ‘their right’ (iure suo) and 
saw it as ‘a duty’ (officium) or as ‘a debt’ (debitum) to them that he assumed 
the role of a pacifier; and in a later part of the letter he promised glory, both 
human and divine, if Charles were to direct his powers to the building of 
concord and peace. In a creation of pictorial enargeia, Vives suggested that 
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the pillars of Hercules in Charles’s coat of arms might mean that he, just like 
Hercules, could serve as a substitute for Atlas, who had to carry the world 
on his shoulders.130 Ultimately, through the language of universal monarchy 
and power, Vives reproduced the Erasmian idea of power as a burden and 
demanded that Charles must act as a self-governed prince for the common 
good. His divinity and power were nothing more than instruments for serv-
ing the people, not prerogatives of authority.

As it turns out, all the works following the dedicatory letter, De concordia, 
De pacificatione or De conditione vitae Christianorum sub Turca, dissociated 
themselves from the idea of universal monarchy. Just like the 1526 com-
pendium, they were extremely harsh on the princes of the time, portraying 
them as failing in their basic duties and implying that their actions could 
be seen as tyrannical. In a reference to Charles and Francis in Book Three, 
Vives described how ‘today two princes possess what more than 100 years 
ago belonged to twenty rulers’. Linking their actions to the immensity 
of their empires and kingdoms, he stated that they did not construct but 
destroyed, made no contribution to studies and education, and, ultimately, 
taxed people immoderately to sustain their wars and lifestyle.131 But this 
direct critique was complemented with an attempt to generalise the par-
ticular problems confronting Europe. Thus, De concordia was not primarily 
a political deliberation on a specific issue but an analysis of the causes of 
whatever problems on which one might be asked to deliberate.

The Dynamics of Concord and Discord in the Context 
of the Reformation

De concordia was essentially an investigation of the causes and consequences 
of concord and discord. In order to fully appreciate what Vives was doing in 
the treatise, we have to first unravel Vives’s peculiar interpretation of con-
cord as the result of passional and emotional impulses and then to discuss 
its implications in the framework of some of the most pressing debates of 
the time concerning the role of natural sociability, free will, and, ultimately, 
the very possibilities of concord. These questions had emerged with some 
force in the context of the Reformation, when Erasmus and other Catholic 
humanists had to defend an optimistic interpretation of man’s ethical nature 
against Luther and his followers, who, in a more Augustinian spirit, stressed 
man’s sinfulness as an inevitable component of earthly concord.

Closely following Erasmus’s Querela pacis, the most widely printed 
work on peace at the time, Vives opened De concordia by affirming the 
natural sociability (societas, communitas) between humans, typical of the 
Aristotelian and Thomistic traditions, on which different forms of human 
associations from family ties to political and ecclesiastical communities 
were built.132 He claimed that humans were ‘made, formed, equipped, and 
inclined to peace, tranquillity, concord, love, and friendship’.133 He exten-
sively elaborated on the natural, pre-political gifts humans were endowed 
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with for political life, such as free will, reason, memory, speech, and physi-
ological qualities like the face, smile, tears, laughter, which testified to their 
social and benevolent nature. In addition, their bodily weakness showed 
that humans were not self-sufficient but greatly dependent on the help of 
others throughout their life.134 On account of all this, what triggered the 
main part of the text was Vives’s bewilderment as to the reasons that had 
resulted in ‘so much dissension, discord, enmity, hatred’, and that had sepa-
rated humans from their true nature.135 Indeed, Vives’s primary purpose in 
De concordia was to analyse the causes, consequences, and remedies for this 
separation, also touched upon by Erasmus in Querela pacis.136

While Vives discussed the dichotomy of concord and discord as a bat-
tle between God and the Devil, his main line of argument traced humans’ 
separation from their true nature back to the loss of their self-government 
through passions, above all, self-love (amor sui) and pride (superbia).137 
Although Erasmus’s Querela pacis had hinted on numerous occasions that 
passions were the reason why human beings had degenerated from their 
original nature, Vives’s analysis exceeded Erasmus’s and pointed towards 
a broader medieval legacy.138 The stress put on pride was common in the 
Christian tradition. Already in Augustine’s De civitate Dei, which Vives 
knew well, pride served as the origin of the free will that led Adam and Eve, 
in defiance of Divine will, to the first transgression of their own God-like 
humanity.139 Thomas Aquinas, whom Vives referred to on the subject of 
pride in his commentaries on Augustine, described pride as excessive self-
love that was not merely one of the seven capital sins (its role was given to 
vainglory), but the queen of all vices, a frame of mind from which all other 
vices arose.140 In De concordia, other vices were the result of pride, and they 
conditioned humankind’s passional responses to and judgments on the phe-
nomena surrounding it. As Vives wrote, ‘pride attacks with two javelins: 
envy and wrath’, which produce a twisted and malicious interpretation of 
the actions of others and which both were ‘armed with the will to hurt’.141 
Ultimately Vives considered vice, interpreted as passional responses, as the 
primary source of discord and disorder.

In emphasizing a pre-political scheme of vices and passions, Vives mostly 
focused on how these manifested themselves in all forms of human associa-
tion (family, church, politics) without clearly distinguishing between them. 
There was no discussion on politics as an autonomous field with its dis-
tinct problems; political concord was not predicated on the right consti-
tution of government but was rather analysed as just one manifestation of 
our natural charity, benevolence, and friendship.142 While different duties 
(officia) were discussed, concord was largely a package deal in which har-
mony in one form of social life bred concord in other areas. Throughout the 
work, Vives could employ the medieval metaphor of a social body to imply 
an organic yet hierarchical interdependence of all the parts that worked 
towards a common goal, and its malfunctions could be understood in terms 
of disease and cure.
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To argue for an overarching model of concord, based on the external 
manifestation of self-government and threatened by unrestrained passions, 
was to go against some classical and Christian models with which Vives was 
familiar. Although he occasionally could draw on the examples of classi-
cal empires whose concord was not premised on Christian self-government, 
Vives strongly denounced models of concord built merely on self-interest. In 
Book Four, in which the road to concord was set out, he discussed ‘pirates 
and robbers’ who ‘maintain a certain peace and concord among themselves’ 
despite the violent and destructive nature of their activities.143 As he must 
have known, this was a reference to Augustine’s De civitate Dei, in which 
the community of robbers and pirates was used to describe an association 
devoid of justice and, hence, not worthy of the name of a truly political com-
munity.144 Augustine had strongly implied that the Roman Republic had 
been nothing more than a community of robbers since it had always lacked 
true justice, a claim that denied the very concept – justice – through which 
Roman political self-interpretation had taken place in writers like Cicero. 
In dismissing Roman models of concord such as the concordia ordinum, 
based on the harmony of dissonant voices which implied managed conflict 
as a source of concord, Augustine claimed that justice implied just control 
over one’s body and passions and that if there was no justice in individ-
ual persons, there could be no true justice in the community composed of 
them.145

Yet Augustine himself did not provide Vives with a model of concord 
either. Augustine had discussed at length the separation of human beings 
from their true nature following the Fall, which had resulted in a turmoil 
and division not only between the City of God and the Earthly City, but, 
at least to a certain extent, within the will of all humans. In Book 19 of the 
De civitate Dei, Augustine delineated three models of peace: eternal peace, 
peace of the inhabitants of the City of God, and peace in the Earthly City. 
While eternal peace was unattainable to humans in this life, the peace in the 
City of God could be grounded in love and charity. Yet, since the inhabit-
ants of the City of God had to live in the midst of the Earthly City, bereft of 
faith and spiritual self-governance, political concord was merely a common 
agreement among humans on the administration of things necessary for 
bodily life such as health and safety and, although it created useful bodily 
conditions for the practice of faith for the City of God, its primary contri-
bution was the censure of sin and vice through putative measures, not the 
enhancement of virtue.146

The Augustinian idea of political authority as a remedy against the sin 
that inevitably formed part of the temporal world was widely taken up in 
the discussions on secular authority within Reformed circles in the 1520s. 
The most famous exponent of this approach was Martin Luther. Although 
Luther’s position on the exact relationship between secular and ecclesias-
tical authorities varied across the 1520s and 1530s, in accordance with the 
development of his attitude to the papacy and to secular authorities, he 
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certainly contributed to the revival of an Augustinian understanding of sec-
ular power and peace. While in his Appeal to the Christian Nobility (1520), 
Luther had claimed that temporal authority should punish spiritual author-
ity because it was divinely ordained to deal with evil (represented in the cur-
rent situation by the Pope), in his On Temporal Authority and the Limitations 
in Obeying It (1523), he defended a radical separation of the mandates of 
spiritual and temporal authorities.147 In outlining his idea of two kingdoms, 
Luther maintained that it was ‘God’s will that the temporal sword and law 
be used for the punishment of the wicked and the protection of the upright’, 
yet emphasised that its role dealt exclusively with life, property, civic peace, 
punishment, and other external matters on earth.148 Although a spiritual 
community of Christians could live without law in a state of grace, in the 
real world Christians were expected to follow the divinely ordained secu-
lar authority whose work was necessary for the containment of sin and the 
upholding of a peaceful existence among humans. In this model, secular 
authority appeared as a necessary post-lapsarian answer to sin, not a cure 
for it.149

The discussion of whether secular government enhanced virtue or served 
as a remedy for vice was connected to the view that was taken on human 
possibilities under the guidance of reason and free will. As a matter of fact, 
it was precisely in the discussion of free will that the separation of Erasmus 
and Luther became clear. As is known, the debate between Erasmus and 
Luther (1524–1526) chiefly concerned the possibilities of reaching justifi-
cation and salvation by the use of man’s free will and not on the social 
implications of that question.150 Luther insisted that humans were justified 
only through grace and that their free will was utterly incompatible with 
God’s foreknowledge and omnipotence in matters of salvation.151 In his De 
libero aribitrio (Of Free Will, 1524) and Hyperaspistes (1526–1527), Erasmus 
disagreed on various grounds and defended a traditional model between 
Pelagianism and Augustinianism according to which grace and free will 
cooperated in the attainment of salvation. Despite the strictly theological 
resonance of the debate, he was always clear that the question had impli-
cations for the performance of ethical acts in this world. He claimed that 
those who ‘attributed much to free will’ wanted to ‘spur men on to hope 
and moral endeavour’.152 Drawing on medieval theology, Erasmus main-
tained that even before sanctification or justification, grace was operative 
on earth in the natural gifts given to all alike (natural grace) and in par-
ticular grace (gratia peculiaris) through which individual human beings, 
although still in a state of sin, could behave ‘as a candidate for the highest 
kind of grace’.153 He was relatively optimistic both about the possibility of 
human beings using their free will for morally good acts within the lim-
its of these preparatory graces, as well as about their role in justification: 
through these graces, human beings could begin to lead a Christian life, 
which could contribute to their salvation. By trying to be good, humans 
could become good.
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In his commentaries on De civitate Dei, Vives had little to say about 
Augustine’s classification of different forms of concord and peace. Instead, 
he expounded at length on free will. In his commentaries on Book Five, 
Vives provided a strong defence of the freedom of the will, stating that God 
had made our will free. In a somewhat Augustinian fashion, he argued that 
God’s foreknowledge was compatible with free will since, while God saw 
human history in his/her timeless existence (nunc stans), the history per-
ceived by him/her was realised through the voluntary actions of humans. 
He continued by claiming that there were ‘many things that could occur 
but never occur’ and that we can freely choose between two options.154 
According to Vives, Augustin stated simply that ‘man does not sin because 
God foreknows that he is going to sin’, moving on to quote Chrysostom 
who stressed that it was human being who willingly sinned.155 He elab-
orated on the ability of making free moral choices in his discussion of 
destiny ( fatum), central to Peripatetic and Stoic philosophy. Although he 
was well informed about several understandings of fate – such as the Stoic 
interpretation of fate as a determined sequence of causes – he preferred 
a natural theory of destiny defended by the Aristotelian commentator 
Alexander of Aphrodisias against the Stoics. Vives wrote that according 
to this theory things that happened through choice or haphazardly were 
not part of destiny. In a later passage in his commentaries of the Chapter 
X of the Book V of De civitate Dei, Vives further argued that the Stoics did 
not, in the end, maintain that fate implied necessity with regard to those 
things humans made choices about. Just like Alexander of Aphrodisias, 
Vives was explicit about the ethical dimension of the question. He claimed 
that if those who were bad were so on account of destiny, then castigation 
or exhortation to virtue would make no sense or difference. Emphatically, 
he insisted that the good deserved praise and commendation and the bad 
castigation and vituperation since ‘the one who did good and the one 
who did bad acted on their free will under God’s gaze, not by his/her 
commandment’.156

From Discord to Concord

Despite Vives’s defence of free will on moral grounds, it was not exactly 
clear what humans, both individually and collectively, could achieve freely 
in their current post-lapsarian state. Scholarship has typically under-
scored the optimism of De concordia. Already Noreña’s classic study, while 
acknowledging a tension between Stoic ideals of moral perfection and the 
Augustinian idea of the Fall, nevertheless maintained that De concordia 
‘lacks the truly Augustinian insistence on the powerlessness of man, on 
the total reliance of man on God’s grace and assistance’.157 In a similar 
vein, Fernández-Santamaría has emphasised the temporal possibilities of 
humans for building an earthly society of bonitas as a gateway to divine 
felicitas in De concordia. According to this view, questioned by others as a 
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somewhat Pelagian reading of De concordia, human chances of creating a 
society of concord are rated quite high.158

Still, there were several elements that somewhat complicate an optimistic 
reading of De concordia’s reliance on the possibilities of earthly concord. 
Vives quite consistently underscored that the separation between man’s true 
nature and the current state of discord was such that humans could hardly 
rely on their natural capacities for reaching concord. In Book Four, Vives 
underlined how, in the current state of humankind, a victory of concord 
was a nearly impossible task with human wisdom alone and without divine 
help.159 Equally, in his letters towards the late 1520s, he was very pessimis-
tic about reaching immediate political peace or religious concord. As he 
repeatedly pointed out, those who were supposed to solve current problems 
through the correct performance of their duties (officia) were controlled by 
their passions to such an extent that they could scarcely be counted on to 
bring about concord. In 1528, he wrote to Cranevelt that ‘without the peace 
of Christ nothing will be sufficiently tranquil; and we are unworthy of that 
peace’.160 Yet this scepticism typically concerned immediate religious and 
political harmony and did not rule out the possibility of reaching some form 
of concord in a more remote future. In what follows, I would like to argue 
that De concordia can best be seen as outlining a path to an imperfect con-
cord and relative perfection according to post-lapsarian realities, which, 
in turn, served as a preparation for the perfect concord achieved through 
Divine grace.

The move from discord even to an imperfect concord was, undoubtedly, 
an arduous task since in De concordia there were no existing communities, 
not even among the scholarly elite, that could provide an example of con-
cord for others to imitate. Instead, the work employed a markedly personal 
language that emphasised the inner peace of individuals as a precondition 
of social concord. This was expressed most clearly in Book Four of the trea-
tise, which described a movement starting from the Socratic ideal of ‘know 
thyself’, towards the true peace perfected by Christ and Divine aid.161 In the 
process of increasing self-knowledge that prepared one to ask for final free-
dom in the spirit of humility, one should come to understand one’s God-like 
nature, the gifts with which humans were endowed, the hierarchy of soul 
and body, the dynamics of reason and emotion, and one’s current limita-
tions in the post-lapsarian state.162 A similar path from self-knowledge to 
an active life in the service of others was presented in the highly popular 
Introductio ad Sapientiam (1524) in the form of maxims and short precepts 
that could be memorised by the reader.163 These precepts can be seen as part 
of a broader Erasmian culture of self-government that comprised an array 
of practices such as affective meditation, prayer, or more reflective forms of 
self-cure.164

In addition to advice on self-cultivation, the structure of De concordia 
comprised a strong rhetorical element aimed at enhancing self-reflection and 
self-transformation. Its focus on the descent of humans from their nature 
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and on what this implied for the performance of specific officia, a point that 
was elaborated in De pacificatione, was always coupled with visual language 
that painted a picture of the outcomes of concord and discord, respectively. 
In one of the many visual passages of Book three of De concordia, Vives 
stated:

Discord produces men who are dispersed and gone astray, full of ter-
ror and fear, with no trust in any place or man. They are like a foot 
wounded recently by a thorn which does not walk with confidence. 
Assemblies and associations sanctioned by law are broken up; the cov-
enants of concord are destroyed; buildings, farms, towns demolished; 
whatever was fastened permanently to the ground was torn out; discord 
also produces hunger, plague, scarcity in all things, ignorance, idleness, 
bad morals, and skilful and vigorous mercenaries out of soldiers who 
are thrown out of their armies.165

In addition, De conditione vitae sub turca was essentially an exercise in 
demonstrating and visualising what would follow if one really lived under 
Ottoman rule; it was clearly meant to provoke deliberation about a hypo-
thetical future and the causes and reasons that would bring it about (e.g. 
moral weakness, false yearn for liberty from current princes).166

The recourse to enargeia as a rhetorical device through which one could 
address and activate the fantasy of the reader was common to Northern 
humanist ethical and political language of the time. Vives himself had used 
it as part of his letter to Henry VIII (De bello & pace), and Cuthbert Tunstall, 
among others, had treated peace and warfare through a visual language that 
amplified their consequences in his speech on the occasion of the engage-
ment of Francis I’s son (also Francis) to Henry VIII’s daughter Mary.167 In 
creating a visual presence, Deregni adminstratione, concordia aspired to 
make individual readers, regardless of their positions within the existing 
hierarchy, reflect on the causes and consequences of their own actions.

Yet De concordia did not merely argue that social concord was the result 
of a sequence of transformative experiences on the individual level but 
that the cultivation of one’s character itself was tied together with social 
life. Unlike in contemplative monastic traditions, in Vives and Erasmian 
humanism more broadly, the philosophy of self-government was meant for 
a broad lay population whose life was deeply embedded in social and polit-
ical circumstances. Naturally, the very fact that works such as Introductio 
ad Sapientiam and its counterpart Satellitium animi (1524) were written for 
school purposes testifies to how self-government was forged in the class-
room.168 But more importantly, De concordia sustained that economic cir-
cumstances, peace, and right material conditions were not just signs of 
self-government but an important context for self-cultivation.169

Vives, in De concordia, wrote about those who ‘sustained themselves 
through manual labour’, but were forced to dedicate themselves to ‘robbery’  
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(latrocinium) against their natural ingenium.170 In emphasizing economic 
and material conditions, De concordia could draw from a broader interest 
in these issues. The idea that individual character, the spring of actions, 
was greatly shaped by politics had been a main thesis in Thomas More’s 
Utopia, where Raphael Hythloday defended it fiercely. In a famous pas-
sage, Hythloday argued that the enclosure of common land and other erro-
neous political and legal measures had driven many to poverty and theft, 
which meant that a merely legal response to their crimes would be like 
punishing those who you let ‘to be badly brought up’ and whose charac-
ters you allowed to become corrupt.171 Likewise, Vives’s earlier and more 
famous De subventione pauperum, in its call for a communal welfare sys-
tem for Bruges, had established a close link between economic and social 
circumstances and character cultivation. In a broad interpretation of the 
Greek word eleemosune (alms), De subventione pauperum claimed that all 
acts that enhanced the virtue of citizens/subjects were acts of virtue and 
mercy on the part of the city fathers. He maintained that ‘whoever there-
fore needs the help of other people, is poor and in need of compassion 
[…], which does not only consist of money, as the multitude believes, but 
in all actions which alleviate human needs’.172 One could indeed help with 
‘prayers, advise, prudence, precepts for life […] words, strength, effort, care 
[…] dignity, authority, favour, friendships, money’.173 Vives thus maintained 
that poverty was the consequence of erroneous policies rather than bad 
individual choices and that concord, both individually and socially, was 
largely dependent on the reform of circumstances that nurtured exclusion 
and discord.

Equally as importantly, Vives thought that individual judgments were 
closely related to the ways in which assessments were embedded in the 
culture surrounding us (e.g. educational patterns, books, modality of dis-
cussion, material culture). Because of this, a major thread of De concordia 
was to explain how discord had corrupted the collective signs of sociability 
such as language and images (collective memory) that should enhance con-
cord. As he wrote in Book Two, ‘everything ought to serve discord […] we 
turn speech, and tears, and friendship – which God’s generosity gave us for 
mutual help – to our mutual destruction’.174 Again, he was not alone. This 
had been absolutely central in the Institutio principis Christiani in which 
Erasmus had described at length the significance of the material culture 
and honorific titles surrounding the monarch, discussing the flattery of por-
traits, statues, and inscriptions, and providing examples of how to portray a 
ruler engaged in state business rather than in leisure pursuits or as a figure 
of military power. Honorific names were also depicted as an opportunity for 
reflecting on the duties of good government.175

Vives also described how emotional interpretations of individual events 
were socialised and turned into the collective memory of families, neigh-
bourhoods, and political communities. In Book One of De concordia, he 
complained that in order to celebrate warmongers, ‘poems and histories were 
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written, arches erected, statues with beautiful inscriptions were mounted in 
the most frequented places of towns’.176 He continued by declaring that if 
these criminal acts had not been rewarded in this way, ‘perhaps we would 
have had less belligerent princes’, and that in recent times ‘admiration for 
the deeds of Alexander the Great drove Charles of Burgundy [1433–1477] 
to become involved in wars in which he himself perished and which put the 
whole of Belgium in extreme danger’.177 In Book Three, he elaborated on the 
theme. He complained that, in wars, both sides ‘erect trophies against the 
other’ and wrote that signs of victory tended to ‘incite souls of both par-
ties’ and to aggravate enmities.178 This quasi-sociological element implied 
that any attempt to build a society of concord would have to go through a 
renewal of the material and rhetorical culture that currently sustained the 
discord of individuals and habituated them to it.

There were naturally specific themes and targets that were singled out 
in De concordia. Its depiction of military glory was a far-reaching critique 
of very concrete cultural practices, the clearest example of which was the 
strong chivalric ethos of Burgundy that idolised warfare and that had 
attracted Charles in his youth.179 Vives also denounced the growing aes-
thetic culture of luxury and ostentation of the nobles and the commercial 
elite, the public, rhetorical discord of the learned circles that contributed to 
social and religious tumult, and lawyers and counsellors for justifying and 
legitimizing warfare.180

But, as argued, these complaints were grounded in a more ambitious 
interpretation on the role of culture in the habituation of passions that 
sustained discord. This framework helps us to comprehend better Vives’s 
publications of the 1530s, most of which were started in the 1520s, as an 
essential contribution to the possibilities of concord. The pedagogical trea-
tise De disciplinis can be seen as an attempt to purify education, and De 
ratione dicendi, on rhetoric, made a plea for a rhetoric of decorum that would 
contribute to social concord by hiding open confrontation. Finally, De 
anima, on the soul and emotions, was meant to ground Aristotelian moral 
philosophy (ethics, politics, and economics) and rhetoric in knowledge of 
the soul. They continued a trend, already apparent in De concordia, of ana-
lysing the consequences of the passions, led by pride, which had burst onto 
the scene at the Fall. In this project, concord was not predicated on a return 
to a pre-lapsarian state but rather on the ability of humans to come to grips 
and to live with the impulses that were natural to them in their current state. 
In this picture, De concordia, and Vives’s later works, defended reform in 
education, morals, and manners within the existing institutional setting as 
a way to achieve the only concord available for humankind. This concord 
could be a preparation – or a way of asking – for the true concord that 
could come about only through Divine grace, but it had to be grounded on 
post-lapsarian realities.

This was indicative of a marked trend within Vives’s political reflections 
in the 1520s and 1530s to condemn the attempts of Radical reformers to base 
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political associations on mere spirit and spontaneous charity. When, in the 
mid-1520s, in the aftermath of the Peasant Revolt, the followers of Thomas 
Müntzer (c.1489–1525) and other pamphleteers had turned the Christian 
plea for spirituality and equality into a defiance of the existing secular order, 
Vives argued that this was to use the Bible for political ends, a way ‘to assure 
the Gospel with three hundred thousand soldiers, destroying everything, 
and sowing calamity and death wherever they enter’.181 Similarly, when a rad-
ical Anabaptist sect tried to turn the city of Münster into a new Jerusalem 
in 1534–1535, Vives was quick to condemn this in his De communione rerum 
(1535) as part of a wider reaction within Catholic and Protestant circles 
against the events.182 He claimed that their violence was a result of a diver-
gence of opinions and a questioning of age-old truths, that the Anabaptists 
turned the personal imperative of giving based on charity (caritas) into the 
violent appropriation of others’ possessions, and that a spiritual and com-
munal way of living was only possible when the blood of Christ had still 
reigned in the hearts of true Christians.183 As a cure for a social body ruled 
by the most powerful and not by the best, Vives recommended a mixture of 
tolerance and punishment. Whereas most of the followers were ignorant vic-
tims of a hoax, which a Christian flock could be protected against through 
education and rhetoric, the leaders should be severely punished.184 What 
he proposed as a solution to a particular case in De communione was given 
a wider application in the 1531 De disciplinis, in which Vives argued that, 
in the absence of love as the glue of a political community (civitas), justice, 
strengthened with power and force, had to take its place.185

The call for punitive measures and the stress put on obedience was, of 
course, not alien to Erasmian ways of thinking especially in the late 1520s 
and 1530s, when ecclesiastical and political discord was quite apparent. 
Still, while all explicit discord had to be avoided because it bred further dis-
cord, the theory of concord incorporated knowledge and practices through 
which it could be forged within the post-lapsarian reality. In the absence of 
a perfect Christian spirit, that was the only solution. In this post-lapsarian 
world, one of the most central issues was to the purification of language 
from its divisive elements, and it is to that question that we will turn in 
Chapters 4 and 5.
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4 Redefining Rhetoric in 
De disciplinis (1530–1531)

The Background of De disciplinis

Vives’s most important contribution to education and pedagogy, De disci-
plinis, appeared in 1531. De disciplinis was perhaps his most ambitious trea-
tise, yet it seemed like the work of a solitary figure in comparison to his 
publications at the turn of the 1520s which were framed as Erasmian inter-
ventions. Gone are laudatory introductions from other humanists, gone are 
eulogies from the printer, and gone are promotional campaigns undertaken 
in other humanist works. Traditionally, as in Noreña’s classic study, the 
1530s have been seen as a moment of almost complete isolation not only 
from the activities of the Republic of Letters but also from the world of pol-
itics.1 Recently, new findings have somewhat altered the traditional inter-
pretation and we now know that Vives continued to be in touch with the 
imperial court; in 1531 he was granted a pension by Charles V, to whom 
he had dedicated his De concordia, and, throughout the 1530s he wrote to 
the emperor on themes such as the education of young Prince Philip.2

Despite this, De disciplinis appeared at a moment of certain disillusion-
ment. Vives’s career in day-to-day politics was largely over and there were 
few traces of optimism concerning the holders of powerful officia of the 
time in his works of the 1530s. Despite the Peace Treaty of Cambrai in 1529 
between Charles and Francis and the conciliatory attempts in ecclesiasti-
cal issues at the Diet of Augsburg in 1530, Vives’s 1530s oeuvre did not dis-
play belief in European secular and religious rulers bringing about lasting 
political or ecclesiastical concord. Simultaneously with his personal expe-
riences, the optimism of the Northern humanist movement about culti-
vating spiritual and political renewal personified in Erasmus had suffered 
severe blows, not only because of the persistence of political and religious 
discord but also because of the growing dominance of Reformed materials 
and pamphlets in the public discussion. In this climate, the dissolution of 
the Erasmian Republic of Letters as a public project was becoming ever 
more evident, with the protagonists of the movement taking differing paths. 
Erasmus’s struggle with Catholic and Reformed theologians and his call 
for tolerance as the only possible solution to religious dissent was in stark 
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contrast to the violent anti-Protestant policy in England of More (who 
became the Lord Chancellor in 1529) in the name of the consensus of all 
Christians represented by the Catholic Church.3 Vives, whose relationship 
with Erasmus remained distant, dedicated the 1530s to the publication of 
extensive treatises concerning education (De disciplinis), rhetoric (De ratione 
dicendi, De conscribendis epistolis), and the soul (De anima), removed from 
day-to-day politics.

Even though De disciplinis appeared in 1531, it was the product of a longer 
project, which had most likely started at least in the mid-1520s.4 Unlike many 
pedagogical texts of the time, De disciplinis was not connected to a project of 
reforming an old institution or establishing a new one. Rather than presenting 
a simple programme of study, Vives framed it as an encyclopaedic treatment 
that drew on and combined different genres of writing.5 What the reader finds 
in De disciplinis is a critical assessment of the corruption of all arts (De cau-
sis corruptarum artium), a constructive proposal for the teaching of arts that 
assesses exercises, literature, placement of schools, relevance of knowledge, 
and a number of thematic questions (De tradendis disciplinis), and, finally, a 
treatment of metaphysics and dialectic that puts forward a humanist alterna-
tive to or reading of Aristotle’s Organon in Eight separate books.6

While the prominent place of De disciplinis within humanist theories of 
education is a commonplace, its importance within Vives’s work and the 
broader humanist tradition remains somewhat open. Since the nineteenth 
century, the treatise has frequently been described, sometimes in exalted 
tones, as a foundational work of modern pedagogy, but these interpretations, 
often focusing on how it anticipated specific traits of modernity, have hardly 
ever aimed at historical precision.7 In a reassessment of a broad historiog-
raphy that has understood De disciplinis primarily as a pedagogical work, 
Valerio Del Nero has more recently interpreted it as a significant humanist 
attempt to ground pedagogy in a philosophy of language that, unlike the 
formalism of the Middle Ages, underscored the historical, contextual, and 
inventive nature of speech.8 In a more explicit attempt to interpret De disci-
plinis as the culmination of Vives’s social and political philosophy outlined 
in De concordia, Fernández-Santamaría has depicted the work as the reali-
zation of humanity’s journey to earthly and social bonitas. In his view, De 
disciplinis bridged the gap between man’s capacity for the ars vivendi, based 
on the natural ability of all humans to recognize good (synderesis), and a 
social world of happiness realized through the precepts of expedient arts.9

What both interpretations share with a long tradition of Vives scholar-
ship is an understanding of De disciplinis as a constructive and relatively 
optimistic humanist alternative to what can be broadly described as the 
scholastic culture.10 No doubt one of the principal objects of censure in De 
disciplinis was the tradition of late-medieval learning, which was criticized 
for its method, contemplative aspirations, excessive focus on disputations, 
and a number of other issues. But Vives was equally clear that classical and 
humanist knowledge too had to be subjected to critical judgment, since arts 
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and sciences had never been perfect in a post-lapsarian world. As István 
Bejczy has argued, the historical narrative Vives was trying to convey to the 
reader was not about the one-dimensional corruption of a perfect classical 
antiquity; rather, he emphasized that the seeds of corruption had been there 
in all post-lapsarian human history.11

This was more than an empty programmatic statement since Vives effec-
tively engaged in a critique of classical and humanist learning throughout the 
work. Interestingly, although much of the discussion was driven by an urge 
to harmonize classical learning and piety, so dear to Northern humanists, 
many of his points mirrored only in part the tension between Christianity 
and paganism.12 Vives’s treatment of rhetoric and the trivium was indicative 
of this since he did not primarily attempt to appropriate classical rhetoric 
into a Christian context as Erasmus would do in his 1535 Ecclesiastes, dedi-
cated to the art of preaching. Rather, Vives, who had very little to say about 
preaching or a distinctly Christian rhetoric, adjusted adversarial classical 
rhetoric in De disciplinis and other 1530s works into new, often asymmet-
rical and literary contexts, in which overtly adversarial tactics should be 
repressed. While in this process the suppression of emotion enhanced one’s 
self-control, so important for a pious Christian speaker (the speaker and 
the audience were not overwhelmed by harmful passions), and served as a 
remedy against the vices of the tongue such as loquacity, Vives, at the same 
time, depicted the conditions in which rhetoric could regain its power to 
move and persuade in a variety of practical environments which were only 
indirectly linked to Christian piety (e.g. the court, counsel, letter writing).

In this chapter, I intend to explain what forms this redefinition took in dif-
ferent parts of De disciplinis, which have usually been analysed as separate, 
largely unrelated discussions. More specifically, I show that Vives’s treatment 
of the history, teaching, and the technical side of rhetoric were intrinsically 
linked to the same problem of re-evaluating the place of rhetoric in a Christian 
and monarchic world in which some post-lapsarian limitations had to be taken 
seriously. Indeed, both the description of the corruption of arts (De causis) 
and the constructive proposal of De tradendis contributed to this project since 
they spelled out problems inherent in adversarial rhetorical culture, redefined 
the proper scope of rhetoric, and reassessed the place of rhetoric in the educa-
tional path. The main argument of this chapter is that throughout these inter-
ventions, Vives wanted to accentuate the role of rhetoric as the glue of political 
and religious communities, while simultaneously reminding his readers that 
open verbal confrontation, rather than enabling political and ecclesiastical 
concord, posed a serious threat to harmonious collective life.

The History of Rhetoric

Vives’s account of the history of rhetoric drew on the conceptual framework 
that he used in his analysis of the universal history of arts and disciplines in 
the opening section of the Book One. Indeed, already this general treatment 
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of the arts amply confirmed the critical element of the work, which aspired 
to purify the inherited tradition within which the culture of his time had 
to operate. The historical analysis was focused on the extent to which nat-
ural human talent or force of mind (ingenium) had, with the help of dili-
gence (diligentia), been able to overcome its limitations and to bring about 
advancement in arts and disciplines.13 Ingenium and diligentia were famil-
iar from the analysis of the talent of individual students in classical and 
humanist educational literature, but here Vives employed them in a much 
broader sense to investigate the collective history of arts and disciplines.14 
While there was an optimistic undertone about the possibilities of ingenium 
to cater for human necessities and intellectual needs, Vives’s description of 
ingenium was ambivalent since, according to him, from ingenium ‘were born 
all human inventions, both expedient and harmful, good and bad’.15 This 
ambivalence was due to the fact that ingenium operated in a post- lapsarian 
world, so its powers were tainted by corruption. Moreover, diligence (dil-
igentia), which motivated and directed ingenium, was not only driven by 
necessity (necessitas), enjoyment (delectatio), and the admiration of the mag-
nitude and beauty of things, but also by ‘some desire of honour and money’, 
which, for Vives, were part of the post-lapsarian reality.16

In his depiction of how arts and disciplines answered the necessities of the 
body and, in a later stage, of the soul (wisdom), Vives frequently pointed out 
the ability of honour to motivate ingenium in its investigative endeavours. 
Ultimately, in discussing the reasons why the arts had never in their entire 
history reached perfection, Vives argued that this was mainly due to ‘the 
blindness and weakness of the arrogant soul’, which was conceptually asso-
ciated with a desire for glory and honour.17 Thus, although the reader was 
told that the respective ends of the different arts were brought together in a 
union with God, which gave them an ontological and providential design, 
the arts had always fallen short of their true telos since in the post-lapsarian 
state they had been motivated by precisely those passions that could blind 
human judgment.18 Furthermore, there was no promise of overcoming these 
post-lapsarian limitations. Vives predicted instead that there would only be 
a constant struggle for betterment: ‘All this progress has been achieved with 
the force of arms against the current of a river as it were, and as soon as the 
arms began to lose their force, the arts fell back into their earlier state’.19

The same forces were also operative in the evolution of particular arts. 
Vives’s history of the corruption of rhetoric was an example of how these 
motivating principles were put into play in a way that distinguished his 
narrative from the more laudatory accounts of classical rhetoric typical 
of the time and exemplified, for instance, by Johannes Sturm’s De amissa 
dicendi ratione (1539). While Sturm did not put forward a history of rhet-
oric, he lamented the deformation and corruption of Roman rhetoric and 
yearned for men who would ‘show us the structure and method in learn-
ing that would be most like the art of the ancient Romans and Greeks’.20 
For Vives, regaining the rhetorical tradition was appropriating it since the 
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classical tradition had serious problems. As in his other texts, Vives began 
by reminding the reader that ‘there are two things that above all bind and 
keep human associations together: justice and language’.21 Drawing on clas-
sical works such as Cicero’s Brutus, he outlined a history of rhetoric that 
started with a depiction of how the art of eloquence was born out of the 
necessity to regain property in Sicily.22 From its forensic use, rhetoric was 
extended into politics so that ‘just like it had moved judges, it would move 
the souls in popular assemblies, the senate in the curia, and finally all those 
who had influence in the Republic, in whose hands and control the faith of 
the whole city was placed’.23

Vives made it clear that, whereas in monarchies the tongues of orators 
were tied by fear, in free republics they enjoyed even greater power than 
those who were just. Especially in those republics in which one addressed 
‘a restless, ambitious mob, gifted with sharp ingenium and swelled with the 
aura of liberty’ – such as Athens, Rhodes, Sicily, and Rome – ‘the orator 
imposed his dominion’.24 This rhetorical culture in which men eager for 
‘honours, riches, fortunes, dignity, and power’ made use of rhetoric to speak 
to the people was, however, partly responsible for its decay since in repub-
lican contexts orators who wanted to receive praise for their speeches did 
not cultivate rhetoric with knowledge-based ends.25 While Vives admitted 
that in the ‘well-governed commonwealths’ (in bene constitutis civitatibus) 
of Crete and Sparta, famous for their mixed constitutions, oratory did not 
become tyrannical, his description of republican rhetoric, driven by praise 
and power based on the judgment of the multitude, was thus a negative one. 
Republican regimes were the natural habitat of rhetoric and had produced 
great speakers, but these had ultimately contributed to the destabilization 
of the political community. Indeed, with some clear allusions to Tacitus, 
such as Vives’s point about Sparta and Crete as well-governed common-
wealths, the historical sketch had echoes of the Dialogus de oratoribus, in 
which Tacitus had argued that eloquence was ‘a foster-child of licence, 
which foolish men called liberty, an associate of sedition, a goad for the 
unbridled populace’.26

Vives’s description of the changes in rhetoric in later times was not, how-
ever, more positive. His intention here was to unite the decadence of rhetoric 
with a change in the political outlook of Rome, and not with the internal ten-
sions of rhetoric in the flourishing republican context. The harmful effect of 
the empire on eloquence and the practice of oratory was already established 
in classical antiquity and amply presented in Italian humanist descriptions 
of the history of humanist eloquence.27 In this spirit, Vives maintained that 
in the political environment of the imperial era, rhetoric degenerated in the 
forum, in the courtroom, and in the senate. In the senate, claimed Vives, 
‘opinions were not expressed freely as before, but in order to flatter estab-
lished power, they were more eulogies of princes than deliberations on pub-
lic good’.28 In the same vein, rhetoric in other contexts evolved into mere 
amusement, and a new political situation brought with it a separation of 
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rhetoric from its social and political role. The decline of rhetoric as a means 
to glory led to a simultaneous decline in the diligence that was put into its 
study: ‘when all benefits were removed, they considered the dedication to 
effort worthless’.29

If the depiction of republican rhetoric, with its ability to incite emo-
tion, was a negative one, these changes did not take rhetoric in the right 
direction either, as Vives’s language clearly revealed. Mere amusement, 
for instance, was described as the ultimate flaw of rhetoric in the later De 
ratione dicendi, where he proposed, in referring to one of the three duties of 
an orator (docere, delectare, movere), that instead of delighting (delectare), 
one should talk about keeping people’s attention (detinere).30 What is more, 
in describing the move in deliberative rhetoric from considerations of pub-
lic good to the flattery of existing power, Vives was using a language every 
reader of humanist texts would have recognized as a serious shortcoming.31 
Moreover, he linked the decline of oratory to the rise of specialists in law in 
political matters which, in Vives’s oeuvre, appeared as a major contempo-
rary concern.32

What was notable about Vives’s account of the history of rhetoric in De 
disciplinis was that there was an almost exclusive focus on rhetoric as a civic 
practice, and that he did not claim that the problems of rhetoric were solved 
by Christian orators. Vives’s short depiction of the birth of Christian rheto-
ric stressed that, although religious orators surpassed classical rhetoricians 
in their knowledge of things (res), ‘we [Christian orators] are inferior in all 
parts of eloquence, the force of persuasion, maxims, arguments, the dis-
position of the speech, words, oratorical genres, delivery’.33 The historical 
account was in accordance with the classical and civic flavour of his reas-
sessment of the art of eloquence in other parts of De disciplinis.

The Criticism of Classical Rhetorical Theory

In the spirit of the motives of De causis to engage with the history of arts, 
the historical narrative was closely interwoven with a critical assessment 
of some classic ways of interpreting the relationship of rhetoric to philos-
ophy, dialectic, and ethics. As Don Abbott argued already some time ago, 
De causis took for granted that classical rhetoric was tied together with 
specific political circumstances, which offered the possibility for a critical 
re- evaluation.34 Indeed, the historical narrative effectively opened a space 
for a criticism of several issues that were built into the rhetorical tradition. 
Regarding ethics, Vives notably challenged Quintilian’s famous definition 
of the orator as a ‘good man skilled in speaking’ (vir bonus dicendi peri-
tus) and wrote that, in attempting to present Cicero and Demosthenes, the 
most revered orators, as good men, Quintilian not only failed to accomplish 
what he set out to do, but also sought ‘to unite things that were by nature 
distinct’ (rhetorical ability and moral goodness).35 In fact, Quintilian’s defi-
nition, originally attributed to Cato, had been wrongly interpreted to refer 
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to the morally good man envisioned by Socrates and the Stoics, whereas in 
common usage, it merely referred to ‘men who are not notorious for any 
infamous action’.36 Vives’s notion of the relationship of rhetoric to philos-
ophy also challenged Quintilian. Vives wanted to prove that Quintilian’s 
attempt to incorporate all knowledge, most notably moral and political phi-
losophy, into the scope of rhetoric was an erroneous one. In different parts 
of his Institutio, Quintilian had contended that the subject matter of rhetoric 
potentially concerned all things and that ethics especially, wrongly reserved 
for philosophers, belonged to the orator.37 Arguing against Quintilian 
and others who defended the omnipotence of rhetoric (such as Crassus 
in Cicero’s De oratore), Vives maintained that, while a rhetorician could 
express things better, the authority in different arts belonged to specialists. 
As he instructed the reader, even Aristotle’s Rhetoric introduced moral phi-
losophy unsystematically and only in so far as it was useful for an orator 
who adjusted it to ‘the capacities of the people’.38 This point was also made 
with vigour in the description of the corruption of moral philosophy. Here 
Vives warned of those who took their understanding of virtue from rhetori-
cal figures and sophisms and thought that what was ‘beautifully’ (belle) said 
was also ‘well’ (bene) said.39

This discussion was embedded in Vives’s reassessment of the five parts 
of oratory: invention, disposition, style, delivery, and memory (inventio, 
dispositio, elocutio, pronuciatio, memoria). Mirroring his condemnation of 
the omnipotence of rhetoric, Vives claimed that invention belonged to each 
and every science in its proper subject matter and to dialectical procedures, 
not specifically to the orator.40 Emphasizing prudence to the detriment 
of precepts in the accommodation of rhetorical invention to specific con-
texts, Vives equally denounced the very possibility of condensing rhetorical 
disposition to predetermined formulas. At the same time, the tradition of 
working through specific commonplaces (ratiunculas) designed for different 
legal cases or parts of the oration was likened to the wisdom and language 
of children, and described as an attempt to steer the immensity of an ocean 
into the narrow confines of a river.41 With a focus on rhetoric that contained 
written expression, delivery was said to be an ornate addition to rhetoric 
instead of a part of it, and memory was described as an independent art that 
provided help for other arts and sciences.42 Style, according to Vives, was a 
proper part of rhetoric, although it had been obscurely treated by the classi-
cal tradition. His critique of figures and tropes as a heterogeneous collection 
of expressions was coupled with the observation that the traditional divi-
sion into three styles (imus, summus, mediocris) failed to capture the infin-
ity not only of possible but also of actually employed stylistic variations.43 
A similar criticism was levelled at the conventional tripartite classification 
of rhetorical genres (judicial, deliberative, and demonstrative), which was 
based on ‘use’ or ‘custom’ (consuetudo) rather than ‘the nature of the thing’ 
(rei natura) and did not do justice to the presence of rhetoric in all human 
communication. This, Vives wrote, was partly because classical theorists 
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such as Cicero and Quintilian, while aware of the possibility of a broader 
spectrum of genres, had thought that others could be ‘derived’ (deriuari) 
from these three. But it was equally related to the specific context within 
which classical orators earned the favour of the people.44

Vives’s views on the relationship of rhetoric to philosophy and ethics, which 
were amplified throughout the chapter, were condensed into a brief discus-
sion, drawn from Quintilian, on the proper definition of rhetoric. Although 
he did not come up with a definition of his own, he brushed aside those that 
linked it to ethics (rhetoric as virtue) or philosophy (rhetoric as wisdom, 
rhetoric as a science of things) and favoured a view of rhetoric as an art of 
words disconnected from scientia and virtue. He equally agreed with Cicero’s 
description of rhetoric as a power or force (vis) in De oratore but was less than 
satisfied with his other attempts in the same work to refer to it as a science 
that brings together the arts of thinking and speaking. As Vives maintained, 
Cicero ‘mixes things that are absolutely separate and believes that thinking 
and speaking well belong to rhetoric. This is reasonable and I hope he would 
persuade people of it, but it is equally not true’.45

The Criticism of Contemporary Rhetorical Theory

Although the criticism was framed as a discussion with classical authori-
ties, most notably Quintilian, the motive for Vives’s reassessment of Roman 
and Greek precepts derived precisely from the authoritative position of 
classical writers within contemporary rhetorical theory. His critical exam-
ination of the tradition was thus simultaneously a dialogue with the rhe-
torical principles that were still dominant. To fully appreciate this aspect 
of De disciplinis, we need to make a little detour to the rhetorical theory of 
the time.

Not only did the genera, parts, and stylistic divisions inherited from the 
past form the basis of most manuals on rhetorical theory, but the humanist 
discourse on eloquence often continued to underline its union with ethics 
and philosophy. Quintilian’s ethical definition of the orator, while often 
challenged in the late sixteenth century and effectively discarded by Petrus 
Ramus (1515–1572), was frequently echoed in rhetorical literature and in 
reflections on rhetoric.46 We find it in Gregor Reisch’s (c.1467–1525) encyclo-
paedic and often printed Margarita Philosophica, and Johannes Murmellius 
(c.1480–1517), in his De artibus tum liberalibus tum mechanicis (1510), pre-
sented Quintilian’s definition, together with that of Socrates and a few 
others, as authoritative.47 The most widely disseminated commentary appa-
ratus around Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria did little to challenge this view. 
Raphael Regius’s (c.1440–1520) popular commentaries on the Institutio ora-
toria, printed by Bade in 1515, not only described Quintilian’s perfect orator 
as an ‘earthly God’ but also emphasized that Virgil, in his call for a ‘man 
honoured for noble character and service’ (pietate gravem ac meritis si forte 
virum), confirmed this view.48
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The idea that moral and political questions (quaestiones civiles) especially 
belonged to the subject matter of oratorical invention was frequently voiced 
in rhetorical manuals, as in Konrad Celtis’s (1459–1508) Epitome in rhetoricam 
Ciceronis (1532).49 In a more ambitious vein, Quintilian’s idea of extending 
rhetoric into philosophy had already been welcomed by Italian quattrocento 
writers. In the context of his translation of Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, 
Leonardo Bruni (c.1370–1444) had debated with Alfonso de Cartagena 
(1384–1456) over the extent to which rhetoricians could treat the subject 
matter of specific arts and disciplines, which was linked to the relation-
ship of dialectical and rhetorical principles in philosophical translation.50 
What is more, while there were attempts to promote reformed dialectic 
to the detriment of rhetoric in the invention of arguments, another strand 
subordinated dialectic to rhetoric.51 The omnipotent nature of rhetoric was 
defended most famously in Lorenzo Valla’s polemical Repastinatio, which 
claimed that dialectic, the traditional art of truth, was merely a part of rhe-
torical invention.52 In Vives’s De disciplinis, Valla was actually denounced, 
among other things, for his views on grammar (excessive admiration for 
Quintilian and Cicero) and dialectic, which, according to Vives, were mostly 
wrong.53 One implication, already present in Quintilian, of the extension of 
rhetoric to dialectical invention and philosophy was that all studies could 
be subjected to the organizational structures and persuasive ends of ora-
tory. Already in Italian educational handbooks, the acquisition of moral 
philosophy could be incorporated into a rhetorical framework which under-
scored its importance not primarily for the cultivation of character but for 
material abundance. In discussing oratorical training based on Cicero and 
Quintilian, Battista Guarino’s De ordine docendi et studendi, well known 
to Vives, reminded the reader that one should also consult Cicero’s other 
books which were ‘full of moral philosophy […] which for orators […] is a 
vital subject’.54

An extensive and ethically optimistic understanding of rhetoric and rhe-
torical training was also built into the very self-interpretation of early six-
teenth-century humanist culture. Unlike Vives, who was sceptical about the 
possibilities of turning rhetoric into a science, many works defined rheto-
ric as the science (scientia) of speaking well. This definition could be found 
as one possible option, for instance, in Johannes Murmellius’s description 
of the liberal arts in De artibus tum liberalibus tum mechanicis.55 But more 
importantly, not only was the link between humanist studies and the culti-
vation of morals (mores) based on a literary education within which rhetoric 
was central but rhetoric or eloquence was also elevated into its main compo-
nent. Christoph Hegendorf (1500–1540), one of the most frequently printed 
writers on rhetoric and literary education in the early sixteenth century, 
underlined the significance of eloquence in the clearest of terms in his De 
instituenda vita, et moribus corrigendis juventutis (1529). In an exhortation to 
literary studies (paraeneses), Hegendorf promoted the study of eloquence, 
which, for him, was not merely a knowledge of words but an encyclopaedic 
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knowledge of all things: ‘when I say eloquence […] I include in it the whole 
encyclopaedia, that is, the circle of all good arts’. Hegendorf, an admirer of 
Erasmus, further placed his identification of rhetoric with encyclopaedia in 
a tradition spearheaded by Quintilian and Erasmus, in which the organiz-
ing principles of rhetorical topics were a leading factor in the acquisition 
and classification of knowledge.56

The reference to Erasmus was not random since the Dutch humanist had 
stressed the union of eloquence, ethics, and wisdom in different ways. As 
seen, the Erasmian project of rhetorical theology was dependent on the close 
link between eloquence, the virtue of the speaker, and his/her acquisition 
of truth (Chapter 2). In his educational writings, Erasmus not only argued 
that eloquence and wisdom should ideally be united but also, since things 
and words were irreducibly bound together, that eloquence was practically 
inseparable from wisdom and knowledge. He could of course distinguish 
between knowledge of words (verba) and knowledge of things (res). Yet, in 
his criticism of the scholastic curriculum and its focus on dialectic, formu-
lated in his De ratione studii and De pueris instituendis (On Education for 
Children, 1516), he repeatedly stated that the study of languages and linguis-
tic expression was not merely an accessory to the knowledge of things but 
actually contributed to it. In De ratione studii, Erasmus reminded the reader 
that, while knowledge of things and words were separate issues, ‘a person 
who is not skilled in the force of language is, of necessity, short-sighted, 
deluded, and unbalanced in his judgment of things as well’.57 Moreover, his 
insistence that the wisdom of classical and Christian authors could only be 
captured through grammatical and rhetorical methods established a close 
relationship between the study of languages and rhetoric, on the one hand, 
and wisdom, on the other. In his De pueris instituendis, Erasmus maintained 
that ‘neglect of language has certainly led to the decline and destruction of 
all sciences’.58 Further emphasizing the contribution of liberal arts to the 
acquisition of eloquent wisdom, Erasmus depicted famous men who were 
‘distinguished […] by both learning and eloquence’ because ‘they acquired 
[…] the art of refined speech and obtained […] an excellent grounding in 
the liberal arts’.59 This argument was further supported by a more practi-
cal attempt to ground the acquisition and communication of knowledge in 
rhetoric and grammar, the methods and topics of which became the main 
way to store and categorize knowledge.

We do find a similar claim that eloquence and wisdom were not only 
ideally linked to each other but that the study of rhetoric contributed to 
wisdom in other contemporary attempts to turn literary studies into the cor-
nerstone of education. In Encomium eloquentiae (The Praise of Eloquence, 
1523), Philipp Melanchthon (1497–1560), the father of Protestant humanist 
education and one of the authorities in rhetoric in De disciplinis, stressed 
the usefulness of speech in all human communication: in politics, business, 
and private matters.60 Like Erasmus, Melanchthon argued that eloquence 
was not a superfluous cosmetic feature but instead an art that made truth  
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apparent and without which we could not ‘explain what we ourselves want, 
or understand correctly the extant writings of our ancestors’.61 But even 
more importantly, Melanchthon wrote that ‘by practicing those arts that 
compose eloquence, one’s natural abilities are stimulated and developed, so 
that one comes to consider all human affairs with greater prudence’. With 
the clearest of tones, he argued that ‘our ancestors saw that […] the art of 
speaking well and the faculty of judgment, harmonized with each other by 
nature’.62 He gave two reasons why prudential judgment was trained by the 
study of rhetoric: first, because it brought students in touch with writers who 
exhibited prudence and, second, because it made them think about what 
aspects of their writings they should admire and imitate.63 Melanchthon 
also emphasized the significance of rhetorical studies for theology.

Thus, different writers whom Vives knew well and many of whom were 
cited as authoritative in De disciplinis had in manifold ways not only 
embraced Quintilian’s definition of oratory as an ethical and encyclopae-
dic practice but, in promoting liberal studies, had often portrayed rhetoric 
as conducive to wisdom, prudence, and judgment. Therefore, in challeng-
ing Quintilian, Vives was struggling against an optimistic and all-encom-
passing understanding of rhetoric, conceived as an encyclopaedic art that 
introduced one to all knowledge through commonplaces, as the heart of the 
humanist trivium.

The Ambivalence of Rhetoric

Despite the predominantly optimistic view of rhetoric, some concerns about 
its destructive possibilities had been raised by numerous promoters of rhe-
torical education, including Erasmus and Melanchthon. Indeed, it seems 
clear that the traumatic experiences of the violent 1520s had raised aware-
ness about the threat of uncontrolled rhetoric by the time of the compo-
sition of De disciplinis. Consequently, in analysing the widespread social 
tumult of the time, several writers connected religious and political division 
increasingly to the ability of rhetoric to divide humans.

The vituperatio of rhetoric’s claims to morality, truth, and wisdom had 
been the bread and butter of all attacks on rhetoric since Plato’s denun-
ciation of the art of eloquence laid out most famously in the Gorgias. 
These attacks were well known to the humanist tradition in the form 
of Giovanni Pico’s satirical letter to Ermolao Barbaro, and Cornelius 
Agrippa’s (1486–1535) widely disseminated portrayal of rhetoric in De 
incertitudine et vanitate scientiarum et artium (1530), which largely ech-
oed the traditional criticism of the art of eloquence. Agrippa wrote that 
rhetoric was ‘nothing other than an art of flattery, adulation, and […] 
lying’ and that one had to resort to its deceitful speech only if the truth 
of one’s case was not persuasive.64 Agrippa further argued that rather 
than engendering prudence, rhetoric was extremely dangerous to politi-
cal life ‘since it produces prevaricators, shifty tricksters, perverts of the 
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law, sycophants, and all kinds of men with wicked tongues’.65 In a passage 
that resembled Vives’s own youthful depiction of rhetoric as a form of 
cognitive power in his introductory lecture to the Ad Herennium, Agrippa 
explained how rhetoric, with its immense powers to persuade and move 
emotions, played a decisive role in political matters. But whereas Vives 
had used his description of the power of Cicero and Demosthenes as an 
exhortation to the study of rhetoric, Agrippa, for his part, warned against 
the ability of rhetoric to lead the audience ‘into the prison of error while 
perverting the sense of truth’.66

Agrippa was quite an exceptional figure, but the overly optimistic depic-
tion of rhetoric so typical of humanist texts in the 1510s and early 1520s 
was becoming more and more problematized even by two of the leading 
proponents of humanist studies: Erasmus and Melanchthon. Erasmus for-
mulated his view on the disastrous possibilities of the vices of the tongue for 
all aspects of human life most clearly in his 1525 Lingua. He painted a highly 
ambivalent picture of the use of the tongue both as a ‘deadly poison and 
life-giving remedy’, and argued that ‘nothing is more destructive than an 
evil tongue, and yet nothing is more healing if a man use it rightly’.67 In the 
dedicatory letter, Erasmus further claimed that ‘so great is the force of the 
onslaught that it threatens the total ruin and destruction of the liberal arts, 
good morals, civic harmony, and the authority of the leaders of the church 
and the princes of the realm alike’.68

These destructive possibilities were not primarily associated with the 
rigidity of scholastic language but rather with the excesses of loquacity 
that were threatening precisely because of their persuasiveness. In certain 
passages, the vices of an unbridled tongue could be connected to the cor-
ruption of liberal arts, brought about not by the scholastic curriculum but 
instead by ‘the loquacity of the declamatory schools’ which has ‘ruined elo-
quence’.69 Yet, Erasmus’s main argumentative thread did not engage in a 
critical assessment of eloquence. Rather, its structure, drawn from classi-
cal texts such as Aulus Gellius’s Noctes Atticae, was built on a dichotomy 
between the stupidity of loquacity and the good sense of eloquence, or, in 
other words, the vices of the tongue and the virtues of speech represented by 
true oratory. He explicitly maintained that ‘eloquence is never found with-
out sense, and equally loquacity is always combined with stupidity’.70 In 
this way, the ambivalence concerned the organ (tongue), not the art of good 
speech, which was described precisely as the appropriate remedy against the 
vices of tongue and the political and social discord plaguing Europe. Thus, 
despite his awareness of the ambivalent possibilities of the use of speech, 
Erasmus did not condemn rhetoric as such and even in the culmination of 
his theological work, Ecclesiastes (1535), continued to model the preacher 
on a Christianized version of Quintilian’s orator. In Ecclesiastes, Erasmus 
still insisted that ‘by imparting these disciplines soundly and exercising 
them appropriately, one acquires a certain mental dexterity both for sound 
judgment and for ease in speaking’.71
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Melanchthon, for his part, modified his views on the art of rhetoric and 
especially its relationship to dialectic. Somewhat similarly to his Oratio, in 
the dedication letter to his De rhetorica libri tres (1519), he looked back at 
antiquity when students proceeded from grammar to rhetoric, which was a 
truly universal art that taught about all matters, and regretted that in later 
times the role of rhetoricians was taken over by ‘disordered’ (inconditus) dia-
lecticians. Although the dedicatory letter aimed at a union of rhetoric and 
dialectic, De rhetorica incorporated some procedures, such as the didac-
tic genre, into a rhetorical framework.72 In the third major rhetorical trea-
tise that Melanchthon composed, Elementorum rhetorices libri duo (1531), 
the situation was decidedly different. While he discussed rhetoric mainly, 
although not exclusively, as a practice of reading and judgment rather than 
as a merely productive art, he strongly argued for the interdependence of dia-
lectic and rhetoric, and described his rhetorical treatise as complementary 
to his work on dialectic (De dialectica libri quattuor, 1529).73 Furthermore, 
in a section that clarified the relationship between dialectic and rhetoric, he 
portrayed rhetoric primarily as an art of style that was of relevance when we 
wanted to move the audience by addressing their emotions. He claimed that 
teaching (docere) was part of dialectic, showed how general questions (what 
is virtue?) belonged to the subject matter of dialectic, and underlined that 
one’s ability to speak well and with wisdom was dependent on one’s knowl-
edge of those arts.74 In short, Melanchthon had become increasingly sen-
sitive to the importance of uniting rhetoric with knowledge of substantive 
matter (separate sciences) and with knowledge of dialectical argumentative 
procedures in textual analysis and production.75

Now there were doubtless different reasons for problematizing rhetoric 
in the works of Erasmus and Melanchthon. Melanchthon’s pronounced 
emphasis on dialectic in the cultivation of judgment in reading might have 
been a way to instruct pupils on how to turn rhetorical displays into clear 
argumentative patterns which, in a Europe beleaguered by religious dis-
cord, would encourage a more analytical attitude towards the divisiveness 
of language. Erasmus’s personal experience with scholastic theologians, 
Reformed writers, and other scholarly opponents had left him exceedingly 
frustrated by the mid-1520s, when his rhetorical and transformative philoso-
phia Christi was being threatened by the Reformation or coupled with it by 
his conservative opponents.

Still, different problematizations of rhetoric clearly mirrored a broader 
concern among European humanists about religious and political dis-
cord. Erasmus’s Lingua had united the vices of the tongue with the current 
state of political and ecclesiastical discord and maintained that this was 
partly due to the emerging pamphlet culture which facilitated the publi-
cation of anonymous and scandalous accusations. Erasmus argued that ‘it 
has now become a regular practice to publish scandalous pamphlets under 
false names’ and that ‘the laws now turn a blind eye to these abominable 
crimes’.76 Agrippa’s attack on rhetoric also engaged with current issues. He 
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asked, ‘aren’t the authors of these heresies the most articulate men, who 
possess both verbal eloquence and an elegant writing style?’77

Vives’s case was somewhat different from those of Erasmus and 
Melanchthon since he had emphasized the centrality of dialectic already 
in In pseudodialecticos, which placed him in the avant-garde of humanist 
dialectic in the 1510s. Still, Vives’s constructive proposal for dialectic in De 
disciplinis occurred in a moment in which he was clearly thinking about the 
threat of adversarial rhetorical culture to political and religious concord. 
In his correspondence, he complained that printers and book sellers were 
more interested in making money from trifling dialogues and pamphlets 
than advancing scholarship.78 In De concordia, Vives had elaborated on 
how the natural gifts that were given to humans for a harmonious social 
life, including speech, had been turned into instruments of division which 
was apparent in political, ecclesiastical, and scholarly discussions. Later, 
in his De comunione rerum (1535), he argued that ‘from discord in opinion 
we came to disagreements in life’ and people moved from verbal battles to 
fight with ‘spears, swords, cannons’.79 This established a close link between 
adversarial writing and social and political violence.

Ciceronianism and the Relevance of Rhetoric

Despite his reservations about the rhetorical culture of the time, Vives did 
not want to condemn eloquence but improve it so that it could successfully 
perform its role in religious and political life. In criticizing an inclusive 
understanding of rhetoric, Vives did not claim that rhetoric should not ide-
ally be united with ethics and wisdom, but rather that one should not think 
that there was a natural bond between these issues. In fact, his discussion 
of contemporary rhetoric, just like his portrayal of the history of eloquence, 
made abundantly clear that he was primarily striving for a rhetoric that 
regained its proper role as an ethical practice and as the glue of political and 
social life.

This can perhaps be best observed in Vives’s critique of contemporary 
rhetorical education as merely literary and irrelevant rather than destruc-
tive. Unlike classical orators, who were experts in rhetorical practice, the-
oretical knowledge, and the guiding of souls, modern orators, according 
to Vives, did not know what emotions were, were ignorant of how to adapt 
words and genres to different themes, came up with lifeless maxims (senten-
tia), based their arguments on trivial school rhetoric, and did not pay atten-
tion to the rules of disposition and rhetorical presentation.80 He also bluntly 
stated that ‘up to now, no one has practised the art of declamation, at least 
not in argumentative matters, as it were in a contest or a wrestling-school’. 
Contemporary rhetoric, Vives argued, either focused on discourses with-
out an opponent (demonstrative exercises of praise and blame) or, in cases 
where there was an opponent, on a fierce battle based merely on insults.81 
While the second accusation was, as well as other things, a comment on 
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the reality of rhetorical culture among religious sects and scholars, the first 
alluded to a rhetoric of mere delectatio.

Vives associated this rhetoric of delectatio with the vice of Ciceronianism 
that Erasmus, in his famous dialogue Ciceronianus, had ridiculed. Vives’s 
lengthy complaint about Ciceronianism was practically a summary of 
Erasmus’s book (it is mentioned by Vives) which, for its part, drew on ear-
lier disputes between Angelo Poliziano and Paolo Cortesi (1465–1510) and, 
more recently, Giovanni Francesco Pico della Mirandola (1470–1533) and 
Pietro Bembo (1470–1547). In the Ciceronianus, Erasmus had embarked 
on a fierce critique of a distinct humanist strand, composed mostly of 
Italian humanists or admirers of Italian humanism (most importantly 
Christophe de Longueil, 1490–1522), who, in crafting their own literary 
style, had adopted Cicero as their sole source of imitation.82 In the dia-
logue, Bulephorus, the voice of reason, engaged in a healing exercise of a 
Ciceronian, Nosoponus, who had dedicated his life in monastic fashion 
to the imitation of Cicero, composing long handbooks and lexicons based 
solely on his writings.83 Harnessing a wide range of arguments to present 
his case, Erasmus both debunked the myth of Cicero as a perfect writer 
(e.g. recalling his errors, his limited abilities in poetry, and the loss of some 
of his works) and redescribed the very practice of imitation.84

While Erasmus, in addition to the geographic tension between Italy and 
transalpine Europe, framed the discussion mainly as a contest between the 
pagan Antiquity and the Christian present, most of his arguments were 
elaborated into deep insights into proper modes of imitation.85 Bulephorus 
suggested an eclectic approach to imitation that drew on the specific virtues 
of each writer and recalled that Cicero’s true greatness was never based pri-
marily on the specific technical and verbal choices he made, but rather on 
his ability to speak according to his inner talent (ingenium) and with a sound 
grasp of appropriateness (decorum, apte dicere), which took into account 
various contextual elements such as the theme, the audience and one’s 
persona.86 Thus, true imitation of Cicero, which avoided being an empty 
and inanimate reproduction of the Roman orator, entailed emulating his 
knowledge of things, his contextual decorum, and his success in speaking 
in accordance with his natural talent. Only by flexibly adapting Cicero’s 
model to a changed, Christian context could rhetoric be useful and not mere 
amusement.87

Vives had already referred to the debate and defended Erasmus’s main 
points in a letter to Galcerano Cepello and he further elaborated on 
Ciceronianism in De disciplinis. He censured the rigorous imitation of 
Cicero’s words and sentences by pointing out his stylistic limitations, the 
fact that he had not treated all subjects, and, most importantly, that the 
end result of linguistic imitation was a scattered mosaic of bits and pieces 
which failed to do justice to the theme treated and, what was worse, was 
rhetorically ineffective. Vives also claimed that true emulation should focus 
on ‘his knowledge of present and past things, examination of philosophical 
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schools, handling of the human soul, sharpness in bringing things together. 
With these virtues he persuaded better the senate, the people, and the judges 
than with his verbal and stylistic resources’.88 However, within a very sim-
ilar argumentative structure on imitation and decorum, there was a pro-
nounced difference from Erasmus’s work. Whereas Erasmus, already in the 
dedication letter, focused on the appropriation of Cicero into a Christian 
world, Vives did not mention Christ and there was only one brief allusion to 
Christianity.89 Rather, he described the rhetoric of Ciceronians as ‘useless’ 
(inutilis) and ‘inefficient’ (inefficax), which for Vives was a grave sin, since 
rhetoric was a form of ‘battle’ (pugna) that aimed at ‘persuasion’ (persua-
sio) and ‘victory’ (victoria): furthermore, he referred to the classical idea, 
very present in Cicero’s De inventione, that rhetoric was part of a civil sci-
ence in pointing out that it did not just deal with everything, but it had to 
‘speak especially about public and civil matters’.90 What was presented to 
the reader was thus not only an exhortation to a proper mode of emula-
tion that encompassed all fields in which rhetoric could be used, but a more 
pronounced emphasis on the power of rhetoric to get things done in civic 
matters.

The constructive proposal of the proper imitation of Cicero can be seen 
as an answer to the vices of contemporary rhetoric (mere delectatio – rant-
ing) and to those of classical rhetoric (delectatio/flattery – oratorical licence 
and omnipotence). Since rhetoric was a technical skill or a force, Vives’s 
stress on general issues (persona, prudence, subject matter) in the imitation 
of Cicero implied that, for a healthy oratorical culture to emerge, emulation 
had to be extended beyond his style (rhetoric in the strict sense) to his vir-
tue, knowledge of different disciplines, contextual adaptation, and dialectic. 
Throughout De disicplinis, rhetoric appears as a highly ambivalent popular 
art, a force that speaks to the passions of the multitude who did not partake 
in truth. For it to perform its social function, its relationship to other arts 
had to be reassessed.

Dialectic and Inventio

A central part of the reassessment of rhetoric dealt with the scope and 
nature of dialectic. Similar to In pseudodialecticos, Vives continued to con-
demn scholastic dialectic and engaged in a purification of the Aristotelian 
Organon. He found fault with Aristotelian essential definitions, modal logic, 
medieval ideas on hypothetical arguments, the medieval theory of supposi-
tion, medieval attempts to extend dialectic into metaphysics and other dis-
ciplines (which decided on the truthfulness of their propositions), and the 
separation of dialectic from ordinary language analysis.91

To be sure, Vives’s views on dialectic were not only in line with an 
ever-growing tradition of humanist dialectical works but engaged in the 
critical evaluation of a rapidly transforming scholastic culture. Numerous 
signs indicate that in the universities directly related to Vives’s life, the 
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actual education in faculties of arts had already changed or was about 
to change.92 In 1530, the theological faculty of Paris complained that the 
Faculty of Arts was teaching more Agricola than Aristotle.93 Louvain, the 
university to which Vives had been closely connected, was experimenting 
with the work of Agricola, as witnessed by the 1535 edition of Aristotle’s 
Organon that drew heavily on the Dutch humanist.94 In English universi-
ties, similar developments were taking place, as indicated by the statutes of 
the Faculty of Arts in Cambridge that put forward the names of Aristotle, 
Agricola, Melanchthon, and Trebizond as authorities in dialectic.95 Indeed, 
it has even been suggested that by 1530 writing on dialectic in the purely 
scholastic tradition had almost completely ceased.96

Even though Agricola had gained a reputation as the torch bearer of 
the new dialectical learning, much had happened since the publication 
of In pseudodialecticos. Several humanist works had emerged in the field, 
spearheaded by Melanchthon’s Compendiaria dialectices ratio (1520) and 
Johannes Caesarius’s (c.1468–1550) Dialectica (1526), both of which enjoyed 
great success in the printing world. Older humanist treatises were successful 
as well. Trebizond’s Isagoge dialectica was published 14 times between 1515 
and 1530, and Agricola’s classic De inventione dialectica had been woven 
more closely into the emerging humanist tradition through the commentary 
of Phrissemus and through Bartolomeus Latomus’s (1485–1566) Epitome, 
which first appeared in 1530.97 Latomus’s own Summa totius rationis disser-
endi et dialecticas et rhetoricas partes complectens (1527) had also established 
a close link between dialectic and rhetoric by showing how the analysis of 
speech (ratio dicendi) was focused on the oration (oratio), which could be 
investigated through dialectical and rhetorical topics. This effectively high-
lighted the interdependence of rhetorical and dialectical methods.

Vives’s constructive proposal was part of this tradition and it focused 
almost exclusively on dialectical invention and the topics. In describing the 
causes of the corruption of dialectic, he had already argued that judgment 
(iudicium) of truth and error, one of the two traditional parts of dialectic, 
belonged to separate arts in their respective subject matter since dialectic 
could not judge the factual veracity of propositions.98 Vives asserted that 
dialectic was an ‘instrument of invention’ (instrumentum inveniendi) and 
that there were no separate methods of invention for rhetoric and dialectic, 
but there was ‘just one [method of invention], and it belongs rather to dia-
lectic than to rhetoric’.99 Vives sustained that it was precisely the inability 
of dialecticians to understand the proper scope of their art that had led 
to the invasion of rhetoricians into the field of invention. Because dialec-
ticians ‘ignore what is the goal of dialectic, what belongs to it and what 
does not […] rhetoricians seized all that part that deals with the invention 
of arguments’.100

In place of rhetorical invention based on ready-made locutions designed 
for specific purposes (parts of speech, specific questions treated), Vives 
suggested throughout De disciplinis a set of general, dialectical topics 
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that could be used in the analysis of all terms proposed.101 Now, the exact 
nature of Vives’s dialectical topics has raised some questions in the litera-
ture, partly because they seem to take a central place both within scientific 
enquiry into the order of things and in rhetorical composition. Within 
different scholarly traditions the extent to which Vives’s epistemology was 
reflective or constitutive of reality has been debated, and recently Lodi 
Nauta has presented dialectical topics as a ‘reflection of the ontological 
order and as such an instrument and heuristic aid for the human mind’.102 
Nauta’s account retains the ambiguity of Vives’s topics as reflective of 
Aristotelian essences yet, because of the epistemological limitations of 
the post-lapsarian state, elucidates how the only knowledge possible for 
humans was based on categorizations of things dependent on topical 
similarities and dissimilarities. As Nauta has noted, this brought topical 
descriptions of individual things to the centre of attention.103 This inter-
pretation does justice to Vives’s insistence in the third part of De disci-
plinis that there was a fixed order of things and Aristotelian essences to be 
known, but that, in our current epistemological state, they were out of our 
reach, which, effectively, paved the way for a knowledge based on a broad 
range of dialectical topics.

However, while Nauta is perfectly aware of the persuasive dimension of 
language, his focus is on topics as mediators between reality and cognition. 
But within Vives’s peculiar claim that the same set of topics was to be used 
in scientific enquiry (general questions) and rhetorical production (particu-
lar questions), he gave considerable attention to the ability of the topics, 
with their access to things (res), to provide abundant material for an orator. 
In this sense, the topics were an index that did not provide entry to a read-
ily categorized order of things but to all possible ways in which, in light of 
authoritative literature, a thing could be analysed or placed in relation to 
other things.

Now it is likely that, for Vives, the scientific dimension of topics was 
meant to guarantee that a rhetorician, in the invention of material, was given 
access to the most universal and truthful knowledge available to humans 
which, for its part, was supplied by individual arts and sciences. At the same 
time, the rhetorical aspect of topics implied that all rhetorical flexibility was 
built into their use. Vives stressed their flexibility to a great degree. He was 
clear, for instance, that Boethius’s search for maximal propositions, which 
were supposed to test the validity of interference in dialectic, was a harmful 
and useless attempt to condense the infinity of topics into overly narrow 
limits.104 What is more, in addition to Aristotle, in the second part of De 
disciplinis he mentioned Giorgio Valla (1447–1500), Melanchthon, George 
of Trebizond and, at a more advanced level, Agricola, the fifth book of 
Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria, Boethius, and, Cicero’s Topica and De inven-
tione as authoritative works in dialectic. He even claimed that it was Cicero, 
especially in his De inventione, not Aristotle, who made dialectic useful.105 
This was a list that not only relied on humanist dialectic but also introduced 
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influential books of classical rhetoric, such as Quintilian, with no dialectical 
aspirations.

But even more importantly, this mélange of rhetorical and dialectical tra-
ditions was apparent in the topics themselves. Take, for example, the cate-
gory of definition, which had a long history in both the rhetorical and the 
dialectical tradition. In the dialectical tradition, it was one of the key con-
cepts in Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics – part of his Organon. In the work, 
the principal task of definition was to state what something is in its essence. 
For Aristotle, definition had a particular form, and was always composed 
of a genus, showing a general category of sameness, and differentia, estab-
lishing a difference called species in relation to all other substances of a 
certain genus. The famous definition of human beings as rational animals, 
for instance, was composed of what is defined (homo), the genus under which 
it falls (animal) and the difference (differentia) that defined its species (ratio). 
Moreover, some of the works used in the teaching of dialectic – such as 
Boethius’s Topics – were specifically designed to test the essential nature 
of possible definitions.106 In definitions pointing towards categories, one 
saw, thus, the most essential way something was something, and how it was 
related to all other beings through sameness and difference.

Yet definition was also a rhetorical concept. Already in Aristotle’s 
Rhetoric definition was said to be one of the topics that could help one gather 
material. It was very much present in the Roman tradition as well: the Ad 
Herennium, for instance, used it as a potential conflict in arguments and as a 
topic of invention.107 The merging of the two notions of definition – essential 
and rhetorical – could be observed in the most widely read humanist books 
on dialectic, Agricola’s De inventione dialectica, Trebizond’s Isagoge dia-
lectica, Bartolomeus Latomus’s Summa totius rationis disserendi et dialec-
ticas et rhetoricas partes complectens and Caesarius’s Dialectica. Agricola, 
for instance, opened up space for non-essential definitions by arguing that 
proper differentia were hard to find. This was an assertion that led him to a 
demonstration of the method of division that could use other properties in 
its search for suitable definitions.108 Trebizond, for his part, was clear that 
what he called a substantial definition was just one of four possible genera, 
and presented the rhetorical possibilities inherent in definition at length.109

Vives admitted the existence of essential definitions, but proceeded in an 
Agricolan vein to argue that they were hard to find, and, because of this, 
‘essential definitions teach us very little, and are of very little use to us, and 
for this reason I think they are rare’.110 Following this line of thought, his 
main constructive aim was to show how one could build or invent defini-
tions using division, which took as its point of departure an appropriate 
working definition of a thing, drawn from authoritative texts, and divided it 
to a point where its particular nature was revealed.111 By quoting Agricola, 
Vives worked through the word ius (law, also right or justice) moving from 
an initial claim that ‘ius contains a certain power of force and order’, to 
a definition that captured its particular nature, and differentiated it from 
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everything else. This definition was: ‘ius is a decree of a higher power for 
the preservation of the state of the city (civitas), established according to 
equity and good’.112 After the presentation of definition and division, Vives 
described how, through a number of dialectical topics, one could gather 
material and draw definitions from, e.g. interpretation, etymology, meta-
phor, and analogy.

The flexibility in drawing definitions was coupled with an explicit call for 
rhetorical decorum in using them. In the closing section of De explanatione 
cuiusque essentiae, Vives not only taught us that the relative merits of short 
and long definitions were dependent on the ingenia of the audience, but 
also that Cicero and Quintilian underscored that definitions had to ‘agree’ 
(congruere) with the situation one was handling. As he maintained, ‘Cicero 
defines glory in one way in thanking Cesar for letting Marcellus to return 
from exile, namely popularly to the multitude; and in another way in the 
philosophical discussions among the few in the Tusculan Disputations’.113 
In this way, the employment of definitions was placed in the context of the 
rhetorical distinction between learned and popular audiences.

For Vives, topics and especially definitions certainly connected the ora-
tor to the true knowledge of different arts and sciences through dialectic. 
Consequently, they exercised a potentially controlling effect on the orator 
since they brought him into contact with the commonly accepted truths 
of separate sciences. As a matter of fact, Vives filled his section on defini-
tions with a number of examples that would have pleased most Northern 
humanists: ‘erudition is acquired through exercise, study, and doctrine’; ‘a 
city (civitas) without justice is a reservoir of thieves’; ‘the greatness of a com-
monwealth comprises the dignity and importance of its body of citizens’; 
‘honour in the eyes of the people is a place of esteem to which blind chance 
has elevated some without purpose’; and ‘a good prince is one who does not 
look after his own interests but those of the people’.114

Yet, dialectical topics were also a generative tool that fulfilled the old 
Ciceronian dream of uniting wisdom with eloquence. In showing how rhe-
torical questions could be connected to dialectical invention, the orator was 
offered a method for universalizing particular questions and, consequently, 
more comprehensive and analytical argumentative tools. This knowledge 
enabled a wide spectrum of argumentative possibilities that could be called 
upon according to the circumstantial requirements of the situation.

Teaching, Character, and Adversarial Speech

Some of the cautions regarding rhetoric in De causis was also built into 
Vives’s practical suggestions for education in the second part of De dis-
ciplinis. While the part, centred on educational practices and materials, 
engaged with an entirely different genre of writing compared to De causis, it 
did, as we will see, partake in its concern with the propensity of language to 
divide humans by activating destructive passions. More specifically, while 
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De tradendis disciplinis greatly emphasized that studies needed to have a 
practical, often rhetorical application in different aspects of a life of nego-
tium, Vives was suspicious of a tradition that, by encouraging argumentative 
confrontation, had tried to train schoolboys for a life of active engagement. 
At the heart of this suspicion was the question as to what extent the ability 
of adversarial rhetoric (or dialectic) or verbal rivalry contributed positively 
to one’s character. Did it nurture the kind of abilities that were needed in the 
world of negotium or did it perhaps cultivate the kind of passions that, while 
enabling powerful rhetoric, were ultimately detrimental to the self-govern-
ment of the speaker and to collective life at large? As will become clear, with 
regards to elementary education, Vives leaned towards the latter option.

In De tradendis, Vives firmly aligned himself with the humanist ideal of 
presenting an extensive education as a major part of reforming and improv-
ing people’s moral, social, and political lives. At the time he was writing De 
disciplinis, the Netherlands, together with many other parts of Europe, was 
experiencing an expansion of the schooling system, and the high level of 
literacy and learning was widely recognized by sixteenth-century contem-
poraries.115 The Netherlands boasted different educational institutions for 
elementary schooling, such as private, more practically oriented vernacular 
schools for merchants; however, Latin schools, which were more and more 
frequently publicly administered, formed the cornerstone of the system of 
education.116 In the course of the sixteenth century, humanist learning grad-
ually crept into the curricula of grammar and Latin schools, and, at least in 
some cases, the process was fostered by local humanist circles.117

Many Latin schools also had increasingly structured learning paths based 
on classes or grades. The famous schools in Deventer and Zwolle both had 
nine classes, the first two of which were dedicated to very elementary exer-
cises. From class seven to three (the numbering ran downwards), pupils were 
educated in Latin through different grammar exercises, and introduced to 
the basics of the quadrivium, dialectic, philosophy, and increasingly to the 
ars eloquentiae together with some instruction in Greek. In classes two and 
one, found only in a minority of educational institutions, they were further 
instructed in philosophy, and possibly law, geometry, and in some cases even 
theology. These two higher classes already partly coincided with the kind of 
education one would acquire in the faculties of arts at the university level.118 
Johannes Sturm, in his De literarum ludis recte aperiendis (1538), based his 
model of different classes essentially on his experience in the schooling sys-
tem of the Low Countries. In a truly humanist vein, he gave pronounced 
importance to the study of classics, and especially to the art of rhetoric.119

While Louvain was the only university in the Netherlands, the universi-
ties of Cologne, Italy, Paris, as well as Orleans in the case of legal studies, 
were regularly frequented by students from the Low Countries.120 Although 
a person with a university education could make a career in a variety of 
institutions, ranging from the Catholic Church to academic and scholarly 
settings, many of those employed in the highest echelons of civic life were  
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university graduates, and in regional councils, for example, people with a 
university education were becoming increasingly numerous. This can be seen 
in the Councils of Brabant and Flanders where most of those employed were 
experts in law – a career that became, in some cases, a formal requirement 
for certain offices.121 Thus, universities were catering the people in charge of 
politics, spiritual life, and education in the Burgundian Netherlands, as well 
as in its central and regional administrations.122

The expansion of schooling and university education and its significance 
for career evolution, was, as is well known, greatly promoted by most human-
ists. Erasmus, in his De pueris instituendis, was referring to a potentially 
large audience when, in the opening sentence, he encouraged the reader to 
educate/her his children in the liberal arts: ‘if you follow my advice […] you 
will see to it that your infant son makes his first acquaintance with a liberal 
education immediately’.123 Although De pueris was framed as a treatise for 
‘philosophers and statesmen’, Erasmus still insisted that, even though not 
everyone became a prince, everyone ‘should be educated for that end’.124 The 
ideal of extensive education was at the heart of Vives’s De disciplinis, which 
called for a school to be established in every town, and a university to be 
founded in every province.125

For Erasmian humanists, as well as for the earlier humanist and scho-
lastic traditions, the promotion of studies was premised on the ability of 
education to form the character of students and turn them into civilized 
creatures.126 The very first sentence of the preface of De disciplinis stated that 
the training or discipline (disciplina) of the mind ‘is what separates us from 
the manners and habits of the beasts, what restores us to our humanity and 
lifts us up to God himself/herself’.127 Despite agreement on the importance 
of character, there were, however, different views as to the exact nature of 
the character that was ideally to be formed. Because of this, educational 
writers – with varying degrees of emphasis on the relationship of education 
to piety, religion, and civic life – had ascribed centrality to different materi-
als and pedagogical methods in the formation of character.128

It is well known that Erasmian educational reformers, including Vives, 
were decidedly critical of late scholastic pedagogy, which, according to 
humanists, was focused on external constraints rather than on practices 
that would bring about an internal propensity for virtue. In De pueris instit-
uendis, Erasmus had formulated a strong critique of the scholastic model 
of education, based on fear and corporal punishment, and underscored 
the contribution of enjoyment for learning; and Vives, although not com-
pletely forbidding corporal punishment, stressed the impact of playfulness 
on encouraging the student to be diligent in his studies.129 Both Erasmus 
and Vives also banned the discipline and rigour of the scholastic tradition 
sometimes associated with the Parisian college of Montaigu, which, while 
avowing to promote the cultivation of virtue, humility, apostolic spirit, and 
inner piety so dear to Erasmus and Vives, relied on strict daily routine, 
organized religious exercise, public confessions, and students exercising 
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surveillance over the morality of one another.130 As part of their critique, 
they also routinely denounced formalized adversarial disputations that, as 
shown in Chapter 1, had been at the very heart of medieval pedagogy and 
investigation of truth.131

In De disciplinis, Vives did not, however, only express concern about scho-
lasticism, but also engaged in a criticism of a prevalent humanist practice 
to develop character through adversarial practices. It has been often argued 
that in Italian quattrocento manuals, the cultivation of virtue and morals 
was placed, at least ideally, in the context of a civic ideal of an active life 
(negotium), the successful performance of which was rewarded with honour. 
Pier Paolo Vergerio’s (1370–1444) De ingenuis moribus ac liberalibus studiis 
(1402), a popular presentation of liberal studies, insisted that these were 
a way to ‘seek honor and glory, which for the wise man are the principal 
rewards of virtue’.132 Vergerio also argued that both letters and arms should 
be studied, cited examples of princes of old, and claimed that liberal studies 
were useful both for a life of otium and of negotium.133 Erasmus’s exhorta-
tion to liberal studies in De pueris was not only framed as a guidebook for 
the navigator of the commonwealth but also declared that ‘nothing’ was 
‘more conducive to wealth, social status, influence and even good health 
[…] than moral and intellectual excellence’, which were achieved through 
such studies.134 The acquisition of active virtue could be linked with rhetor-
ical exercises that were distinctively different from medieval disputations 
but that still encouraged rivalry between students for honour and victory. 
In Erasmus’s often printed De ratione studii, a curriculum for John Colet’s 
(1466/1467–1519) St Paul’s school, an rhetorical training based on the devel-
opment of truly oratorical themes was suggested and the teacher was told 
to ‘stimulate the pupils’ spirits by starting with comparison among them, 
thereby arousing a state of mutual rivalry’.135

The critique of scholastic and of humanist cultures both incorporated a 
reassessment of their ideas of adversarial speech and writing. Throughout 
all three parts of De discilinis, the most obvious reservations were reserved 
for the practice of disputations. In the first part on the corruption of arts, 
Vives argued that in pristine times, they cultivated the force of the mind 
of the students (vigor animi) and clarified truth. But when praise and riches 
accompanied a win in disputations, they lost their pedagogical and episte-
mological meaning: ‘a distorted desire for glory and money invaded the souls 
of the debaters so that, like in a fight, only a victory was sought with no con-
cern for the elucidation of truth’.136 In their degenerated form, they provoked 
intellectual factions, verbal discord, and, eventually, violence, since they had 
turned into a theatre, where, instead of truth, the approval of the multitude 
was pursued. Through scholarly exercises, students were socialized into an 
environment that praised, not the acceptance of their own errors, but victory 
in disputes, which falsely excited their self-esteem and pride.137

Yet Vives did not ban disputations but rather aspired to restore them 
to their former splendour. This was in accordance with a broad humanist 
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tradition that had criticized scholastic disputations (often eristic ones that 
served as a way to teach dialectical inference; the theory of obligationes was 
developed for this purpose) yet incorporated them into education.138 As 
seen, De disciplinis partook in a trend to replace scholastic materials with 
humanist textbooks, where formal validity was of secondary importance.139 
Furthermore, although disputations were normally associated with the cul-
ture of universities, some form of grammatical or rhetorical disputations 
played a part throughout the student’s educational path. For instance, in 
Johannes Sturm’s curriculum for Latin schools, disputations were described 
at length, with Sturm denouncing ‘the piling up of propositions’, suggesting 
brevity, recommending brief and polished epilogues to disputations, and 
even claiming that ‘a free discussion is what best suits this assembly’.140

Vives’s constructive idea of disputations as clarificatory exercises in truth 
(at times, they are described almost as conversations) was put forward in 
the third part of De disciplinis in a book called De disputatione. Here he dis-
tinguished between a form of internal disputation,141 which served as a test 
of propositions and arguments, and exterior disputations where the passion 
for glory of the disputants had to be countered with two remedies: first, that 
the disputants grasped ‘what the issue of the controversy is’ and, second, 
that the respondent ‘clearly understands the nature of everything that is 
discussed’. This enables him to separate it from other issues clearly and to 
define and divide everything ‘correctly’ (recte).142 Disputation thus appears 
as a Socratic practice of clarifying truth and the nature of a problem coop-
eratively in a spirit where victory was not sought.

Elementary Education and the Absence of Confrontation

Whereas the denouncing of scholastic disputation was quite apparent, 
Vives’s engagement with rhetorical confrontation was more subtle and built 
into his educational proposals, which covered the entire gamut of education 
from Latin schools to various university faculties. In elementary education, 
traditional ideas about classical and Christian character development shook 
hands with an overwhelmingly classical syllabus. The typically Erasmian 
union of piety and learning was presented to pupils through works such as 
Vives’s own Introductio ad Sapientiam; the humanist tradition of survey-
ing the natural talent of pupils was suggested; the significance of all social 
ties (e.g. family) for shaping character through habituation was affirmed; 
and, finally, the contribution of some disciplines – most importantly moral 
philosophy and history (purified from the cult of warfare) – to the pupil’s 
prudential character was underlined.143 These were mostly traditional ideas. 
The sensitivity to individual talent had been, since Quintilian, a way to 
secure the suitability of studies to individual developments and to protect 
the arts from those unsuitable for their study. The role of moral maxims and 
history in character building had been foregrounded in popular treatises 
such as Isocrates’s Epistola ad Demonicum and Vergerio.144
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While Vives’s educational endeavours have sometimes been placed within 
a tradition of religious educational treatises,145 the curriculum and practical 
description of Latin schools was markedly classical, focused on the arts of 
prudence, and almost completely based on the reading of pagan authors. 
Vives offered an impressive list of classical authors, which was not meant as 
an exhaustive reading list but rather as a critical overview of the literature that 
could be of use at this level.146 He also described the pedagogical path from the 
acquisition of linguistic skills to more demanding oral and written exercises 
such as translation, elementary letters, tales, amplification of examples or 
proverbs, and rewriting poems without following metrical rules.147 In all this, 
Vives, in a humanist vein, maintained that at this elementary level, the con-
tact with classical authors brought knowledge (Latin is the seat of knowledge) 
and, eventually, enabled the acquisition of a personal style.148 Throughout 
the description, the confrontation between students was carefully controlled. 
Disputations (described as concertatiunculae) among students could be a way 
to incite the interest of very young pupils through ‘praise and little rewards’ 
(laude et praemiolis), but with time these disputations should develop into a 
‘comparison of studies’ (collatio studiorum). The themes were merely grammat-
ical and concerned the comparison of norms with use in linguistic expression, 
the explanation of obscure passages, sentences, apothegms, fables, histories, 
or parables, and the clarification of the meanings and etymologies of words.149 
For Vives, the education of Latin schools, covering the years between seven 
and fifteen, was philological in nature, prepared one to ‘engage with those 
things in life that are common to all’, and left higher disciplines (e.g. medicine, 
law) for universities.150 Although he wrote that pupils should gradually move 
towards larger themes that included the city (ciuitas) and the commonwealth 
(republica), these were not treated in an oratorical framework.151

The non-oratorical and mostly grammatical or philological treatment 
of political themes is apparent in Vives’s own Exercitatio linguae latinae, 
published in 1538, which included exercises on just these themes.152 The 
work, which belonged to a tradition that included, e.g. Petrus Mosellanus’s 
Paedagogia in puerorum usum conscripta (1518) and Christoph Hegendorf’s 
Dialogi pueriles (1520), contained a collection of 25 dialogues on a variety 
of themes ranging from everyday situations to questions of princely rule, 
focusing on a conscious development of vocabulary together with the teach-
ing of virtuous manners, viewpoints, and sententiae through short descrip-
tions based on humanist commonplaces. They also wove simple ideas on the 
commonwealth and good government into the structure of a schoolbook.

Especially in dialogues Regia and Princeps puer, Vives offered an account 
on good government, counsel, and ethical demands of self-governance of 
those in power. In these dialogues, the defence of the reasonable point of 
view was usually given to one of the characters.153 Consequently, there were 
no conflicting opinions and the mode of discussion was consensual; it taught, 
defused emotion, and nurtured concord.154 The final dialogue on precepts 
of education (Praecepta educationis) between Budé and Grympherantes 
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was quite revealing. Grympherantes embodied what a schoolboy should 
have learnt in school and was questioned by the famous French humanist. 
Adopting a serious tone, Grympherantes presented the fruits of education, 
emphasizing manners and obedience to authority in response to Budé’s 
questions. When Budé implied that ‘unworthy men’ (homines indignis-
simi) occupy important offices and asked if they should be honoured, 
Grympherantes answered that children of his age were not allowed to pro-
nounce judgment on the matter because they had not acquired sufficient 
wisdom.155 Under further enquiry about what happened to obedience, ‘if 
laws and customs are bad, unjust, and tyrannical’, Grympherantes reiter-
ated his earlier position that schoolboys should not judge the matter.156

Both the dialogues and De disciplinis show that, for Vives, elementary 
education was primarily geared to produce a large pool of people with good 
Latin skills who were introduced to wisdom through maxims and common-
places but who were not expected to write political or religious texts. Their 
wisdom and familiarity with basic political themes were perhaps an antidote 
against bad rhetoric since they potentially constituted an audience capable 
of proper judgment and reason.157 But they were clearly not encouraged to be 
part of these discussions. As Vives wrote, those who did not ascend higher 
in their studies due to lack of ability or desire, would have linguistic skills 
enabling them to pursue a life of negotium in the role of ‘a public scribe, 
undertake less eminent office holding, or partake in embassies’.158 Although 
they had a polished style (eloquentia in this narrow sense) that could be used 
in a practical life of lay affairs, their training was not oratorical.

This can be contrasted to the markedly oratorical flavour of Erasmus’s 
De ratione studii and also that of Sturm’s De literarum ludis recte aperiendis, 
which promoted liberal studies by depicting how those trained in liberal arts 
were capable of defending the commonwealth.159 In Erasmus’s De ratione 
studii, we find advice for training in the three genres of rhetoric (judicial, 
deliberative, demonstrative), the invention and arrangement of arguments 
and propositions, amplification and the use of emotions, and, finally, the 
development of truly oratorical themes.160 Erasmus’s De conscribendis epis-
tolis also embraced the development of themes on both sides of the matter 
with little consideration for truth, so important for Vives in his denuncia-
tion of disputations. Erasmus recommended the defence of dubious things, 
such as tyranny, and explicitly maintained that ‘nothing is so inherently 
good that it cannot be made to seem bad by a gifted speaker’.161 Likewise, 
Johannes Sturm’s suggestions for higher grades were primarily structured 
around rhetorical training which ultimately led to apt, decorous speech, 
‘worthy of a free man, and appropriate to the occasion and the person’.162

Rhetoric, Dialectic, and a Life of Negotium

It was only after the elementary stage that liberal arts received a full treat-
ment and oratorical, conflictual speech was dealt with. The second stage 
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covered by De tradendis stretched until the youngster was approximately 
25 years old, as Vives stated.163 This meant that he was describing here 
a syllabus roughly equivalent to the faculty of arts in the universities of 
Northern Europe. In this part, Vives dedicated significant attention to dia-
lectic, rhetoric, physics, first philosophy (metaphysics), and mathematical 
subjects, and it was here that, according to him, there was a move from 
language acquisition to the arts and disciplines.164 It is also in this phase 
in the chronology of the learning of different skills that the integral union 
of dialectic and rhetoric entered the picture since the whole basis of these 
studies lay in the trivium.

In dialectic and rhetoric, the first step belonged to dialectical judgment, 
which was trained to decern truth through reformed disputations, the more 
precise description of which was included in a separate book of De disciplinis 
entitled De censura veri. While Vives offered some advice that seemed to con-
cur with the formal aspirations of medieval disputations, he by and large 
downplayed the role of the art of obligations (it was not really an art in itself) 
and described the questions of disputations as ‘Socratic’. ‘By employing divi-
sions and definitions’, these questions gradually drew the opponent to one’s 
side and they were ‘most useful to many things: to the testing of truth, sharp-
ening the ingenium, and refuting the one who opposes us’.165 In the part on 
dialectical invention, Vives, drawing on humanist treatises and Cicero, pre-
sented ways of examining the arguments of authoritative texts and portrayed 
the way in which topical invention should be exercised in analysing terms 
and themes on both sides (ad partem utramque excogitabuntur argumenta).166 
In discussing dialectical judgment and invention, he advised that the exercise 
in dialectic should not be ‘quarrelsome’ (rixosa); since quarrelling was built 
into the nature of dialectic and rhetoric, this could turn the pupil into some-
one ‘thorny, quarrelsome, deceitful’, and the study of these disciplines should 
be reserved for those with the right kind of natural talent (ingenium).167

Dialectical invention, firmly in line with humanist ideas, offered ways of 
investigating terms and, through them, themes, but it lacked an emotional 
and contextual component. This belonged to rhetoric which was first fore-
most about emotions and contextuality. In an emphatic fashion, Vives high-
lighted the immense, even tyrannical powers of rhetoric, which was ‘the 
cause of the greatest goods and evils’.168 Despite its destructive possibilities, 
it was precisely in the current corrupt state of things that its dominion over 
emotions and the will should not be disregarded: ‘certainly, the more cor-
rupt human souls are, the more carefully its study should be taken up by 
prudent and honourable men’.169 The oratorical training, based on a large 
variety of classical and contemporary authors, taught students the officia of 
rhetoric (here teach, persuade, and move) and, as repeatedly underlined by 
Vives, the understanding of the contextual element in rhetoric (the speaker, 
audience, place, time, the case).

In practical exercises, students progressed from the treatment, amplifica-
tion, and synthesis of non-controversial questions to the practice of other 
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duties of rhetoric (teaching, docere, and delighting, delectare), to the analysis 
of controversial questions, and finally, with controversial questions, to the 
moving of emotions.170 While Vives reiterated that one should never speak 
against truth and that true eloquence should always defend piety, the good, 
and justice, the pinnacle of oratorical training was an exercise in which argu-
ments from multiple viewpoints were standardly presented: the declama-
tion. Unlike in Antiquity, where ‘they declaimed on those things in school 
that never happened in life’, modern students ‘should declaim on those mat-
ters that could be of use in later life’.171 They should take time in prepar-
ing their written declamations and read Seneca the Elder’s Controversies, 
and the teacher should regularly explain declamations to them putting a lot 
of emphasis on the contextual aptness of arguments: ‘first, he [the teacher] 
should consider the subject matter. After this, he should move to the speaker, 
the time, and the audience’.172

What should we make of the role of declamations in De disciplinis? 
Declamation undoubtedly comprised the whole spectrum of oratory where 
arguments on specific issues were tailored for the emotional dispositions of 
the audience. Furthermore, declamation was in its essence about arguing 
things from both sides, which created a potential tension with the yearn 
for truth. In his youthful Declamationes Syllanae, Vives had not only 
exemplified the genre, but, as seen, also underlined that the criterium for 
one’s saying should be primarily persuasion.173 Similarly, he had criticized 
Ciceronianism, among other things, for its lack of efficiency to persuade 
and to win a debate. Vives seemed to be fully aware of the tension between 
declamations and truth, and I believe that the way in which oratory was 
framed by the educational path in De disciplinis was, for Vives, essentially 
a way to control its ambivalence. Unlike in Erasmus, who discarded dia-
lectic almost completely in his educational manuals, oratory followed a 
course in dialectic where one was introduced to non-contextual, and general 
truth in an environment that excluded verbal confrontation. Oratory was 
the culmination of language education, but it could only enter the picture 
at an advanced stage once the pupil had supposedly familiarized himself 
with truth.

This rhetorical ability was undoubtedly essential to Vives’s educated and 
prudent man, and it was more attuned to civic contexts than to religious 
oratory. The examples of topical invention were often political (the prince, 
the republic), the Senecan Controversies which Vives suggested included the 
only classical example of political declamations (suasoria), and Vives’s own 
declamations composed in and for a school context were decidedly political, 
as we have seen. Moreover, in De disciplinis, as in his De ratione studii puer-
ilis (1523) on elementary education, he recommended political texts such as 
More’s Utopia and Erasmus’s Institutio principis Christiani for students.174 
Interestingly, in a 1538 Basel edition (Robert Winter), Vives’s declamations 
were printed together with a selection of his political texts, which accentu-
ated the link between declamatory exercises and contemporary concerns.175 
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The political element was further supported by the fact that the authors 
he advised students to imitate included not only moralists (Seneca and 
Plutarch) but also some of the most famous political orators (e.g. Cicero, 
Demosthenes, Isocrates, and the orations of Livy’s history).176

The description in Book Five of De tradendis of the other arts in which 
students should be educated also expanded at length on the studies (history, 
moral philosophy, political philosophy, law) that were meant to be put into 
practice in a civic life of negotium. Even the dedicatory letter of De disci-
plinis, composed for the Portuguese King Joâo III (1502–1557), flamboyantly 
underscored the close bond between knowledge and power. Here Vives elab-
orated on the ‘agreement’ (consensio) between princes and the learned who 
contributed to the commonwealth through counsel.177 Thus, while Vives’s 
educational project incorporated the ideal of pious self-cultivation, it was 
primarily tailored to a practical and civic education for the realization of a 
life of negotium in various officia.

In this life of negotium, rhetoric was not of course necessarily performed 
in the classical fora of political oratory. This, as we will see, was apparent in 
Vives’s adaptation of rhetorical theory to different contexts (see Chapter 5) 
and in his incorporation of different rhetorical tools into De tradendis (such 
as sermo or Socratic questions). It was equally clear in Vives’s depiction of 
the prudent, educated man. In his De vita et moribus eruditi, the culmination 
of De tradendis, Vives demonstrated that all studies were judged solely by 
their usefulness to other people. Common good should be the yardstick of 
both his studies and negotium. In a life of study, the investigative work of 
the scholar should, according to Vives, always be undertaken with the goal 
of furthering the arts and the common good – something to which his own 
projects aspired. In a life of negotium, the prudent man should act as a doc-
tor of the soul either of princes and, if that turned out to be impossible, of 
the people. As he pointed out, ‘the hearts of most princes are corrupt and 
intoxicated with the magnitude of their fortune to such an extent that no art 
is able to make them better’ in which case ‘we should direct our attention to 
the people who are more manageable’.178

Vives’s wise man was strikingly different from such classical models as 
Quintilian’s ideal orator, to which De disciplinis was compared by Foster 
Watson.179 While Quintilian’s orator used his knowledge, ‘to guide the coun-
sels of the senate, or lead an erring people into better ways’, he was ever 
ready to bend truth if the cause required this, and he overcame shyness and 
fear through self-confidence. For Vives’s learned man, a life of negotium 
was a battle against vice in a world of discord where the purity of his char-
acter was threatened and had to be cultivated incessantly in times of otium. 
He contemplated death, feared his own passions, recognized the potentially 
dreadful consequences of eloquence, and saw the world as one of profound 
and threatening discord.180 Furthermore, unlike Roman orators, to whom 
the context of the common good to be defended in political orations was 
the good of the state, Vives’s orator was a Christian or Stoic mediator of 
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cosmic reason which, in more practical terms, often implied the necessity to 
denounce the reason of the state or the narrow interest of political constel-
lations.181 He was also strikingly different from the kind of a courtier that 
Italian manuals were beginning to portray. He was not the man of sprez-
zatura and aesthetic decorum depicted by Castiglione, capable of securing 
his place in the court by interiorizing and mastering its manners, ways of 
speaking, and culture. While this ideal was pronouncedly Italian, it had 
echoes in works such as Thomas Elyot’s (c.1490–1536) The Boke named the 
Governour (1531), which described practices such as hunting, hawking, and 
dancing in a positive light. In contrast, Vives stressed that a prudent man 
had to keep his distance from these exercises, which were mentioned only 
once, and in very suspicious terms, in De disciplinis.182

Nor was Vives’s wise man a specialist in law or a participant in the vernac-
ular rhetorical culture represented in the Low Countries by the Chambers 
of Rhetoric.183 Rather, as an ideal type, he is perhaps best described as an 
erudite man of the Republic of Letters with a firm grounding in Latin but 
with a schizophrenic relationship to an active life since, on the one hand, 
it was a world of discord that easily corrupted one’s soul and, on the other, 
it was where his skills should be put into practice in a range of reforming 
projects. He was a scholar who criticized power slightly removed from the 
court, not a courtier who engaged with all the supposedly corrupting ten-
dencies of an active life. It was this Latin-speaking actively engaged human-
ist whom Vives offered an educational ideal in De disciplinis. As we will find 
out in Chapter 5, he, in tune with the treatment of declamations in De disci-
plinis, also provided this ideal type with all possible knowledge of rhetoric 
and emotions without which he simply could not make a difference in the 
world of corruption and discord.
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5 Rhetorical Decorum and the 
Functioning of the Soul (1532–1540)

Vives’s Last Years

Vives’s life in the years after completing De disciplinis is something of an 
enigma. On the one hand, his fame as a leading humanist rose to new heights 
with the publication of some of his most ambitious and widely diffused writ-
ings. His prominence is reflected in the number of printed editions of his 
works (around 70 different editions during the 1530s) and in his new pop-
ularity among the prestigious Basel printers in the aftermath of Erasmus’s 
death.1 On the other hand, we know little about Vives’s life in this period, 
partly due to the lack of a source comparable to his letters to Cranevelt and 
partly because of his decision to avoid public disputes and political life. 
There were admittedly some signs of regular contacts with the powerful 
of the time. In addition to his correspondence with the Emperor, he spent 
some time (at least in 1537–1538) in Breda as the private tutor of a Valencian 
lady Doña Mencía de Mendoza, the wife of Count Nassau.2 Despite this, his 
scholarly fame was not really accompanied by a realisation of that reputa-
tion in a visible life of negotium. In the last decade of his life, Vives clearly 
thought that a life of study in Bruges was best for himself and, possibly, the 
best way to contribute to the long-term reformation of a continent whose 
current situation he considered hopeless given the nature of its rulers and 
the severity of its discord.

When one looks at Vives’s intellectual preoccupations, rhetoric and the 
functioning of the soul were central. While some of his published litera-
ture dealt with the immediate problems of the time (De communione rerum 
against the Anabaptists) and with specific educational goals (Exercitatio 
linguae latinae on the teaching of Latin at the elementary level), his most 
extensive treatises of the 1530s were De ratione dicendi on rhetoric and De 
anima on the soul. These works were complemented by De conscribendis 
epistolis on the application of rhetorical precepts to the extremely popular 
genre of letter writing. Vives himself thought of De disciplinis, De ratione 
dicendi, and De anima as closely connected in their subject matter. In point 
of fact, in De disciplinis he made references to De ratione dicendi and De 
anima – both of which were most likely ongoing projects already in 1531 – as 
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extensions of specific themes such as the order to be used in the teaching 
of the arts (De ratione dicendi) or the workings of interior discourse (De 
anima).3

In this chapter, I analyse Vives’s last works as the culmination of his 
thought on rhetoric and political philosophy. My aim is to uncover how De 
ratione dicendi, with its pronounced stress on non-confrontational decorum, 
can be seen as a mature attempt to adapt the precepts of classical rhetoric 
into less openly antagonistic genres of speech. I also argue that Vives’s inter-
est in the audience as the key to rhetorical production partly explains why 
he emphasised that rhetorical theory was ultimately dependent on knowl-
edge of the emotions. In this spirit, De anima will be interpreted as a con-
tinuation of Vives’s concern with the rhetorical arousal of emotions and as 
the apex of his political philosophy based on ethical self-government. As we 
will see, the extension of rhetorical theory to the knowledge of emotions not 
only reintroduced emotions, especially those of the audience, into the centre 
of rhetorical theory, but it also provided an explanation for the persuasive 
potential of a rhetoric of decorum.

De ratione dicendi

De ratione dicendi was Vives’s most exhaustive and ambitious treatment 
of rhetorical theory. Yet it is not very well known because it never gained 
the popularity of the much simpler De conscribendis epistolis. As has been 
pointed out, one of the reasons for the lack of following might well have 
been the originality of the book, which purposely broke down many of the 
standard categorisations of rhetorical theory and mostly avoided schematic 
presentations of rhetorical precepts.4 This originality, which often drew and 
expanded on the critical points he had made in De disciplinis, manifested 
itself in various forms. The treatise was not structured around the three 
traditional genres of rhetoric (judicial, deliberative, epideictic) or around 
the five parts of oratory (invention, disposition, style, delivery, memory), all 
of which were absent as separate topics. Despite the reorganisation of the 
structure, the focus was on the subject matter that would have tradition-
ally fallen under style and on the decorous adaptation of one’s message to 
particular situations. Issues pertaining to rhetorical invention, such as the 
topics and argumentative forms, were discussed only sporadically and in a 
non-systematic way. This was in line with Vives’s claim in De disciplinis that 
invention and judgment belonged to dialectic.

While many classical precepts found their way into De ratione dicendi, 
they were situated within a scheme that endorsed rhetorical flexibility 
and promoted new genres of mostly literary rhetoric important for the 
sixteenth-century context. These genres taught about things (res: descrip-
tion, probable narration, history, apologues, fables, and poetic fictions) 
and about words (verba: paraphrase, epitome, explication, commentary, 
and translation).5 Some of these, such as description and narration, were 
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not necessarily independent genres but skills that could serve in different 
rhetorical tasks, whereas others, such as fables, were closely connected to 
the kind of exercises that trained schoolboys in eloquence.6 Commentary 
and translation were indispensable for humanist philology, whereas history 
was of great significance in the early sixteenth-century princely context, as 
epitomised by Thomas More’s History of King Richard III (1519), a fierce 
critique of tyranny.7 De ratione dicendi also expanded the category of style 
from tropes and figures to a broader treatment of style and, most impor-
tantly, claimed that the key to rhetoric did not lie in any system of formu-
laic precepts but in an understanding of the contextual requirements of any 
situation, which, for its part, fell under decorum.

The rethinking of many issues of rhetorical theory and the self-proclaimed 
originality of De ratione dicendi did not necessarily mean that Vives thought 
all other materials on rhetorical training were outdated and irrelevant.8 
Mayans y Siscar and Bonilla already noted that the work was not meant as 
an elementary introduction to rhetoric.9 Rather, De ratione dicendi is best 
understood as a more advanced treatment that could break with existing 
categories because it presupposed familiarity with them. Indeed, Vives’s 
De disciplinis, despite its criticism of all existing rhetorical theory, intro-
duced classical works into its syllabus, which implied that traditional hand-
books could serve as an elementary introduction to the art in the school 
context. While this solution might have been a practical one motivated by 
the absence of suitable contemporary handbooks, Vives clearly expected the 
reader of De ratione dicendi to be familiar with existing rhetorical theory, 
which allowed for greater originality and complexity.

The Rhetoric of Decorum and the Importance 
of the Audience in De ratione dicendi

In what follows, I focus on what I take to be the essential feature of the 
work: its pronounced stress on decorum as the essence of rhetoric. While 
others, most notably Peter Mack, have emphasised that Vives’s De ratione 
dicendi contained the most extensive treatment of rhetorical decorum since 
classical antiquity, the reasons motivating Vives’s interest in it remain 
largely unknown.10 In my view, Vives’s fascination with decorum was an 
attempt to ground socially, politically, and religiously meaningful rhetoric 
in appropriateness in an increasingly literary, monarchical, and religiously 
sensitive context.11 In this environment, passionate and openly adversarial 
rhetoric would only aggravate religious discord and division by nurturing 
destructive emotions and, politically, fail to guide rulers to work for the 
common good. Because of this, rhetorical theory was embedded in civil or 
non-adversarial language that did not shatter the appearance of concord yet 
aimed at persuasion by overcoming the emotional and cognitive resistance 
of the audience. Unlike in some Italian manuals, decorum did not primarily 
function within a courtly milieu; it did not imply a move from oratory to 
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non-passionate polite conversation that aspired to be pleasing, as was typ-
ical of some Italian manuals such as Castiglione’s Il cortegiano (1528), but 
appropriated the civic duties of oratory to persuade and enhance common 
good in a more classical spirit across an array of oratorical genres.

As Vives forcefully argued in the dedicatory letter to the work (addressed 
to Francisco de Mendoza y Bobadilla), the power of language had to be tied 
together with decorum for rhetoric to retain its socially constructive role. In 
the letter, firmly in accordance with De disciplinis, we are told that two things 
formed the bonds of societies: ‘justice’ (iustitia) and ‘language’ (sermo). We 
are also shown that ‘of the two, language is certainly stronger and more pow-
erful among men’ because, unlike justice that had power only over those who 
were ‘rightly’ (recte) and ‘virtuously’ (probe) instructed, it ‘draws the minds 
of men to itself and dominates the emotions’, which wield power over all 
humans.12 ‘Well trained and educated language’ was very useful for social 
life, but there was nothing more ‘destructive’ or ‘inconvenient’ than speech 
that was not accommodated to ‘places, times, and persons’.13 We are also 
told that to speak ‘suitably’ (apte dicere) was important for a prudent man 
and that decorum was ‘the foundation’ (caput) of the art of rhetoric.14 Part of 
this call for apt and educated speech was Vives’s insistence, already famil-
iar from De disciplinis, that true eloquence was unattainable for the young 
and inexperienced and should be reserved for those who were experienced, 
prudent, and familiar with the other arts, especially dialectic.15

In the treatise proper, Vives, just like in De disciplinis, linked this ambiva-
lent power of rhetoric to the maintenance of social life (societas) and its his-
tory to the republican conditions of Antiquity.16 He maintained that ‘there 
is indeed no other instrument that is as suitable for human association’.17 
He also argued that ‘the one who is most skilful in speaking clearly reigns 
among men’, and in republics in which liberty was valued and where it led 
to great rewards, it flourished.18 Vives wanted to recover rhetoric, but, as he 
put it, ‘we do not renew the rhetoric of the ancients as it was, but we teach 
a completely new one’.19 While this claim referred to several issues, such as 
the change in the contexts in which rhetoric was performed – Vives wanted 
to extend rhetoric from judicial and deliberative rhetoric to numerous other 
genres – it certainly was related to the centrality of decorum.

The stress put on decorum was both conventional and exceptional. It was 
conventional in referring to a concept that was strongly present in classical 
theories of art, poetry, ethics, and rhetoric, where it referred both to a prin-
ciple and a disposition to act and speak appropriately.20 In the rhetorical 
tradition, decorum (or its Greek approximation prepon) could be found in 
Greek treatises on rhetoric such as Aristotle’s Rhetoric; yet the most fre-
quently cited passages in the Renaissance were taken from Roman writ-
ers, above all, Cicero and Quintilian. It has been argued that in Cicero’s 
rhetorical writings decorum carried the meanings of the Greek concepts 
of prepon (propriety, appropriateness) and kairos (occasion, right time to 
do something).21 This mélange implied that propriety in rhetoric could be 
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linked to the right occasion, to the contextual requirements of a situation. 
The list of these requirements usually included things such as the charac-
teristic features of a speaker, subject, audience, occasion, and place. Yet 
the implications of decorum are quite diverse depending on which terms of 
the list were emphasised. In Cicero’s theoretical writings, the relationship 
between style, subject matter, and the speaker was usually dominant, which 
underscored more the general rules of suitability in the spirit of prepon than 
adaptation to particularities. In De oratore, the main point was the con-
nection between subject matter and style, although other aspects were also 
mentioned.22 In Orator, the list of contextual issues was included but the 
focus in the examples offered was on how to choose sententiae (thoughts) 
and words (verba) in accordance with one’s rank, age, and social position.23

In Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria, decorum was more explicitly associated 
with the possibilities of persuasion in a concrete case. This shifted the bal-
ance towards kairos or, more importantly for Quintilian, to a more metic-
ulous analysis of one’s audience (most importantly a judge in legal cases).24 
Quintilian tells us that a speech that lacks decorum not only fails ‘to lend 
distinction to the oratory but will ruin it and make the facts work against 
us’. The words we use should not only be elegant but also they must ‘accord 
with the views towards which we wish the judge to be guided and influ-
enced’. Indeed, we should ‘first of all know what is appropriate for winning 
over, instructing, and emotionally affecting the judge, and what our object is 
in the different parts of the speech’.25 This persuasive framework is the con-
text in which Quintilian’s thorough analysis of the speaker, subject matter, 
audience, time, and place takes place. Furthermore, Quintilian was abso-
lutely clear that decorum was not just about words but more generally about 
the ways in which we present our case persuasively. As he put it, ‘all this 
question of appropriateness of speech is not solely a matter of Elocution, 
but shares ground with Invention; if even words can make such a crucial dif-
ference, how much more can the content do so’.26 Both Quintilian’s explicit 
analysis of decorum within the persuasive duties of rhetoric in concrete cases 
and his insistence that decorum was not merely a question of style but also 
possessed argumentative relevance (how to present one’s case in front of a 
specific audience) were, although not directly appropriated form Quintilian, 
central in Vives in De ratione dicendi.

There are other classical traditions that Vives could have drawn on. An 
important current that emphasised rhetorical appropriateness and that was 
becoming increasingly available in the 1520s and 1530s was the Hermogenian 
strand of eloquence. Hermogenes, in On Types of Style, discussed the force 
of language (deinotes) as a form of prepon, a general category according to 
which all other considerations of style were moulded to meet the contextual 
requirement of the situation. Hermogenes argued that the orator who mas-
ters the adaptation of his style to different situations, themes, and audiences 
would be ‘the most forceful of orators’ and would ‘surpass all others’.27 
Hermogenes’s views on deinotes had been included in George of Trebizond’s 
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Rhetorica’s lengthy discussion on gravity (gravitas), in which true gravity 
(vera gravitas) was seen essentially as a form of judgment or an ability to 
adapt one’s style to the situation.28 By the early 1530s, Vives was familiar 
with Trebizond’s Rhetorica and Hermogenes’s rhetorical works and, in De 
disciplinis, he included both in his curriculum, describing Hermogenes as 
a suitable authority on forms of diction.29 While Vives’s examples of deco-
rum in De ratione dicendi were not taken directly from Hermogenes and 
Trebizond, the portrayal of decorum as a standard of adaptation could have 
been reinforced by his familiarity with these authors.

Decorum described as a list of contextual requirements (speaker, audience, 
place, time, etc.) was frequently mentioned in medieval treatises of applied 
rhetoric such as poetry or the ars dictaminis, but it was seldom presented 
as a main issue.30 This same trend to presuppose decorum’s importance yet 
omit a large treatment of it was evident in late fifteenth- and early sixteenth- 
century humanist treatises of rhetoric, letter writing, and style. None of the 
following works portrayed decorum as a central category of analysis that 
demanded a separate treatment under its own heading: Erasmus’s De copia 
and De conscribendis epistolis, Rudolph Agricola’s De inventione dialectica, 
Giorgio Valla’s rhetorical works, Despauterius’s De figuris (1519), Alberto 
Mancinelli’s (1451–1505) Carmen de figuris (1489), Joachim Ringelberg’s 
(c.1499–c.1531) short Rhetorica (1530), Philipp Melanchthon’s De rhetorica 
libri tres, Johannes Caesarius’s De rhetorica (1534), Konrad Celtis’s Epitome 
in rhetoricam Ciceronis, & non inutile scribendarum epistolarum compen-
dium, Bartolomeus Latomus’s Summa totius rationis disserendi, or Geraldus 
Bucoldianus’s De Inventione et Amplificatione oratoria (1534).31 When deco-
rum appeared as a separate topic, as in Johannes Rivius’s (1500–1553) De 
rhetorica libri II (1539), it was often short and emphasised very general rules 
of suitability rather than the persuasive element of the concept. Rivius’s 
account offered a lengthy quotation from Cicero’s most famous passage on 
decorum in Orator, but his own exposition merely stated that decorum was 
first and foremost about the adaptation of words (verba) to correct themes 
(res), which, rather than underscoring the temporal or persuasive aspects 
of decorum as finding the right tools for a specific occasion, focused on the 
adaptability of verbal ornaments to different thematic issues.32

In this context, Vives’s De ratione dicendi appeared as quite exceptional 
since, in the midst of rhetorical handbooks that did not give decorum much 
centrality, it argued that decorum was the most important component of the 
art or, more boldly, that rhetoric was essentially an art of decorum. Highly 
significantly, Vives’s interpretation of decorum shifted the perspective 
from theme and speaker to the audience to an extent rarely found in other 
Renaissance treatises.

The stress on the audience did not mean that other issues were absent 
from Vives’s account of rhetorical decorum. Even in rhetorical treatments of 
decorum, such as Cicero’s Orator, a distinctively rhetorical decorum could be 
compared to the decorum of one’s life.33 This idea drew on Cicero’s account  
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of decorum in De officiis, where he underscored that, while decorum was an 
aesthetic concept and dependent on the gaze of others, it was inseparable 
from what was right (honestum).34 This ethical interpretation, according to 
which decorum consisted in the externalisation of one’s virtue in speech, 
manners, and courtesy, had been incorporated into Renaissance thought. 
In Erasmus’s hugely influential De civilitate morum puerorum (1530), deco-
rum was a fundamental term denoting the proper performance of virtue 
in polite manners. Although Erasmus claimed that external decorum is a 
‘crude part of philosophy’ compared to the knowledge of piety, liberal arts, 
or duties, it was still useful because ‘in the present climate of opinion it was 
very conducive to winning good will and to commending those illustrious 
gifts of the intellect to the eyes of men’.35 Vives certainly took the ethical 
nature of decorum for granted. It is also likely that his understanding of rhe-
torical decorum presupposed a wider field of decorous conduct in politeness 
and manners but De ratione dicendi did not expand on it as such and Vives 
never employed the concept to set forth a code of behaviour.36

Decorous speech also demanded considerations of the subject and the 
person of the speaker as Cicero had amply demonstrated. In De ratione 
dicendi, we find stylistic precepts designed for speaking about God, heaven, 
nature, and morality.37 Regarding one’s person, Vives provided detailed 
advice on how to speak in accordance with one’s age (young men/old men), 
profession (artisans, philosophers, political men), and dignity or office 
(magistrate, prince).38

The analysis of other aspects of decorum still paled in comparison with 
Vives’s nuanced treatment of the audience. The audience had naturally been 
one of the factors in discussions on the possibilities of rhetorical persuasion. 
With its tendency to simplification, classical rhetoric had, however, mostly 
concentrated on the differences between a popular and a learned audience 
in conditioning rhetorical choices.39 On a different note, the discussion of 
the exordium under arrangement (dispositio) had standardly divided the 
audience into those who were favourable to one’s cause and/or persona and 
those who were not, which conditioned the way in which the exordium – 
 traditionally described as the place where the goodwill of the audience had 
to be secured – was constructed.40 However, once these categorisations were 
taken into account and applied to certain aspects of the speech, there was 
no need to examine the particularities of a specific audience in any detail. It 
was mostly in the Institutio oratoria that the consideration of particularities 
was suggested, with Quintilian, in dealing with judicial speaking, inviting 
the speaker to be aware of contextual issues such as the general climate of 
opinion and the view that the judge had of the matter.41

These categories (learned-unlearned, favourable-opposed) were fre-
quently taken up in early modern materials (see p. 81). But sometimes, addi-
tional factors important for the contemporary context could be included. 
For instance, in Lorenzo Traversagni’s (1425–1503) late fifteenth-century 
Margarita eloquentiae castigatae (1478), the categories of those who were  
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learned (scholasticos) and the people (populus) were joined by an analysis of 
the prince.42 Perhaps more pertinently for Vives, some writers that he knew 
well explored the audience in more detail. Antonio de Nebrija’s Artis rhe-
toricae compendiosa coaptatio, ex Aristotele, Cicerone et Quintiliano (1515) 
offered, in the part on the deliberative genre, detailed advice on how to ana-
lyse the audience. Nebrija not only made the classical distinction between 
an educated and a popular audience (for example senatus – populus), but 
he also distinguished between individuals who were convinced by honesty 
(Cato) and those who were not (Marius), and invited his readers to consider 
the sex (sexus), merit (dignitas), age (aetas) and the manners (mores) of the 
deliberator.43

The dichotomy between learned and unlearned audiences was naturally 
present in Vives. He distinguished private instances of speaking from a 
speech destined for the people (populus), and we are reminded, in accord-
ance with classical theory, that popular audience was the mother and nurse 
(nutrix) of oratory. ‘Private conversation’ (collocutio, sermo), for its part, 
‘has to be simple’ (simplex debet esse) and mimic the style of Cicero’s letters 
to Atticus.44 Yet, like Nebrija, he was keenly interested in a more detailed 
examination of the audience for which he employed five main topics: talent 
(ingenium), learning (eruditio), memory (memoria), age (aetas), and habits 
(mores). These headings were familiar from many rhetorical manuals as pos-
sibilities for investigating persons, yet they had not been primarily linked to 
the analysis of one’s audience but mainly to other issues such as the charac-
ter of an object of a demonstrative speech.45 Under ingenium, those of ‘acute 
mind’ (acuto ingenio) were distinguished from the ‘dull’ (hebeti); under eru-
ditio, the learned were juxtaposed with those who were unlearned; under 
memoria, specific advice was given about speeches designed for those who 
did not understand or remember well; and under age, it was stated that peo-
ple preferred to listen to speeches that would be suitable for them as speak-
ers on account of their age. Finally, concerning habits (mores), we are told 
that the variety of different character types made it impossible to provide 
detailed advice, but as a general rule one should design the oration for differ-
ent character types (e.g. the suspicious, the capricious, the haughty).46 The 
inclusion of these topics in De ratione dicendi was not just a multiplication 
of attributes one could give to learned and popular audiences respectively 
but an attempt to devise categories for thinking about the more particular 
qualities of a given audience. In fact, most of the categories did not directly 
reflect social hierarchies but pointed instead to individual capacities under 
categories that were systematically expounded in Vives’s other works such 
as De disciplinis or De anima.

Vives’s interest in the audience was extended to cover the specific relation-
ship between the speaker and the audience. Indeed, the very criteria of deco-
rum were connected with the point of view of the audience. Vives told his 
readers to consider carefully the relationship (relatio) between all the people 
involved (speaker, audience, persons spoken about) and regarding different 
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aspects of life (family, erudition, virtue, age, strength, office, rank, riches). 
Here the standard for judging whether we are inferior, superior, or equal to 
our audience can vary greatly (is rank more important than wisdom?), but 
we should always use as our yardstick the opinions of the audience. We must 
‘study what is the judgment of those we address’ and adopt this as our start-
ing point.47 If we addressed someone inferior to us, we could concentrate on 
the matter and forget about other issues concerning decorum; but when we 
spoke to a person who was on our level, let alone superior to us, we had to 
proceed more carefully and ‘precisely’ (accuratius). Especially when speak-
ing to someone above us, care for the majesty of the person addressed (rev-
erentia maiestatis) should be apparent in speech.48 In categorising ‘friends’ 
(amicus) or ‘enemies’ (inimicus), the decisive factor was yet again the point of 
view of the person you addressed: ‘I do not call an enemy a person you hate, 
but a person who hates you; for when you hate him/her and he/she esteems 
you – which is very rare – you consider him/her a friend and you speak to 
him/her just like when you both like each other’.49

Considering the decisive role of the exordium and the peroration in emo-
tional arousal in classical theory, it is not a great surprise that Vives’s most 
extensive discussion of disposition was presented under decorum.50 But once 
again, and despite describing the exordium/proemium as a suitable place for 
winning the goodwill (benevolentia) and attention (attentio) of the audience, 
his stress was not on giving formulaic precepts but on the issues one should 
think about throughout the speech.51 The reader was told that ‘everything 
should refer to the final end’ (finis) the orator had set himself, that the order 
of arguments should always be decided with a victory in mind (that is, 
persuasion), and that one should try to figure out the things to which the 
audience attributed meaning.52 Achieving one’s ends in a speech was greatly 
dependent on being able to overcome all the impediments to success posed 
by our audience on account of ‘their attention, natural talent, emotions’.53 
In addition to the exordium, Vives strongly argued that all impediments had 
to be removed ‘not only in the beginning, but all parts of the oration’, which 
is why orations on ‘civil issues’ (causa civilis) were full of intermediary exor-
dia that continuously mediated the orator’s relationship with the audience.54

Despite his insistence throughout the work that the analysis of emotions 
belonged to De anima, he offered a short analysis of problematic emotions 
in the section on decorum since the main impediment to persuasion resided 
in the emotional dispositions of the audience towards us or the theme spo-
ken about. First, there were ‘mild’ (mansueti) emotions such as ‘the hope 
of gain’ (spes lucri) which did not pose great problems and could be con-
trolled through right medicines. Second, there were ‘ignoble’ (degeneres) 
emotions such as ‘fear’ (metus) or ‘the contempt of self’ (contemptus sui), the 
cause of which should be ‘secretly removed from the soul’ (causam ex animi 
subtrahere). Finally, there were ‘impetuous’ (praeferoces) and ‘very swift’ 
(praerapidi) affections such as ‘hatred’ (odium), ‘anger’ (ira), ‘indignation’ 
(indignatio), and ‘envy’ (invidentia). These were most problematic, and they 
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must be ‘attacked indirectly by us when they arise against the speaker or 
the subject matter’.55 What decorum and disposition enable us to do is pre-
cisely the management, suppression, countering, and use of these emotions. 
Highlighting this dimension, Vives described emotions as affections that 
incited humans to follow the good and to avoid the bad, and instructed 
his reader to turn to his work on the soul (anima) for a more thorough 
treatment.56

Precisely in the context of emotions, one finds perhaps the best example 
of how an invention starting from the audience should operate: an orator/a 
writer should reconstruct the emotional dispositions and specific prefer-
ences of his/her audience by entering their mind through the imagination:

Before all else we should consider who we are and who are the people 
whose emotions we are trying to kindle or calm – what is their opinion 
about matters to which they attach the greatest or only a little impor-
tance, to which feelings they are susceptible and to which feelings they 
are averse, from which feelings they easily pass owing to their tempera-
ment, convictions, habits, age, sex, state of health, physical makeup and 
personal circumstances; the time, the place, and lastly all those things 
which I explained in my treatise The Instrument of Probability [In De 
disciplinis). We should adopt their frame of mind, and their whole tem-
perament, while we work out what is in our interests. We should put 
ourselves in their position and carefully consider, supposing we were 
them, and shared the same convictions as them, by what means our 
emotions would be aroused or assuaged in the present matter.57

This method leads to familiar advice. Quite in the spirit of decorum, one 
should hide (dissimulare) one’s art in using emotions: ‘if in persuasion art 
should be dissimulated, more so should it be in moving the emotions, which 
is a more delicate matter’.58 Open battle was not encouraged; one should 
instead draw out emotions ‘in secret’ (latenter). Only once emotions had 
begun to appear was it possible to fight with ‘more powerful arms’ ( forti-
oribus armis).59 In yet another section on persuasion (De persuasione), the 
orator was invited to accommodate his speech to different audiences. Vives 
employed the metaphor of a battle against the resistance of the audience, 
but at the same time, he warned the speaker to avoid the appearance of a 
fight in most cases. If the fight was overt, the human soul, mostly because 
of arrogance, did not want to be beaten or defeated, which is why an ordi-
nary speech (ratio loquendi commune/sermo) was often more expedient than 
undisguised oratory.60 Throughout De ratione dicendi he is essentially giv-
ing flesh to the idea that rhetoric is about fight and persuasion but that this 
should rarely be made apparent.

When the centrality of decorum has been highlighted, as in Don Abbott’s 
work, it has been standardly linked to style and elocution.61 While elocution 
is no doubt central in De ratione dicendi, the concept was, however, clearly 
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meant to guide most of the choices of rhetorical disposition and invention 
too. It is of course true that Vives thought that the invention of arguments 
belonged to dialectic, whereas rhetoric, rather than analysing particular 
questions (quaestio), dealt instead with the adaptation of one’s message to 
contextual circumstances. But part of this adaptation certainly dealt with 
inventive tasks since to adapt one’s message to the judgments of the audi-
ence was also to emphasise those dimensions of the theme that spoke to 
their opinions and emotional dispositions. The argumentative element had 
been unquestionably part of his rhetorical De consultatione and it was also 
included in the description of decorum as the adaptation of the theme to 
the emotions and expectations of the audience. This meant that the scope 
of rhetoric exceeded mere questions of style. Vives himself openly stated 
that his treatise dealt with ‘the adaptation of both words and meaning to 
different ends’.62

De ratione dicendi was undeniably an innovative work. Yet it was perhaps 
somewhat baffling for most contemporaries in that it entailed reorganising 
the structure of a rhetorical handbook, omitting most formulaic precepts, 
offering relatively few examples, and, finally, claiming that the success of 
rhetoric was dependent on so many contextual factors that it was an art of 
prudence and decorum which could not be squeezed into precepts.

Decorum in Other Genres of Rhetoric

While the focus on decorum interpreted primarily through a correct assess-
ment of the audience was quite original, it introduced a variety of issues 
which had been discussed by Erasmus and Vives for decades. It clearly 
incorporated earlier ideas about the necessity of self-hiding, dissimulation, 
and the avoidance of strong passions as integral components of persua-
sive rhetoric (see Chapter 2). Perhaps most importantly, it gathered under 
the concept of decorum a determined attempt to go beyond the formulaic 
approach to rhetoric found in Erasmus’s and Vives’s earlier work.

This approach certainly had precedents. The centrality of the audience 
was already noticeable in Agricola’s De inventione dialectica, which con-
nected decorum, in the few passages dedicated to the concept, to an analysis 
of the audience. In the part on the emotions, the reader was told that deco-
rum meant the accommodation of the colour of the speech to the person of 
the speaker based on the estimation made of the audience and the theme one 
was talking about.63 To a greater degree than in classical works on rhetoric, 
Agricola stressed that the exordium and peroration were more concerned 
with the audience than with the thing spoken about, and connected the 
level of argumentation needed to the disposition of the audience towards 
the subject and the speaker.64 Agricola also highlighted that someone who 
could survey (pervidere) the opinion of the audience about the person of 
the speaker and the subject of the speech, would be well prepared to win its 
good will and to be successful in speaking more generally.65
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The attempt to rethink rhetorical theory was also evident in more reflec-
tive discussions on the adaptation of classical rhetoric to contemporary con-
cerns. Already in Lingua, Erasmus pointed out that the ‘first merit of speech 
is that it should be appropriate, taking into account the case, circumstances, 
place, and people involved’.66 Perhaps the most in-depth discussion took 
place in the context of a debate on the correct manner of imitating Cicero 
in Ciceronianus. Here Erasmus, speaking through the mouth of Bulephorus, 
expanded in the clearest of terms on the lack of decorum of those who 
aimed at a direct imitation of Cicero in the contemporary world. Although 
Cicero’s language, because of its magnificence, could be compared to the 
art of Phidias, the merely artistic dimension of oratory was irrelevant since 
rhetoric aspired to persuasion and not to delight. As Bulephorus bluntly 
stated, while Ciceronian speech could be of some ceremonial use for a dip-
lomat addressing an Italian audience (preferably in Rome), it was irrelevant 
for sermons, for addressing the multitude, and for the conduct of serious 
political affairs which was ‘dealt with in private, through letters and con-
versations in French’.67 In another passage, Erasmus claimed the following:

There is nothing to stop a person speaking in a manner that is both 
Christian and Ciceronian, if you allow a person to be Ciceronian when 
he speaks clearly, richly, and appropriately, in keeping with the nature 
of his subject and with the circumstances of the times and of the per-
sons involved.68

Here decorum, rather than a dynamic principle that mediated between 
rhetorical precepts and the contextual requirements of a particular situa-
tion, referred to the accommodation of classical rhetoric to contemporary 
concerns. It was the standard by which Cicero should be judged. Vives, in 
De disciplinis, largely agreed. In the discussion on Ciceronianism, he had 
denounced a speech that was ‘of a beautiful appearance’ yet inefficient in 
persuasion partly on account of lack of decorum.69

Vives’s insistence on the importance of decorum could also be interpreted 
as a particular instance of his tendency to see several disciplines as guided by 
prudential judgment rather than fixed precepts. As we have seen, in Vives’s 
understanding of law, epikeia served as a mediator between universal rules 
and particular situations that could never be covered by a systematised legal 
code. Just like epikeia, decorum was described as a form of prudence that 
mediated between general standards and particular situations. In the part 
of De disciplinis on rhetoric, Vives had restricted rhetorical invention to 
prudence, ‘the counsellor and governess of all issues’, which decided what 
to say, where to say it, on what occasion, and in front of what audiences.70 
Decorum could thus be seen as part of prudence, which adopted general 
precepts to specific situations.

Although Vives’s proposal in De ratione dicendi was motivated by a 
broader interest in particularity across all possible actualisations of rhetoric, 
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the great stress he put on decorum clearly mirrored more historically specific 
issues in adapting classical rhetoric to contemporary concerns. In omit-
ting the traditional three genres of rhetoric (deliberative, forensic, demon-
strative), De ratione dicendi did not systematically connect its precepts on 
decorum to specific genres of speaking or writing. Vives’s other rhetorical 
works were, however, best understood as applications of the ideals of deco-
rum to practical concerns. His De consultatione was an early adaptation of 
the primacy of decorum and contextual analysis to the practice of counsel-
ling (Chapter 2). His highly popular De conscribendis epistolis elaborated 
on the potential of decorous speech in letter writing, especially when one 
addressed those in power.

In the epistolary genre, Vives’s approach was markedly different from 
the prevalent tendency to offer formulaic precepts. The schematic approach 
was apparent in those works that were most often printed with Vives’s trea-
tise: Christoph Hegendorf’s Methodus scribendi epistolas (1527), Konrad 
Celtis’s Methodus conficiendarum epistolarum (1537), and Erasmus’s youth-
ful Formula conficiendarum epistolarum (printed in 1520). Celtis’s Methodus 
introduced a five-fold structure of the letter (principium, caussa, narratio, 
enumeratio, character), in which the principium was divided into the saluta-
tion and the exordium. In this division, the exordium served as the place in 
which the recipient was turned into an attentive (attentus), docile (docilis), 
and good-willed (benevolus) reader in a traditional vein, but no attention 
was paid to the individual differences of different recipients. Rather, pre-
cepts for writing different kinds of letters were coupled with short examples, 
and the emphasis was especially on the way in which the salutation and the 
ending were constructed according to socially accepted rules.71 Hegendorf’s 
Methodus also exemplified a formulaic approach to rhetoric. Unlike Vives’s 
work, its structure was thoroughly pedagogical. Titles on a theme were pre-
sented with short pieces of text, tables of things (such as topics to be used), 
and frequent examples. Its practicality was based on the combination of the 
visualisation of an extensive set of topics with a number of examples, but it 
did not discuss decorum or issues stemming from the differences between 
different recipients at all. In participating in the simplification and visualis-
ation of rhetorical theory so elaborately set out by Walter Ong, Hegendorf’s 
treatment was distinctly different from Vives’s.72

Another work that was sometimes printed with Vives’s De conscribendis 
epistolis, and that mentioned him in the dedicatory letter, was Compendiosae 
institutiones artis oratoriae (1537), written by Adriaan van Baarland (1486–
1538), who was Vives’s friend and an active member of the humanist circles 
of Louvain. Baarland’s short handbook stressed the civic dimension of rhet-
oric and closely followed classical rhetorical theory in its structure (three 
genera of rhetoric, five duties of rhetoric, etc.).73 Here too, the exordium, 
in demonstrative, deliberative, and judicial compositions, was described 
as a place where the docility, attention, and benevolence of the audience 
was secured, but no further advice concerning the audience was given.74 A 
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number of circumstantial (circumstantiae) topics such as the cause, time, 
occasion, education, age, and fortune were discussed, but they were pri-
marily connected with the amplification of a demonstrative speech that 
praised or blamed things and persons. The treatment of emotions (affec-
tuus), although said to be of vital importance for persuasion, was not linked 
to the differing dispositions of the audience in any way.75

This approach can be contrasted to Vives’s letter-writing manual, which 
developed some of the ideas found in Erasmus’s De conscribendis epistolis. 
In tune with the standard theory of his time, Erasmus, in his early Formula, 
had still constructed the presentation by and large on traditional building 
blocks (three genera, five duties of oratory, etc.). Yet he added an introduc-
tion in which he questioned a merely rule-based approach. Erasmus posed 
the question of whether there was an art of letter writing, and claimed that 
although precepts could be given, one should improvise and turn these pre-
cepts to one’s advantage by considering things such as ‘the case, the times, 
the occasion’ since letters were written to men of ‘different origin, rank, and 
temperament’.76 This was taken as the starting point of his more exhaus-
tive De conscribendis epistolis, where the classical structure was deliberately 
removed and the exposition was built around the specific requirements of a 
vast genre of letters. While decorum was not a central category as such, the 
idea that contextual factors, especially the audience, should structure letter 
writing was very present. As Erasmus put it, when one was writing a letter, 
one should be ‘well acquainted with the nature, character, and moods of the 
person to whom the letter is being written and their own standing with him 
in favour, influence, or services rendered’. This was of some help since ‘from 
the accurate examination of all these things they should derive, so to speak, 
the living model of the letter’.77 In discussing letters of encouragement, he 
made the point with some vigour. According to Erasmus, ‘the exhortatory 
letter […] originates in the emotions’, which is why ‘we must observe and 
explore the nature of man’s mind, the variety of temperaments, the emo-
tions generated by various circumstances, and the things by which people 
are attracted or repelled’.78 If we understood what aroused hope, fear, pity, 
or other emotions in the recipient, we would know how to address the audi-
ence. So, when we knew what triggered hope in the recipient – honours in 
the ambitious man, for instance – we would concentrate on the honours that 
resulted from a given action in order to arouse hope.79 In short, here the 
audience appeared as a category through which we could think about letter 
writing in a more flexible manner.

Vives’s De conscribendis epistolis shared with Erasmus’s letter-writing 
manual an interest in a vast array of letters and meticulous study of the 
recipient/audience.80 In the spirit of the exposition of decorum in De ratione 
dicendi, it maintained that all persuasion and negotiation of differences 
should take place under the surface of concord that should only on rare 
occasions be breached. Many of the themes familiar from De ratione dicendi 
were present. Vives told the reader that all invention, both of letters and 
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of discourse more broadly, was a matter of prudence rather than precepts; 
that the disposition (ordo) of the letter should not follow a fixed order but 
should be determined by a consideration of the theme (res); and that one 
should regard the subject one was writing about, the person of the writer, 
and the recipient as decisive factors when setting out to compose a letter.81 
Furthermore, many sections of the work, especially the lengthy part on 
the exordium, abound in advice on the management of the ties between the 
writer and the recipient.82 Lastly, fully in accordance with De ratione dicendi 
and De consultatione, the focus throughout was on the management of recip-
rocal relations that conditioned invention, style, and tone rather than on the 
analysis of questions.

Unlike the more general De ratione dicendi, De conscribendis epistolis gave 
very specific advice on preserving concord tailored to different practical 
problems of letter writing. A good example of this were the recommenda-
tions concerning adversarial letters. Naturally, the very definition of let-
ters as a form of conversation (sermo) as opposed to rhetoric – a traditional 
definition underscored by Vives – already softened their adversarial nature. 
Equally as importantly, his precepts on how to present the persona of the 
orator throughout the treatise stressed the pivotal importance of avoiding 
any ‘semblance of arrogance’, which could be achieved if we spoke ‘soberly, 
modestly and with a sense of propriety and restraint’ of our own affairs.83

Similar ideas were expressed in Vives’s depiction of letters of complaint 
and invectives, in which, he wrote, one should not ‘insist too much on the 
misdeed and […] pursue the matter in abusive language, but it is a mark of 
civility and courtesy to give the reason for your complaint’.84 In such letters, 
we should be more interested in exploring how to avoid similar confronta-
tions in the future than in venting our disappointment over past actions. 
Invective was only acceptable if it was ‘intended to attack vice and to deter 
others from that kind of life’, in which case the person should still be spared 
as far as possible. If an invective did not cure vice, this ‘dog-like eloquence’ 
(canina facundia) should not be allowed.85 All in all, in letters that concerned 
matters relating to both the writer and the recipient (such as letters of invec-
tive) ‘the greatest precaution must be taken not to offend anyone’. This was 
especially pertinent in letters since they were ‘destitute of advocates’, which 
meant that often ‘the addressee upon rereading it [the letter] aggravates the 
injury and as he puts his own construction on it the insult becomes more 
grievous’.86 Civility, calmness, and moderation appear as the only way to 
solve problems involving both parties.

Perhaps the trickiest task for a letter writer was, however, to address issues 
that pertained to the addressee, especially when the recipient was someone 
superior to oneself. Here we entered the domain of false praise that had been 
abundantly discussed within the Erasmian circles at least since Erasmus’s 
own Panegyricus (see Chapter 2). Since people did not gladly endure a 
superior, ‘and since all these letters of instruction, admonishment, advice, 
exhortation, reproof and censure speak from above […] we must carefully 
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consider who is writing to whom, and on what account’.87 If the writer was 
a person of a higher standing, everything was quite straightforward. If, on 
the other hand, one admonished an equal or someone superior to oneself, 
a softer tone was needed.88 The most difficult situation was when we had to 
reprove a vice. In these cases, both overt and concealed speech had their 
problems since some ‘do not tolerate an open reproof, and do not recognize 
it if it is disguised’.89 True to his appreciation of individual differences, Vives 
argued that ‘different medicines must be administered to different tempera-
ments’. He continued by writing that ‘if praise for a virtue that one does not 
possess is beneficial, let praise be given, as some princes, powerful, learned 
and talented men are praised’.90 If the recipient did not permit advice even 
through praise, Vives suggested practical ways of establishing one’s author-
ity (e.g. reminding the recipient of friendship) that allowed one to advise 
through praise. But if correcting someone was your duty, and ‘praise goes 
to his head and he loses control of himself’, you should remonstrate with the 
addressee ‘simply and openly’ (simpliciter aperteque) and justify your deci-
sion, so that at least you fulfilled your responsibility.91 When your advice 
was destined to fail and to ‘prove detrimental to yourself and to others, it 
will be more prudent not to disturb Camarina’.92 While the strategy of false 
praise might be gradually abandoned for more open reproof if the situation 
so dictated, there were limits to what could be achieved when addressing 
a superior, which is why certain lines should not be crossed for the sake of 
your own safety and the common good.

The decorous approach was extended to humour and laughter, which were 
included in the section on writing about things pertaining to the recipient. 
Whereas in the 1519 De initiis, sectis et laudibus philosophiae Menippus the 
Phoenician, with his satirical laughter, was praised as an elegant yet relent-
less foe of vice, in De conscribendis epistolis we were told that all offensive-
ness and vulgarity should be absent and that all jests should be undertaken 
in the spirit of ‘elegance, urbanity, cleverness, and wit’.93 Ultimately, just as 
De ratione dicendi and De consultatione, his precepts on letter writing were 
highly sensitive to the intellectual and moral qualities of those addressed.

It might not be a coincidence that a close study of the audience was sug-
gested in genres where it was often composed of only one person – such as 
counsel and letter writing – yet the rhetoric of decorum was extended to 
almost all forms of speaking including preaching. Vives never composed a 
manual on homiletics, but he clearly thought that decorum was an impor-
tant concept of the rhetoric of the New Testament as well; he incorporated 
Christ (Servator) as an example of the limits of decorum and outspoken-
ness in his De conscribendis epistolis.94 The idea of decorum in preaching 
was, however, expanded on in Erasmus’s final and most elaborate treatise 
on rhetoric, Ecclesiastes (1535). Naturally, Erasmus had for long explored 
the principles of decorum in his discussions on St Paul’s dissimulation and 
in his rhetorical treatises, such as De conscribendis epistolis, that were highly 
sensitive to contextuality, concord, and the audience. Still, Ecclesiastes was 
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the first of his rhetorical works in which decorum was treated as a distinct 
category.95

Although the principles of decorum could be observed right the way 
through Ecclesiastes, the end of Book Three was specifically dedicated 
to this subject. Here we are told to take into account the theme, persons, 
time, and place ‘throughout the speech’ (tota oratione), that decorum was 
a question of ‘judgment’ (iudicium) rather than art, and that the examples 
of the Apostles showed ‘how effective language is when tempered with a 
prudent civility’.96 Erasmus gave examples of how the Apostles had to speak 
in circumstances in which their authority could not be taken for granted 
since they were addressing an audience of non-Christians, and he connected 
their success to their mastery of decorum, as when Paul spoke about the 
Christian religion to the Athenians without ever accusing them openly of 
idolatry.97 Like Vives, Erasmus regarded cases where one had to admonish 
those above oneself especially problematic. He offered various ways of sof-
tening the reproof, but, just like Vives, warned the preacher not to descend 
into flattery when addressing the powerful. As Erasmus put it, ‘it is seditious 
to bark openly against princes, but it is foolish and abject to flatter them 
openly to their face. Some err in the former fault, but many more are guilty 
of the latter’.98

All in all, Vives’s attempt to think about rhetoric as a creative practice of 
decorum and not as a formulaic art was a shift in emphasis. While different 
genres posed specific problems and made different demands on rhetoric, 
ranging from the transformative potential of preaching to the more instru-
mental deliberative rhetoric that sought to influence specific decisions, they 
all partook in this tendency. Across the spectrum of genres, it was suggested 
that rhetoric was an art of prudence rather than of ready-made precepts 
and that it had to be tailored to specific situations by taking into account 
the theme, time, place, speaker, and audience. Within this categorisation, 
the audience was usually the decisive heading. Moreover, those instances in 
which one addresses a superior are presented at length, and a recourse to 
self-hiding, apparent consensus, moderation, politeness, and a subtle use of 
emotions was recommended.

In condensing interest in the audience and the requirement of politeness 
and courtesy into the concept of decorum, two things were simultaneously 
achieved. On the one hand, decorum provided a means of regulating socially 
convenient speech by setting the limits within which such speech could 
appear as acceptable; it upheld concord and society. This can be seen as a 
major point against the emerging culture of verbal discord (e.g. pamphlets), 
which frequently violated decorum and accepted norms of address. This 
side had already been evident in Erasmus’s criticism of indecorous loquac-
ity in Lingua and it was equally denounced in Vives’s De concordia. On the 
other hand, it was consistently argued that in all the different rhetorical 
genres, persuasion only became possible within the parameters of decorous 
speech. In this sense, the avoidance of an adversarial approach was not just 
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an act of politeness but the only way in which the audience could truly be 
persuaded through responsible rhetoric. Furthermore, in De consultatione 
and De conscribendis epistolis, the civic task of addressing a ruler decorously 
was perhaps the main issue.

This approach was novel but not without its problems; its stress on par-
ticularity and context offered a view of rhetoric that was very difficult to 
condense into precepts. Its invitation to think about (or rather imagine) the 
opinions and emotions of the audience as a key to rhetorical invention, dis-
position, and style did, however, imply that rhetoric could profit more from 
an analysis of emotions and passions than from a merely linguistic treatment 
of style and arrangement. Provided one was not satisfied with a typology of 
typical responses of a limited number of audiences, the audience, or the 
recipient in the case of letter writing and counselling, could only be under-
stood through a more general enquiry into how judgment and emotional 
response functioned. This demanded knowledge that was rarely supplied by 
rhetorical manuals in any detail. The emphasis put on the audience and the 
unwillingness to provide a typology of common reactions clearly motivated 
Vives’s efforts in De ratione dicendi to direct the reader to his treatment of 
the soul and emotions in De anima.

De anima et vita as the Foundation of Moral Philosophy

Vives’s De anima is in many ways a puzzling work. Despite its adherence 
to a long tradition that went back to Aristotle’s De anima, it was the first 
systematic Northern humanist treatise on the soul and emotions. Although 
somewhat of an anomaly within the context of Northern humanist educa-
tional, rhetorical, and theological literature, its avowed raison d’être was 
to serve precisely as the foundation of ethical, political, educational, and 
rhetorical concerns of a generation of humanists. Vives himself certainly 
thought so. In the dedicatory letter, we are told that nothing was ‘more 
excellent’ (praestabilior) and useful than knowledge of the soul. Since the 
soul was the ‘source and origin’ ( fons atque origo) of good and bad actions, 
knowing about its operations helped to guide our actions.99 The knowledge 
of emotions provided in Book Three of the treatise was said to constitute 
‘the foundation of all moral philosophy, whether private, or public’; and no 
other science was ‘more suitable’ for a prince in particular in ‘the due gov-
ernance of himself, his subjects, and the whole commonwealth’.100

This dimension of the treatise has been picked up in the scholarly litera-
ture, where its practical, empirical, and ethical approach to the soul has fre-
quently been lauded as original.101 Despite this recognition, the way in which 
the link between the understanding of the operations of the soul and moral 
philosophy was supposed to work is, however, seldom analysed in detail. 
Lorenzo Casini, the foremost expert on the treatise, acknowledges the eth-
ical dimension of the De anima, yet his focus is on placing it in the context 
of sophisticated internal discussions of the soul rather than on connecting 
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it to mental therapy or rhetorical concerns. In Noreña, the therapy of emo-
tions is a more prominent theme, but while he deals with the social element 
of therapy (e.g. the role of education in habituation), he does not examine 
it in the context of rhetoric or the wider Northern humanist understand-
ing of moral philosophy.102 The omission of the ethical, educational, and 
political dimensions is quite understandable, considering that Vives was not 
very explicit about how knowledge of the soul provided the basis for moral 
philosophy. Yet, if moral philosophy is not emphasised, we risk ignoring the 
context within which Vives thought that the treatise should be interpreted. 
In what follows, I suggest that the analysis of the soul reflects, among other 
things, broader humanist concerns on two levels. First, it can be seen as the 
foundation of individual ethics and, second, as the culmination of rhetoric, 
both transformative and non-transformative.

Before these issues can be understood, some preliminary knowledge 
about the treatise must be established. The basic conceptual framework 
within which the soul and emotions were discussed had an Aristotelian ring. 
Vives agreed with Aristotle’s view in De anima that the soul, in tune with 
the theory of hylomorphism, was the formal cause that animated a material 
body. In accordance with this principle, all living beings had a soul: plants 
had a nutritive soul, animals nutritive and sensitive souls, and human beings 
possessed these two lower souls as well as an intellective soul.103 On the basis 
of Aristotle’s De anima, medieval treatises had developed a nuanced sys-
tem of faculty psychology whereby different operations were attributed to 
separate faculties in an increasingly sophisticated system. Despite the sub-
stantial differences between different theories, it was agreed that all prop-
ositional reasoning happened in the intellective soul, which processed the 
representations produced by the internal senses of the sensitive soul (these 
normally included common sense, imagination, memory, fantasy, estima-
tion); these, for their part, produced representations on the basis of the 
information received through the external senses. An eclectic exposition of 
faculty psychology could be found in Vives’s De anima.104

While Vives discussed several technical issues, his account, however, 
relied heavily on those mental operations that were relevant for moral 
action; he was concerned about the interplay between the intellective soul 
(reason, judgment, will), internal senses (especially fantasy), and emotional 
response. Drawing heavily on a Christian interpretation of an Aristotelian 
tradition, emotions were primarily described as natural impulses implanted 
in humans by God for self-preservation and a good life. As he wrote, ‘the 
actions of those faculties that were given to us by nature to follow what is 
good and to shun away from what is bad are called emotions or affections’.105 
Consequently, the extreme version of Stoic apatheia – a complete freedom 
from emotions – was heavily criticised by Vives, according to whom emo-
tions should be trained and habituated to fulfil their created tasks ade-
quately rather than eradicated.106 While Vives primarily saw emotions as 
natural, he also introduced another categorisation that could be found in 
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Roman rhetorical manuals among other sources. In this theory, mild, ethical 
emotions were contrasted to strong passions. The categorisation had defi-
nite normative connotations since strong passions were perturbations of the 
soul that threatened the power of reason and rational judgment over human 
actions.107 Although much of the treatment in De anima was focused on the 
negative consequences of destructive passions, the Aristotelian framework 
was, however, largely dominant since most passions, such as pride (superbia) 
or anger (ira), were ultimately interpreted as distorted versions of natural 
emotions that were instituted by God as instruments of self-preservation 
and perfection.108 This placed Vives’s view on emotions primarily within a 
Peripatetic framework, albeit with notable differences between Vives and 
Aristotle in how individual passions were interpreted.109

In accordance with a long medieval tradition, emotions, in order to be 
activated, needed to follow a judgment, some prepared by the rational soul 
(iudicium) and some based on the estimations of the sensitive soul (often aes-
timatio). In the rational soul, reason (ratio) – an active discourse – prepared 
arguments for judgment, the only activity of which consisted in judging 
what reason had proposed. These judgments were the basis for the activity 
of the third faculty of the intellective soul, which was responsible for choice: 
the will (voluntas).

The interaction between reason, judgment, and will comprised numerous 
possibilities for wrong judgment and emotional response. In its practical 
form (prudentia), reason was aided in the assessment of particular objects 
by the ability of the human mind to grasp the universal truths of natural 
law, which were employed by practical reason in the assessment of specific 
issues. This was linked to the medieval theory of synderesis, a natural pro-
pensity in all humans to recognise truth and goodness.110 Reason could, 
however, fail to form a correct conclusion – the goal of practical reason 
– because of many reasons such as the slowness of the discourse, the com-
plexity of the task at hand, lack of will, darkness of the mind, momentary 
confusion (perturbatio) due to passions, conflicting thoughts, or the activity 
of fantasy.111 If the reasoning was correct and assented to by the judgment 
(which judged both the argumentative discourse and its conclusion), the res-
olution of the judgment was passed over to the will.

The will could also play a role in erroneous emotional activation. As 
Casini has suggested, Vives’s treatment of the will came close to Jean 
Buridan’s (c.1300–c.1358) mild voluntarist position since they both argued 
that the will, although free and self-determined, could not will something 
bad as such or will against something good, that the will could will only 
something that had been judged good in some way, and that the will could 
not will a lesser good if a greater good was under consideration.112 The free-
dom of the will was, however, quite ambivalent; Vives could draw an analogy 
with deep medieval roots between the will and the prince (and between the 
judgment and a counsellor) to portray the will as a capricious, emotional, 
and disturbing power.113 Although the will could only assent to what had  
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been judged good, it wielded considerable power over reason and judg-
ment, because some emotions clearly worked within the will itself. It could 
choose whether to subject a given object to deliberation in the first place, it 
could divert the attention to something else during the deliberation, and it 
could decide not to want (non velle) something that had been judged good 
(it could not hate it, but it did not have to act on it). Furthermore, due 
to the great variety and ambiguity of things, almost everything could be 
judged good or bad by the reason, which is why the will, just like a prince, 
would often find a reason to act as it pleases. In these cases, the freedom 
of the will, which made free humans moral agents for Vives, turned into a 
tyrannical power that was hard to control.114

The problem related to the activation of emotions was not restricted to 
the intellective soul. As we are told in the part on emotions, all emotions 
that were not instinctive reactions (such as thirst) ‘follow a judgment’.115 This 
judgment, however, needed not be produced by the intellective soul. We are 
informed that a judgment based on ‘the representations of the imagination’ 
was sufficient and more frequent.116 These judgments were the estimations 
of the sensitive soul, which humans shared with animals, and they were not 
produced by the propositional argumentation of reason but by the freely 
associative activity of compositive fantasy.117 While reliance on an estima-
tion of the internal senses brought humans near to the non-reflective life 
of animals and was consequently potentially threatening, their power over 
emotional response was taken as a natural fact throughout Book Three.

De anima, Emotions, and Self-Knowledge

An explanation of the way in which emotional response was actualised 
through the judgment of reason or the estimation of internal senses, and 
how emotions posed a threat to the intellective soul, would have been of 
help to anyone interested in self-understanding and the purification of his/
her own actions, both of which were express goals of De anima.118 As is well 
established, the therapeutic, ethical motivation behind the understanding of 
emotions had been essential to many classical traditions which strove for the 
control and direction of emotions (e.g. the Peripatetics) or for their eradica-
tion (the Stoics).119 Socrates, the original spokesperson for self-knowledge, 
had already linked self-knowledge precisely to the knowledge of the soul 
in the First Alcibiades.120 In addition to the different schools of Antiquity 
(Stoics, Peripatetics, Epicureans, Neoplatonists), the ethical interpretation 
of emotions had been largely adopted by Christian philosophy, in which 
assenting to erroneous emotional impulses was frequently associated with 
sin.121 We are told in the dedicatory letter to De anima that the ancient 
maxim of ‘know thyself’ (sese nosse) – central for Vives throughout his life – 
should be interpreted as an order to know ‘the nature of the soul, quali-
ties, ingenia, powers, emotions’.122 This implied a naturalistic interpretation 
of self-knowledge. Ideally, this enabled us to inculcate the right emotional  
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dispositions, to evaluate the ways in which judgments were made, to control 
and direct specific emotions, and to understand what was suitable for us 
and what was beyond our limits. But this natural understanding was not 
free of theological, metaphysical, and teleological elements. For to interpret 
emotions was also to understand the reason they were implanted in us in 
the first place (this is always stated in the analysis of separate emotions in 
Book three), which, for its part, presupposed knowledge of our place in the 
hierarchy of creation and of our nature as an image of God.

All this resonated well in the Erasmian tradition. Within humanist circles, 
self-knowledge could be interpreted in different ways that gave the emo-
tions varying levels of centrality but that never discarded them completely. 
On numerous occasions, the control or eradication of passions and emo-
tions was regarded as crucial for ethical self-government, that is, freedom 
from the slavery of passions. In Erasmus’s immensely popular Enchiridion, 
self-knowledge was already of decisive importance. While some readings 
have found an underlying logic in the Enchiridion – most recently, Ross 
Dealy has read it as a systematic appropriation of Stoicism into Christianity 
– Erasmus’s treatment was quite eclectic, and it was never systematically 
placed within a clearly defined tradition by the contemporaries.123 In the 
Enchiridion, self-knowledge was primarily described as a spiritual process. 
We are told that ‘the beginning of this wisdom is to know thyself’ and that 
this wisdom should be asked of God ‘with ardent prayer’ and from the ‘veins 
of the divine Scripture’.124 We are reminded that knowledge of our body and 
state of mind was difficult to attain, and that the war within ourselves, an 
often employed metaphor in the work, was primarily due to a fight between 
reason and bodily passions, which could only be remedied through spiritual 
wisdom.125

Despite its spiritual interpretation of self-knowledge, the Enchiridion 
did not, however, rule out knowledge of emotions. Erasmus tells us that 
self-knowledge included ‘knowledge of all the impulses of the soul’, and 
knowledge of how to restrain them and redirect them to virtue.126 As the idea 
of redirection implied, the Enchiridion did not simply strive for the eradica-
tion of emotions. Erasmus knew well the distinction between the Stoic eradi-
cation of emotions and the Peripatetic interpretation of affections as potential 
inducements to wisdom, and, while arguing that there were only superficial 
differences between these schools, he was clearly against a complete uproot-
ing of the emotions, as his positive attitude to paternal love and other socially 
constructive affections testified. His account of emotions also paid particu-
lar attention to individual propensity to certain emotions because of specific 
character traits or physical constitution, which implied the importance of 
their correct interpretation in self-cure.127 In his rhetorical writings, Erasmus 
generally took the role of emotions in human motivation for granted but 
rarely discussed them in any detail. In his De conscribendis epistolis, however, 
he wrote that the emotions, according to many philosophers, had been given 
to us ‘as incentives and guides to perfect virtue’, which aligned Erasmus 
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with the Peripatetic tradition.128 But it should be noted that here, as in many 
other places, it remained unclear whether the term – affectus – comprised all 
emotions or just socially constructive or moderate ones.

Vives’s understanding of moral philosophy also consisted essentially 
in self-knowledge that could occasion self-cure from vice. This self-cure 
was systematically described as freedom from harmful passions. In his 
Introductio ad Sapientiam, we are told that wisdom entailed the correct 
judgment of all things, and that the first step in its attainment was self- 
knowledge.129 As in the Enchiridion, a normative dichotomy between the 
mind and passions was established – a dichotomy in which passions were 
linked to the body and to vice.130 Vives held that the purification of passions 
and vice was what transformed us into God-like creatures; and he further-
more stated that ‘the greatest thing’ (summum) in learning and erudition 
was the philosophy that provided a remedy for the diseases of the soul. The 
cure, that is, the control of the perturbations of the mind, was not only of 
great importance for a scholar but it brought him close to the angels and to 
God. Moreover, the remedies for these diseases were said to be derived not 
only ‘from God and the law and life of the Christ’, but also from ‘things and 
from ourselves’.131 While much of the Introductio ad Sapientiam was struc-
tured around the dichotomy between wisdom and reason, on the one hand, 
and passions, on the other, passions referred only to destructive passions 
(pathe), not to all emotional responses, as the stress put on love and other 
socially constructive emotions made clear.132

Vives frequently discussed the purification or control of passions as 
key to self-government in his other works too such as the Book Four of 
De concordia and in De pacificatione.133 In De concordia, these passions 
were contrasted with socially constructive emotions, which testified to 
love, benevolence, and concord, and that clearly upheld sociability among 
humans.134 As a demonstration of the ambiguity on whether passions should 
be eradicated or merely controlled, the expressions used by Vives in differ-
ent texts included the correct ordering of passions (compositus), their sub-
jection (subdere), putting a bridle on them ( freno), removing (abluere) them, 
and freeing oneself from them (liberare).135 Yet, while this evasiveness was 
present in some parts of De anima, the treatise, with its Peripatetic inter-
pretation of emotions, aligned itself with the ideals of emotional control, 
education, and habituation, and never suggested a complete eradication of 
passions as a viable possibility. In this interpretation, virtue was equivalent 
to adequate emotional response in specific situations, whereas vice resulted 
from the activation of wrong passions and emotions in wrong situations.

In this picture, De anima was clearly an extension of Vives’s life-long 
struggle with self-cure and an attempt to discuss the dynamics of emotions 
and passions as the culmination of self-knowledge, which made a virtuous 
life possible. The treatise most likely presupposed the role of different medi-
tative (one can think of Vives’s own Meditatio de Passione Christi in psalmum 
XXXVII), contemplative, and discursive practices (e.g. De disputatione, part 
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of De disciplinis) in emotional control as a way of reimagining or rethink-
ing oneself and one’s emotional response to specific objects or moments. 
Moreover, regarding the supposed usefulness of the work for ethics and 
politics, the stress on self-knowledge was also a political argument which 
wove ethics and politics together in the figure of the prince. As Vives had 
insisted repeatedly, the ethical self-government of the prince – the control 
and direction of emotions – was a precondition of virtuous political action 
(see Chapter 3).

Habituation and Education

Despite the placement of the book in the tradition of therapy and self- 
knowledge, there are, however, several things that suggest that Vives also, if 
not primarily, targeted De anima at those who could be considered enforc-
ers of self-government in different contexts, such as educators, tutors, or 
counsellors. What confirmed the suitability of the treatise for such readers 
was not only Vives’s explicit claim in De disciplinis and De ratione dicendi 
that the analysis of the soul was the culmination of educational and rhetor-
ical concerns but also the markedly social element of self-government that 
was built into De anima. On the one hand, this referred to the processes 
of habituation that had partly moulded certain groups of people to judge 
and react in a certain way, which implied that their self-government was 
connected to several external factors. On the other hand, this pointed to 
the ways in which emotions were activated socially and linguistically, which 
would have been of great use for a rhetorician, counsellor, or a tutor.

Throughout the technical description, there was much to encour-
age a teacher or a tutor. Both judgments and the estimations of fantasy 
were deeply embedded in social life and subjected to processes of habit-
uation, which was another major Aristotelian theme of De anima. In the 
Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle had firmly maintained that our moral dis-
positions are largely the result of processes of habituation and continuous 
practice, and Vives, in De anima, also discussed ‘acts’ (actus) that required 
‘practice’ (usus) and maintained that ‘of that practice comes into being a 
habit, which includes readiness and propensity to act’.136 In a 1538 letter to 
Simon Grynaeus, Vives wrote that while our talent (ingenium) composed the 
seeds of all good things, they could only be perfected with the help of arts 
and disciplines. Echoing his De anima, he claimed that the operations of our 
minds and especially our understanding, unlike sense perception, could be 
habituated to operate better through practice and art.137 In the part on rea-
son (ratio) in De anima, Vives told us that the variety of ways in which rea-
son operated in humans was partly due to natural differences in ingenium, 
partly to ‘instruction, habits’.138 He also sharply underlined that to prudence 
‘science is not enough; it also needs practical experience’.139

The processes of habituation were not only restricted to rational pro-
cedures but also concerned internal senses and fantasy, the associative 
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patterns of which, though hard to control, possessed some degree of pre-
dictability. In a reference to a tradition of artificial memory dating back to 
Ad Herennium, Vives connected the possible use of memory places to the 
fact that if two things were presented to the fantasy together, the presence of 
one of them would activate the other one in recollection.140 He also sustained 
that the supposedly spontaneous estimations of fantasy were intimately tied 
to one’s convictions and beliefs. As Casini has noted, Vives, in discussing 
a sudden anger that seemed to anticipate rational judgment, argued that 
such anger burst out only in relation to ‘a firmly rooted conviction’ that ‘we 
are good, educated, generous, hardworking, and distinguished, and that we 
ought to be honoured and revered rather than despised’.141 This indicated 
that one’s convictions and beliefs played a significant role in the supposedly 
spontaneous estimations of fantasy and in the ensuing emotional response; 
when your convictions were altered, emotional response changed. Because 
of all this, a major implication of De anima was that if one taught the mind 
correct precepts and beliefs and habituated it to activate these precepts at 
the right moment through experience, one could become a prudent person 
who was predisposed to the performance of virtue, at least within the limits 
of one’s ingenium. This was well in line with the tradition of humanist edu-
cational ideals.

The concern with habituation and self-control was also apparent in Vives’s 
discussion of emotions. As Casini has shown, Vives aligned himself with 
Plutarch against the Stoics on the emergence of strong passions. Whereas 
the Stoics had claimed that once one had assented to a strong passion, its 
subsequent development remained largely outside one’s control, Plutarch 
had argued that passions such as anger grow gradually: ‘Seneca declares 
that hatred comes into existence at once. Plutarch rightly denies this for it 
grows from its own causes’.142 In associating himself with Plutarch, Vives 
maintained that once a strong passion was activated, one could still control 
and direct its later development if one understood its causes and dynamics.

The main implication of De anima for emotional control was, however, 
that the dynamics of individual emotions and judgment were related to a 
worldview of pride. This connected the naturalness of emotions with more 
spiritual issues; complete self-control could only be forged through a shift 
in perspective, through a new understanding of oneself as a humble image 
of God. Vives’s treatment of individual emotions showed how this worked. 
Regarding anger, one of the most destructive of passions if uncontrolled, he 
suggested that a powerful remedy to counter it was to hold the opinion that 
‘almost everyone errs in their judgments of things’, which is why they should 
be pitied rather than despised. It was also important ‘not to have an over-
blown estimation of one’s self’ and to be aware of all of one’s own shortcom-
ings (e.g. vices).143 What Vives was describing here was a link between pride, 
judgment, and individual emotional response. His point was that changing 
one’s view of oneself and of others also entailed overcoming pride, which, 
as we have seen, fed even into the supposedly spontaneous estimations of 
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fantasy and, ultimately, made one prone to strong passions such as anger. 
He went as far as to suggest that ‘peace and concord can coexist with all 
other vices except for pride’.144

Hardly unsurprisingly, within this theory, the powerful, especially the 
prince, received special attention. In the part of De anima on offence (offen-
sio), from which all malevolent emotions arose, princes were included in a 
lengthy list of those especially vulnerable to being offended, since they were 
‘flattered and praised by everyone, opposed by no one’.145 This habituated 
them to wrong judgment and made them incapable of bearing any offences. 
In the part on pride (superbia), we were told that those who were proud 
wanted praise and no competition. Some princes would like that ‘no-one 
was more powerful than them, not even God’. He can be so proud that he 
‘considers it right that he is exempted from human law’, he even wants to be 
‘exempted from natural law and, in fact, not to be subject to the mighty and 
powerful God’.146 They showed any semblance of friendship only towards 
those who subjected themselves to them through ascent to their wishes 
and adulation. When proud people acted humbly, this stemmed from false 
humility. In the case of princes, false humility was performed only in order 
to increase their ‘power’ (dominatio), which was the case of classical tyrants 
such as Marius and Caesar and ‘our princes every day’.147 Effectively, Vives’s 
depiction of the ways in which the powerful were habituated to a frame of 
mind dominated by pride was in accordance with his claims in De concordia 
and other works that material acquisitiveness, flattery, and wrong education 
encouraged and sustained erroneous judgments.

De anima as the Culmination of Rhetoric

This information was not only significant for an educator interested in the 
process of character formation and habituation but also for a rhetorician. 
As has been indicated, Vives regarded the analysis of emotions as a natural 
extension of rhetoric, and much of rhetorical theory had taken for granted 
that there was an intimate link between the emotions and judgments of an 
audience. But there was only one main reference point in classical rhetoric 
in which this connection was systematically pursued: Aristotle’s Rhetoric. 
Interestingly, whereas the first two books of De anima were loosely mod-
elled on Aristotle’s De anima (and the tradition following it), Book Three on 
emotions largely followed the second part of Aristotle’s Rhetoric. Although 
Vives claimed that he wanted to expose emotions ‘more simply and pre-
cisely’ than what Aristotle had done in the Rhetoric, where the focus was 
on the point of view of a political man, his outline of emotions – with its 
stress on cognitive criteria and occasions on which emotions were activated 
– drew on Aristotle’s Rhetoric.148

There were a number of things one could find in Aristotle’s Rhetoric – 
which contained Aristotle’s most thorough treatment of emotions – on the 
relationship between emotions, judgments, and persuasion. As Vives knew, 
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Aristotle’s ethical philosophy in the Nicomachean Ethics gave a fundamen-
tal role to emotions as constituents of virtue and a good life, provided that 
they, through habituation, had become emotional dispositions to respond 
adequately at correct moments.149 In the Rhetoric, for its part, the focus 
was on the rhetorical possibilities of emotions. Aristotle offered his fullest 
account of different emotions in a part on pathos (in Book Two) – one of the 
three sources of persuasion (the others are logos and ethos) that concerned 
the emotional response of the audience.

Aristotle told us that ‘the employment of persuasive speech is directed 
towards a judgment’ and that ‘emotions are all those affections which cause 
men to change their opinion in regard to their judgments’.150 Since emo-
tions served as the primary way to alter the judgments of the audience on 
the object of a speech, they had to be understood. Consequently, Aristotle 
offered an analysis of several emotions based on the dispositions of mind, 
persons, and occasions that usually triggered an emotional response. His 
point was that if we understood how and in what contexts emotions were 
activated, we could focus on those aspects of a subject that connected the 
case/person under discussion to specific emotional dispositions of the audi-
ence. As he stated in his lengthy discussion of anger, ‘it will be necessary for 
the speaker, by his eloquence, to put the hearers into the frame of mind of 
those who are inclined to anger, and to show that his opponents are respon-
sible for things which arouse men to anger and are people of the kind with 
whom men are angry’.151 In the end, Aristotle’s Rhetoric was a cornucopia 
of information on the dispositions, characters, and instances that produced 
emotional responses. Furthermore, the Rhetoric dealt primarily with prac-
tical rhetorical contexts, not with character formation. As Aristotle stated 
in the Nicomachean Ethics, rhetoric taught about public speaking that was 
directed to a judgment on a specific issue (deliberation about future, judg-
ment about past) or a person (epideictic), but it did not deal with moral 
education.152

Lawrence Green has argued that Renaissance interest in Aristotle’s 
Rhetoric was motivated by what it taught about emotions and the emotional 
reactions of the audience. In addition, Green considered Vives a prominent 
figure in the reception of the work. Although Green did not focus specifi-
cally on Vives, I believe that his overall argument was correct.153 Aristotle’s 
Rhetoric was well known to Vives who appreciated it greatly. Already in De 
consultatione he had constructed his treatment of ethos on an appropriation 
of Aristotle’s tripartite division of its sources (prudence, virtue, and good-
will).154 In his Censura de Aristotelis operibus, a brief critical presentation of 
Aristotle’s works printed together with the 1538 Latin edition of Aristotle’s 
Opera, he praised the philosopher as the inventor of the art of rhetoric, in 
whose Rhetoric ‘nothing seems to be lacking’. Vives also lauded the trea-
tise in De disciplinis, not for what Aristotle had to say about the method of 
invention (that is topics) or moral philosophy, but rather for his views on 
the ‘prudence (prudentia) needed in common life’.155 Although Aristotle’s 
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Rhetoric did not enjoy the same success in the printing world as some of 
Cicero’s works or the Ad Herennium, it was available in many Latin editions 
in the translations of William of Moerbeke or George of Trebizond.156

There are reasons to think that Aristotle’s Rhetoric influenced Vives’s 
view that rhetoric was an art that was essentially based on understand-
ing the emotional dispositions and reactions of the audience. The kind of 
knowledge Aristotle provides in the Rhetoric – and Vives in De anima – 
was essentially a reply to Vives’s method of rhetorical invention based on 
imagining what moved the audience, as outlined in De ratione dicendi. But 
there were also some specific themes that he took from Aristotle. Perhaps 
the most important of these was the role of the estimation of fantasy in 
activating emotions, which was grounded in Aristotle’s description of 
emotional response in the Rhetoric. In Aristotle’s De anima, imagination 
was the central power of the soul that mediated between sense perception 
and reasoning (all reasoning happened through the mental representa-
tions produced by the imagination on the basis of sense perception), but 
it was denied a role in the activation of emotions.157 In the Rhetoric, on 
the other hand, Aristotle often emphasised that the mere representations 
of the imagination could produce emotional response through their own, 
non-rational evaluation of objects. These representations might work 
because they spoke to the audience’s previously held beliefs or dispositions 
to evaluate in a certain way, but they did not present rational judgments as 
such. In Book Two, he defined fear as ‘a painful and troubled feeling caused 
by the impression [phantasia] of an imminent evil that causes destruction 
or pain’.158 While there is an ongoing philosophical discussion as to what 
exactly he meant by this, the Latin translation by George of Trebizond 
fostered the idea that what triggered emotional response was a representa-
tion of the imagination, since imaginatio was the term that he employed 
for Aristotle’s phantasia.159 One potential implication of this was that the 
orator who could craft representations of situations/objects/persons so that 
they spoke to the emotional dispositions or beliefs of the audience would 
wield considerable power over both the non-rational estimation and the 
rational judgment of the audience.

This certainly influenced Vives. He knew, of course, the theory of internal 
sensation, developed by Arab and medieval writers on the basis of Aristotle’s 
De anima, which he discussed in his commentaries on Augustine’s De civ-
itate Dei, De disciplinis, and in De anima. The theory (or theories: there 
were different versions, but they usually involved the sensus communis, 
imaginatio, memoria, phantasia, and facultas estimativa) explained how the 
information received through external senses was turned into a meaning-
ful sensation.160 It equally explained how internal sensation captured the 
intentions (intentiones) of the perceived object by which it was experienced 
either as good and beneficial or bad and hostile. Some theories had further-
more discussed how the estimation of the intention of an object perceived or 
imagined triggered emotional response and initiated animal movement.161
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But despite the inclusion of the theory in De anima, Vives had relatively 
little to say about it or any of the internal senses other than compositive 
fantasy, which occasionally stood for the whole of internal sensation in De 
anima.162 While the treatment of fantasy covered many issues, its relation-
ship to emotional response was driven more by Aristotle’s Rhetoric than by 
the theory of internal sensation.163 Moreover, in some parts, as in the open-
ing sentence in the section on fear, Vives freely paraphrased Aristotle in 
claiming that ‘fear is a phantasia of an approaching evil’.164 In De anima, we 
are told that fantasy could be agitated by words, gestures, and other signs 
that surpassed the cognition of mere brutes.165 Vives also gave countless 
examples of the ways in which a mere representation of fantasy activated 
emotions in the treatment of particular affections.166 Quite explicitly, Vives 
claimed that ‘the reign of fantasy is extensively open to all affects’.167 This 
almost exclusive focus on fantasy within the theory of internal sensation and 
the importance given to it in emotional arousal was not that typical of other 
contemporary treatises. In the works on the soul that were often printed with 
Vives’s De anima, such as Philipp Melanchthon’s Commentarius de anima 
(1540) – which praised Vives in the introduction – and Vitus Amerbach’s 
(1503–1557) Quatuor libri de anima (1542), the discussion on fantasy drew 
on Galen (Melanchthon) and Aristotle (Amerbach), and neither attributed 
much centrality to fantasy within the theory of internal sensation or dis-
cussed the rhetorical significance of all this.168

There were natural differences between Vives’s and Aristotle’s views of 
fantasy. More than Aristotle, Vives gave the representations of fantasy a 
strikingly visual interpretation by linking them to the practice of enargeia/
evidentia, that is, vivid visual representations that could move the audience. 
The idea was that if we could craft a vivid representation of a given object/
person/event, we could direct the emotional response of the audience with 
regards to the thing in question. The potential of evidentia was extensively 
explored by classical rhetoricians and in Quintilian’s Institutio oratoria, the 
crafting of visual representations was essential to the control of the emo-
tional response of the audience.169 Practices of evidentia had been taken 
up forcefully in Erasmus’s De copia and De conscribendis epistolis, both 
of which emphasised the role of visuality in various rhetorical tasks rang-
ing from demonstrative rhetoric to letters of advice and encouragement.170 
Similarly, Book Three of Vives’s De ratione dicendi opened with a treatment 
of description (descriptio) which was about enargeia.171 In this part, we are 
told that the essence of persons, places, acts, or abstract concepts could not 
be perceived as such, yet they could be reconstructed through accidental 
qualities that were perceivable to the senses. These were especially useful 
when abstract concepts had to be explained ‘to the intellectual strength 
of the people’ incapable of propositional understanding.172 For instance, 
in talking about philosophy to the people, we should not try to define it 
but rather to depict it as a beautiful and virtuous lady. While this mirrored 
Vives’s general view that all essences were grasped through their accidents, 
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it had an undeniable rhetorical flavour, as the focus on the vulgus implied. 
Indeed, Vives argued that ‘descriptions have great importance for persua-
sion’ because when things, through descriptions, ‘were unveiled and dis-
closed they move us greatly’.173 He gave an example, drawn from Quintilian, 
about how to vividly describe the destruction of a city, which illustrated 
how to depict a concept (sack of a city, war) through its consequences in a 
way that moved the audience.174

Naturally, an Aristotelian interest in emotions could be associated with 
the purification of the soul through transformative rhetoric in a quite 
non-Aristotelian vein. As seen, the idea of transforming the ruler had been 
of decisive importance in the mirror-for-princes genres, and much of reli-
gious rhetoric, as epitomised by Erasmus’s Ecclesiastes, took character for-
mation as its avowed goal.175 Furthermore, transformative rhetoric had often 
aspired to contemplation and meditation through visuality and Erasmus’s 
Institutio principis Christiani was defined precisely as an attempt to offer ‘the 
picture of a true and upright Christian prince’.176 Much of Vives’s oeuvre, 
ranging from mirror-for-princes and meditative literature to the use of enar-
geia in political treatises such as De concordia, had aimed at producing this 
kind of transformation by crafting an idealised image or, alternatively, a 
dystopian representation of the disastrous consequences of passional dis-
orders. In this way, visuality and imagination were put into play to portray 
someone as a humble image of God, as an ideal example of a given officium, 
or to demonstrate the consequences of actions such as the terrors of warfare 
and the fruits of peace.

It is clear, however, that De anima did not just provide information about 
the possibilities of character transformation. As an extension of rhetorical 
theory, it could equally help anyone interested in the tradition of classical 
rhetoric, which was more focused on communicating specific messages per-
suasively than on the cultivation of persona. After all, knowledge of the soul 
was supposed to be the culmination of De ratione dicendi, De conscribendis 
epistolis, and De consultatione, all of which were practical appropriations of 
classical rhetoric. Non-transformative rhetoric could naturally profit from 
the powers of fantasy by harnessing them to convey a specific message. 
Vives’s own dedicatory letter to Charles V in De concordia played with the 
image of a universal monarch in a highly visual language yet employed this 
image to argue for dynastic peace and ecclesiastical concord. More gen-
erally, his discussion of the significance of material culture and praise for 
the re-creation of the powerful in De concordia implied that visuality both 
inculcated virtue and played a part in the activation of emotional response 
in specific instances (Chapter 3).

In addition to visuality and fantasy, a rhetorician reading De conscriben-
dis epistolis, De consultatione, and De ratione dicendi would find other useful 
information in De anima. First, he would encounter an explanation framed 
in natural philosophy for the pivotal importance of decorum in a world in 
which the audience most likely was controlled by pride. In rhetorical works, 
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the worldview of pride was taken primarily as a natural starting point for 
persuasion in practical issues, not as an object of reform. Since a human 
being driven by pride was extremely inclined to feel offended and, conse-
quently, to be overtaken by passion, every effort should be made not to offer 
him/her any opportunity to take offence. This concerned the way one pre-
sented oneself, the subject, and the person of the recipient, and this was 
especially helpful when one addressed those above oneself. Since destruc-
tive passions, when grown to their full power, were hard to control and 
direct, one should use them carefully even in speaking against a particular 
issue. We can see that in De anima, as in Vives’s other writings, he thought 
of princes as the foremost examples of people dominated by pride.

More concretely, in the analysis of the recipient, his/her emotional and 
passional dispositions were crucial. In the part of De ratione dicendi in which 
the orator was told to assume the mind of the audience through his/her own 
imagination, one of the crucial issues was to understand what ‘moves them 
and calms them’.177 So if an orator had an interpretation about an emotional 
disposition of the audience towards the object of the discussion or person 
involved, he/she could open De anima to gather more information about the 
dynamics of a given emotion or passion. Let us think once again of Vives’s 
dedication of De concordia to Charles V, which was an attempt to address a 
ruler whose worldview was assumed to be dominated by a discourse of uni-
versal monarchy that likened the powers and qualities of the ruler to those 
of God. Charles was thus clearly imagined to be under the sway of pride, 
which goaded him to seek recognition of his supposedly God-like qualities 
and, if these were not accepted, triggered wrath (ira) and envy (invidia), as De 
concordia had already implied. In De anima, one could learn how pride, as a 
form of excessive self-love, activated envy towards those who seemed to pos-
sess more; wrath, because a proud person ‘is never attributed as much as he/
she thinks he/she should be’; and a host of other emotions.178 With the proud, 
decorum was thus required and Vives acknowledged Charles’s achievements 
and their God-like dimension. This admission did not, however, serve to 
overcome pride and ambition but instead to connect these impulses to goals 
that Vives presented as solutions to the problems of Europe in his time (the 
need for a Church council and dynastic peace). In this way, the glory that 
nurtured pride was linked to a proposed action which resulted in a redi-
rection of harmful passional impulses to something that Vives considered 
important. Consequently, the deliberator did not transform the audience 
but rather played with passions in order to enhance a specific action in the 
context of a particular issue. The dedicatory letter thus exemplified rhe-
torical decorum (not employing parrhesia or direct reproof) but, precisely 
through decorum, tied ambition, glory, and pride together with an action 
which was regarded as good and urgent.

In the end, rhetorical invention did not use commonplaces or pre- existing 
formulas in composition but relied on a mental reconstruction of the audi-
ence that was dependent on the kind of information provided by De anima. 
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If a given audience/recipient could be linked to specific emotional disposi-
tions, an orator would understand how to move it to his/her side by opening 
Vives’s treatise on the soul. This effectively reinstituted the understanding 
of emotions as the key to persuasion, a view which was to have echoes in the 
development of early modern rhetorical theory in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries.179

While De anima et vita was not Vives’s last publication, it certainly was 
the pinnacle of Vives’s moral, political, and rhetorical thought. It fulfilled 
the quest for a theory of the soul and emotions that could serve as the foun-
dation for ethical and political self-government and as the basis of a renewed 
rhetoric of decorum. In the context of Northern Humanist thought, it was 
a remarkable work not because it anticipated modern, experimental psy-
chology, but because it was the only Erasmian treatise of the early sixteenth 
century that built a bridge from humanist concerns with moral philosophy 
and rhetoric to natural philosophy.
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Conclusion

As in many areas of study, scholarship on Vives has found it hard to bal-
ance rigorous contextual studies with overall assessments of his place in 
Renaissance intellectual history. On the one hand, there are a growing 
number of increasingly specialised studies on different aspects of his life 
and thought that rarely address broader themes within Renaissance schol-
arship. On the other hand, there is a long tradition of overemphasising the 
place of Vives in European philosophical, humanist, and pedagogical tradi-
tions that is not attuned to a contextual reading of his work.

The problem has been partly solved by three recent studies on Vives’s 
reception, Enrique González González’s and Víctor Gutiérrez Rodríguez’s 
Los diálogos de Vives y la imprenta. Fortuna de un manual escolar renacen-
tista (1539–1994), Valentín Moreno Gallego’s La recepción hispana de Juan 
Luis Vives (2006), and Enrique González González’s Una república de lec-
tores (2007). All have painted a broad fresco of the popularity of Vives’s 
work across the centuries. In tune with modern theoretical developments, 
all have seen reception as an active engagement with texts that creates 
meaning relevant to the context of a given historical moment. In focusing 
on the reception of individual works, they have shown that the intertex-
tuality between Vives’s different pieces was largely lost in a reception that 
was interested in specific treatises and ideas for particular purposes.1 Unlike 
Erasmus, who was a controversial figure and linked to a certain approach 
to theology from early on, the figure of Vives, despite his popularity, was 
not the subject of public disputes, his work was not associated with a system 
of thought, and some of his more ambitious treatises, such as De ratione 
dicendi, were not very influential. Consequently, these studies have proved 
the success of some of Vives’s individual works, but because Vives was never 
attributed a distinct philosophy, they have perhaps done less to show what 
might have been original in Vives’s overall oeuvre. In what follows, I will not 
engage in a detailed analysis of Vives’s reception. Instead, I will interpret 
his work as a reception of several classical and Northern humanist trends 
and place these in the broader history of rhetoric and political thought. My 
intention here is not to replace the focus of reception studies on actual prac-
tices of reading but to show a side of Vives that was largely forgotten in his 
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reception and which, I hope, brings out a new dimension of his thought in 
relation to some of the dominant trends in rhetoric and political thought in 
the early modern period.

As I have shown in Chapter 1, Vives understood rhetorical theory, edu-
cation, and practice in close connection with the possibilities of realising 
an active life at the service of others (a form of negotium) ever since his 
encounter with the art of eloquence in the 1510s. This connection between 
rhetoric and a life of negotium implies, in my view, three things regarding 
the importance of rhetoric for politics in Vives. First, his political activity 
and thought were mediated through rhetorical categories. Because of this, 
his ethical understanding of politics was not merely a plea for a politics of 
moral reform as a solution to political discord but a critical discourse that 
was employed to comment on the actions of the powerful and to criticise 
dynastic warfare. Second, Vives, more than most writers on rhetoric of the 
time, developed a nuanced understanding of rhetorical decorum as an exten-
sion of politics since he thought that adversarial rhetoric was not conducive 
to a successful life of negotium or to political concord. Consequently, he 
reshaped classical rhetorical precepts into new literary and conversational 
genres that stressed the necessity of disguising aggressive tactics in the spirit 
of decorum as an answer to the religious and civic upheaval and changing 
political circumstances of the 1520s and 1530s. In this environment, deco-
rum regulated speech by promoting erudite Latin and classical beauty 
against the coarse and uncouth language used in pamphlets. Third, his 
interest in decorum and in the management of the passions and emotions of 
the audience played a crucial role in extending rhetoric from merely formu-
laic precepts to the understanding of emotions in the 1530s. Consequently, 
Vives argued that political concord could best be mediated rhetorically if 
we understood the dynamics of emotions and passions and adapted our rhe-
torical activity accordingly.

In this picture, a rhetoric of decorum was the key to concord in two ways. 
First, it suppressed open discord which was an act of concord in itself since 
it nurtured sociability by establishing constructive emotional ties between 
the speaker and the audience. In a harmonious discursive atmosphere, the 
ethical self-government of individuals became possible. Second, under the 
guise of concord, it enabled effective persuasion since a rhetoric of decorum, 
not adversarial rhetoric, was the only way to convince and move people. 
Decorum thus enabled the performance of a political life of negotium by 
mediating differences of opinion in harmony: it communicated virtue and 
concord without making discord apparent. This, I believe, demonstrates 
that the rhetoric of decorum was not only developed in the context of poli-
tics but that it was thought of as a reply to fundamental questions of politics 
concerning a life of negotium and the functioning of concord in a changed 
environment.

What then should we make of this conclusion with regards to Vives’s 
place in the broader early modern culture of the time? In order to make 
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sense of this, I believe that the results must be put into the context of several 
discussions on Renaissance rhetoric, its political implications, and its links 
to the rise of a new culture of civility.

Some discussions of pivotal importance on Renaissance eloquence are 
only indirectly connected to politics. On the most general level, there is 
no agreement on whether Renaissance rhetoric should be seen as a largely 
immovable discourse or as an active process of reception. While this divide 
mirrors differences in research projects and the materials analysed, it has 
led to differing interpretations of the potential originality of individual 
writers. Wayne A. Rebhorn and Quentin Skinner, in tracing the discourse 
on rhetoric (Rebhorn) and in building a context for Thomas Hobbes’s phi-
losophy (Skinner), have emphasised the largely immutable and classical 
nature of Renaissance rhetoric. On the other end of the spectrum, Marc 
Fumaroli, among others, has seen the Renaissance as a period of active 
reception and appropriation of rhetoric to a myriad of different contexts.2 
This study has argued that the political significance of Vives’s rhetoric can 
only be understood if it is seen as a conscious process of adaptation. He not 
only saw rhetoric as an art that had to be accommodated again and again 
for new political, religious, and cultural environments but also acted on this 
premise in his theoretical writings and in his career as a counsellor.3

To understand Vives, or Erasmian rhetoric more broadly, as an active 
process of reception is not novel per se, but this process is rarely analysed 
as an extension of political considerations. In most scholarship, rhetoric has 
been seen as a worldview that extends to other disciplines – most notably 
dialectic, philosophy, and theology – introducing a strong rhetorical ele-
ment into their very core. Regarding rhetoric and dialectic, it has been well 
established that interest in rhetorical categories gradually rhetorised dia-
lectic in the writings of Lorenzo Valla, Rudolph Agricola, Juan Luis Vives, 
and Petrus Ramus among others.4 In this view, dialectic, the investigation 
of truth, was turned into an ancillary discipline of rhetoric that provided 
a basis for the rhetorical practices of writing, arguing, and persuading. In 
Chapters 1 and 4, I have tried to show that for Vives the debate on dialectic 
was not merely an abstract issue of semantics but intrinsically linked to an 
attempt to make arts and knowledge useful for a life of negotium. While 
this is hardly a new argument, with Cesare Vasoli’s seminal La dialettica 
e la retorica dell’umanesimo (1968) already connecting Vives’s dialectical 
viewpoints to their utility, much of the discussion on humanist dialectic has 
taken place on a distinctively philosophical level that, while aware of its 
social implications, touches upon them only in passing.5 Even more broadly, 
the prevalent philosophical interpretation has seen rhetoric as a key to the 
philosophical and theological worldview of a generation of humanists to 
which Vives belonged. Whether it is philosophical scepticism that arises 
from the rhetorical practice of coming up with arguments on both sides 
of any issue, the rise of the epistemological dialogue, the anti-scholastic 
and anti-dogmatic theology that relies on the transformative capacities of 
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rhetoric, or literary creativeness, this scholarship has situated rhetoric on a 
distinctively philosophical, literary, or spiritual level.6 While these interpre-
tations, many of which were motivated by the post-linguistic-turn interest 
in rhetoric, have been countered recently by scholars that see rhetoric as 
antithetical to serious philosophy (e.g. Ross Dealy), they are dominant in 
our understanding of Erasmian humanism.7

This study can be viewed as a comment on these discussions as well as 
an attempt to shift their emphasis in light of Vives’s work. It is, of course, 
undeniable that Vives’s dialectic – which investigates truth – was imbued 
with rhetorical categories. It is equally true that he gave conversations 
(sermo) between the learned a philosophical role, although this sermo was 
not so much constitutive of truth as a way of clarifying it in the current post- 
lapsarian epistemological state.8 But, while these developments were facili-
tated by the transposition of rhetorical categories to other areas of thought, 
such as dialectic, philology, theology, or philosophy, rhetoric as a distinctive 
art was not conceptualised in rhetorical manuals or encyclopaedic treatments 
(e.g. De disciplinis) as a philosophical or spiritual issue but as a practical art 
that dealt with persuasion. Furthermore, while Vives thought that rhetoric 
was operative in a range of communicative situations, persuasive possibil-
ities were much more often linked to the civic duties of addressing those 
above oneself in counsel than to Christian genres such as preaching. His 
history of rhetoric in De disciplinis was civic, he composed rhetorical exer-
cises on political themes, he employed rhetoric in addressing those in power, 
he wrote a manual on the application of deliberative rhetoric to counsel, and 
his advice on letter writing elaborated on how to address those superior to 
oneself. Consequently, his rhetoric of decorum can be understood primarily 
as an attempt to redefine the possibilities of civic rhetoric in a new context.

This is not to say that the stress put on the practicality and civic nature 
of rhetoric is antithetical to all attempts to place rhetoric within a philo-
sophical framework. Considering political philosophy, some of the views 
that emphasise rhetoric, given its argumentative flexibility, as contrary to 
philosophy have effectively shown that rhetorical adaptability was more 
fundamental than any philosophical commitment for a host of quattrocento 
humanists who were ready to say almost anything their position demanded.9 
This, I would argue, was not the case for Vives nor for some other major 
humanist of his generation who did possess relatively robust ethical and 
philosophical commitments. Erasmus was never willing to support the pol-
icies of the rulers of his time, and Thomas More and Juan Luis Vives both 
suffered the wrath of Henry VIII personally for not supporting his projects 
(the divorce and the Act of Supremacy). As I have argued, the significance 
of rhetoric was bound together with a broader project to mediate reason in 
a post-lapsarian reality. But within this broader narrative, rhetoric never 
lost its practically oriented aspirations to find the best possible means to 
persuade the audience in a specific deliberation or to transform their views 
more thoroughly.
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Those rare interpretations of Erasmian rhetoric that take into account its 
civic implications have largely emphasised the ability of epideictic rhetoric 
to mould the character of those in power.10 We can definitely discern this 
element in Vives to whom epideictic rhetoric enabled, among other things, 
character formation. But as I have argued, the instrumental side of clas-
sical rhetoric was also preserved and embedded in much of his advice on 
rhetorical persuasion and the use of passions. This idea has, I believe, been 
downplayed in scholarship on Vives and Erasmus, and in some philosophi-
cal interpretations of Renaissance rhetoric, it has been explicitly cast aside 
as uninteresting.11

The instrumental idea of rhetoric as an argumentative practice that 
strove for persuasion has, however, been embraced in civic interpretations 
of Renaissance rhetoric. In recent scholarship, much of the work on the 
political dimension of rhetoric has been tied together with a historiography 
on republicanism in which civic participation was enabled by the argumen-
tative tools offered by the ars rhetorica. In this literature, the civic possibility 
of participating freely in debates is tied to the acceptance of the plurality of 
opinions and the inevitability of continuous negotiation between citizens 
who recognise each other as participants in a conversation.12 While Vives 
thought that rhetoric enabled a life of negotium as did most republican writ-
ers, the differences were substantial. Although he shared reference points 
with the republican tradition (such as Cicero) there is no indication that 
Vives ever strove for a republican oratorical culture that was regarded as 
both impossible to achieve and unstable in its outlook. While there were 
debates (or conversations) between the equal citizens of the Republic of 
Letters and scholarly circles, in the political realm debates were not con-
ceptualised as between peers who both possessed an equal claim to argue 
their respective cases. Rather, Vives’s understanding of politics underlined 
it as a place in which an ethically self-governed man of the Republic of 
Letters engaged with a predominantly corrupt world of capricious rulers 
and malevolent counsellors, a view flamboyantly evident in Vives’s descrip-
tion of the life of an erudite man in De disciplinis. This was a world in which 
the audience was largely understood as a corrupt object of reform or per-
suasion, which meant that rhetoric was not seen as natural participation 
in day-to-day politics with actors whose aspirations were recognised, but 
as engagement with sin and corruption. Thus, while Vives’s rhetoric could 
be flexibly integrated into different theories, some of which had republican 
undertones, he himself did not envision its use from a republican mindset.13

If Vives’s idea of rhetoric does not fit easily into republican models, his 
call for a rhetoric of decorum often suited to everyday sermo in place of 
passionate oratory did not, I would argue, deal with the rise of a new code 
of civility either. Ever since Norbert Elias’s ground-breaking The Civilizing 
Process, Erasmian humanism, most notably Erasmus’s De civilitate morum 
puerilium, has held a distinct, although much debated, place in the emer-
gence of a culture of civility which, unlike medieval courtly and monastic 
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codes of conduct, was designed for a large aristocratic and urban audience 
in a broader social setting or civil community. In this literature, the rise 
of civil conversation has been primarily described as a largely meaningful, 
polite discourse and it has been interpreted as part of a culture of manners 
that enhanced adaptation to situations, created ties of reciprocal recogni-
tion, and served in the delineation of social boundaries.14

While some Erasmian texts became classics in the teaching of manners, 
Vives’s call for decorum was predominantly discursive in nature and rarely 
discussed in the context of a reform of civility and manners. Indeed, his 
plea for a rhetoric of decorum should be seen in the context of human-
ist understanding of active virtue rather than a move towards a world of 
politeness devoid of humanist meaning. Although one finds passages on 
polite manners in Vives’s writings, there is no programme of civility, and 
his focus was much more centred on the interconnections between classi-
cal and late medieval models of self-control and piety with civic rhetoric 
than on manners as such. Decorum rather implied that oratorical duties, in 
historically specific circumstances, were inscribed within a range of prac-
tices that often, although not always, drew on sermo. While sermo created 
a reciprocal model when employed between a restricted group of human-
ists, in addressing others outside these circles, such as noblemen or rulers, 
sermo did not imply reciprocity and symmetry in any straightforward way. 
It was rather a strategic choice that enabled persuasion in an atmosphere 
of harmony, and highly instrumental language was used to describe those 
one spoke to. Moreover, Vives’s relationship to a life of negotium was full of 
tensions. On the one hand, those places where he operated – such as courts – 
were systematically seen as corrupt and in need of reform. Because of this, 
their code of conduct, or that of urban elites, should not be interiorised. On 
the other hand, this reform was possible only if one adapted one’s speech 
to those circumstances without departing from one’s scholarly gravitas. 
Considering all this, Vives’s rhetoric of decorum appears as a distinctively 
discursive concept; it deals with the persuasive possibilities of language but 
cannot be seen as a move to a culture of reciprocal pleasing of an emerging 
urban and aristocratic elite.

The model outlined here does not necessarily change Vives’s place in the 
internal history of political thought if the concept refers to the traditional 
field of political theory. In political theory, the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries are described as a time in which new ideas of the reason of state 
and natural law were formulated. Reason of state, a concept that became 
popular in the 1580s and was amply discussed in works such as Giovanni 
Botero’s (c.1544–1617) Ragione di stato (1589), referred to the obligation of 
rulers to override law in cases of necessity (what exactly these were was 
heatedly debated) in view of enhancing the good of the state through polit-
ical prudence.15 In the history of natural law, seventeenth-century formu-
lations by Hugo Grotius (1583–1645), Thomas Hobbes (1588–1679), and 
Samuel Pufendorf (1632–1694) transformed the concept from a teleological 
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ideal of living according to one’s true nature to the description of mini-
mal conditions within which different kinds of self-realisations, often based 
on mere self-preservation, were possible. Both tendencies were often put 
into the context of major developments in the early modern period: the rise 
of bureaucratic states and the continuous warfare resulting from religious 
division.16 In light of this study, there is no reason to place Vives in the his-
tory of these traditions. As I have argued in Chapter 3, he considered the 
interest of the state or the ruling dynasty a threat to peace and concord and 
his understanding of natural law fell within thoroughly traditional formu-
lations of Stoic-Christian natural law as life lived according to one’s true 
nature. The critical potential of this discourse was activated in the context 
of the debates between Dutch towns and the central government on warfare 
and taxation, but it did not lead to new theoretical formulations on natural 
law or on the legal boundaries of good rule. Although Vives’s emphasis on 
the contractual nature of power might draw on the conciliarist and consti-
tutionalist tradition, strong at the University of Paris (e.g. John Mair and 
Jacques Almain), he conceived of politics in decidedly ethical terms and 
remained suspicious of all attempts to resolve political questions through 
legal discourse, whether constitutionalist theory or a system of casuistry 
designed to accommodate ever-more specific situations.

But the transformations of political theory in the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries have, in quite another key, also been closely tied 
together with the claim that in this period, emotions were theorised as the 
foundation of a political order in remarkably novel ways. Albert Hirschman 
famously argued that the early modern period signalled a move from the 
condemnation of several passions as vices to a positive revaluation of their 
constructive worth. In this way, private vices and destructive passions, 
rather than being condemned, could be harnessed to the interest of the state 
as incentives to action, provided that they were managed by playing them 
against each other in the correct measure.17 The transformations in natural 
law, resulting in a more pronounced stress on self-preservation, as opposed 
to natural Aristotelian sociability, were also analysed as a normative 
re-evaluation of the emotions on which political life was based. In a similar 
spirit, much of the ground-breaking work on the relationship between emo-
tions and politics has been centred on this transformative period.18

Since Vives relied on traditional discourses of ethical self-government 
and virtue in his political theory, his relationship to the re-evaluation of 
passions in politics is complicated. Still, I suggest that we can discern three 
ways in which he can be placed in a wider narrative in which, as Susan 
James has claimed, ‘the interest in emotions’ became part of ‘a broader pre-
occupation in early-modern European culture with the relations between 
knowledge and control, whether of the self or others’.19

First, Vives’s De anima implied a particularly naturalistic take on the 
philosophy of ethical self-government which, in comparison with the more 
spiritual bent of many of Erasmus’s writings, claimed that knowledge of 
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emotions was the foundation of moral philosophy. Indeed, it offered one of 
the most ambitious attempts to extend questions of ethics to detailed analy-
sis of the soul and emotions in Northern humanist thought and, perhaps, in 
early sixteenth-century thought more generally.

Second, he claimed that rhetoric, rather than a schematic art, was depend-
ent on mastery of emotions, as I have shown in Chapter 5. In doing so, he 
played a part in a development in which rhetoric was increasingly associ-
ated with the understanding of emotions in the later sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries. As Lawrence Green and Peter Mack have shown, 
the reincorporation of Aristotle’s treatment of emotions into rhetorical the-
ory took place in the course of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in 
radically different contexts, ranging from the Jesuits (e.g. Nicolas Caussin, 
1583–1651) to Reformed writers (Bartholomäus Keckermann, c.1572–1608, 
Gerardus Vossius, 1577–1649).20 One can speculate that in Vives there was 
an intimate connection between his theory of decorum and interest in the 
audience, on the one hand, and the foundational role of emotions in rhet-
oric, on the other. For when rhetorical invention was described primarily 
as a meticulous analysis of the emotional dispositions of the audience, as 
Vives did, then theory of emotions offered a justification for the necessity of 
decorum and essential knowledge for the invention of persuasive arguments 
in most rhetorical tasks. Interestingly, Vives did become an authority pre-
cisely on decorum and could be cited by writers as diverse as John Rainolds 
(1549–1607) and Nicolas Caussin (1583–1651), the Jesuit author of the gigan-
tic De eloquentia sacra et humana (1619).21

Third, and most importantly, these developments in rhetoric and ethics 
can be integrated into a distinctive perspective on political thought when 
the concept is extended from traditional political theory to cover the cogni-
tive and emotional basis of sociability and politics. As I have tried to show, 
politics is not just the context in which Vives’s views on ethics and rhetorical 
decorum were developed, but these essentially provide an interpretation of 
the cognitive and emotional foundations of political harmony. The political 
meaning of what has been stated about rhetoric and emotions can, in my 
view, be interpreted in two ways.

The first of these two reflects a traditional political model in which suc-
cessful political life was predicated on the ethical self-government of those 
in power. In this view, knowledge of emotions enabled their control which, 
in turn, was a prerequisite for virtuous action in the political realm. As 
part of rhetoric, emotions facilitated the creation of virtuous dispositions 
through language (e.g. epideictic rhetoric) and made possible their employ-
ment for virtuous action in specific debates through a rhetoric of decorum.

The second option poses more of a challenge to ethical politics since, in 
Vives, there were several elements that point towards developments that 
were to have echoes in later thought. By the 1530s, Vives, with ample expe-
rience of the character and actions of the powerful of the time, had under-
stood that the limits of self-control, at least without divine intervention, 
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were closely linked to natural and cultural factors. Not only were our cogni-
tive and emotional possibilities in the post-lapsarian state stressed as limits 
of ethical self-government, but we were also continuously told in political, 
educational, social, and psychological works that the cultural environment 
in which meaning was constituted contributed decisively to processes of 
habituation and to our character. Within this system, one could, as Vives 
did in works such as De disciplinis, aspire to transform those cultural pat-
terns within which we were formed since this was the only way in which the 
ethical self-control of individuals could be forged. His rhetoric of decorum 
could certainly be considered a factor here since it habituated one to a mode 
of discussion that did not break concord. But within this system, one could, 
as Vives also often did in his rhetorical works, explore the ways in which 
politics functioned when people attributed erroneous meanings to things 
and were motivated by wrong kind of judgments and passions. Here the eth-
ical ideal was embodied in a humanist counsellor, tutor, teacher, or a mem-
ber of the Republic of Letters who had to understand the less-than-perfect 
realities of politics in order to deal with them. Political concord, at least in 
the short term, was no longer thought of as the result of the ethical self-gov-
ernance of those in power but as the result of the rhetorical activity of their 
counsellors who, through crafty handling of emotions, directed political 
actions. This system did not deal with long-term reform but was more inter-
ested in the immediate possibilities of rhetoric in particular situations.

This perspective was largely a built-in element of rhetorical works and as 
such divulged to further generations through works such as De conscriben-
dis epistolis. Yet it is fair to say that it was not fully theorised; it remained 
full of ambiguities concerning the corrupting tendencies of negotium, and 
its exact relationship to the reform project is underdeveloped. Yet it is here 
that we find ideas about using bad passional dispositions, such as ambition, 
to good ends or playing certain emotions against each other, a view that was 
to become increasingly central for later political and rhetorical thought. 
This model pointed to the limits of ethical politics and to much more com-
plicated ways of conceptualising it as a cognitive and emotional practice.
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